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MESSAGE OF POPE FRANCIS

VERY REVEREND
FR MICHAEL KELLY, OSB
ABBOT GENERAL
MONASTERY OF SAINT STEPHEN PROTOMARTYR
VIA SAINT STEFANO DEL CACCO, 26
00186 ROME

ON THE OCCASION OF THE SYMPOSIUM HELD AT FABRIANO TO 

COMMEMORATE THE 750TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DEATH OF SAINT 

SYLVESTER ABBOT, FOUNDER OF THE SYLVESTRINE BENEDICTINE 

CONGREGATION, THE HOLY FATHER FRANCIS IMPARTS TO THE 

PARTICIPANTS HIS GREETING OF BEST WISHES, EXPRESSING 

APPRECIATION FOR THE INITIATIVE UNDERTAKEN TO STUDY IN DEPTH 

THE PERSONALITY AND SPIRITUALITY OF THE VENERATED MONK 

AND, WHILE HOPING THAT HIS MEMORY AROUSES IN HIS SPIRITUAL 

SONS A GENEROUS COMMITMENT TO EVANGELICAL WITNESS IN THE 

TRADITION OF THE CHARISM OF THE HOLY FOUNDER, INVOKES 

MANY HEAVENLY BLESSINGS ON THE WORK OF THE CONGRESS AND 

SENDS TO THE WHOLE MONASTIC FAMILY, TO THE PROMOTERS, THE 

SPEAKERS AND ALL PRESENT HIS APOSTOLIC BLESSING.

CARDINAL PIETRO PAROLIN
VATICAN SECRETARY OF STATE
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REPRESENTATIVE MEDAL
OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC

 

Medal in bronze struck by the State Polygraphic Institute and Mint

Front:
Italia Turrita (National Personification of Italy).
Representation taken from an ancient coin of Syracuse inspired by the work of 
the designer Vittorio Grassi (1878-1958). Around it is the inscription «  THE 
PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC  » and below is the signature of 
the President of the Republic Sergio Mattarella.

Reverse:
Quirinal Palace.
View of the Gregorian Wing from the Courtyard of Honour.
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GENERAL SECRETARIAT
OF THE PRESIDENCY OF THE REPUBLIC
SECTION FOR PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENTS

Dear Father Bracci,

I am happy to send the attached medal which the Head 
of State wished to forward, as a sign of his adherence, to the 
Symposium of Studies for the 750th anniversary of the death of 
the founder of the Congregation, St Sylvester Abbot, to take 
place at Fabriano from 1 to 3 June 2017.

I welcome the opportunity to convey, together with best 
wishes for the success of the occasion, most cordial greetings.

Head of Section
Dr Cinzia Raimondi

__________________

Father Vincenzo Bracci
Conventual Prior 
Monastery of St Sylvester Abbot
Sylvestrine Benedictine Congregation
Via San Silvestro Abate, 66
60044 FABRIANO (AN)

Ref. SGPR 12/04/2017
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PRESENTATION

The renewal of religious life entails at the same time both the 
continual return to the sources of every form of Christian life 
and to the original spirit of the institutes, as well as their ad-
aptation to the changed situations of the times (...). It is to the 
advantage of the Church that institutes have their own physi-
ognomy and proper function. Thus the spirit and purpose of 
the founder should be faithfully interpreted and observed, as 
also the sound traditions, all of which constitute the patrimony 
of each institute (Perfectae caritatis, 2). Maintaining the char-
acteristics of their institute, monks should renew their ancient 
and beneficial traditions and adapt them to the contemporary 
needs of people, so that monasteries are like nurseries for the 
edification of the Christian people (ibid., 9)

In the wake of the indications of the second Vatican Ecu-
menical Council, the Abbot General and the General Curia 
of the Benedictine Sylvestrine Congregation OSB organized a 
symposium on the occasion of the 750th anniversary of the death 
of their founder, St Sylvester Abbot of Osimo (1267-2017). 
The symposium, held from 1 to 3 June 2017 at the monastery 
of San Silvestro in Montefano near Fabriano, mother house of 
the Sylvestrine monastic family, represented the high point of 
the jubilee celebrations. The conferences, entrusted to Italian 
and overseas experts noted for their scientific and theological-
spiritual profile, were able to deepen the figure and work of 
St Sylvester, through a re-reading of his charism (« return to the 
sources ») in the light of the epochal change of the third mil-
lennium (« adaptation to the changed situations of the times »). 
Therefore it was not simply a case of an « examination of the 
past » but of a « spiritual evaluation based on the guiding prin-
ciples of Vatican II », as was the hope of the organizers.

Through the study of the sources referring to the person of 
the Founder, in particular the Vita Silvestri, the biography writ-
ten a few years after the death of the saint, there was deepened 
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PRESENTATIONX

the experiential journey of his disciples down to our days. This 
illustrated the practical elements of the charism of St Sylvester 
for today’s multiethnic and multicultural society in the five con-
tinents where Sylvestrine monks currently work (Europe, North 
America, Australia, Asia, Africa).

There emerged from the symposium the perennial validity of 
the spiritual values of the Benedictine Rule, chosen by Sylvester 
for his monastic family in a period when there were flourishing 
the two new movements of the Franciscans and Dominicans. In 
fact, beyond the contingent elements tied to the situation of the 
times, the values of the monastic tradition remain unchanged: 
the search for God above all else; the deep relationship with 
Jesus the Lord (« to prefer nothing to the love of Christ ») under 
the guidance of the Holy Spirit along the ladder of humility 
(Rule of Benedict, 7); the primacy of the Word of God; the 
common life by the exercise of brotherly love that overcomes 
differences of nationality, race, culture and language.

As was indicated in the Symposium, the sons of St Sylvester 
are present above all in Asia (Sri Lanka, India, Philippines), 
where they carry out predominantly educational work among the 
local population, for the greatest part non-Catholics: in fact, the 
numerous schools conducted by the monks are attended mostly 
by pupils whose religion is Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam. 
Thus the students are called to practise tolerance, reciprocal 
respect and peaceful coexistence. These are values found in the 
Rule of Benedict, which St Sylvester made his own and which 
his monks continue to transmit. The recent foundations in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (Congo-Kinshasa) and in the Re-
public of Congo (Congo-Brazzaville) require Sylvestrine monks 
to face the problems of the reality of Africa. This is a new and 
difficult challenge that awaits the heirs of St Sylvester, called to 
realize today the original intuitions and evangelical intentions of 
the Founder.

I hope that this important volume of the Proceedings will 
have a wide circulation, contributing to a better knowledge of 
St Sylvester and his spiritual inheritance.

# PIETRO CARD. PAROLIN

Secretary of State of His Holiness
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FOREWORD XI

FOREWORD

The Order of Saint Benedict has been enriched deeply by 
the presence of Sylvestrine monks since the hermit Saint Syl-
vester Guzzolini first built his hermitage by the mountain of 
Montefano in the area now known as the town of Fabriano. 
From these humble roots, the community that Saint Sylvester 
had founded strictly followed the Rule of Saint Benedict, extend-
ing eventually to dozens of monasteries throughout the Sylves-
trine Congregation in the Italian regions of Marche, Umbria, 
and Tuscany, and beyond Italy with its presence in Sri Lanka, 
the Americas, Australia, India, the Philippines, and Congo. Per-
haps Saint Sylvester would not have been able to imagine that 
his humble movement, first called the Order of Saint Benedict 
of Montefano, would have such wonderful, far-reaching impact 
on the religious and lay life of five continents across the globe.

It has been my joy as Abbot Primate to represent the Ben-
edictine Confederation through participation in this important 
Conference of Studies at the Motherhouse of Saint Sylvester 
at Fabriano. This Conference has sought to deepen our under-
standing of the original charism of Sylvester as the holy Founder 
of the Sylvestrine Congregation, with various presentations ex-
amining the essential elements of Sylvestrine life and their im-
pact on the world over the past 750 years. Through the studious 
work of this Conference’s many prominent speakers, we are able 
to appreciate the profound influence that Saint Sylvester and 
the monks of the Sylvestrine Congregation have had on world 
monasticism, providing inspiration for monastic religious life for 
many years to come.

During this international Conference that took place be-
tween 1-3 June 2017 at Fabriano, participants greatly benefited 
from a deeply spiritual and highly cultured series of talks that 
highlighted the ecclesial and religious context of the Sylvestrine 
Congregation’s founding. Specific aspects of the life of Saint 
Sylvester, and of the Congregation’s development following the 
death of its Founder, help us to understand monastic life as 
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FOREWORDXII

practiced throughout the centuries into the present day, as well 
as its vital role in contemporary society. 

The presentations delivered during the Conference demon-
strate the great richness of the Sylvestrine monastic tradition, 
and how it should inspire and challenge Benedictine mons, 
nuns and sisters the world over in witnessing their faith in Jesus 
Christ, along the footsteps of Saint Sylvester as a man of God 
who sought to live faithfully according to the precepts of our 
Holy Father Saint Benedict. Such spirituality brings to bear the 
importance of the contemplative life – meditating on the Word 
of God, allowing the soul to deepen in intimate union with the 
Lord, and always being open to the gentle formative work of 
the Holy Spirit within the heart through the centuries. Embrac-
ing humble simplicity and poverty of spirit, enkindling a burn-
ing desire to minister the Gospel to the surrounding world, and 
praying in intercession before God on behalf of others lead the 
monk, and indeed every believer, in following Saint Sylvester’s 
great model of Christian faith towards more profound union 
with God.

Additional speakers highlighted the importance of the mon-
astery of Montefano as the caput et mater Ordinis universi (head 
and mother of the universal Sylvestrine Order), and its role in 
spreading Sylvestrine spirituality within the new contexts of Asia 
and Africa. Technology of the self within the monastic context 
and the importance of stability for today’s monk are emphasized 
as well to provide greater insight into how through the life and 
spirituality of Sylvestrine monasticism, a person can become a 
saint in his own time and territory, with the message of Saint 
Sylvester continuing to be re-proposed across and within vari-
ous current cultural contexts. By immersing ourselves within the 
spirituality and culture of Saint Sylvester as he follows the way 
of Saint Benedict to contemplative union with God, we engage 
in the adventure of a spiritual itinerary that remains vital in its 
contribution to our own present moment. In doing so, we al-
low Saint Sylvester to speak to us as the religious and Christian 
faithful of today, transcending nationality and culture, race and 
language so that in all things, God may be glorified.

# GREGORY J. POLAN OSB
Abbot Primate of the Benedictine Confederation
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PREFACE XIII

PREFACE

This volume represents the proceedings of the Symposium 
held at St Sylvester’s Monastery, Montefano, near Fabriano, 
from 1-3 June 2017, on the occasion of the 750th anniversary 
of the death of St Sylvester Guzzolini of Osimo, founder of 
the Order of St Benedict of Montefano, today the Sylvestrine 
Congregation OSB. In 1248 Innocent IV, with the papal Bull 
Religiosam vitam, granted canonical approval to the new mo-
nastic family, which at the death of the founder (26 November 
1267) counted twelve monasteries and about 120 monks. In 
1617, with the Bull Sanctorum virorum, Paul V officially recog-
nized the sanctity of « Sylvester Guzzolini of Osimo, founder of 
the Congregation of Sylvestrine monks, outstanding for his vir-
tue and miracles and in particular blessed by the extraordinary 
and unprecedented privilege of receiving Communion from the 
hands of the Mother of God ». The Symposium also intended to 
celebrate this important recognition that marked the passing of 
the title of the monastery of Montefano from « St Benedict » to 
« St Sylvester » and of the Order from « Order of St Benedict of 
Montefano » to « Sylvestrine Congregation ». The Bull Sanctorum 
virorum also determined a change in the typical iconography of 
the Saint, who after 1617 was represented predominantly in the 
act of receiving Communion from the hands of the Virgin Mary.

The initiative for the Symposium came from the Abbot 
General Michael Kelly in June 2014 and was approved by his 
Council the following month. The first draft, drawn up on 5 
July 2014, was succeeded by others up until the final one, sent 
to those giving papers at Christmas 2015. In this regard I thank 
Professor Giuseppe Avarucci OFM Cap. for his valuable advice 
and suggestions offered during his stay at Montefano in August 
2015.

Particular thanks go to all the experts who accepted the 
invitation to participate in the Symposium and subsequently 
contributed their papers for the production of this volume.
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In August 2016, 400 copies of the programme were printed 
in Italian and English for distribution to the participants at 
the Congress of Abbots of the Benedictine Confederation held 
from 3-16 September at St Anselm’s, Rome, the abbey of the 
Primate. On 10 September 2016 the Congress of Abbots elected 
a new Abbot Primate of the Benedictine Confederation, Rt Rev. 
Gregory Polan, whom I thank for honouring us with his pres-
ence during the Symposium and for writing the Foreword to the 
present volume of the Proceedings.

The first duty, but above all one of filial devotion, is to 
express thanks to Pope Francis who sent a Message to the 
participants of the Symposium commemorating 750 years since 
the death of St Sylvester, exhorting the Sylvestrine monks to 
continue in « the generous commitment to evangelical witness 
in the tradition of the holy founder » (p. V). 

Heartfelt thanks to His Eminence Cardinal Pietro Parolin, 
Secretary of State of His Holiness, who took part in the final 
session and presided at the concelebrated Eucharist at the end 
of the symposium. His Eminence also honoured us with the 
Presentation of the volume. 

Profound thanks to the President of the Republic Sergio 
Mattarella who conferred a Medal, as a sign of his adherence, 
to our symposium for the 750th anniversary of the death of 
St Sylvester (p. VII).

It is right and proper to thank all those who enabled the 
holding of this important cultural event, beginning with Profes-
sor Luciano Gambucci, an effective collaborator, full of ideas 
and suggestions and Chairman for the first day’s proceedings 
(1 June 2017). Together with him I thank the Chairmen of 
the sessions of the 2-3 June: Mons. Stefano Russo, Bishop of 
Fabriano-Matelica and Mons. Francesco Giovanni Brugnaro, 
Archbishop of Camerino-San Severino Marche. 

I thank the Prior, Fr Vincenzo Bracci and all the confreres 
of Montefano, who in various ways gave themselves fully for the 
success of the symposium. 

A special thanks to Carla Marcellini and Elizabeth Bartolucci 
for the secretarial work carried out with praiseworthy efficiency.

I thank the civil and religious dignitaries who honoured us 
with their presence and by words of greeting at the beginning 
of the proceedings:
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– Luca Ceriscioli, President of the Marche Region, in the 
process of travelling to Rome to work on the problems caused 
by the earthquake that hit the territory between August 2016 
and January 2017: « After my greeting I will go to Rome to deal 
with the question of the earthquake and St Sylvester inspires 
me to prepare well for this meeting. Those involved in politics 
coexist with values intertwined with spirituality. Thus the spir-
itual sphere is not separated from the material. Unfortunately, in 
politics there is a tendency to separate these two realities. It is 
important to know the significance of our heritage in order to 
continue to invest in it: our heritage makes us sense the impor-
tance of the past in order to read the present. When one thinks 
of monasticism, one thinks of something abstract, and I say it 
with good reason as I am a teacher of mathematics. It is nec-
essary to rediscover the perennial value of monasticism, which 
I hope might have a new flowering in our Region ».

– Diego Maria Rosa, Abbot General of the Olivetan Congre-
gation, was led to take part in the Symposium « also to pay a 
debt of gratitude to the Sylvestrine monk Fr Réginald Grégoire 
who was involved in the canonization of Blessed Bernardo To-
lomei, founder of the Olivetans », which took place in St Peter’s 
Square, Rome on 26 April 2009. Abbot Rosa pointed out that 
« this is a Symposium to recall “the rock from which you have 
been cut” (Is 51,1). It is necessary to return to the sources to 
make the monastic charism shine ever more. The past is history 
and is revered, but the present offers opportunity ».

– Giancarlo Sagramola, Mayor of Fabriano: « I thank and 
greet all the Sylvestrines coming from all parts of the world. 
Fabriano is a small city known all over the world thanks to its 
paper and small multinationals such as Ariston, but also thanks 
to the monastery of St Sylvester. I am looking for a grant for 
Grottafucile, cradle of the Sylvestrine Order, in order to revalue 
a past that that can enlighten the present. I recall that Fabriano 
is a power of faith, having had also St Romuald and St Francis 
of Assisi. I dream of a city that is capable of stimulating crea-
tivity. This is the loud and clear message I want to give you ».

– Tommaso Borri, Mayor of Serra San Quirico: « Mine is 
a small medieval municipality where we have the marvellous 
church of Santa Lucia, built and embellished by the Sylvestrine 
monks down the centuries, whose presence at Serra San Quirico 
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lasted from 1249 till 1989 ». The Sylvestrine monks were always 
a reference point for the people of Serra. In this context the 
Mayor mentioned another countryman, Blessed Ugo degli Atti, 
one of the first disciples of St Sylvester and co-patron of the 
town. The Mayor, furthermore, recalled that St Sylvester began 
his monastic experience at Grottafucile, in the region of Serra, 
and that in 1249 he founded near the city centre of Serra San 
Quirico the hermitage of St Bartolo. « I like to describe Serra 
San Quirico – concluded the Mayor – as the cradle of the Syl-
vestrines ».

– Abbot Francesco Trolese, Director of the Italian Benedic-
tine Historical Centre, recalled that « the University of Padua was 
founded in 1222 and thus it is possible that St Sylvester might 
have been at Padua for the purpose of study ». He also conveyed 
the greetings of the Prior of Santa Maria del Monte, Cesena 
which is the seat of the Italian Benedictine Historical Centre.

– Gilberto Piccinini, President of the Department of Home-
land History for the Marches, in greeting the Sylvestrine monks, 
particularly Fr Ugo Paoli, recalled the historical-religious study 
of the Sylvestrine story in the light of the indications of Vati-
can II and begun in 1977 with the Symposium of Studies held 
here at Montefano on the occasion of the eighth centenary of 
the birth of St Sylvester. Such study was then followed up in 
successive symposia – prepared with professional competence by 
Fr Ugo – up until the present one, which offers us a further 
possibility to relive the medieval period, so important for the 
territory of the Marches because it saw the birth of the munici-
palities and new religious movements such as the Franciscans 
and Sylvestrines.

The Symposium saw a large number of Sylvestrine confreres 
and other monks from all parts of the world, of nuns from Italy 
(the monasteries of San Luca and Santa Margherita, Fabriano), 
sisters and Benedictine Oblates from Australia, USA and Italy), 
experts and devotees of history and monastic culture of various 
nationalities. Participation was facilitated by simultaneous trans-
lation in English and Italian, carried out very professionally by 
Claudia Catena and Mariella Giorgieri.

The Symposium concluded with a solemn Eucharistic 
Concelebration presided by Cardinal Pietro Parolin, with the 
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participation of the diocesan Bishop Mons. Stefano Russo, the 
bishop emeritus Mons Giancarlo Vecerrica, the Archbishop 
of Camerino-San Severino Marche Mons. Francesco Giovanni 
Brugnaro, the General Ecclesiastical Assistant of the Catholic 
University of Sacro Cuore Mons. Claudio Giuliodori, the Abbot 
Primate of the Benedictine Confederation Gregory Polan, the 
Abbot General of the Sylvestrine Congregation Michael Kelly, 
the Sylvestrine Abbots General emeriti Simon Tonini (senior of 
the Sylvestrine Congregation, who followed the proceedings of 
the Symposium with great interest, taking part also on occasion 
in the discussion), Antonio Iacovone, Andrea Pantaloni, the Ab-
bot emeritus of Santa Giustina, Padua, Francesco Trolese, the 
Sylvestrine Conventual Priors Vincenzo Bracci (mother house 
of Montefano), Cleto Tuderti (Bassano Romano, Italy), Damien 
Gjonaj (Oxford, USA), James Mylackal (Vijayawada, India), nu-
merous Sylvestrine confreres, monks from Sant’Anselmo, Rome, 
diocesan priests and laity. Absent owing to indisposition of 
health was the Archbishop of Ancona-Osimo Cardinal Edoardo 
Menichelli who said he was « very sorry for not being able to 
participate in the Eucharistic Celebration in memory of St Syl-
vester, father of your community » (from his letter of 5 June 
2017) sent to Fr Vincenzo Bracci, Prior of Montefano.

The volume is divided into two parts: the first (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 33/1) is in Italian (the Foreword of the Abbot Pri-
mate and the papers of Kavenagh, Puthenpurackal, Studzinski 
and Eckerstorfer were translated from English); the second 
(Bibliotheca Montisfani, 33/2) is in English (the papers of 
Bianchi, Dell’Omo, Sena, Fattorini, Paoli, Falchini, De Rita, 
Spinelli and the homily of Cardinal Parolin were translated 
from Italian). 

In this regard I thank the translators for carrying out their 
work admirably. For the production of the tome in Italian 
I thank Fr Antonio Iacovone, who translated from English the 
Foreword of the Abbot Primate; Fr Alberic Iacovone, Fr Cleto 
Tuderti and, especially, Fr Antonio Iacovone, who translated 
the paper of Kavenagh; Professor Luigi Marini, who translated 
that of Studzinski; my confrere Fr Antony Puthenpurackal, who 
translated into Italian his paper given in English (the transla-
tion was reviewed by me). To Fr Antonio Iacovone are also 
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owing the translation into Italian of the two texts in English of 
Eckerstorfer.

Collaborating in the production of the English tome were 
Dr Francesco Niccolò Bolognese and Abbot General Michael 
Kelly: the former translated from Italian the papers of Bianchi, 
Dell’Omo, Sena, Fattorini, Falchini, De Rita, Spinelli and the 
homily of Cardinal Parolin; the latter translated the paper of 
Paoli, the Message of the Pope, the Presentation of Cardinal 
Parolin, the Letter of the General Secretariat of the President 
of the Italian Republic and other brief texts, reviewing at the 
same time the translation of Dr Bolognese.

For the photographs of the full-page illustrations, I thank 
the former Sylvestrine student Roberto Anconetani (who also 
helped with the setting up of the sound and registration system), 
the oblate engineer Adriano Abatelli and Sara Magnapane of 
Fotostudio4 by Sara of Matelica. For the registration of the con-
ferences in the hall and the control of the simultaneous trans-
lation system of Marco Pierdicca, Ancona, I thank the oblates 
Giovanni Caverni and Giuseppe Clarioni. Lastly, heartfelt thanks 
and applause to Bruno Ricci and his nephew Andrea Chinigioli, 
proprietor of Mediadream Studio of Sassoferrato, for the highly 
professional filming of the whole Symposium.

UGO PAOLI 
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PROGRAMME OF THE SYMPOSIUM

ORGANIZATION

General Curia of the Sylvestrine Congregation OSB

PROMOTERS

Regione Marche - Provincia di Ancona - Arcidiocesi di Ancona-
Osimo - Arcidiocesi di Camerino-San Severino Marche - Diocesi 
di Fabriano-Matelica - Comune di Fabriano - Comune di Serra 
San Quirico - Comune di Matelica - Unione Montana dell’Esino 
Frasassi - Parco Naturale Regionale Gola della Rossa e di Frasassi 
- Consorzio Frasassi, Genga - Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di 
Fabriano e Cupramontana - Fondazione Aristide Merloni - Istituto 
di Storia della Carta « Gianfranco Fedrigoni » (ISTOCARTA), 
Fabriano - Fedrigoni Spa, Fabriano - Airforce Spa, Fabriano - Arti 
Grafiche « Gentile », Fabriano - Cantine Belisario, Matelica - Cen-
tro Storico Benedettino Italiano - Deputazione di Storia Patria per 
le Marche - Studia Picena - Centro di Studi Storici Maceratesi - 
Laboratorio Permanente di Ricerca Storica, Fabriano - Radio Gold 
Fabriano, Media Partner Ufficiale.

SIMULTANEOUS TRANSLATION IN ENGLISH AND ITALIAN

Claudia Catena and Mariella Giorgieri

Thursday 1 June 2017
10.00am President: MICHAEL KELLY, Abbot General of the 

Sylvestrine Congregation OSB.
  Chairman: LUCIANO GAMBUCCI.
  Official Welcome:

VINCENZO BRACCI, Conventual Prior, St Sylvester’s 
Monastery, Fabriano.
STEFANO RUSSO, Bishop of Fabriano-Matelica.
LUCA CERISCIOLI, President of Regione Marche.
DIEGO MARIA ROSA, Abbot General of the Olivetan 
Congregation OSB.
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GIANCARLO SAGRAMOLA, Mayor of Fabriano.
TOMMASO BORRI, Mayor of Serra San Quirico.
FRANCESCO G. B. TROLESE, Abbot Emeritus of 
Santa Giustina of Padova and Director of Centro 
Storico Benedettino Italiano.
GILBERTO PICCININI, President of Deputazione of 
Storia Patria for the Marche.

MICHAEL KELLY (Abbot General of the Sylvestrine 
Congregation OSB), Introduction.
MARIANO DELL’OMO (Abbey of Montecassino), The 
birth of the Sylvestrine monastic family in the 13th 

century: ecclesiastic and religious context.
 
3.30pm LORENZO SENA (St Sylvester’s Monastery, Fabriano), 

Sylvester chooses the Rule of Saint Benedict.
  VINCENZO FATTORINI (St Sylvester’s Monastery, Fabria- 

no), The Holy Scriptures in Vita Silvestri. 
  UGO PAOLI (St Sylvester’s Monastery, Fabriano), 

From charism to institution: the progress of the Syl-
vestrine Congregation after the death of the Founder.

Friday 2 June 2017

9.00am Chairman: STEFANO RUSSO, Bishop of Fabriano-
Matelica.

  Official Welcome: GREGORY POLAN, Abbot Primate 
of the Benedictine Confederation.

  ENZO BIANCHI (Founder of the Monastery of Bose), 
Monasticism today, from prophecy to history.

  CECILIA FALCHINI (Monastery of Bose), The Sylves-
trine hagiographic corpus: structure and intention.

 
3.30pm BERNHARD ECKERSTORFER (Abbey of Kremsmünster, 

Austria), Presentation of the volume « Ora et labora ». 
La Regola di San Benedetto e il nostro tempo by 
Giacomo Ruggeri.

  TERENCE KAVENAGH (St Benedict’s Monastery, Ar-
cadia (Sydney) - Australia), Montefano as a centre 
for unity in the Sylvestrine Congregation during the 
centuries.
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  ANTONY PUTHENPURACKAL (General Curia of the Syl-
vestrine Congregation OSB - Rome), The Sylvestrine 
spirituality in the Asian context and in the recent ex-
perience in Africa.

  FRANCESCA PARI and NIKÉ ARRIGHI BORGHESE, Presen-
tation of the iconographic exhibition.

  DAMIEN GJONAJ, Presentation of the painting of Br 
Antony Maldonado, portraying St Benedict giving the 
Rule to St Sylvester.

  RAYMOND STUDZINSKI (St Meinrad Archabbey, Indiana 
- USA), Technologies of the self in a monastic context.

Saturday 3 June 2017

9.00am Chairman: FRANCESCO GIOVANNI BRUGNARO, Arch-
bishop of Camerino-San Severino Marche.

  BERNHARD ECKERSTORFER (Abbey of Kremsmünster, 
Austria), Monastic stabilitas in the world of today.

  GIUSEPPE DE RITA (President of Censis), The Sylves-
trine charism in our day and age.

  UGO PAOLI, Presentation of the poem Carmen Silvestri 
by Fernando Donatelli.

  GIOVANNI SPINELLI (Abbazia di Pontida), Conclusion.
 
12.00am Concelebration presided by His Eminence Cardinal 

PIETRO PAROLIN, Vatican Secretary of State.
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MICHAEL KELLY

INTRODUCTION

Without repeating what has already been expressed, I would 
like to extend on behalf of the Sylvestrine Congregation a very 
warm welcome to all participants, to Bishop Stefano Russo of 
this diocese of Fabriano-Matelica, members of the Benedictine 
Confederation: Abbot General Diego Maria Rosa of the Ol-
ivetan Congregation, noted Benedictine historians, members of 
the Monastic Renewal Programme, from tomorrow Abbot Pri-
mate Gregory Polan and on Sunday members of the Monastic 
Formators Programme, and civil authorities. Your presence is an 
encouragement to us Sylvestrine monks and I trust the experi-
ence will be beneficial to all participants. I would like to speak 
mainly about the purpose and scope of the symposium.

My hope, in planning it, was that it not be simply a review 
of the past, be it glories or ignominies, of which we all have our 
share, but a spiritual evaluation based on the guiding principles 
of the second Vatican Council. Thus, in the first place, there 
should be a revisiting of the origins, ressourcement, but then 
the expression and practice of these values in our contemporary 
situations, aggiornamento.

The symposium is both international, reflecting the extent of 
the Congregation, despite its size, and inclusive in that it is not 
limited to monks. The presence of a number of lay participants 
is a particular source of joy and reflects the attraction of Ben-
edictine spirituality today. It is curious that the renewed interest 
in Benedictine spirituality has been largely a lay movement, with 
many writers of significance. Monks often seem to have been 
content to sit on a rich heritage without appreciating its message 
or inspiration to others.

Planning for this event began three years ago. In line 
with the above two principles, the foundation was seen as an 
overview of the context of the thirteenth century, the time 
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MICHAEL KELLY2

of St. Sylvester, and an overview of the context of today. In 
between are studies of key themes of Sylvestrine spirituality. 
His choice of the Rule of Benedict, at a time when the new 
Franciscan and Dominican movements were the more popular 
expressions of religious life, is particularly noteworthy. For him, 
the Rule obviously provided inspiration and guidelines that he 
saw as very suitable for his times. A further key theme is the 
importance of the Sacred Scriptures. Then there is a study of 
that critical period in the history of any group, the time after 
the death of the founder, and the move to institutionalization. 
The programme then looks at the saint and his main foundation, 
the hagiography and the monastery of Montefano. Montefano 
is the only one remaining of the twelve founded by Sylvester. 
It is a joy, and of significance in this 750th anniversary year, 
that funds have been allocated to preserve the ruins of his first 
monastery, Grottafucile, nearby. It is the only example of a cave 
monastery in Italy apart from those in the South.

The contemporary situation shows that the majority of the 
Congregation is now in Asia and Africa and that its future will 
be largely in these areas. Finally, there are reflections on the 
two fundamental and identifying elements of Benedictine com-
mitment, shared with other members of the Benedictine Con-
federation. These are stability and conversatio morum or fidelity 
to monastic life, and their understanding and significance today.

In addition, there are several artistic contributions. An image 
can convey more than words and a work of art even more so. 
We sincerely thank the artists, whose works will be presented 
during the proceedings.

The monastery is a place where one searches for God. If the 
monks who live there are genuine in their search, they will in-
spire many others who come to spend time on their own search 
and they will also inspire others to join them.

I would like to conclude with a summary of reflections 
presented at a meeting of our Priors last year. Each Priory was 
asked to reflect on the question: « Who is Sylvester for us to-
day? » and the responses were presented at the beginning of the 
meeting sessions. They give us a rich portrait which is a fitting 
reflection as we begin this symposium.

Who is Sylvester for us today? 
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Summary of reflections presented at the Diet 2016:
a) Role: father, guide, intercessor, model, inspiration, healer.
b) Spiritual model: eagerness for the Word of God, charity, 

humility; simplicity, without pretension, poverty, austerity, sac-
rifice and renunciation, service; dedication to search for God, 
conversion, contemplation, lectio, oriented to spiritual realities, 
spiritual paternity, docility to Spirit, devotion to Eucharist and 
Mary.

c) Praxis: intimacy with God led him to be a channel of 
God’s peace and healing; balance between solitude and pasto-
ral; ministry rooted in community, open to signs of the times 
and adaptation; eremitical in opposition to power and wealth; 
testimony as basis: from that of the cave (inner self) to that of 
community.

d) Historical context: adopted the spirituality of the times 
(Eucharistic and Marian) but innovative in adopting RB despite 
the popularity of Franciscans and Dominicans, yet took as 
models the simplicity of Francis and the preaching of Dominic. 
There was noted the need for the historical test of hagiography; 
changed iconography and its effect. Likewise, the loss of the 
eremitical.

e) Live his charism with passion as source of happiness 
and witness to others; in a society marked by the gap between 
monasticism and world, there is need to share the vicissitudes 
of the times, but as contemplatives; our identity as followers of 
Sylvester has been shown despite racial, cultural, linguistic and 
national differences, in our communities and in out reach such 
as education and catechesis.
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ENZO BIANCHI

MONASTICISM TODAY, 
FROM PROPHECY TO HISTORY

1. TODAY: THE CRISIS OF WESTERN CATHOLIC MONASTIC LIFE

Interpreting the situation, the reality of monastic life, espe-
cially in today’s world, is a very difficult task. However, if we 
even attempt this task without any reference points, one must 
immediately zoom in on the matter with a fair amount of preci-
sion: we are talking primarily about catholic monastic life (given 
that the monastic life in orthodox churches possesses neither 
the same dynamics, nor presence), furthermore limited to the 
Western area. Conversely, monastic foundations in Africa and 
the Far East took place with a different dynamic, albeit fostered 
by Europeans.

The reality of Western Catholic monastic life appears critical 
and, at times, precarious. We neither can, nor must, conceal it: 
a conspicuous deminutio of monks and nuns is currently under-
way. I know all too well that the numbers do not give us the 
full story and, at times, can be misleading, but the data pub-
lished on the fifty year period (1965-2015) by Angel Pardilla (1) 
and put together in the Annuari and in the Elenchi speak for 
themselves. On a worldwide scale

the confederate Benedictines have decreased by 43% (from 
20209 to 13014), 
the Trappists by 49.9% (from 3952 to 1981),
the Camaldolese hermits by 46% (from 100 to 54),
the Carthusians by 51% (from 596 to 289).

(1) A. PARDILLA, La realtà della vita religiosa. Analisi e bilancio di cin-
quant’anni (1965-2015) e prospettive, Città del Vaticano 2016.
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We must also keep in mind that in religious life
the Friars Minor have decreased by 49.5%,
the Dominicans by 42.83%
the Jesuits by 53%.

But it is only after a careful examination of the Benedictine 
Catalogus that we can envisage the precarious future of many 
communities, given that new members in the past two decades 
have been very rare, often the elderly or middle-aged, fragile, 
who often abandon their calling. The decrease in vocation and 
actual admissions has produced an ageing community, with an 
average age of 70 years upwards, and has also created a pov-
erty in human terms, not spiritual; it is not, namely, decadence 
but a lack in strength, starting from the shortage of monks and 
nuns capable of acting as instructors. Thus, the « life » is miss-
ing, the monastic life, which is an ecosystem that depletes itself 
and fizzles out.

Today, a vast amount of literature on the situation of mo-
nastic life is available, comprising not only of sociological data, 
but also research, considerations and overall views on behalf of 
monks, nuns, theologians and historians. All of them converge 
onto the same simple question: do monks still have a future? 
This, incidentally, is the title of a recent paper written by Ar-
mand Veilleux, a historian of monasticism, American Abbot, 
secretary of the Trappist Order and, last but not least, Abbot 
of Scourmont, Belgium: Les moines ont-ils un avenir? (2) It is a 
question that I have heard from many monks. The Abbot of 
Belloc said to me: « In 23 years as an Abbot I have buried 32 
brothers and received 2 vocations ». But this is also the case of 
Neiges, where the average age is 82; in Melleray, which closed 
and left its monastery to the Chemin Neuf Community; in 
Pierre-qui-Vire, where the monks were more than one hundred, 
today are less than fifty; in Ganagobie, where the last calling to 
religious life was in 1996... I have purposefully omitted the Ital-
ian situation, concentrating on the French, which has produced 
a flourishing monasticism in the last century, following the XIX 
century era of the Restoration.

(2) A. VEILLEUX, Les moines ont-ils un avenir?, Paris 2014.
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MONASTICISM TODAY, FROM PROPHECY TO HISTORY 7

It must also be said that, parallel to this query on the future 
of monasticism, another more radical one creeps in: is monasti-
cism still a necessary calling for the Church, does it still have 
meaning? It is a question that begets other questions: what has 
happened? Why the crisis? It is not possible to give neither 
definite nor comprehensive answers, but there are a few matters 
we can candidly discuss, so as to get through this crisis.

The first analysis to perform is the face of monastic life. For 
centuries, monks were inside the church, and thus in society, 
demonstrating the excellence of Christian life through a life of 
contemplation. Their vocation was seen as a dying to the world, 
escaping from the world, clearly choosing their « cloister »; a life 
of asceticism and penitence, religious observance and mortifica-
tion that would guarantee a truly different forma vitae from the 
other Christian calling; a life lived in the name of the opus Dei, 
of liturgy, to which a monk would dedicate most of his time. 
Dom Maur Wolter, founder of the Beuron Abbey, would write:

Dear brother, you who have entered the monastery, and es-
caped the extreme risk pending on your salvation. Now you are 
sailing in the harbour, in the calm and peaceful haven of the 
cloister, safe from the storms and billows. The cloister is the 
sacred fortress, the fortified city, the Kingdom of God, the oasis 
in the desert, the arch in the flood, the peak in the lowland, 
the treasure of graces, the arsenal of the heavens (3).

In short, the monastery was seen as a paradisum claustri. 
Consequently, monastic life was as accosted to excellence, a high 
morality lived by the monks as the better life, a life of perfec-
tion and perfect charity, a life that is not satisfied with simply 
observing the Christian rule, but implements the evangelical 
council in a heroic manner. A monk possessed an actual spir-
itual superiority over other vocations within the church.

All of this ascetic and spiritual architecture came crumbling 
down in the hour of secularization, at the end of Christianity. 
When the Church recognized the plurality of its vocations, the 
call to sanctity addressed to one and all, with no favouritism, 

(3) M. WOLTER, La vie monastique. Ses principes essentiels, Bruges 1890, 
pp. 13-14.
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the radical form of monastic life lost its uniqueness with which 
it had been identified for centuries (along with religious life). 
In reality, the mutation of the theology behind religious life 
was unable to express the proprium of the monastic calling, its 
specificity. Thus, during the homogenization of all vocations, 
monasticism had lost a lot of drive. If the calling of a monk 
is none other than that of a Christian, is there something left 
that we can still call distinctive? Are we still able to state that 
monastic life « makes its mark », that – if it be a true Christian 
monastic life – it is an evangelical mark, a living exegesis of 
the Gospel, a reintroduction of the human form of vita Jesu in 
society and celibacy for the Kingdom?

It needs to be said: in the entire church, there has been a 
disempowerment of the foundations of monastic life. Today, 
who doesn’t see the fact that it has been swept into the shadow 
(very similar to liturgy) of the current ecclesiastic life? It is true 
that today’s monastic life seems « aphonic », it does not know 
how to declare its presence and vocation and is humanly poor; 
but, according to my judgement, it is also true that those who 
should watch over the different vocations in the church do not 
seem to dedicate any time to them, or find them particularity 
likeable. One has only to read the pastoral care of vocations 
in local churches to understand how much ideology is present, 
thus defining it. Some monastic communities have recently told 
me with much suffering:

Why does the Apostolic Constitution of Pope Francis, Vul-
tum Dei quaerere (4), address only cloister nuns and not us as 
well? Why did the Congregation publish a document on the 
brothers of the institutes of Consecrated life and societies of 
apostolic life – Identità e missione del fratello religioso nella 
Chiesa (5) – without thinking of their brothers, who are, in all 
respects, monks?

(4) FRANCESCO, Costituzione apostolica Vultum Dei quaerere (29 giugno 
2016), in « Il Regno-documenti », 15 (2016), pp. 479-492.

(5) CONGREGAZIONE PER GLI ISTITUTI DI VITA CONSACRATA E LE SOCIETÀ DI 
VITA APOSTOLICA, Identità e missione del fratello religioso nella Chiesa, Città 
del Vaticano 2015.
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Yes, today’s monastic life in the Catholic Church must live 
in the shadows, and this is felt in the itinerary of vocational 
discernment. If monastic life becomes insignificant because it is 
obstructed from being seen as a beacon, given that the spotlight 
is pointed elsewhere, the responsibility of its precariousness does 
not, therefore, depend solely on those living the monastic life. 
The orthodox churches, on the other hand, safeguard monastic 
life and show their love even when there is tension and conflict 
among some monasteries and some bishops. It must also be said 
that, in the West, an emphatic reception for the candidates of 
the Ordo virginum, Diocesan hermits and many confused forms 
of Consacrated life causes further problems for the rehabilita-
tion of monastic vocations. In a society marked by a narcissistic 
and individualistic culture, the acceptance and approval of new 
forms of Consecrated life, of monks and nuns that, upon leaving 
their communities, try their hand at fragile and singular adven-
tures, displaying a strong lack of awareness which depletes and 
undermines religious life.

There are also those who denounce the limits of monastic 
life, like Simon-Pierre Arnold, Benedictine Prior in Peru, acute 
theologian and founder of a monastery. In his recent book (6), he 
states that monastic life is often incapable of portraying today’s 
evangelic diversity, but I am still convinced that the crisis is 
not caused by spiritual decadence, but by human poverty. I do 
not want to tarry any longer on the current crisis of monastic 
life, but I also do not want to overlook the fact that, in parallel 
to this deminutio, the enigma lingers over certain fledging and 
fertile communities that are capable of embracing a constant 
flow of vocations.

I use the word « enigma », because that is how this phenom-
enon is described by Danièle Hervieu-Léger, who dedicated an 
entire chapter of his most recent book (7) to these communities. 
Today, Fontgombault and Barroux, amongst the Benedictines, 
and Sept-Fons, amongst the Trappists, are the monasteries with 

(6) S.-P. ARNOLD, Où allons nous? Une théologie de la vie consacrée pour 
un temps de crise et d’espérance, Montréal 2014.

(7) D. HERVIEU-LÉGER, Le temps des moines. Clôture et hospitalité, 
pp. 567-614 (cap. 10), Paris 2017.
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the most numbers, with a high number of novices (11 in Sept-
Fons, and 17 in Fontgombault). These are « traditional » mon-
asteries, born during the crisis of the aggiornamento Council, 
opting for the precouncil liturgical continuity and for the ascetic 
monastic identity passed down by the Restoration. I am aware 
of the critique that the Benedictines aimed at their confreres 
and monastic form of the latter, but they are certainly inquisitive 
(as in Italy, the questions surrounding the Vitorchiano case, the 
only female monastery which has given life to many flourishing 
foundations. And Vitorchiano is certainly not anti-Council!). 
The Benedictines and Trappists accuse these monasteries of 
being characterized by: monastic fundamentalism, a forma vitae 
with inflexible rules, a communal environment with a clear cut 
separation from the world... but I believe that, in any case, their 
evolution is not caused by this project (or at least not entirely), 
but by the fact that, being newly founded, they are full of life, 
just like their founders, monks endowed with great energy.

Monasticism – let me reiterate – is an ecosystem: it is nei-
ther holiness, nor other elements that ensure its development, 
but life. It there is life, the community grows; if there are those 
who know how to enliven it, the community prospers. Vitality, 
energy and conviction are absolutely mandatory for the growth 
and expansion of a community.

2. WHAT, THEN, IS MORE PRESSING?

As I have already mentioned many times before, I will not 
talk about the prophecy of monastic life. A far too superficial 
stance is taken when talking about prophetic life, especially to-
day when monastic life is voiceless and dull. And when I hear 
the Pope referring to religious life as « prophetic », my heart 
aches at the sight of the facts before our eyes. Incidentally, no 
prophet in the bible can be attributed with this vocation, and 
when it occurs, we find men who reluctantly accept it, as if they 
had given in. No institution, as holy as it may be, is automati-
cally prophetic.

So, what is the pressing issue that will allow monastic life to 
be itself, in order to answer to its true and authentic calling? 
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What issue may lead the Church to « nod », recognizing it as 
a sequela Christi, among other things, but with the function of 
being memoria formae vitae Jesu? It is not about renewing, nor 
restoring, not even making use – something which is done eas-
ily – of icons of the Gospel as examples of our lives: instead, it 
is about simplifying, denouncing and living the essential element 
of monastic life and nothing more, without too many embellish-
ments and theories.

a) The primacy of the Gospel

The first urgent issue is to question whether the Gospel is 
the central element of our monastic lives. We are all aware that, 
in following our Rules, we follow its inspiration, the Gospel, 
namely Jesus Christ and Jesus Christ who is the Gospel, but 
today a direct relationship, Rules aside, becomes top priority.

At the end of the 2008 Synod on « The Word of God in life 
and the Mission of the Church », proposition 24, among others, 
was put forth to Pope Benedict XVI; I personally compiled this 
document, recording the participation of synodic Fathers on the 
following theme: 

Religious life stems from heeding the Word of God and em-
bracing the Gospel as its way of life. Through the study of the 
Word, it continually rediscovers its identity and converts itself 
into “evangelica testificatio” for the Church and the world. Be-
ing called upon to embody the living “exegesis” of the word of 
God, it becomes a word itself through which God continues to 
speak to the Church and the world (8).

This is how monastic life must relate to the Gospel, so that 
the latter may shape it, mold it, and inspire it! The Rules are 
obviously important and the monks cannot be recognized as 
such without acknowledging their sources, but for today’s mo-
nastic life it is mandatory to question not what one has lived, 
and lives, monastically, but one’s orthodox approach to the 
Gospel. In my opinion, a community must ask itself the fol-

(8) In « Il Regno-documenti », 19 (2008), p. 649.
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lowing questions, without searching for an easy or predictable 
answer:

Is it the Gospel that determines our way of living?
Is it the Gospel that inspires every decision made within the 

community?
Is it the Gospel that represents the day to day example 

which monks and nuns laboriously strive to achieve?
Is it the Gospel in its radical form, namely lived by Jesus 

and exacted of his disciples, which represents the ducatum (9), 
guide, hegemony, and comes first place in our lives?

Is there a risk that our communities be inscribed into the 
ecclesiastic establishment without demonstrating the specific dif-
ferences given by our vocation?

Can we legitimately call ourselves monks if we do not live a 
monastic life according to the radicalism of the Gospel?

If monastic life must be the living exegesis of the Gospel in-
carnate in community and personal life, it is therefore necessary 
that we carry out our function at the level of sign; otherwise 
our presence in today’s Church is unjustified. With the same 
conviction, Francis of Assisi wrote: « The Rule and life of the 
Friar Minors is the following: to observe the Holy Gospel of 
our Lord Jesus Christ » (10). And Stefano di Muret wrote in the 
Grandmont Rule: 

Many fathers have suggested different paths in texts called 
Regola di San Basilio, Regola di Sant’Agostino, Regola di San 
Benedetto. However, said Rules are not the source of religious 
life but its product (propagines); they are not its roots, rather 
its stems (...). There (...) is only one Rule amongst Rules, first 
and foremost. From which all others trickle down like streams 
from the wellspring: it is the Holy Gospel (11).

Let me say this once more: today, the Rules are still decisive. 
But we must know how to transcend them, not omitting them, 
but going straight to their source, the Gospel. The threat to 
monastic life as Sequela Christi comes within the monastic life 

(9) Regola di Benedetto, Prologo 21, SC 181, p. 418.
(10) FRANCESCO D’ASSISI, Regola bollata 1, SC 285, p. 180.
(11) STEFANO DI MURET, Regola di Grandmont, Prologo, CCCM 8, p. 66.
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itself, because neither the world, secularization nor the Church 
can stop us from radically following Christ and living His Gos-
pel! The primacy of the Gospel calls upon us to live the life of 
Jesus, the human life of Jesus, more than our religious obser-
vance or traditions. And it is only through the Gospel that we 
monks must, in our day and age, evaluate the legitimacy of an 
observance or a tradition, because, if it were not so, it would 
be discarded as an obstacle in following the Gospel. Too many 
ideological elements, Western forms, even Latin, still reign over 
monastic life, forms which we export and implant in the lands 
such as Africa or Asia, with thousands of years of other cultures 
and spiritualties. This becomes cumbersome, a true obstacle to 
the birth of fertile monastic life in other regions of the world 
and in other cultural horizons.

b) The sign of the communitas

For centuries, monastic life has paid little attention to the 
community, sometimes none at all. It is significant that it was 
mentioned within the quote: « Vita communis mea maxima poe- 
nitentia » and, in fact the members of a monastery held relations 
with the abbot, but rarely amongst each other. Voltaire would 
mock the monks by saying: 

Monks are people who come together without knowing one 
another,
they live without loving each other 
and die without brotherly mourning (12).

This was a hard one-sided reading, yet made plausible by 
a number of reasons. Common life was certainly not the first 
human quality of monastic life to stand out, for several reasons. 
We all know that the Rule of Saint Benedict is intended for the 
Coenobites, but for the particularly solitary type, inspired by 
the Egyptian Anachoretic Monasticism through Cassian. The 
influence of the Rules of Pachomius and Basil, true fathers of 
koinonìa, has had a very scarce effect on Western legislation, 

(12) VOLTAIRE, L’homme aux quarante écus, in Romans et contes, Paris 
1958, p. 317.
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and it must be acknowledged that even in the Eastern Church, 
we are talking about Rules that have never been followed.

But the biggest reason for the poor praxis of coenobitic life 
is caused by the fact, in my opinion, that individualism is not 
easily uprooted and that a life of koinonìa, once set into motion, 
degenerates easily into idiorrhythmic life. The drive dwelling 
within each monk is not naturally oriented towards community 
life. A truly communal life is acquired at a high cost, and thus 
individuality, self-management, and personal planning are eas-
ily established in the so-called coenobitic monastic life; conse-
quently, the “par excellence” places of koinonìa are abandoned: 
the hour of liturgy, the refectory and other essential elements 
of the communitas. In all honesty, one must not talk about, nor 
listen to the monastic legends: how many monks are usually 
present at communal prayer, at the communal table, and group 
reunions? And do the activities of a monastery appear as indi-
vidual or collective? And are their external activities, aimed at 
the Church or society, a responsibility felt on behalf of every-
one, or only a select few?

These are external elements which, when lacking, do not cer-
tainly leave room for the bonum of convivial fraternal living (cf. 
Psalm 133,1): a fervent charity, a reciprocal love which is visible 
and concrete, helping one another, living the great unique and 
definitive new commandment of reciprocal love, in the manner 
in which Christ has loved us (cf. John 13,34; 15,12). The great 
Jean Claude Guy wrote: « Communal brotherhood is the goal 
and the reason behind religious vows » (13), and this, after all, is 
the testimony of the Church originating from the Pentecost (cf. 
Acts 2,42-45; 4,32-35) where the believers were koinonìa. Even 
the Congregavit nos in unum instruction published in 1994 by 
the Congregation for the institutions of consecrated life and 
society of apostolic life (14), an inspiring and still very topical 
text, called upon religious people, and especially monks, to live 

(13) J.-C. GUY, La vie religieuse: mémoire évangélique de l’Église, Paris 
1987, p. 141.

(14) Available here http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/
ccscrlife/documents/rc_con_ccscrlife_doc_02021994_fraternal-life-in-commu-
nity_it.html (ultimo accesso 20 settembre 2017).
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by the symbol, the community as a parable of the first symbol 
of their fraternal life. Monks should exemplify the meaning of 
« Ad commoriendum et convivendum » (2Cor 7,3). As I always 
say, it is the true miracle: brotherly monks or sisterly nuns that 
love one another!

Can we clearly state a truth? Today, the celibate life we live 
is not very eloquent because it is lived by many in society: be-
ing single is no longer looked down upon in our culture, it is 
a fairly unprotected category, but in today’s culture it can even 
be a model of liberty and self-management. Even though we 
do not experience poverty, not even on a level of sobriety – at 
least here in the Western world –, it is certainly not an indica-
tor for societies in which many are much poorer and in worse 
economic conditions than ourselves. Obedience has become the 
praxis of common sense, thus it is no longer something which is 
considered as performative. But common life, certainly, remains 
that which human beings seek in our way of life, what they 
would envision as a possibility of communal faith, reciprocity 
and care of one another, living joyously together. Jesus said 
that this would be a way of acknowledging us as his disciples 
(cf. John 13,35) and the world of this communitas recognizes 
who we can become.

We have gone from asceticism, the distinctive mark of a 
monk, to the art of living, the modality of being man and 
woman in the monastic form. Today, monasticism must validate 
a form of common life which contains the subjectivity of spir-
itual fulfillment, substantiating the true harmonious hic et nunc 
experienced within a community, knowing how to celebrate 
common life, through communal activities and communal abid-
ance; the art of living, « being in the world without being of 
the world » (cf. John 17,11-16), an art which defines alterity, the 
difference between other forms of life, without pride, uncom-
promising with no ostentation. 

This requires the monastic community to become an « of-
ficina » (15), a laboratory in which one shares the perception of 
time, where language, silence and fraternal communication is 
redefined, where awareness and close attention is given to the 

(15) Regola di Benedetto 4,78, SC 181, p. 464.
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environment through one’s work, and attention is given to the 
poor, the weak, the meek, and the sick.

Without a requalification of fraternal life, of the koinonìa, 
there will still be monks, although scarred by such a sense of 
individualism that they can no longer represent the parable of 
the community. This is one of the crucial pivotal points support-
ing vocations and paths towards monasticism. Here, we find the 
hundredfold promise of Jesus: not as a privilege but as « What 
else is there? » (cf. Matt 19,27) not as an excellence of identity, 
but as a joint celebration of the human form of the Vitae Jesu: 
comitante Christo, in the company of Jesus! Certainly – as Jesus 
Himself has said, according to Matthew –, « not everyone can 
allow for this word, but it is aimed at those who are allowed to 
withstand it » (cf. Matt 19,11). What is the purpose in saying: 
« We are experts of the Holy Communion », if we do not per-
ceive this very bonum of the communitas as a primary urgency?

In the first chapter of Regola di Benedetto, different catego-
ries of monks are listed: the Anchorites or isolated; the Sarabaits 
who live together in twos or threes or alone, without rules or 
guidance; the Gyrovagues who wander from one community to 
the other; the Cenobites (16). Unfortunately, Benedict did not de-
fine a genre of monks who effectively live within the Cenobites: 
the idiorrhythmic, who live a communal life, but to each his 
own rule. This is today’s most popular and certified category, 
which wears down and diminishes the enthusiasm of the com-
munitas, dulling down and concealing the sign of the koinonìa.

c) The Humanitas

With the term Humanitas, I refer to a paradigm change in 
the relationship between the monastic community and the world, 
a change which involves certain life elements: the relationship 
with local churches, hospitality and societal relationships.

As far as the relationship with local churches is concerned, 
I will not say much, given that the monasteries are set in very 
different ecclesiastic contexts. In France, for example, often 
must the monks compensate for services which the local church 

(16) Cf. ivi 1, SC 181, pp. 436-440.
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has trouble providing: there are monasteries which are asked to 
provide entire confirmation classes, to guarantee the spiritual 
support lacking from priests, etc. Without doubt, if it had once 
been possible to distance the monastery from the local church 
up to the point of extraneousness, a fuga ecclesiae parallel to 
a fuga mundi, today, the solitary monastic life on a hill cannot 
consider itself as a given, not be called upon by the needs of 
Christian community, especially after the Council and the current 
decrease in the number of priests. Here, we must implement a 
discernment which requires an observance of the distance from 
ordinary pastoral activities, entrusted to the bishop and clergy, 
but at the same time maintaining cordial communication and 
taking on potential services for the people of God. Once it was 
said that a monastic community should not coordinate spiritual 
meetings, conferences, days of spirituality, but offer only silence 
and the liturgy. Today this is no longer possible, and it would 
seem a luxury which is neither evangelic nor charitable.

In our day and age, all monasteries around the world hear 
the strong and extensive request coming from all those who 
wish to be received or sheltered. Never before has the monastic 
ministry of hospitality being so intense, and this can be seen by 
the new guest houses or by the ample spaces within the monas-
tery which have now been designated to this diakonia. For many 
monasteries, the possibility of living a self-sustaining life is given 
by the same activity of hospitality with an annexed sales point 
of monastic books or products frequented by guests and visi-
tors. The guests come mainly for: the liturgy (where else can we 
still celebrate the liturgia horarum?); for the lectio divina which 
retains the participation of assiduous guests, which were once 
occasional, who have made the monastery the locus celebrandi 
of their faith; for the contributions of spirituality organized by 
the community for its faith and their world commitment; for a 
heaven of silence and prayer, etc.

Monks do not want to be a sect and their monastery, once 
the distance allowing an ordered,  solitary, silent life has been 
preserved, becomes a place of hospitality for the men and 
women knocking on their door: Christian or non-Christian, be-
lievers or non-believers, searching nonetheless for a meaningful 
life, a simple life, in which they may take a moment, relax and 
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pick up their journey towards the Kingdom or the hard job of 
living with greater strength and less solitude.

Hospitality is the heart of life for many monasteries; the 
human quality of the monks’ life, the relationship with the sur-
rounding human environment, and potential monastic vocation 
also depends upon it. The ministry of hospitality is the decisive 
element for the future of Western monasticism but also Eastern 
Christianity, both in Greece and Russia. To quote but a few 
Western examples, the Saint-Wandrille Community has opened 
up to a « spiritual accompaniment » organized and inspired by 
Simone Pacot; in Belloc, schools of prayer have been organized; 
elsewhere schools of lectio divina; in Pannonhalma, meetings 
between Christian-based economic operators have been set up; 
in Maylis, a project of « unconditional hospitality » has been 
launched; there are further initiatives in other monasteries that 
have created new relationships with the Church and society.

It is written in the Rule of Benedict: « show your guest all 
your humanitas » (« omnis ei exhibeatur humanitas ») (17), namely 
be truly human, extremely human with guests, because everyone 
needs special care, because encounters must be personal and 
not autocratic and functional. The Pauline statement « caritas 
Christi urget nos » (2Cor 5,14) must be understood also as « hu-
manitas Christi urget nos »: it is the praxis of Jesus’ humanity 
which drives us to meet with brothers and sisters and to this 
inspirational style of brotherly love. In this respect, personal and 
community creativity is necessary, so that the guest may perceive 
our attention and friendship, find peace, but also beauty in the 
monastery, encounter the face of the merciful and compassion-
ate Lord through the faces of monks and nuns.

One must accepts all guests, without choosing, so that hospi-
tality perceived as freely-given, void of expectation and ulterior 
motives, an act which does not require neither reciprocity nor 
compensation, leaving, if possible, the cost of the accommoda-
tion up to the guest. One must welcome a guest without asking 
any questions, giving him or her the option of asking questions, 
of partaking in the hospitality, and identifying oneself with the 
community. Here, realism asks the community to accept, at 

(17) Ivi 53,9, SC 182, p. 612.
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times, the risk of being upset in its rhythms and its strict ob-
servances, because they too serve the needs of monastic life and 
hospitality, since it is not monastic life and the guests that must 
be of service to the observances! Saying no to hospitality with 
strings does not entail savage and chaotic hospitality, but open 
and orderly without ever forgetting it is a feature, a diakonia, a 
service to the Church and to society.

I would like to remind Western monks that the Middle-
East brothers die often in martyrdom and under the threat of 
persecution; that sympathetic with the communities of Christian 
diaspora, they live a strong uncertainty: let them not be, thus, 
obsessed by observances, be they venerable, but by the Gospel 
and what it asks of today’s monks, here and now.
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MARIANO DELL’OMO

THE BIRTH OF THE SYLVESTRINE MONASTIC 
FAMILY IN THE 13TH CENTURY: 

ECCLESIASTIC AND RELIGIOUS CONTEXT

SYLVESTRINE MONASTICISM BETWEEN RULE AND REFORM 

If one wanted to use the tripartition which inspired Claudio 
Leonardi in his conclusion of the 1981 Fabriano conference on 
the “Aspects and issues of monasticism in the Marche” (1), Syl-
vester Guzzolini and his Congregation represent the second of 
the great monastic seasons where the entire matter of Western 
monasticism can be partitioned through the deep influence of 
the Rule of St. Benedict; it is the phase of monastic reform, 
including the Sylvestrine phase, spanning from the 11th to 13th 
century, though we must immediately underline how each hi-
storiographical category – even the aforementioned – runs the 
risk of being, indeed, “categorical” by classifying and crystalliz-
ing a phenomenon like the monastic experience. The latter is 
much more dynamic and rich in variants, given that it makes up 
a “variable” in the horizon of the history of Christianity. It is by 
no coincidence that Pius Engelbert has summarized the entire 
history of Western monasticism, and thus also – but not only 
– the Benedictines, with a conjunctive/disjunctive syntagm, de-
pending on the point of view: Zwischen Regel und Reform (2): a 
Benedictine monasticism that goes « between Rule and reform ». 

(1) Cf. C. LEONARDI, Montefano e le Marche nella storia del monachesimo. 
A conclusione di un Convegno, in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle 
Marche. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silve-
stro Abate, 4-7 giugno 1981, II, Fabriano 1982 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 7), 
pp. 1151-1161: especially 1153, 1157-1158.

(2) P. ENGELBERT, Wege benediktinischer Geschichte: Zwischen Regel und 
Reform, in « Erbe und Auftrag », 71 (1995), pp. 5-23 (Italian translation: 
Percorsi di storia benedettina: fra Regola e riforma, in « Schola Christi ». 50 
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In this sense, regardless of the issue of the Sylvestrine origins, 
i.e. the full effectiveness of a primitive observance according to 
the Rule of St. Benedict, Sylvestrine monasticism as a novelty 
and reform can already be written up in the much wider history 
(and also its contemporary) of monasticism in Italy, just to keep 
matters close to home. Put simply, my contribution to this con-
ference would like to improve the understanding to what extent 
this spirit of reform, animating the Sylvestrine experience right 
from its origins, comes into being, like two concentric circles: 
one for the church in a broad sense, and one for monastic and 
religious life in its models and multiple configurations; they are 
themselves both animated by parables of crisis and the quakes 
of renewal, which are a distant prelude to the Church and reli-
gious life of the modern and contemporary era.

MONASTICISM IN THE CRISIS OF THE OLD MODEL OF THE FEUDAL 
CHURCH, AND THE NECESSITY OF A NEW RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 
GOSPEL AND HISTORY ON THE EVE OF THE SYLVESTRINE NOVELTY

Monasticism, born from the fuga mundi and an elemental 
search for God – the ascetic adage by Jerome nudus nudum 
Christum sequi (3) comes to mind –, with its silent yet severe, 
penetrating critique towards the Constantine and Theodosian 
Church – what Marrou calls tempora Christiana –, had found 
in its Benedictine form, a particularly favourable habitat in that 
Carolingian Church where the risen-again « Christian Temples » 
celebrated their full functionality. But then, between the 11th 
and 12th century, the monastic experience starts manifesting its 

anni dell’Istituto Monastico di Sant’Anselmo. Studi emblematici, edited by M. 
BIELAWSKI - A. SCHMIDT, Roma 2002 [Studia Anselmiana, 134], pp. 285-308).

(3) This formula can be noted in St. Jerome’s letter to the monk Rusti-
cus: « [...] si habes substantiam, vende et da pauperibus, si non habes, grandi 
onere liberatus es; nudum Christum nudus sequere; durum, grande, difficile, 
sed magna sunt praemia » (Ad Rusticum monachum, ep. 125: Sancti Eusebii 
Hieronymi Epistulae, Pars III, Epistulae CXXI-CLIV, ed. I. HILBERG, Wien-
Leipzig 1918 [Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum, 56], p. 142). 
Cf. R. GRÉGOIRE, L’adage ascétique « Nudus nudum Christum sequi », in Studi 
storici in onore di O. Bertolini, I, Pisa 1972, pp. 395-409.
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identity crisis (4): its light starts to fade out, albeit slowly and in 
different forms. The very same light that had shone in a Church 
nourished and shaped by the identification, or better, conver-
gence of the spiritual and temporal – the kings who were con-
sidered thaumaturgists, the bishops who held not only pastoral 
powers, but also territorial jurisdiction –: now all of this perfect 
blend between transcendental and transitory is slowly being 
questioned. The conflict initiated in 1076 between Gregory VII 
and Henry IV represents the most dramatic phase of a confron-
tation that will flow into the dispute over two conceptual ideas 
of the Church: the “Henrian”, where it was customary – and 
in many cases positive – to have an idea of an attribution, i.e. 
of a “sale” of episcopal positions on behalf of the king’s advi-
sors: the Gregorian, which had already officially condemned lay 
investiture for the very first time in the Lenten Synod of 1075. 
The latter, the Church of Gregory, striving to reinstate its liberty 
to exercise the pastoral munus, will be victorious, but monasti-
cism, which has also contributed to this victory in an efficient 
and decisive manner (let us think of Montecassino and Cluny), 
will feel the long term effects – so much so that it will trigger 
a crisis which will become the prelude of none other than a 
healthy renewal. It is by no chance that historiography speaks 
of ecclesia Cluniacensis when referring to the early centuries 
of Cluny, a Benedictine monastery par excellence born at the 

(4) Cf. J. LECLERCQ, La crise du monachisme aux XIe et XIIe siècles, in 
« Bullettino dell’Istituto Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo e Archivio Mura-
toriano », 70 (1958), pp. 19-41; J. VAN ENGEN, The “Crisis of Cenobitism” Re-
considered: Benedictine Monasticism in the Years 1050-1150, in « Speculum », 
61 (1986), pp. 269-304; A. M. PIAZZONI, Guglielmo di Saint-Thierry. Il declino 
dell’ideale monastico nel secolo XII, Roma 1988 (Studi Storici, 181-183); 
G. CONSTABLE, The Reformation of the Twelfth Century, Cambridge 1998; 
P. ENGELBERT, Wandel und Unruhe im Ordensleben des 12. Jahrhunderts im 
Urteil einiger Zeitgenossen, in « Studien und Mitteilungen zur Geschichte des 
Benediktinerordens und seiner Zweige », 112 (2001), pp. 77-101; C. SERENO, 
La “crisi del cenobitismo”: un problema storiografico, in « Bullettino dell’Istituto 
Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo », 104 (2002), pp. 31-83; S. ZUCCHINI, “Vec-
chio” e “nuovo” monachesimo a cavallo tra il primo ed il secondo millennio, 
in Riforma o restaurazione? La cristianità nel passaggio dal primo al secondo 
millennio: persistenze e novità. Atti del XXVI Convegno del Centro Studi Avel-
laniti, Fonte Avellana, 29-30 agosto 2004, Negarine di S. Pietro in Cariano 
(Verona) 2006, pp. 83-100.
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height of the feudal crisis, but essentially loyal to the idea of 
a Church with peacefully converging political and ecclesiastic 
powers. The intent of the historians is to define, at least up the 
12th-13th century, the web of dependencies on which the Cluny 
family was structured, i.e., the types of relationships between 
the main house and its subsidiaries (5), although it is certainly 
noteworthy that this does not come about with a juridical-
institutional concept of ordo, but with a term that refers more 
aptly to the same model founded by the Church, as if to suggest 
a parallel between the Cluny micro-Church and the universal 
macro-Church and its formation between the VIII and XI cen-
turies. Now that the identity of the latter was reaching a state 
of crisis, in the very same moment of the apogee not only of 
Cluny – but the entire traditional Benedictine monasticism, it 
will see itself having to justify its specific experience, its socio-
cultural image, its idea of a spirituality widely nourished by that 
condensation of the Gospel and culture – the first unchanging, 
the second always fickle –, enlightened so well by the concep-
tual syntagm illustrated by Jean Leclercq: « The love of learning 
and the desire for God » (6). Once in a state of cultural crisis, 
germinated and developed in any case within the pax between 
heaven and earth, between ecclesiastic and political power, be-
tween sacerdotium and imperium, the outcome for monasticism 

(5) On this historiographical theme tied to Cluny but also connected 
to the larger one of monastic aggregation and the formation of monastic 
networks in Europe, cf. M. DELL’OMO, Storia del monachesimo occidentale 
dal medioevo all’età contemporanea. Il carisma di san Benedetto tra VI e XX 
secolo, Milano 2011 (Complementi alla Storia della Chiesa diretta da Hubert 
Jedin. Già e non ancora, 493), p. 128 and note 42 with bibliography (Ger-
man translation: Geschichte des Abendländischen Mönchtums vom Mittelalter 
bis zur Gegenwart. Das Charisma des hl. Benedikt zwischen dem 6. und 20. 
Jahrhundert, Sankt Ottilien 2017 [Studien und Mitteilungen zur Geschichte 
des Benediktinerordens und seiner Zweige, 51. Ergänzungsband], pp. 154-
155 and note 42); in particular, for the different aggregational esperiences in 
Italian homeland cf. Dinamiche istituzionali delle reti monastiche e canonicali 
nell’Italia dei secoli X-XII. Atti del XXVIII Convegno del Centro Studi Avella-
niti, Fonte Avellana, 29-31 agosto 2006, edited by N. D’ACUNTO, Negarine di 
S. Pietro in Cariano (Verona) 2007 (here, a paper on the example of Cluny 
“organization” is not missing: G. M. CANTARELLA, È esistito un “modello clu-
niacense”?, pp. 61-85).

(6) J. LECLERCQ, L’amour des lettres et le desir de Dieu. Initiation aux 
auteurs monastiques du moyen age, Paris 1957.
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is the pressing need of a new relationship between the Gospel 
and history, in light of a new directive. This is where the novel-
ties of the Church and within the Church are sown, giving rise 
to personalities such as Sylvester (7).

SYLVESTER AND FRANCIS: A COMPARISON OF TWO NEW MODELS IN 
DIFFERENT CONTEXTS OF RELIGIOUS BELONGING

In order to contextualize the Sylvestrine events from the 
outset, there is no other more adequate representative than the 
outcome of another great event: the sublime and contemporary 
Francesco d’Assisi (1182-1226). In the year 1228, the same year 
in which Sylvester Guzzolini welcomed his first disciples to 
Grottafucile, Pope Gregory IX canonized Francis on the 16th 
July, only two years after his death. It was still the same Pope 
Gregory IX in the year of his canonization to lay the first brick 
of the Lower Basilica of Assisi, commissioned by Elia, the very 
same friend of the saint who first spoke of the stigmata, i.e. of 
a controversial phenomenon destined to make up the fulcrum 
around which the hagiographic image of the saint was built, 
perfected by Bonaventura da Bagnoregio to the detriment of 
the truer version outlined by Tommaso da Celano; this is the 
reason why the Bonaventura version was not accepted by all the 
followers of Francis, so much so that the Spiritualists reacted by 

(7) On Sylvester Guzzolini cf. J. LECLERCQ, Un fondateur monastique 
au XIIIe siècle. Pour un portrait spirituel de S. Silvestre Guzzolini, in « Inter 
Fratres », 17 (1967), pp. 10-24 (Italian translation: Un fondatore monastico 
del XIII secolo. Per un ritratto spirituale di san Silvestro Guzzolini, in ID., 
Momenti e figure di storia monastica italiana, edited by V. CATTANA, Cesena 
1993 [Italia Benedettina, 14], pp. 7-19); Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II. Vita di san Silvestro, beato Giovanni dal Bastone, beato Ugo, san Bonfilio. 
Testo latino e versione italiana, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1991 (Biblio-
theca Montisfani, 10); Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano 
del Duecento. Atti del convegno di studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Sil-
vestro Abate, 30 maggio-2 giugno 1990, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1993 
(Bibliotheca Montisfani, 22); L. SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica nella “Vita 
Silvestri”, Fabriano 1995 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 24); Silvestro Guzzolini e 
la sua congregazione monastica. Atti del convegno di studi tenuto a Fabriano, 
Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 4-6 giugno 1998, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 
2001 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 25).
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trying to courageously safeguard and transmit, in the words of 
Chiara Frugoni: « an alternate image of Francis to the one fully 
composed and assuaged by official hagiography » (8). Thus, while 
the foundations for a complex memory recall process are laid, 
which tended towards elevating Francis to an exemplary, out-of-
reach stature of sanctity and, therefore, creating a paradoxically 
pacifying effect that culminated in the Giotto and assistants 
frescoes of the Upper Basilica of Assisi, it is as if Sylvester had, 
on an ideal level, synchronized with the earlier Francis in the 
same year, 1228, in a certain sense with the “true” Francesco, 
who renounced all of his paternal belongings in 1206 (Sylvester 
was already thirty years old at the time) to go live with his 
friars, dedicating himself to preaching the Gospel to the least 
sine glossa. A new reality made of solitude and nourished by 
an authentic search for God would therefore emerge in the 
Marche, while Francis was being recognized as the absolute 
symbol of an exceptional evangelical holiness, already crystalized 
into a literary – then iconic – model. This gave his charisma a 
definitive mark in history.

On the other hand, the very same Sylvestrine experience can-
not be contemplated in its, so to speak, heroic phase, subtract-
ing it from the decline of the monastic institution, particularly in 
Italy: one need only be reminded of the words of the Franciscan 
chronicler Salimbene de Adam, who wrote in the year 1247: 
« Nota etiam quod Ordo sancti Benedicti, quantum ad mona-
chos Nigros, longe melius servatur in partibus ultramontanis 
quam in partibus Ytalicis » (9). Put simply, the monastic situation 
during the second half of the 13th century must have been far 
better beyond the Alps than in Italy, even at the eve of such a 
main historical moment in Sylvestrine history, and, in hindsight, 
of monasticism following the Benedictine Rule: the canonical ap-
proval on behalf of Pope Innocent IV on the 27th June, 1248 (10) 

(8) C. FRUGONI, Francesco e l’invenzione delle stimmate, Torino 1993.
(9) Salimbene de Adam, Cronica, I. a. 1168-1249, ed. G. SCALIA, Turnhout 

1998 (Corpus Christianorum. Continuatio Mediaevalis, 125), p. 321 (year 1247).
(10) For the diplomatic context of this document – should one require the 

original –, to wich there is no lack of analogies in the original monasticism, 
cf. N. D’ACUNTO, I documenti per la storia dell’esenzione monastica in area 
umbro-marchigiana: aspetti istituzionali e osservazioni diplomatistiche, in Silve-
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of the still fluid and charismatic movement of the anchorite 
Sylvester with Religiosam vitam privileges, where the new order 
is simply referred to as « ordo monasticus, qui secundum Deum 
et beati Benedicti regulam in eadem heremo [= St. Benedict of 
Montefano] institutus est »; it will be decreed that the death 
of the prior Sylvester Guzzolini will be follow by a successor 
appointed by the monks « secundum Deum et beati Benedicti 
regulam » (11). Furthermore, it is by no chance that Salimbene, 
in his rather pessimistic view of the Italian monastic situation of 
his time, represents a high profile member of that new religious 
world of Mendicants – the Franciscans, in particular –, whose 
self-consciousness is directly proportional to his own intellectual 
and historiographical vitality, « along the lines – as Pellegrini 
has underlined – of the secular religious movements that are 
attracted and stimulated by evangelical provocation » (12).

Here, a new perspective opens up, without which it is im-
possible to understand monasticism in these years and its new 
congregations: I am, indeed, talking about the Mendicant orders, 
in particular of the religious and charismatic element which 
drove the Italian 13th century Church, represented in primis by 

stro Guzzolini e la sua congregazione monastica, pp. 203-226; in particular, see 
the Appendix (« Qualche osservazione sul privilegio di Innocenzo IV del 1248 
per S. Benedetto di Montefano »), pp. 223-226 (also in Papato e monachesimo 
“esente” nei secoli centrali del medioevo, edited by ID., Firenze, Reti Medievali, 
2003 [now “E-book Reading, 2”], pp. 215-236; Appendix: pp. 233-236); its 
authenticity is attested by A. IACOVONE, La Congregazione Silvestrina e la bolla 
pontificia di approvazione, ibid., pp. 87-97.

(11) Le carte dell’archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II. Congregazione, 
edited by G. AVARUCCI - U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1991 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 
15), rispettivamente pp. 5, 6; cf. pure I. DI NICOLA, Documenti dell’archi-
vio di Montefano relativi al primo periodo della Congregazione Silvestrina 
(sec. XIII), in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche. Atti del 
Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 4-7 giugno 
1981, I, Fabriano 1982 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 6), p. 417; see in particular 
L. BUX, La bolla pontificia di conferma dell’“Ordo Sancti Benedicti de Monte-
fano”, in Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del Duecento, 
pp. 191-201.

(12) L. PELLEGRINI, Monachesimo e Ordini mendicanti, in Il mona-
chesimo italiano nell’eta comunale. Atti del IV convegno di studi storici 
sull’Italia benedettina, Abbazia di S. Giacomo Maggiore, Pontida (Bergamo), 
3-6 settembre 1995, edited by F. G. B. TROLESE, Cesena 1998 (Italia Be-
nedettina, 16), p. 669.
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the Franciscans (13). Surely, Francis of Assisi was not thinking 
about founding a religious order, inasmuch a fraternitas void of 
hierarchies where members remained reciprocally autonomous; 
nonetheless, in order to avoid the danger of possible anarchy, 
the Franciscan Rule of 1223 (14) drafts the creation of the Order 
of Friars Minor with the help of Cardinal Ugolino dei conti di 
Segni (the future Gregory IX) supporter of Francis. The same 
Dominicans begin their expansion in Italy from the convent in 
Bologna (1218) (15), while the 13th century sees the coming of 
age of other Mendicant Orders, such as the Carmelites (16), the 
Order of Hermits of St. Augustine (17), the Servites (18), and the 
Brothers of Penitence (19). In parallel, many secular movements 

(13) On Francis and the influence of Franciscanism cf. M. P. ALBERZONI 
and others, Francesco d’Assisi e il primo secolo di storia francescana, Torino 
1997; L. PELLEGRINI, Una nuova tipologia di istituzione religiosa nella Chiesa 
del secolo XIII, in “Che sono queste novità?”. Le religiones novae in Italia 
meridionale (secoli XIII e XIV), Napoli 2000 (Mezzogiorno medievale e 
moderno, 1), pp. 23-54; G. G. MERLO, Nel nome di san Francesco. Storia dei 
frati Minori e del francescanesimo sino agli inizi del XVI secolo, Padova 2003 
(French translation: Au nom de saint François. Histoire des Frères mineurs et 
du franciscanisme jusqu’au debut du XVIe siècle, Paris 2006); J. DALARUN, Vers 
une résolution de la question franciscaine. La “Légende ombrienne” de Thomas 
de Celano, Paris 2007.

(14) For the original text of the Regula bullata (with Italian translation) 
cf. La letteratura francescana, I. Francesco e Chiara d’Assisi, edited by C. LEO-
NARDI - D. SOLVI, [Milano] 2004 (Fondazione Lorenzo Valla. Scrittori greci 
e latini), pp. 108-123.

(15) For this initial phase, cf. Domenico di Caleruega e la nascita dell’Or-
dine dei Frati Predicatori. Atti del XLI convegno storico internazionale, Todi, 
10-12 ottobre 2004, Spoleto 2005 (Atti dei Convegni del Centro italiano di 
studi sul Basso Medioevo-Accademia Tudertina e del Centro di studi sulla 
spiritualita medievale, n.s. 18); G. BERTUZZI (ed.), L’origine dell’Ordine dei 
Predicatori e l’Università di Bologna, Bologna 2006.

(16) On the initial stages between 1209 and 1214 cf. J. SMET, I Carmeli-
tani. Storia dell’Ordine del Carmelo, 1. Dal 1200 ca. fino al concilio di Trento, 
Roma 1989, pp. 11-26.

(17) Cf. D. GUTIERREZ, Storia dell’Ordine di Sant’Agostino. Gli Agostiniani 
nel medioevo, I, 1. 1256-1356, Italian translation Roma 1986.

(18) Cf. F. A. DAL PINO, I primi due secoli di storia costituente dei Frati 
Servi di santa Maria dell’Ordine di sant’Agostino (1245/47-1431), in ID., Spazi 
e figure lungo la storia dei Servi di santa Maria (XIII-XX centuries), Roma 
1997 (Italia Sacra, 55), pp. 3-67.

(19) As penitent friars, they embraced the model of the Rule of St. 
Augustine from 1251, and initially followed, more than others, the typically 
monastic itinerary of returning to one’s roots, to the primitive Church with 
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develop in the socio-political context tied to communal life, 
such as Alleluja, formed in Parma in 1233, by no coincidence 
the truce year between Frederick II and the Communes (20). 
There are still more births of secular brotherhoods participating 
in the fight against heresy and, in the second half of the century, 
due to the epic calamities and also the diffusion of the cult of 
the Passion of Christ encouraged by the same Franciscans, the 
Flagellant movement (21) expands through their travelling pro-
cessions, penitential and eschatological in meaning. The very 
same Third Order Franciscans (22), which includes the Brothers 

houses in Provence, Dauphine and Savoie: cf. R. W. EMERY, The Friars of the 
Sack, in « Speculum », 18 (1943), pp. 323-334; ID., A Note on the Friars of 
the Sack, ibid., 35 (1960), pp. 591-595.

(20) Cf. V. FUMAGALLI, In margine all’“Alleluia” del 1233, in « Bullettino 
dell’Istituto Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo e Archivio Muratoriano », 80 
(1968), pp. 257-272 (reprinted with the title Motivi naturalistici e aspirazione 
alla pace: l’“Alleluja” del 1233, in ID., Uomini e paesaggi medievali, Bologna 
1989, pp. 143-159); A. VAUCHEZ, Una campagna di pacificazione in Lombardia 
verso il 1233. L’azione politica degli Ordini Mendicanti nella riforma degli 
statuti comunali e gli accordi di pace, in ID., Ordini mendicanti e società ita-
liana, XIII-XV secolo, Milano 1990, pp. 121-161; D. A. BROWN, The Alleluia. 
A Thirteenth Century Peace Movement, in « Archivum Franciscanum Histori-
cum », 81 (1988), pp. 3-16; A. THOMPSON, Predicatori e politica nell’Italia del 
XIII secolo. La ‘grande devozione’ del 1233, Italian translation Milano 1996.

(21) Cf. R. MORGHEN, Ranieri Fasani e il movimento dei Disciplinati del 
1260, in Il movimento dei Disciplinati nel settimo centenario dal suo inizio (Pe-
rugia-1260). Convegno internazionale, Perugia, 25-28 settembre 1960 = « Bol-
lettino della Deputazione di Storia Patria per l’Umbria », 9 (1962), pp. 29-42 
(reprinted in ID., Civiltà medioevale al tramonto. Saggi e studi sulla crisi di 
un’età, Bari 1971 [Biblioteca di cultura moderna, 708], pp. 43-55); A. FRU-
GONI, Sui Flagellanti del 1260, in « Bullettino dell’Istituto Storico Italiano per 
il Medio Evo e Archivio Muratoriano », 75 (1963), pp. 211-238 (reprinted 
in ID., Incontri nel Medioevo, Bologna 1979, pp. 179-202); G. CASAGRANDE, 
Penitenti e Disciplinati a Perugia e loro rapporti con gli Ordini Mendicanti, in 
« Mélanges de l’École française de Rome. Moyen âge-Temps modernes », 89 
(1977), pp. 711-721.

(22) Cf. I frati Penitenti di san Francesco nella società del Due e Trecento. 
Atti del 2° Convegno di studi francescani, Roma, 12-13-14 ottobre 1976, 
edited by M. D’ALATRI, Roma 1977; Il movimento francescano della penitenza 
nella società medievale. Atti del 3° Convegno di studi francescani, Padova, 
25-26-27 settembre 1979, edited by ID., Roma 1980; ID., “Aetas poeniten-
tialis”. L’antico Ordine francescano della penitenza, Roma 1993 (Bibliotheca 
Seraphico-Capuccina, 42); G. CASAGRANDE, Un Ordine per i laici. Penitenza e 
Penitenti nel Duecento, in ALBERZONI and others, Francesco d’Assisi e il primo 
secolo, pp. 237-255.
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and Sisters of Penance, is generated from this environment, but 
will institutionally connect with the Friars Minor only in mid-
century.

SYLVESTRINE MOVEMENT AND A WAY OUT OF THE IDENTITY CRISIS OF 
TRADITIONAL MONASTICISM

When faced with such novelty – the Mendicant Order and 
the buzz of a vibrant city spirituality – Benedictine monasticism 
rediscovers its original values, and finds its way out of the iden-
tity crisis I mentioned earlier: worldly detachment, contempla-
tion, and penitence are the new constituent and generative ele-
ments of the Congregations of Celestines and Sylvestrines. The 
former (23), founded by Pietro del Morrone who would become 
the Pope in 1294 with the title of Celestine V; the latter, on the 
other hand, would take their name from the canon of Osimo 
cathedral in the March of Ancona, Sylvester Guzzolini (1177 
ca.-1267), who in 1227, the year after the death of Francis of 
Assisi, retreated into an eremitical life, therefore producing « one 
of the autumn fruits of the eremitical movement » (24) in Grot-
tafucile near Serra San Quirico. He would successively transfer 
to the hermitage of Montefano (Fabriano).

The formation of a nucleus of disciples around him brought 
about a clustering of monks and monasteries (a dozen) (25), in 
particular in the Marche and Umbria regions; after the death 
of Sylvester in 1267, the archive documents of Montefano 
demonstrate how they were configured as an authentic ordo: 

(23) Cf. L. PELLEGRINI, Dall’“Ordo Morronensium” all’“Ordo Celestinorum”, 
in Il monachesimo italiano nel secolo della grande crisi. Atti del V convegno di 
studi storici sull’Italia benedettina, Abbazia di Monte Oliveto Maggiore (Siena), 
2-5 settembre 1998, edited by G. PICASSO - M. TAGLIABUE, Cesena 2004 (Italia 
Benedettina, 21), pp. 327-349.

(24) M. SENSI, Movimenti riformatori nell’Italia centrale, in Das Papsttum 
und das vielgestaltige Italien. Hundert Jahre Italia Pontificia, ed. K. HERBERS - 
J. JOHRENDT, Berlin - New York 2009 (Abhandlungen der Akademie der 
Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, neue Folge, 5. Studien zu Papstgeschichte und 
Papsturkunden), p. 577.

(25) Cf. F. RADICIONI, I dodici monasteri fondati da s. Silvestro Guzzolini, 
in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua congregazione monastica, pp. 59-86.
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ordo S. Benedicti de Montefano, or simply ordo S. Benedicti, or 
ordo fratrum de Montefano, or even ordo Montisfani et Regulae 
S. Benedicti (26), even without abdicating the genetic charisma, 
i.e., coenobitic solitude which is also penance, as was under-
lined by a late donation in 1260 on behalf of the counts of 
Coccorano, between Gubbio and Assisi, offering ownership of 
Sambuco to the prior Sylvester, so that the fratres may reside 
there permanently « ad penitentiam peragendam » (27). In sum: 
the movement, founded by Sylvester, by staying faithful to its 
original and most sincere identity, would take and early and de-
cisive positive stance towards organized and institutional forms 
of coenobitic life, so much so that they were also able to take 
on the pastoral care of the population.

THE SYLVESTRINE EXPERIENCE OF THE BEGINNINGS AND THE CON-
COMITANT PROCESSES OF RELIGIOUS LIFE INSTITUTIONALIZATION

Why does the Sylvestrine movement institutionalize itself as 
an ordo, or better yet, in the words of Cécile Caby, becomes 
conscious « de la nécessité d’une homologation aux modéles 
juridiquement approuvés » (28)? In the background we find the 
Fourth Council of the Lateran of 1215, which prohibited the es-
tablishment of new religious Orders (29), officially sanctioning the 
so-called definitive values of the Benedictine tradition for the mo-
nastic groups, and the Augustine for the canonical congregations, 
the latter experiencing a considerable resurgence in the 1300s.

(26) DI NICOLA, Documenti, pp. 415-416.
(27) Cf. the quote from the document bearing the date of 12 August, 

1260, in G. CASAGRANDE, Religiosità penitenziale e città al tempo dei Comuni, 
Roma 1995 (Bibliotheca Seraphico Capuccina, 48), p. 115 (chap. II, « I laici 
religiosi. L’Ordo poenitentium »).

(28) C. CABY, Finis eremitarum? Les formes régulières et communautaires 
de l’érémitisme médiéval, in Ermites de France et d’Italie (XIe-XVe siècle), 
Rome 2003 (Collection de l’École française de Rome, 313), p. 71.

(29) On the consequences of the Fourth Council of the Lateran in relation 
to the Sylvestrine Congregation cf. C. TUDERTI, La riforma silvestrina alla luce 
dei documenti monastici della Chiesa (1215-1248), Fabriano 1977 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 4), pp. 41-81; see also G. FORNASARI, Dal Lateranense IV al II 
Concilio di Lione: autocoscienza pontificia e nuovi ordini religiosi, in Silvestro 
Guzzolini e la sua congregazione monastica, pp. 39-58.
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Amongst the various interventions carried out by pontifical 
authorities in order to overcome the problem found in monastic 
communities different in origin, customs and observance, we 
must in primis mention that of Pope Innocent III (1198-1216), 
who imposed the General Chapters (30) and, since 1202, had 
started a reform of the Subiaco monastery (31). The implementa-
tion of the General Chapters of the 1215 council of the Lateran 
was thus extended to all Benedictines, contextually in various 
ecclesiastic provinces with the institution of chosen visitors 
within the same chapters.

It is important to remember the 12th papal decree of the 
Council of the Lateran (32), which determines that:

– a General Chapter must be held every three years in each 
reign or ecclesiastic province;

– all abbots and priors of monasteries that do not have ab-
bots must attend;

– at the beginning of each new regime, two abbots of the 
Order of Cistercians will be invited. The chapters of the Cister-
cians must serve as an example for all;

– that which is decided on behalf of the majority and ap-
proved by the four presidents must be observed in its entirety;

– each chapter must establish the venue of the following 
chapter;

(30) Cf. M. MACCARRONE, Riforme e innovazioni di Innocenzo III nella vita 
religiosa, in Studi su Innocenzo III, Padova 1972 (Italia Sacra, 17), pp. 226-262 
(§ 2. « I capitoli regionali e nazionali dei monasteri esenti indetti nel 1203 »); 
ID., Le costituzioni del IV concilio lateranense sui religiosi, in ID., Nuovi studi 
su Innocenzo III, edited by R. LAMBERTINI, Roma 1995 (Nuovi Studi Storici, 
25), pp. 1-45; PH. SCHÄFER, Innozenz III. und das 4. Laterankonzil, in Papst 
Innozenz III. Weichensteller der Geschichte Europas. Interdisziplinäre Ringvor-
lesung an der Universität Passau 5.11.1997-26.5.1998, ed. TH. FRENZ, Stuttgart 
2000, pp. 103-116.

(31) Cf. U. BERLIÈRE, Innocent III et la réorganisation des monastères 
bénédictins, in « Revue Bénédictine », 32 (1920), pp. 39-40. For the relations 
between Pope Innocent and the Subiaco monastery, cf. U. ISRAEL, Der Papst 
und die Urkunde an der Wand. Innozenz III. (1198-1216) in Subiaco, in 
« Quellen und Forschungen aus italienischen Archiven und Bibliotheken », 
84 (2004), pp. 69-102.

(32) Cf. DELL’OMO, Storia del monachesimo occidentale, pp. 259-260 (Ger-
man translation: Geschichte des Abendländischen Mönchtums, pp. 315-316).
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– competent people must be elected who, in the name of 
the Pope, will visit all the communities and prescribe the neces-
sary reforms; they will single out the inept superiors and inform 
the bishop so as to have them step down;

– each bishop must take care of the improvement of the 
monasteries of the dioceses assigned to him.

How to evaluate this norm, and, in retrospect, what results 
did it yield to the advantage of an effective reform?

There is no doubt that the Council centralised the power 
over monks – as with the other faithful – around the papacy, but 
at the same time approved and facilitated internal legislation (ius 
particulare), which could vary somewhat. Nonetheless, it advised 
all monasteries which were not tied to congregations and canons 
to celebrate the chapters of all iuxta morem Cisterciensium as 
a direct result of the Cistercians who, at the beginning of the 
12th century, gave rise to a mostly new form of organization to 
such an extent that the concept of “observance” will from this 
moment on be inextricably connected to that of “coherence”, in 
the juridical-corporatist sense. Accepting the Cistercian model (by 
Premonstratensians and Dominicans, for example) meant, above 
all, overcoming isolation though the efficient organisation of the 
General Chapter, which was celebrated periodically, preserving 
within each Order, as we have already underlined: the ius pro-
prium or ius particulare. It was therefore agreed at the Council 
of the Lateran to safeguard an essential principle of the Benedic-
tine tradition like autonomy, while promoting at the same time 
reciprocity amongst the communities and a regular supervision 
by two entirely new institutions: 1) provincial chapters, unify-
ing abbots and priors of monasteries situated in the ecclesiastic 
territory of the province (England: 1218-1219; Germany: 1216, 
1218, 1222; Spain: 1220; France: 1216, 1220; Hungary: 1225); 2) 
canonical visits carried out by delegates of the Order.

In this, shall we call it, intervention style scenario of the 
Apostolic See towards the organisation of monasticism, there is 
an exacerbation of what Gert Melville and the Dresden school 
calls « institution forming processes of religious life » (33), centred 

(33) Cf. G. MELVILLE, Alcune osservazioni sui processi di istituzionalizza-
zione della vita religiosa nei secoli XII e XIII, in « Benedictina », 48 (2001), 
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around three decisive factors: 1) the ordo model begun by the 
Cistercians; 2) the congregational chapters; 3) the normative 
system which renewed itself every time, unlike the Rules, which 
remained inviolable - at least on the surface. The Rules were 
also not immune to that dynamic interpretation that had made 
it more flexible and adaptable to different eras and surroundings 
during the High Middle Ages, in its form and consuetudines, 
varying from monastery to monastery.

COENOBITIC-BENEDICTINE MATURITY AND THE SYLVESTRINE CHARISMA 
BETWEEN PAPACY, EMPIRE AND COMMUNES

Returning once more to the emblematic year of 1248, one 
can gain an even clearer image of how the star of Sylvestrine 
charisma shone even brighter with the Chrism of Pontifical 
recognition, this time shining in a dark sky covered in the 
dark clouds of the crisis of Italic monasticism, but also of the 
invasion, much more tangible in the Marche, of the armies of 
Frederick II, who had been excommunicated in 1245 by the 
new Pope, Innocent IV, at the Council of Lyon. Nonetheless, 
Frede rick could not ignore the monastic factor, both “old” and 
“new”, as underlined by Giovanni Vitolo in the wake of Nor-
bert Kamp, and this allows us to understand how the monastic 
phenomenon still in its early phase, but also during, the 13th 
century, is the definite representation of « one of the fundamen-

pp. 371-394. On the different aforementioned factors, cf. Institutionen und 
Geschichte. Theoretische Aspekte und mittelalterliche Befunde, ed. ID., Köln 
1992 (Norm und Struktur. Studien zum sozialen Wandel im Mittelalter und 
Früher Neuzeit, 1); Institutionalität und Symbolisierung. Verstetigungen kultu-
reller Ordnungmuster in Vergangenheit und Gegenwart, ed. ID., Köln-Weimar-
Wien 2001; “Regulae-Consuetudines-Statuta”. Studi sulle fonti normative degli 
Ordini religiosi nei secoli centrali del Medioevo. Atti del I e del II Seminario 
internazionale di studio del Centro italo-tedesco di storia comparata degli Ordini 
religiosi, Bari-Noci-Lecce, 26-27 ottobre 2002 / Castiglione delle Stiviere, 23-
24 maggio 2003, edited by G. ANDENNA - G. MELVILLE, Münster 2005 (Vita 
regularis. Abhandlungen, 25), pp. 65-104. For a verification of the “institu-
tionalization” factor within monasticism in the Marche, between centralizing 
tendencies and congregational movements, cf. G. SPINELLI, Il monachesimo 
maschile delle Marche nel secolo XIII, in Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’am-
biente marchigiano del Duecento, pp. 33-56: especially pp. 39-42.
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tal articulations of society and power » (34). Frederick, old or new 
that he may have been, saw monasticism as an instrumentum 
regni, but it is significant that his preferences went to the Cis-
tercians, whose robe he wished to wear on his death bed (35). 
All this is far from insignificant when trying to understand the 
religious ecclesial context in which the Sylvestrine affair came 
about, since the Marche not only gave Frederick a birthplace, 
but is also a pivotal territory: along with Jean-Claude Marie 
Vigueur, one can say that if there was ever a place in central 
Italy where Pontifical and Imperial domination swapped hands 
in a clear and rhythmical fashion, with all its consequences, 
this was the March of Ancona. The turning point came about 
with the death of Frederick II in 1250, marking the downfall of 
imperial hegemony, though it returned with Manfredi, albeit for 
a short time, from 1258 to 1264, when the Pontifical dominion 
was already destined to prevail, the latter exercising a decisive 
and long lasting influence – far more incisive than the impe-
rial, as Vigueur concludes after having surveyed some analytical 
options, such as: the personnel and the bureaucratic workings, 
districts under direct administration, and the judicial actions of 
pontifical officials (36). But here, another current reveals itself, 
the unique and fecund symbiosis between the Sylvestrines and 
the new socio-political reality of Communes, which are already 
dissidents to Frederick II and previously to his grandfather, 
Barbarossa. Based on the documents inherent to the early years 
of the new religious family, an alignment of interest, in fact, 
emerges between the Sylvestrine monasteries and Communes 
situated between the Marche and Umbria regions, in particular 

(34) G. VITOLO, “Vecchio” e “nuovo” monachesimo nel regno svevo di Si-
cilia, in Friedrich II. Tagung des Deutschen Historischen Instituts in Rom im 
Gedenkjahr 1994, ed. A. ESCH - N. KAMP, Tübingen 1996 (Bibliothek des 
Deutschen Historischen Instituts in Rom, 85), pp. 182-200: especially p. 197.

(35) Matthaei Parisiensis monachi S. Albani Chronica maiora, ed. F. LIEBER-
MANN, Hannoverae 1888 (MGH Scriptores, 28), p. 319. For an understanding 
of Cistercian identity and innovation cf. G. CARIBONI, Il nostro ordine è la 
Carità. Cistercensi nei secoli XII e XIII, Milano 2011.

(36) J.-C. M. VIGUEUR, Impero e papato nelle Marche: due sistemi di domi-
nazione a confronto, in Friedrich II., pp. 381-403.
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that of Fabriano (37), so fecund that Saracco Previdi underlines 
the fact that « such an elevated influence on behalf of monks 
and monasteries within the organization of Commune has rarely 
been seen in northern Italy » (38). All this is once more confirms 
how the Coenobitic-Benedictine maturity of the Sylvestrine 
charisma, and thus its capacity to embed and irradiate itself in 
the concrete space of its native region, was the winning combi-
nation of a movement which was born eremitical and grew to 
be coenobitic in the double compliance to Peter, the Apostolic 
See, and to Benedict, whose Rule is by its own nature still both 
elastic and dynamic, seven centuries after the death of Benedict, 
capable of producing new fruits of sanctity and civility in Syl-
vester Guzzolini and his successors.

(37) On the environment of Communes in which the first Sylvestrine seed 
flourished, cf. A. BARTOLI LANGELI, Il comune di Fabriano nella Marca del 
XIII secolo, in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua congregazione monastica, pp. 9-38; 
in particular, for the relationship between said environment and Sylvester 
cf. F. PIRANI, “Ad castrum de Fabriano descendens”. L’Ordine di Montefano, 
la società e le istituzioni comunali fabrianesi nel Duecento, ibid., pp. 99-121; 
U. PAOLI, Silvestro Guzzolini e il comune di Fabriano, in Il monachesimo sil-
vestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del Duecento, pp. 107-115.

(38) E. SARACCO PREVIDI, Uomini e ambienti dalla documentazione silve-
strina nel secolo XIII, in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche, I, 
p. 550. Meanwhile, ample documentation on the fruitful exchange between 
Communes, especially urban, and northern Italian monasteries has appeared 
in the volume Il monachesimo italiano nell’età comunale. Atti del IV Convegno 
di studi storici sull’Italia benedettina, Abbazia di S. Giacomo Maggiore Pontida 
(Bergamo), 3-6 settembre 1995, edited by F. G. B. TROLESE, Cesena 1998 (Italia 
Benedettina, 16).
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SYLVESTER CHOOSES
THE RULE OF SAINT BENEDICT

When I was first given the title of this paper, my first reac-
tion was to add a question mark: is it really true, though, that 
Sylvester chose the Rule of St. Benedict? Was it really a free 
choice, or was he forced the by the situation, the circumstances 
or by direct order of the ecclesiastic authorities?

In Vita Silvestri (= VS) (1), the choice of the Rule of St. 
Benedict on the part of Sylvester is presented in a mysterious 
manner, through a vision, first of different founders, then Ben-
edict himself; Sylvester’s vision occurs after he had been visited 
by a number of religious persons. First of all, let us read the 
text from the 4th chapter of the Vita. The year is about 1227-
1228; Sylvester lives as a hermit at Grottafucile: his fame is 
spreading and he is visited by a great number of religious per-
sons and faithful; at this point, the hagiographer writes: 

Many of those religious persons tried to bring him into their 
Order and make him accept their habit and their rule. Sylvester 
would humbly refuse their invitation, because he still had to 
carefully ponder upon which rule and habit to adopt. Still, from 
that moment onwards he began to seriously think about what 
form of religious life he should embrace (2). 

(1) ANDREAS IACOBI DE FABRIANO, Vita sanctissimi Silvestri confessoris et 
mirifici heremite († 1267), in Agiografia silvestrina medievale. Critical edition 
edited by R. GRÉGOIRE, Fabriano 1983 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 8), pp. 37-148. 
Another edition with the Italian translation can be found in Alle fonti della 
spiritualità silvestrina. II. Vita di san Silvestro, beato Giovanni dal Bastone, 
beato Ugo, san Bonfilio. Latin text and Italian translation edited by U. PAOLI, 
Fabriano 1991 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 10), pp. 1-109.

(2) « Ex quibus religiosis multi conabantur ad eorundem Ordinem ip-
sum ducere, ipsorum habitum et regulam recepturum. Quibus Silvester pie 
renuens, eo quod nondum apud se super regulam assumendam et habitum 
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At this point, it is said that Sylvester had a semi-conscious 
vision of some founding saints with their respective disciples 
who offer him rule and habit; Sylvester humbly refuses. Then 
St. Benedict appeared « inviting him to make a definitive choice 
of rule and habit - ut Silvester suam regulam et habitum omnino 
reciperet monuit ». Sylvester is filled with contentment and en-
thusiastically accepts his offer; soon after « he received with im-
mense joy the same habit in which St. Benedict had appeared 
unto him, from the venerable monk called Pietro Magone » (3).

What lies beyond this biographical narration?
First of all, who are these many religious persons who try to 

entice Sylvester to join their Order?
We must remember that the XIII century is rich in spiritual 

activity. Mariano Dell’Omo has already discussed the ecclesiastic 
and religious context in which the Sylvestrine family was born. 
Apart from the two big mendicant Orders of Franciscans and 
Dominicans, the presence of eremitic and pauper movements in 
the Marca d’Ancona was noteworthy (it was a real proliferation): 
groups of itinerant preachers, individual hermits (4), spiritual-
ists, Fraticelli (5); then there were other experiences of detainees 

deliberationem se habuisse congnoverat, exinde cepit cum desiderio que pro-
fessio sibi esset utilis cogitare » (VS 4).

(3) « Silvester ylaris nimium effectus, a quodam venerabili monacho cui 
nomen erat dompnus Petrus, cognomento Magonus, eum habitum asseruit 
assumpsisse, quo beatus Benedictus se indutum ostendit » (ibidem).

(4) The practice of retreating from the world underwent a noteworthy 
propagation at the beginning of the XII century and whoever chose this path, 
would take on the generic name of hermit. For complete overview, see L’ere-
mitismo in Occidente nei secoli XI e XII. Atti della 2a settimana internazionale 
di Studio, Mendola 30 agosto-6 settembre 1962, Milano 1965 (Miscellanea del 
Centro di Studi Medievali, 4). For the Marche cf. S. PRETE, Eremiti nelle 
Marche. Indicazioni bibliografiche, in Atti del Convegno di Studi storici VIII 
Centenario Nascita S. Silvestro (1177-1267). Monastero S. Silvestro (Fabriano), 
3-4 giugno, Osimo 5 giugno 1977, Fabriano 1977 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 5), 
also in « Studia Picena », 44 (1977), single edition, pp. 191-194. We would 
like to point out that in the Fabriano environment, hermetism underwent a 
remarkable expansion with the influence of s. Pier Damiani: cf. O. CAPITANI, 
San Pier Damiani e l’istituto eremitico, in L’eremitismo in Occidente, pp. 122-
159; J. LECLERCQ, San Pier Damiano eremita e uomo di Chiesa, Brescia 1971, 
pp. 43-68.

(5) Let us mention a few: the Brettino movement, a lay eremitical mo-
vement, risen near Fano, which distinguished itself for its disarming poverty 
and unbending asceticism (cf. B. RANO, Brettino (Eremiti di), in Dizionario 
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and recluse (6); furthermore, the various popular movements of 
pauperistic and penitentiary (7) tendencies grew, which more or 
less influenced our region; I would also like to mention the 
Flagellanti movement (8), born around 1260 in Perugia (border-
ing the Marche region). In short, we are looking at a colourful 
canvas of intense fervour and also a sort of mare magnum in 
the Marche region of the XIII century.

Thus, the church was worrying about restoring some or-
der. In the background we find the 1215 Fourth Council of 
the Lateran, which prohibited the formation of new religious 
orders (9); monastic groups would therefore have to merge into 
the Benedictine and other traditions, or in the mendicant orders, 

degli Istituti di Perfezione (= DIP), I, Roma 1974, coll. 1566-1569); the Monte 
Favale movement in Pesaro (cf. K. ELM, Eremiti di Monte Favale (Pesaro), in 
DIP, III, Roma 1976, coll. 1166-1167); the Giamboniani movement, born in 
Romagna but evolved in central and southern Italy and spread in the Marca 
d’Ancona (cf. B. RANO, Eremiti di Giovanni Bono, in DIP, III, Roma 1976, 
coll. 1161-1165). See the considerations of R. GRÉGOIRE, Eremitismo nella 
Marca d’Ancona: L’« Ordo » di Brettino e l’« Ordo Silvestri ». Parallelismo o 
affinità?, in Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del Duecento. 
Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 
30 maggio-2 giugno 1990, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1993 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 22), pp. 188-190.

(6) Interesting suggestions may be found in R. SASSI, Incarcerati e incarce-
rate a Fabriano nei secoli XIII e XIV, in « Studia Picena », 25 (1957), pp. 67-
85; G. FABIANI, Monaci, eremiti, incarcerati e reclusi in Ascoli nei secoli XIII e 
XIV, in « Studia Picena », 32 (1964), pp. 141-159. Let us also remember that, 
concomitant to the Silvestrine movement an Order of recluse which rose in 
the Ascoli region, called « Saint Benedict Hermits »: cf. R. GIORGI, La grotta 
di S. Angelo e l’Ordine eremitico di S. Benedetto, Ascoli Piceno 1963.

(7) On the popular penitentiary movements of the XI-XII centuries cf. 
G. G. MEERSSEMAN, Ordo fraternitatis. Confraternite e pietà dei laici nel medio-
evo. In collaborazione con G. P. PACINI, I-III, Roma 1977 (Italia Sacra, 24-26).

(8) Cf. Il movimento dei Disciplinati nel settimo centenario del suo inizio 
(Perugia 1960). Convegno internazionale, Perugia, 25-28 settembre 1960, Peru-
gia 1962 (Deputazione di Storia Patria per l’Umbria, Appendice al Bollettino, 
n. 9); G. CECCHINI, Flagellanti, in DIP, IV, Roma 1977, coll. 60-72 with a vast 
bibliography. See also: E. PERETTO, Movimenti spirituali laicali nel Medioevo. 
Tra ortodossia ed eresia, Roma 1985.

(9) « Ne nimia religionum diversitas gravem in ecclesia Dei confusionem 
inducat, firmiter prohibemus, ne quis de caetero novam religionem inveniat, 
sed quicumque voluerit ad religionem converti, unam de approbatis assumat 
(...) » (can. 13): ed. in Conciliorum Oecumenicorum Decreta, Bologna 1991, 
p. 242.
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or in the St. Augustine tradition; in fact, these will merge into 
the magna unio of 1256 in Order of Hermits of St. Augustine.

Such concerns of the hierarchy, dedicated to organizing the 
multitude of ascetics and penitents in proven and controllable 
structures, are confirmed in another episode of the VS. In 1228, 
when the two papal legates sent to the Marca by Gregory IX 
went to visit Sylvester, they first tried to entice him to join their 
own Order and then, after his refusal, urged him not to stay 
isolated in his hermitage:

And, taken by an ardent devotion towards him, tried to entice 
him to join their Order, but the saint, with humble and delicate 
objections, did not adhere to their invitations. These religious 
persons and papal legates, upon seeing his purity and ardour 
in his redeeming penance, halted their request; they merely 
thoughtfully exhorted him to find a companion, tell him that 
he should not live alone in the hermitage (10).

There two « religiosi viri » are anonymous in the text by 
Andrea di Giacomo, but it seems that they might be identified 
as two Dominicans (11), friar Riccardo and friar Bonaparte, sent 
by Gregory IX in 1228 on a canonical visit in the Marca of 
Ancona and Fermo (12):

It so happened, that two Religious persons of the Order of 
the Predicators were sent by the Pope to our province to visit 
the clergy (...). It is to be noted that the two visiting friars 

(10) « Qui de ipso devotionis fervore concepto, eum ad ipsorum Ordinem 
adtrahere sunt conati, sed vir sanctus hoc humili et circumspecto sermone 
renuens, non acquievit monitis eorundem. Predicti vero religiosi et summi 
pontificis legati, adtendentes ipsius puritatem et salvifice penitentie ardorem, 
a suis petitionibus destiterunt; tamen ipsum ut sibi solatium quereret et ne 
deberet singulariter in heremo commorari sollicite monuerunt » (VS 5).

(11) In fact, in a lunette of the principal cloister of the Montefano 
monastery (by Antonio Ungarini, XVIII century), they are depicted with a 
Dominican habit.

(12) « In Dei nomine amen. Nos Fr. Riccardus et Fr. Bonapars de Ord. 
Pre: missi a Summ. Pontif. D. Gregorio IX pro reformatione Ecclesiarum et 
Clericorum in Marchia (...) »: doc. dell’archivio di Fermo, del giugno 1228, 
edito in P. COMPAGNONI - F. VECCHIETTI, Memorie istorico-critiche della Chiesa 
e dei Vescovi d’Osimo, V, Roma 1783, pp. 51-54. Cf. pure G. PAGNANI, Ricer-
che intorno alla vita e all’opera di S. Silvestro, in Atti del Convegno di Studi 
storici VIII Centenario, pp. 201-202.
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were called Friar Riccardo and Friar Bonaparte of the order 
of Preachers, sent by the supreme pontiff Gregorio IX “pro 
reformatione ecclesiarum et clericorum in Marchia”, who car-
ried out their commission in 1228 in the church of Fermo, 
publishing salutary decrees for the betterment of the order in 
the ecclesiastic offices, and for the disciplinary improvement of 
the clergy (13).

On a side note: this is one of the reasons for which Syl-
vester’s flight from Osimo seems to be anchored to the years 
1227-1228, as the papal legates’ visit took place in Grottafucile 
and, as it were, nearly at the beginning of the Sylvestrine er-
emitic experience (14).

Thus, to recapitulate, the multi religiosi who go visit our 
hermit are members of the new Mendicant Orders (like the 
two Dominicans), or other aforementioned spiritual movements 
of the time.

After the visit of these persons (in flesh and bone!), we have 
already mentioned that VS speaks of a vision: some founding 
saints with their respective disciples offer Sylvester rules and 
habit; and, after his refusal, St. Benedict comes and invites 
him in a decisive manner (omnino) to receive the Benedictine 
rule and habit; successively, Sylvester will receive the monastic 
habit from a « venerable monk called Pietro Magone » (VS 4). 
Is it just a simple hagiographic topos used to create the im-
age of Sylvester in parallel to Benedict, who received the habit 
from the monk Romanus (15), or was Sylvester really in one of 
the numerous abbeys in this area (16) to receive the Benedictine 

(13) F. VECCHIETTI, Dissertazione dell’editore intorno a S. Silvestro ab-
bate, in COMPAGNONI - VECCHIETTI, Memorie istorico-critiche, II, Roma 1782, 
pp. 233-234.

(14) Ibid., p. 234; PAGNANI, Ricerche intorno alla vita, p. 201.
(15) Cf. GREGORIUS MAGNUS, Dialogi II,1: ed. in GRÉGOIRE LE GRAND, Dia-

logues, ed. critica edited by A. DE VOGÜÉ, II, Paris 1979 (Sources Chrétien-
nes, 260), p. 132.

(16) Amongst the flourishing abbeys of that time period, let us mention of 
the traditional Benedictines: S. Fiorenzo di Osimo and, near Fabriano, S. Ma- 
ria d’Appennino, S. Biagio in Caprile, S. Angelo infra Ostia, S. Vittore delle 
Chiuse, S. Urbano all’Esinante, S. Croce di Sassoferrato; of the Cistercencians: 
the famous abbeys of Chiaravalle di Fiastra (near Macerata) and Chiaravalle 
d’Ancona; of the S. Romualdo Hermits (of the three observances of Romual-
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habit? Identifying this « venerable monk » who gave the habit 
to Sylvester seems a rather arduous task, because we have not 
been able to uncover any mention of « cognomento Magonus ». 
Nonetheless, I would like to present a series of monks called 
Pietro of that time period.

From the Annales Camaldulenses there is a Pietro Abbot 
of Valdicastro in the years 1234-1240 (17) and also in 1251 (18). 
Apart from the Abbot, the 1240 prior of Valdicastro was also 
called Pietro (19); and we also have a Petro Abbot of Valdicastro 
in 1256 (20). In the Fonte Avellana hermitage, we find a prior 
by the name of Pietro from 1218 to 1224 (21); there is also a 
Pietro cloister Abbot in 1237 and in 1252 (22); there were also 
more monks by the name of Pietro in the years 1228-1252 (23).

dini, Camaldolesi, Avellaniti): S. Esuperanzio di Cingoli, Valdicastro (where 
St. Romualdo died), S. Elena all’Esino, S. Emiliano in Congiuntoli, Sitria and, 
the most famous, Fonte Avellana. Cf. G. FATTORINI, La spiritualità nell’Ordine 
di S. Benedetto di Montefano, Fabriano 1976 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 2), 
pp. 51-53 and respective bibliography; C. TUDERTI, La riforma silvestrina alla 
luce dei documenti monastici della Chiesa (1215-1248), Fabriano 1977 (Biblio-
theca Montisfani, 4), pp. 34-36 and respective bibliography.

(17) Cf. J. B. MITTARELLI - A. COSTADONI, Annales Camaldulenses Ordinis 
Sancti Benedicti..., IV, Venetiis 1759, pp. 335, 341, 349; these are provided 
in the appendix, coll. 538 e 559.

(18) Ibid., V, Venetiis 1760, p. 5: this concerns a quarrel with the Fa-
briano council.

(19) Ibid., IV, Venetiis 1759, appendix, col. 559.
(20) Cf. R. SASSI, Le carte del monastero di S. Vittore delle Chiuse sul 

Sentino. Regesto con introduzione e note, Milano 1962 (Deputazione di Storia 
Patria per le Marche, Studi e Testi, 1), p. 98: doc. 272 (1 July, 1256).

(21) Cf. Carte di Fonte Avellana, 3 (1203-1237), edited by C. PIERUCCI, 
Fonte Avellana 1986, p. 86: doc. 435 (20 December, 1218); pp. 91-93: 
doc. 439 (1 April, 1220); pp. 138-139: doc. 462 (15 May, 1223). See also 
MITTARELLI - COSTADONI, Annales Camaldulenses, IV, Venetiis 1759, pp. 250 
e 282.

(22) Cf. Carte di Fonte Avellana, 3 (1203-1237), p. 362: doc. 583 (3 luglio 
1237); Carte di Fonte Avellana, 4 (1238-1253), edited by R. BERNACCHIA, Fonte 
Avellana 1988, p. 287: doc. 708 (24 giugno 1252).

(23) Cf. ad esempio Carte di Fonte Avellana, 3, p. 247: doc. 516 (1 De-
cember, 1228); p. 258: doc. 521 (29 August, 1229); p. 300: doc. 546 (24 April, 
1234); p. 362: doc. 583 (3 July, 1237); Carte di Fonte Avellana, 4, p. 155: doc. 
657 (10 January, 1246); p. 216: doc. 680 (1 January, 1250); p. 275: doc. 702 
(14 February, 1252); MITTARELLI - COSTADONI, Annales Camaldulenses, IV, 
Venetiis 1759, p. 336; etc.
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I would also like to mention the documented hypothesis 
made by Pennacchioni, who noted that a prior named Pietro 
definitely existed in 1236 (24) in the Cingoli Avellanist com-
munity of St. Esuperanzio, as well as Sylvester’s relationship 
with Cingoli (25): he posits that Pietro Magone had been the 
prior to St. Esuperanzio and had been the one who had given 
the monastic habit to the fugitive Osimo canon of his home 
town (26). This hypothesis deserves major consideration; actually, 
the Fonte Avellana documents show that in the 1227 Prior of 
St. Esuperanzio (the probable year of Sylvester’s « conversion ») 
was already called Pietro (27).

It should also be noted that Grottafucile, the place accord-
ing to the hagiographic narrative where Sylvester chose the 
Benedictine rule and habit, is very close to Castelletta, which 
was entrusted to the pastoral care of the S. Urbano all’Esinante 
abbey (28). Thus, the « venerable monk » could be a member of 
the aforementioned abbey. However, the S. Urbano documents 
dating back to the time in which Sylvester lived as a hermit 
in Grottafucile state that the Abbot’s name was Vigilio, and 
amongst the other monks listed, none bore the name Pietro (29).

Finally, we notice the presence of a Pietro (« dompnus 
Petrus »), Abbot of St. Angelo infra Ostia, found in documents 
from 1259 and 1260 (30). If one considers the fact that our dear 

(24) Cf. A. PENNACCHIONI, Silvestro Guzzolini in alcuni documenti cingo-
lani, in Atti del Convegno di Studi storici VIII Centenario, p. 236.

(25) The familiarity between Sylvester and the Cingoli S. Esuperanzio 
community is insisted upon by TUDERTI, La riforma silvestrina, p. 35, nota 44.

(26) Cf. PENNACCHIONI, Silvestro Guzzolini in alcuni documenti cingolani, 
pp. 234-236.

(27) Cf. Carte di Fonte Avellana, 3, p. 212: doc. 500 (10 February, 1227).
(28) Regarding S. Urbano, see L. MARCHEGIANI, I Benedettini nella valle 

dell’Esinante: Abbazia di S. Urbano, in I Benedettini nelle valli del Maceratese. 
Atti del II Convegno del Centro di Studi storici maceratesi (9 ottobre 1966), 
Macerata 1967 (Studi Maceratesi, 2), pp. 189-205.

(29) Ibid., p. 194, note 11.
(30) Cf. Fabriano, Archivio Capitolare di S. Venanzo (= ACVF), Perga-

mene, 121 (4 March, 1259): examination of the testimonies on various isssues 
put forward by the S. Angelo Abbey infra Ostia; ibid., 128 (year 1259?): Peter 
ad the community nominate the promoter of the case of St. Lucy: « Dompnus 
Petrus abbas monasterii Sancti Angeli infra Ostia (...) ordinavit (...) constituit 
(...) dompnum Matheum (...) sindicum, actorem et procuratorem (...) »; cf. 
ibid., 150 (year 1260?): on the same topic.
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St. Sylvester was chosen as an examiner of witnesses (31) in 
the perennial dispute between this abbey and the St. Venanzo 
di Fabriano canons regarding the edification of the S. Lucia 
church (32), it would be rather interesting to imagine the pos-
sible relationships previously fostered between the S. Angelo 
monks and the ex-hermit of Grottafucile (even if this would be 
chronologically problematic; nonetheless, one must bear in mind 
that Sylvester was about 50 years-old – or at least it seems (33) – 
when he became a monk).

The Sylvestrine historian Stefano Moronti (who wrote in 
1581) puts forward the hypothesis (he speaks of a « coniettura 
certa » [translator note: « assuring speculation »] ) that Sylvester 
did not go directly to Grottafucile when he fled Osimo, but first 
to St. Maria di Storaco near Filottrano (34), where St. Bonfilio 
had lived; here he allegedly entered the hermitage near Cingoli 

(31) « (...) examinatorem super predictam receptionem faciendam fratrem 
Silvestrum heremi Montisfani (...) »: ACVF, Pergamene, 184, rog. 24 April, 
1265 (the parchemnt contains a number of records from 1263 to 1265); 
cf. ibid., 201 (10 maggio 1265, atto « in claustro ecclesie Sancti Benedicti de 
Montefano ») e 202 (10 giugno 1265). 

(32) For the entire dispute, see R. SASSI, Orme poco note di S. Silvestro 
abate nella vita fabrianese contemporanea, in « Benedictina », 2 (1948), pp. 39-
41; ID., Chiese artistiche di Fabriano. S. Lucia, in « Rassegna marchigiana per 
le arti figurative, le bellezze naturali, la musica », 7 (1928), pp. 13-19.

(33) The Vita states when the saint died on the 26 of November, 1267 
(VS 46), he was: « quasi non agenarius existence » (VS 33), therefore 1167 is 
the conventionally accepted as the year of Silvester’s birth. Nonetheless, a few 
chronological problems arise, given that Sylvester was sent to Padua for his 
studies « sue adolescentiae tempore » (VS 1). However the University of Padua 
was born in 1222 (when Sylvester would have been 45 years old!). Thus, 
the doubt comes to mind – as Ugo Paoli points out –, that the longevity 
attributed to the Saint could have been an hagiographic topos as it comes 
to pass for many saints); cf. MINISTERO PER I BENI CULTURALI E AMBIENTALI, 
L’archivio storico del monastero di San Silvestro in Montefano di Fabriano. 
Inventario dei fondi della Congregazione Silvestrina, edited by U. PAOLI, Roma 
1990 (Pubblicazioni degli Archivi di Stato. Strumenti, CVII), p. 15, note 9.

(34) For furtther information on this monastery, not far from the Storaco 
Castle, about 3 km from Filottrano (in the province of Ancona), and part of 
the Osimo diocese, see E. BIANCHI, Storia di Filottrano (Memorie storiche di 
Tornazzano e di Storaco e degli altri antichi castelli del territorio filottranese), 
Foligno 1875, pp. 87-132; A. CHERUBINI, Territorio e abbazie nelle Marche, 
in Le abbazie delle Marche. Storia e Arte. Atti del Convegno internazionale. 
Macerata, 3-5 aprile 1990, edited by E. SIMI VARANELLI, Cesena - Macerata 
1992 (Italia benedettina, 12), p. 314.
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(St. Maria di Fara) where the same Bonfilio retired at the end 
of his days, he then would have headed to Montefano (35). He 
is followed by another of our historians, Giovanni Matteo Fe-
liziani (who writes in 1683), who states that Sylvester received 
the Benedictine habit from a certain Pietro: 

in monasterium S. Mariae de Storaco prope Montisfilotrani 
oppidum pariter in Piceno se contulit, ubi a quodam Petro 
eiusdem cenobii monacho eodem habitu, quem S. P. Benedictus 
in visione ostenderat, induitur (36). 

Personally, I have always been fascinated by this hypothesis. 
Sylvester, fleeing from Osimo, would have passed by Storaco 
(Filottrano is located between Osimo and Cingoli); then, in the 
Cingoli valley, where St. Bonfilio had lived († 1115), who was 
also born in Osimo. Our dear Sylvester may have been fasci-
nated by the eremitic ideal of his compatriot and wanted to em-
ulate him, so much so that he will, in fact, have one of the first 
monasteries built in his name, close to the ruins of St. Maria 
di Fara; He will then write his life story (37), a codex preserved 

(35) « (...) coniettura certa chel beatissimo Silvestro, non subito subito 
<sic> che uscì di Osimo, se ne venesse a Montefano a fare l’heremo, ma che 
habitasse altrove. E veramente è così perché stette per tempo a Santa Maria 
de Storaco in quel de monte Filattrano <sic>, ove habitavano monaci di San 
Benedicto, delli quali uno fu San Bonfilio, il quale è canonizato vescovo di 
Foligno. Et ivi preso l’habito monastico, stette et habitò a Santa Maria della 
Fara nel distretto di Cengoli, ove hora si dice San Bonfilio (...) » [translator’s 
note: ... a confirmed speculation that the Blessed Sylvester, as soon as he had 
left Osimo, came to Montefano to become a hermit, but lived elsewhere, and 
it was truly so because he resided a while in Santa Maria de’ Storaco at Monte 
Filottrano, where the monks of Saint Benedict lived, of which one was San 
Bonfilio, who was canonized Bishop of Foligno, where he donned the mona-
stic habit, he remained and lived in Santa Maria della Fara in the district of 
Cengoli, now named San Bonfilio...]: Archivio del monastero di San Silvestro 
in Montefano presso Fabriano (= AMF), S. MORONTI, Repertorio de le scrit-
ture de tutt’i luoghi de la Congregatione Silvestrina, ordinatamente registrate 
secondo l’ordine de lo Archivio di San Benedetto di Fabriano... fu fatto l’anno 
del Signore 1581 (ms), c. 78v.

(36) AMF, G. M. FELIZIANI, Silvestrinae Congregationis selectiora moni-
menta... in unum collecta anno salutis 1683 (ms), p. 25. 

(37) S. SILVESTER, Hystoria de vita sancti Bonfilii episcopi et confesso-
ris († 1115), in Agiografia silvestrina medievale. Critical edition edited by 
R. GRÉGOIRE, Fabriano 1983 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 8), pp. 279-329. Ano-
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in the Montefano Archives. Sylvester would then have travelled 
from the Cingoli valley to the Gola della Rossa at Grottafucile. 
Hence, going back to the hypotheses of Moronti and Feliziani, 
once the choice of the Rule of St. Benedict had been made, he 
would have received the monastic habit from Pietro Magone in 
Storaco. We do not know on what documentation our two Syl-
vestrine historians based their hypotheses, which are nonetheless 
worthy of substantial consideration; one thing is certain: the first 
Vita Silvestri does not say anything about it.

So, getting back to our topic, as for the choice of the Rule 
of St. Benedict on behalf of Sylvester, the hagiographic language 
must be contextualized along with the imposition of all move-
ments to adhere – as mentioned above – to the Rules already 
approved by the Church. According to Franco Cardini, the 
case of Sylvester is the example « of a latent conflict – often 
outlined – by eremitic episodes and hierarchic institutions (...) »; 
Guzzolini would have been « forced » by the Church to become 
coenobite, given that it was wary of hermits which could « rep-
resent a danger for orthodoxy and, especially, for discipline » (38).

Anyhow, the Sylvestrine establishment was approved by In-
nocent IV in 1248 as a « way of living (ordo monasticus) begun 
in the same hermitage [Montefano] according to the will of 
God and under the Rule of St. Benedict » (39). Nevertheless, it 

ther edition with Italian translation published in Alle fonti della spiritualità, 
II. Vita di san Silvestro, beato Giovanni dal Bastone, beato Ugo, san Bonfilio. 
Testo latino e versione italiana edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1991 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 10), pp. 233-283.

(38) F. CARDINI, La « cultura folklorica ». Alcune considerazioni, in Fonte 
Avellana nella società dei secoli XIII e XIV. Atti del III Convegno del Centro 
di Studi avellaniti, Fonte Avellana 2-3-4 agosto 1979, Fonte Avellana 1980, 
pp. 297 and 300. For the « diffidence » of the Church with respect to ere-
mitic sanctity cf. A. VAUCHEZ, La sainteté en Occident aux derniers siècles du 
moyen âge d’après les procès de canonisation et les documents hagiographiques, 
Roma 1981 (Bibliotheque des Écoles françaises d’Athènes et de Rome, 241), 
pp. 380-388 (for an incomplete Italian translation: La santità nel Medioevo, 
Bologna 1989).

(39) « Ordo monasticus, qui secundum Deum et beati Benedicti regulam 
in eadem heremo [di Montefano] institutus esse dignoscitur »: Religiosam 
vitam Bull by Innocenzo IV, ed. in Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in 
Montefano, II. Congregazione, edited by G. AVARUCCI e U. PAOLI, Fabriano 
1991 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 15), p. 6: doc. 1 (27 June, 1248; authentic copy 
made in Cingoli on 3 April, 1251 « mandato fratris Silvestri prioris heremi de 
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should be noted that in a 1240 document (preceding, therefore, 
the Bull of approval) Friar Sylvester is mentioned as prior of 
St. Benedict of Montefano (40): the title of the hermitage clearly 
indicated the monastic orientation. Furthermore, there is no lack 
of references to the Rule of St. Benedict in the VS, distinctly 
outlined in chapter 11, concerning the acceptance of the young 
Servolo who wanted to become a monk (41); in the portrait of 
Sylvester we can also find all the classic topoi which characterize 
monastic life (42).

So, in conclusion, we can hypothesize an evolution in the life 
project of the Osimo canon. When he decides to change his life 
(« vitam suam in melius commutare »: VS 2) following some disa-
greements with his Bishop (VS 1) and a reflection on the vanity 
of the world in front of an open tomb, he is probably one of 
many people in a period of religious fervour who are dazzled 
by the example of St. Francis; they look for God through soli-
tude, in an austere eremitic way of life in order to return to the 
simplicity of the Gospel. Along with a group of disciples who 

Montefano »); another edition with the Italian translation in San Silvestro di 
Fabriano. Antiche pergamene, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1984, pp. 42-47. 
For a more detailed study of the document, see L. BUX, La bolla pontificia 
di conferma dell’« Ordo Sancti Benedicti de Montefano », in Il monachesimo 
silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del Duecento. Atti del Convegno di Studi 
tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 30 maggio-2 giugno 1990, 
edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1993 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 22), pp. 191-201. 
We would also like to quote the observation made by Sensi: « documento 
tuttavia che ci è pervenuto in copia imitativa, da qui qualche sospetto sulla 
sua autenticità »  [translator’s note: “... a document that has nevertheless been 
presented to us as a copy, an imitation; its authenticity is herewith question-
able”]: M. SENSI, Movimenti penitenziali nella Marca d’Ancona: documenti e 
testimonianze nel Fabrianese (secc. XI-XVI), ibid., p. 158.

(40) « Donnus frater Silvester, prior universitatis et collegii herimi <sic> 
Sancti Benedicti Montisfani et congregationis fratrum de Ripalta et fratrum 
de Grocta »: AMF, Fondo S. Marco di Ripalta, Pergamene, 2 (parch. 2, 30 
December, 1240).

(41) « Cuius petitioni non statim abnuit, eidem predicans dura et aspera 
perque itur ad Deum, ut etiam si voluntas eius a Deo procederet clarius 
comprobaret. Qui animum firmum et solidum ad queque dura portanda se 
gestare asserens, ylariter demum recipitur et monasterii corpori secundum 
regule ordinem sotiatur » (VS 11; cf. RB 58,8).

(42) Cf. the paragraph entitled La tipologia del monaco in L. SENA, Storia 
e tradizione agiografica nella « Vita Silvestri », Fabriano 1993 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 24), pp. 329-357. 
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have gathered around him, he forms an eremitic and pauperistic 
movement which is similar to others in that period and that area. 
Little by little, he must « orient » himself towards the Rule of St. 
Benedict or towards a union with the Order of Hermits of St. 
Augustine. In the former, the Regula Benedicti probably fulfilled 
the role of legal coverage for the new Sylvestrine institute which 
planned to create its own way of life within its confines. Let us 
not forget that in 1237-1238, Gregory IX forced the Hermits of 
St. William to embrace the Benedictine Rule and the Instituta 
fratrum Cisterciensium, and are classified in Innocent IV’s Bull 
dated 2nd September 1248 as an « ordo monasticus secundum 
Deum et beati Benedicti regulam » (the very same words of our 
Bull of approval). When in 1256 they were then included into the 
magna unio of the Hermits of St. Augustine, they turned town 
their membership and obtained confirmation of their independ-
ence by Pope Clement IV in 1266 (43).

As a second hypothesis, let us acknowledge, instead, that 
Sylvester had a clear monastic project from the very beginning. 
The yearning he felt for an eremitic and austere way of life 
cannot find peace in the monasticism of his time, expressed in 
the numerous Benedictine abbeys in that area (44), flourishing no 
doubt, but often quarrelling both with one another and with 
free municipalities when defending their own property; on other 
words, they had continued to represent the old feudal system (45). 
Therefore, he would have « given rise in the Marche region to a 
specific eremitic and coenobitic Benedictine renovation » (46). In 
this case, given its vicinity, we could hypothesize that Sylvester 
may have wanted to repeat the experience of Fonte Avellana (47). 

(43) Cf. L. NOVELLI, Guglielmiti, in DIP, IV, Roma 1977, coll. 1479-1481; 
K. ELM, Beiträge zur Geschichte des Wilhelmitenordens, Köln-Graz 1962.

(44) See note 16 above.
(45) And this may be the reason why Silvestro did not join any pre-

existing monasteries: cf. J. LECLERCQ, Un fondateur monastique au XIIIe siècle. 
Pour un portrait spirituel de S. Silvestre Guzzolini, in « Inter Fratres », 17 
(1967), p. 18. The facts narrated in Vita Bonfilii (capp. 19-23) are a sign of 
the monasterial decline. 

(46) M. PETROCCHI, Storia della spiritualità cristiana, I. Il Duecento, il Tre-
cento e il Quattrocento, Rome 1978, p. 45.

(47) On Sylvester « successor of Bernardo and of Romualdo (...) the model 
of eremitic reform of the old monasticism », cf. C. LEONARDI, Montefano e le 
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This is a monasticism that presents new forms, beginning from 
the eremitic experience and prone to form a monastery, but 
in a particular fashion: small groups; a preference for solitary 
locations (in fact, the Sylvestrine monasteries were all outside 
of the inhabited towns, but not too far); a taste for corporal 
mortification and manual labour; simplicity (hence the denial 
of the title of Abbot); austerity; poverty, with the institution of 
the collecting of alms; and, at the same time, preaching to the 
people of the surrounding area and caring for the poor. Thus, 
a new monasticism, upholding the legacy left by Romualdo and 
Pier Damiani (48); it is, nevertheless, a monastic movement un-
der the Rule of St. Benedict. Sylvester will henceforth seek out 
canonical approval, which he will obtain in 1248 (49).

The subsequent evolution of the Order brought change. Af-
ter the Second Council of Lyon in 1274, Guzzolini’s movement 
allegedly transformed itself from pauperistic-eremitic to coeno-
bitic of Benedictine matrix (50). But this represents an evolution 
compared to Sylvester’s original project; such an evolution is 
completed under the governance of the third Prior General 
Bartolo (1273-1298); this lead to a cessation of the collecting of 
alms (51) and, furthermore, « considerable variants to the praxis 
and original goals of the Congregation » were introduced, so 

Marche nella storia del monachesimo. A conclusione di un Convegno, in Aspetti 
e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto 
a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 4-7 giugno 1981, II, Fabriano 1982 
(Bibliotheca Montisfani, 7), p. 1159.

(48) The hagiographies of Romualdo and Pier Damiani are well known to 
the hagiographer of VS. Furthermore, the Vita Bonfilii (attributed to Sylvester 
himself), which is, in fact, a glorification of hermitic life, quoting ad litteram 
the prologue of Vita Romualdi by St. Pier Damiani in its own prologue.

(49) See note 39 above. 
(50) Cf. R. GRÉGOIRE, Il monaco silvestrino ieri e oggi, in « Inter Fratres », 

32 (1982), pp. 2-10.
(51) For the entire matter cf. I. DI NICOLA, Documenti dell’Archivio di 

Montefano relativi al primo periodo della Congregazione Silvestrina (sec. XIII) 
in Aspetti e problemi, I, pp. 448-455; U. PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina 
nei secoli XIV-XV, ibid., II, pp. 601,714-717; San Silvestro di Fabriano. Antiche 
pergamene, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1984, pp. LI-LII; U. PAOLI, A pro-
posito di alcuni monaci cingolani dell’Ordine di S. Benedetto di Montefano nei 
secoli XIII-XIV, in Cingoli dalle origini al sec. XVI. Contributi e ricerche. Atti 
del XIX Convegno di Studi maceratesi (Cingoli, 15-16 ottobre 1983), Macerata 
1986 (Studi Maceratesi, 19), pp. 302-303; G. CASTAGNARI, L’arte della carta 
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that it may now be legitimately referred to as « a clear fracture 
with some of the original behaviour modalities » (52), as can be 
seen by the legislative text which specified the precise identity 
of the Sylvestrine movement (53). And it was Prior Bartolo who 
commissioned Andrea di Giacomo to write Vita Silvestri, so as 
to present the founding figure « of the Hermitage of the Order 
of Montefano ».

What more to say? Sylvester chose the Rule of St. Benedict 
or was he – more or less diplomatically – « exhorted » to make 
this choice? I believe that we should interpret this affair as an 
example of the mysterious adventure of every man of God. On 
the one hand, the saint is a man of his times and conditioned 
by his environment; but we know that the saint is a much more 
complex figure, it is man plucked by the Spirit of God and 
internally renewed from His grace; thus, in a way he transcends 
time and space, escaping the shackles of history.

The general title of this study conference is: St. Sylvester: the 
topicality of the Charismatic. Will we, modern monks, know how 
to stay faithful to such a rich tradition passed down to us and, 
at the same time, generate new prophetic elements, capturing 
the spirit of our time, as Jesus told us to? This may be today’s 
great challenge for religious life in general and, more specifically, 
for monasticism. May Saint Sylvester, who we are commemorat-
ing in this conference for the 750th anniversary of his death, give 
us a helping hand!

a Fabriano: le cartiere dei monaci di Montefano, in Il monachesimo silvestrino 
nell’ambiente marchigiano, pp. 207-208.

(52) U. PAOLI, Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione. Sintesi storica, 
in « Inter Fratres », 36/2 (1986), p. 30.

(53) The most ancient Montefano customs we know have been passed 
down in two documents, fundamentally identical, and kept in the Württem-
bergische Landesbibliothek in Stuttgart (cod. iur 2°, 144) and in the AMF 
(cod. 2, ff. 32r-53v) published in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, III. 
Costituzioni dell’Ordine di S. Benedetto di Montefano. Latin text and Italian 
version edited by L. BUX e V. FATTORINI, Fabriano 2002 (Bibliotheca Mon-
tisfani, 11). 
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THE HOLY SCRIPTURES IN VITA SILVESTRI

The hagiographic genre has a primary role in the primi-
tive documentation of the Sylvestrine Congregation, making up 
its most voluminous part: four Vitae, of which three have the 
best known figures of the new monastic family as protagonist: 
Sylvester, Giovanni dal Bastone and Ugo degli Atti (1). The 
nearly total absence of other documents, with the exception of 
parchments – extremely important for other matters, but of no 
contribution to the acquisition of ideals that fuelled the first 
generation Sylvestrines – makes these Vitae the nearly sole foun-
dation from which to start exploring the work of St. Sylvester 
and his first disciples. Therefore, if the hagiographic texts are 
important to any religious reality, they are particularly important 
for the Order of St. Benedict of Montefano.

Nonetheless, these documents are not easily interpreted (2). 
The hagiographic genre, which is studied extensively today, 
dictates that the authors, often anonymous, began by follow-
ing the example of Vita Antonii by Atanasio di Alessandria 
and other similar works which were models of inspiration for 
this genre of texts. Each biography is necessarily made up of 
an interpretation of the character in question by the author: 
as much as the latter may attempt keep to objective historical 

(1) For a critical text, cf. Agiografia silvestrina medievale. Critical edition 
edited by R. GRÉGOIRE, Fabriano 1983 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 8). Here we 
are referencing the bilingual edition Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II. 
Vita di san Silvestro, beato Giovanni dal Bastone, beato Ugo, san Bonfilio. 
Testo latino e versione italiana, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1991 (Biblio-
theca Montisfani 10). The translation of Vita Silvestri (= VS) is by Lorenzo 
Sena. There is a vast biblical index both in this version (pp. 340-345) and 
the bilingual version (pp. 295-298).

(2) Cf. R. GRÉGOIRE, Manuale di agiologia. Introduzione alla lettura agio-
grafica, Fabriano 19962 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 12).
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data – sometimes stated explicitly by the author –, the resulting 
figure is always a subjective « reinterpretation » arising from the 
biographer’s personality and the environment in which, and for 
which, he writes (3). This is much more accurate for that series 
of extremely dense documentation which goes by the name 
of « hagiographic genre » which, from the beginning of the IV 
century, concomitantly to religious liberty, occupies the entire 
Middle Ages up to the Modern Era.

One of the main criteria of this literature is its biblical in-
spiration (4). It could not be otherwise, given that the Word of 
God, both in the Old and New Testament, is the source and 
guide of the Christian praxis. This is true for every era, and not 
only antiquity: today, we must also highlight the « experience 
factor » of the Word of God through the testimony of the saints, 
but the way to allow the faithfulness to the latter to emerge is 
different from the past: no longer a quasi-literal correspondence 
with models and facts drawn from the Scriptures, but a search 
on behalf of the protagonist of a bond to the redeeming project 
of God in his life and works.

The Vita Silvestri (= VS) does not belong to the classic period 
of medieval hagiographic literature, which displays a monastic 
matrix (5), but follows its canons faithfully, the most important 
one being biblical. Our research – which is nearly a supplement 

(3) Ibid., pp. 190-216.
(4) Cf. J. LECLERCQ, L’Ecriture Sainte dans l’agiographie monastique di haut 

moyen âge, in La Bibbia nell’alto medioevo 26 aprile - 2 maggio 1962, Spoleto 
1963 (Settimane di studio del Centro Italiano di studi sull’alto medioevo, X), 
pp. 103-128. GRÉGOIRE, Agiografia silvestrina medioevale, introduzione, p. 4: 
« La Sacra Scrittura è la chiave di lettura, la “cifra” dell’esistenza cristiana, 
e il valore di questo principio interpretativo s’achaptersresce nella misura in 
cui l’uomo di Dio presenta un modello concreto di applicazione dell’inse-
gnamento biblico » [translator’s note: “The Sacred Scriptures are the key to 
interpretation, the ‘common denominator’ of Christian existence, and the value 
of this principle of interpretation increases to the extent which the man of God 
may represent a concrete model of implementation of the bibilical doctrine”].

(5) The first scientific study on this matter was done by J. LECLERCQ, Un 
fondateur monastique au XIIIe siècle. Pour un portrait spiritul de S. Silvestre 
Guzzolini, in « Inter Fratres », 17 (1967), pp. 10-24. English translation: J. LE-
CLERCQ, A monastic pioneer of the thirteenth century. A spiritual portrait of 
St. Sylvester Guzzolini, in « Inter Fratres », 20 (1970), pp. 60-74.
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to a study carried out more than forty years ago (6) – intends to 
emphasize the influence of the bible in this document, the only 
one which can give us an idea on who Sylvester was and the 
nature of his monastic life project. Out of the four Vitae which 
make up the Sylvestrine hagiographic corpus, VS is the richest 
from this point of view. It could be stated that the author – the 
venerable Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano – had wanted to stay 
true to the rules of the hagiographic genre, in order to make 
the character he was describing more authoritative and inspir-
ing (7). With regard to the historic substance that succumbs to 
these cliché, the criteria adopted for the veritas scripturarum is 
still true: the nuda facta are not as important as the goal of their 
narration; they demonstrate that the man of God has reached 
the characteristics of the biblical character to whom those facts 
are inherent, and thus worthy of veneration and imitation.

In a time where access to culture, including Christian, was 
limited to very few, the life of saints was one of the methods 
used to bring the faithful closer to the Word of God. The cen-
tral themes of the Scriptures relived through the experiences of 
the saints were vividly expressed in their mind and contributed 
to helping them familiarize with its most important excerpts. 
The saint was a living bible, an eloquent implementation of the 
Word of God: the conformity of these cliché to the historic real-
ity lived by the man of God was not questioned; the support of 
the Scriptures to what was being narrated was sufficient. It was 
plenty. To us, living in a day and age much different from the 
birth of these texts, in an exacting exegetical context, this may 

(6) Cf. V. FATTORINI, Temi biblici nell’agiografia silvestrina, in « Inter Fra-
tres », 26 (1976), pp. 115-129. Cf. also R. GRÉGOIRE, La Sacra Scrittura nella 
vita di S. Silvestro, in « Inter Fratres », 30 (1980), pp. 83-100.

(7) For an accurate historical-critical study of Vita Silvestri see L. SENA, 
Storia e tradizione agiografica nella « Vita Silvestri », Fabriano 1995 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 24). Cf. V. FATTORINI, Silvestro e Giovanni dal Bastone: continuità 
di un carisma, in Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del 
Duecento. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro 
Abate, 30 maggio - 2 giugno 1990, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1993 (Biblio-
theca Montisfani 22), pp. 281-311; L. SENA, Il progetto di vita monastica che 
emerge dall’agiografia silvestrina, in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione 
monastica. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silve-
stro Abate, 4-6 giugno 1998, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 2001 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 25), pp. 323-345.
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not be appealing, but one must immerse oneself in its contem-
porary culture in order to understand them, trying afterwards 
to translate them into our sensibility so that they may continue 
to give us something which is valid and topical.

It has been said that VS is not a masterpiece of medieval 
hagiography (8), because it was written in a period of incipient 
monastic decadence, manifested not only in the reduction of the 
number of admissions, but also in the specifically monastic lit-
erature where the hagiographic genre is a major element. If this 
be true, less adhesion to the traditional canons can be expected 
on behalf of the author, starting immediately with biblical inspi-
ration. This must be promptly verified and is what the current 
research is proposing.

Contextually, let us draw an outline of VS, providing that 
the author had thought of one. In fact, it is not easy to identify 
a linear pattern. It is formed by a prologue and 47 chapters. 
The first eight chapters tell of Sylvester’s calling, up to his 
settlement in Montefano; the description of the community 
founded therein represents a climax (ch. 8): the Man of God, 
at this point, has settled in as the continuation of Christ and 
his example has attracted disciples with which he forms a com-
munity under his doctrine. Chapters 9-17 tell mainly of miracles, 
but there are also pages that still outline his spiritual figure: it 
is chapters 10-11 which speak of his commitment to the Blessed 
Virgin Mary and of his patience. A second climax can be seen 
in ch. 18, which speaks of his love for the Word of God and 
his humility when having to resort to a lay brother for an un-
derstanding of the former.

After digressing on the Blessed Simon, an illiterate exegete, 
and two other miracles (19-24), chapters 25-26 offer interest-
ing material to enrich the spiritual portrait of our Saint with 
an emphasis on his devotion and humility of the Saviour and 
« Our Lady of Mercy », the Blessed Virgin Mary. A description 
of other prodigal facts follows (chapters 27-31) and his interest 
in the relics of saints (32-33). Midway through this last chapter 
we reach the conclusion almost immediately, with the death of 
Sylvester and a manifestation of his glory, a typical structure 

(8) LECLERCQ, Un fondateur monastique, p. 11.
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for this kind of document (chapters 34-38). Chapters 39-45 tell 
of the post mortem prodigal feats he performed, while ch. 46 
recalls the date of his death (26th November, 1267), an element 
which is rarely present in this kind of document. The lengthy 
chapter 47 is a supplementary addition.

We have identified the main points which clearly trace the 
spiritual portrait of Sylvester (chapters 1-8, 10-11, 18, 25-26), 
but everything is important for the author, including the chap-
ters dedicated to the miracles that we would gladly set aside 
today: for him, they are the unquestionable proof of his holiness 
and where the Scriptures resonate more frequently. We will try 
to highlight explicit quotes and, where possible, also the implicit 
references that the author deals with, sometimes with a carefree 
liberty that disregards the context from whence they came. The 
biblical references are done according to the Latin Vulgata text 
used in the Western world for centuries.

Concomitant to Scriptural inspiration is the instalment of 
monastic tradition, especially in the Secondo Libro dei Dialoghi 
by St. Gregory the Great, with the aim of demonstrating that 
the spirit of the Father of Western monasticism relives in Syl-
vester. The two privileged sources met and fused together on 
more than one occasion and it is not always possible to establish 
which one of the two is the original. But one thing is for cer-
tain: monasticism – and therefore, also VS – has a clear biblical 
matrix and has been moulded by the Word of God, not only 
on a protagonist level, but also on an actual literary level.

THE LOVE OF SYLVESTER FOR THE WORD OF GOD

Before commencing our survey research on biblical themes 
in VS, let us consider what the saint’s attitude was towards the 
Word of God and degree of familiarity. He is overcome by 
amor scripturarum right from his youth. Out of his own volition, 
he changes his study plans set out by father Gislerio, ready to 
suffer the consequences: « once he abandoned his law studies, 
thirsting after knowledge of the sacred letters », he committed 
himself fully, yearning « for the rivers of pure theology » and 
drawing on « the waters of salutary knowledge from the wells of 
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the Saviour with a parched soul ». In the passage from monastic 
theology to incipient doctrine, the word of God still maintained 
an important role in theological reflection. Thus, Sylvester lets 
himself be guided straight from his youth by the Word of God 
he loves so intensely; he yearns for it with « a thirsty soul », i.e., 
with passion, and from it, receives his life direction.

This precocious love for the Word of God became even 
more intense after his monastic choice. Inspired by the His 
Word, he abandons the world, chooses the grotta in which to 
retire, purifies the hill on which he will build his first monastery 
and moulds a community into a heavenly genesis.

Ch. 18 of VS spells out this intense relationship with the 
Scriptures (9) in bold letters. As further confirmation of Sylvest-
er’s humility, the author speaks of Sylvester’s habit, when facing 
a particularly difficult passage of the meditation on the Word of 
God, to seek, beyond prayer, the help of others « without seeing 
if the person had superior or inferior knowledge of the Scrip-
tures ». The focus of this narration is directed mainly at proving 
his humility: resorting to the help of one of his illiterate subjects 
in order to find the desired explanation demonstrates the basic 
self-image that the Saint had of himself. Almost en passant we 
learn of the familiarity he had with the word of God, in line 
with most ancient monastic tradition.

A Word which could also have some comprehension dif-
ficulties in store for him, as was seen for a non-specific pas-
sage from the prophet Jeremiah. In order to understand it, 
Sylvester applied the classical method of the lectio, going over 
it for days in prayer and meditation. The first three steps of 
the lectio, defined in the XII century by Guigo the Carthusian 
are: the lectio, rightly said, the meditatio and oratio. This time 
the desired effect is not reached because the text’s meaning 
remains obscure, but not without an end: « so that his humil-
ity and sanctity of the other became clear », i.e., that Simon 
will soon make his entrance. Evidently, Sylvester had not yet 
received the gift after celebrating Holy Communion from the 
hands of the Blessed Virgin Mary, where henceforth he would 

(9) VS 18, pp. 45-49. Cf. GRÉGOIRE, La Sacra Scrittura nella vita di S. Sil-
vestro, pp. 91-96.
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« not find any more difficulties or obscurities in the divine 
Scriptures ». Instead, this time it is an insurmountable difficulty 
and there is nothing left to do but ask the help of others, but 
not from someone more expert than him, as would have been 
only logical, rather an illiterate lay brother. Brother Simon 
shrinks back, but after the insistence of his spiritual father, he 
complies by « lifting his eyes towards the Lord, who bestows 
knowledge unto the simple minded » (Ps 118,130; Matt 11,25; 
Luke 10,21), and fully satisfying Sylvester’s request with the 
sought-after explanation.

The episode is open to various interpretations, for example: 
the understanding of the spiritual paternity and knowledgeable 
reading of the Scriptures is highly sought after, but given freely 
at the end by the Holy Spirit. From a biblical point of view, pu-
rity and simplicity of heart is emphasized. These two terms are a 
part of the rich vocabulary of the poor in spirit and the lesser, 
the humble, the meek (Matt 5,3) and indicate a person with a 
unified heart, whose centre is directed towards God and in the 
full trust in him and his unconditional love. Monastic spirituality 
has strongly supported this point and the very same VS depicts 
figures of monks who have stood out for their simplicity and 
humbleness of the heart. The very same Simon is described a bit 
further on: « the divine mercy wanted to reveal that greatness of 
pure simplicity and divine grace » with the prodigy of the blos-
somed cherry tree that lowers its branches down to the feet of 
the blessed. We must also recall Giacomo, « man of admirable 
simplicity and sanctity » and Benvenuto « who rose to such grace 
of purity and perfection that his works were not only appreci-
ated by God, but also man » (10). In these, monks, simplicity 
and humility are akin to lack of education: Simon is « illiterate 
and completely void of letters », they are all lay brothers busy 

(10) VS 45, p. 91. In the Vita of the Blessed Giovanni dal Bastone 
(= VGB) another Giovanni is mentioned living in a cell or solitary, who « mo-
ved by devotion and straightforward simplicity » wished to see the image of 
our Saviour in the consecrated bread. He obtained his wish, but the Blessed 
Giovanni, « in consideration of his simplicity and shallow knowledge of the 
Divine Scriptures » warned him not to request any such favour in the future 
(VGB 5, pp. 129-131). Cf. V. FATTORINI, La liturgia nell’Ordine di S. Benedetto 
di Montefano, Fabriano 1977 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 3), pp. 338-339.
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with the manual duties of the monastery. However, the special 
spiritual favours are reserved for them, confirming what Jesus 
had said: « I bless you, Father, Lord of heaven and of earth, for 
hiding these things from the learned and the clever and reveal-
ing them to mere children » (Matt 11, 25) (11).

Whilst highlighting the concrete attitude shown by Sylvester 
towards the word of God, let us examine how this resonates 
with the pen of his biographer, the venerable Andrea di Gia-
como da Fabriano (1325), IV Prior General of the Order of 
St. Benedict of Montefano.

THE PROLOGUE

Prologues in medieval hagiography usually have a fixed 
structure (12). The author expresses the goalhe has set, declares 
himself unworthy of singing the Saint’s praises due to his sins, 
has asks forgiveness for the modest literary form and asks for 
the readers’ indulgency who, in turn, are invited to take note of 
the substance of what is being said, more than its exterior form. 
He often reveals his sources and declares that he does not want 
to state all that could be said about the Saint, but limit himself 
to the bare essentials.

All these elements can be found in the prologue of VS. 
Here, we are interested in the biblical theme of the Via Regia 
that the Israelites had to travel upon in order to reach the 
Promised Land (13). The reference can be found in Num 21,22 
where the Jews asked King Sicon of the Amorites to pass 
through his land to reach the West Bank without having to 
swerve left or right: « we will follow the Via Regia until we 
have passed your territory ». The proposal was not a success. 
Sicon opposed them with weapons but he got the worse of 

(11) Cf. V. FATTORINI, Figure minori dell’agiografia silvestrina, in « Inter 
Fratres », 52 (1982), pp. 62-78.

(12) Cf. G. PENCO, Significato e funzione dei prologhi nell’agiografia be-
nedettina, in « Aevum », 40 (1966), pp. 468-476; S. PRETE, I prologhi delle 
« Vite » di Silvestro, Giovanni dal Bastone e Ugo, in Il monachesimo silvestrino 
nell’ambiente marchigiano, pp. 269-279.

(13) Cf. SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica, pp. 330-332.
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it. For the author, this Via Regia consists in the humility and 
doctrine of Christ and in the faith of the fathers that have 
preceded us, being they themselves flags that indicate the safe 
and straight road to reach salvation. When they stray from it, 
they become like a loose bow (Ps. 77,57), they miss the goal 
of their life. 

Thus, we who have abandoned the riches and pleasures of this 
world have managed to come out of the darkness of Egypt 
and have, at this point, escaped the tyranny and dominion of 
the Pharaoh, must go towards the celestial land, our home-
land, on the Via Regia with a spirit of humility and genuine 
desire.

It is clear that the reference to the theme of the liberation 
from slavery in Egypt and the journey on foot of the chosen 
people towards the Promised Land, prefiguring the itinerary 
that a monk must reach to in order to free himself and strive 
towards emulating Christ, as interpreted by the monastic tra-
dition. 

The theme of the departure from Egypt and the entrance 
into the Promised Land is resumed at the moment of Sylvester’s 
death: 

The depth of God’s design, calling his son Sylvester from Egypt 
to the celestial homeland, home of the angels, was taken on 
gloriously by him through the celestial spirits, so that he could 
obtain the glory of eternal immortality (14). 

Thus, we can see it as a conclusion and interpret the Saint’s 
whole life as a spiritual exodus spanning across his entire exist-
ence. Sylvester is somebody who has definitely walked along the 
Via Regia of virtues without deviating left or right; his exam-
ple must not be forgotten, and for this reason the biographer 
cannot « brush the feats of our holy father Sylvester under the 
carpet » (15).

(14) VS 34, p. 75.
(15) VS, Prol., p. 7. Cf. GRÉGOIRE, La Sacra Scrittura, pp. 96-97.
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After having explained the reasons which have dissuaded the 
author from writing about the life of the Saint, the first positive 
element that pushes him towards embarking on this undertaking 
is the conviction that it is the very same Truth that says: 

It is not you who speaks, but the Spirit of your Father which 
gives you the grace of speaking (Matt 10,20). In fact, it is the 
seven gifts of the Holy Spirit which has given a voice to the 
dumb and made children’s language eloquent (Sap 10,21). 

The protest of the inability to fulfil what his obedience has 
laid down for him is overcome with the knowledge that « the 
doctrine of Christ is founded not only on the excellence of 
speech or of wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and 
of power » (1Cor 2,1.4). (Being comforted by this certainty, the 
author gets back to work, so as to avoid the sentence of the 
unfaithful servant who has hidden his talent underground, with-
out letting it fructify (Matt 25,18.25). The biographer recognises 
his own limits, but does not feel exempt from attempting this 
undertaking lest he want to incur the punishment of the serv-
ant who feels more crippled by the fear of his master than the 
limitations of his own abilities.

When summing up these references, one can infer that VS 
is projected on the backdrop of the Word of God. Even if was 
written by direct order of Bartolo, II Prior General, its realisa-
tion is a direct result of the impulse given by the Scriptures 
which state in Psalm 77,3-5: « What we have heard and learnt 
we will not keep it from our sons (...). God had ordered our 
fathers to let their sons learn » of his works to the benefit of 
the chosen people, not only that which he has accomplished 
directly, but also that which has been done through his servant. 
The neglect of the utility of thy kinsmen could one day turn 
against, and be the « condemnation and ruin » of those who 
should have promoted the transmission of mirabilia Dei and 
did not do so. The author knows that he has been given the 
mission of narrating « the feats of our holy father Sylvester », 
not only to keep his memory alive, but also as a testimony to 
the fecundity of the Word of God that has been so effective 
through His Servant.
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These are traditional prologue themes; but there is no reason 
to question the sincerity of the biographer who was probably a 
Sylvestrine disciple in his youth and will become his successor, 
leading the Order as the IV Prior General (1298-1324) (16).

THE SPIRITUAL JOURNEY OF SYLVESTER

The hagiographic texts briefly sum up the journey that the 
protagonist accomplished to reach full human and spiritual 
maturity. Sylvester seems to have already reached his goal right 
from his early years, so he is spared all the commitment and 
effort he must have spent, or at least it is not narrated, because 
no one is born a saint but becomes one with the grace of God 
and personal cooperation. VS also adheres to this hagiographic 
topos.

The first eight chapters are directed towards the fulcrum 
of his ascetic journey, beginning from his precocious leaning 
towards God with his study of the « sacred letters » and pass-
ing though his victory over his paternal will, canonical life, the 
retreat into the desert, the monastic choice, the spiritual irradia-
tion which will attract numerous disciples with which to con-
stitute a community to father and head. If we consider the fact 
that he has lived more than half of his life in secular society, 
entering the hermitage at about fifty years-old, these stages have 
had a considerable extension of time, but the biographer does 
not want to write a lengthy description since he is interested in 
the saint in his full maturity.

The early years of the Saint recall the Gospel of Luke 1,80; 
2,40.52 where it is said that both John the Baptist and Jesus 
grew in years and in grace before God and man. At the same 

(16) Cf. A. PRATESI, Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano, in Dizionario biogra-
fico degli Italiani, 3, Roma 1961, pp. 92-93; I. DI NICOLA - F. POMPEI, Andrea 
di Giacomo (Tabellioni) da Fabriano, in Dizionario degli Istituti di Perfezione, I, 
Rome 1974, coll. 623-625; A. PRATESI, La figura e l’opera di Andrea di Gia-
como da Fabriano, in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione monastica. 
Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 
4-6 giugno 1998, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 2001 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 
25), pp. 275-299.
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time, the young Sylvester, « as he got older exteriorly, shone 
even more interiorly in virtues and good deeds » (17). After being 
sent to Bologna and Padua to study law, he changes his study 
course, preferring « the wisdom of the sacred letters » to legal 
science, drawing from « the wellsprings of the Saviour with a 
parched soul to drink the healthy water of wisdom, only to out-
pour it from his mellifluous mouth to the benefit an advantage 
of all » (18). Rather than the abstract « salvation » of Isaiah 12,3, 
the author prefers the personalisation « at the wellsprings of the 
Saviour », confirming the Christological orientation of the young 
Sylvester. The sacred letters and the « rivers of pure theology » 
are practically the same thing.

The academic career change from law to the Holy Scriptures 
is strongly rejected by his father, Gislerio, who sees his plans 
for his son go down in flames. This is the first temptation or 
test for Sylvester who has to oppose himself to his father’s 
wishes; he overcomes them « with endless patience », endeavour-
ing to be more and more likeable and « with a pure heart to 
the eternal Father, creator of all things », that pure heart that 
Jesus has proclaimed as blessed in the speech on the mountain 
(Matt 5,8). The test and temptation are necessary stages in his 
journey towards God: it was this way for Jesus (Matt 4,1-11), as 
for all saints, beginning with Anthony the Great. For Sylvester, 
the trial lasted ten years, but he came out victorious. 

After entering the canonical college of the Osimo cathedral, 
he fulfils his office’s duty with zeal (non segniter se regebat), ap-
pearing amiable to God and to the people like Moses (Sir 45,1). 
He does not limit himself to preaching, but courageously rep-
rimands the depraved « fearing God more than man », as Peter 
would say in front of the Sanhedrin (OT 5, 29). For this reason 
he stands his ground even in front of his Bishop, Sinibaldo, who 
« did not exactly conduct an exemplary life ».

The decision of radically changing life did not arise only 
by acknowledging the fugacity of human reality in front of an 
open tomb and by the opposition of the Bishop, but from a 
precise reference from the Scriptures that resonated within him: 

(17) VS 1, p. 11.
(18) Ibidem.
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« If anyone wants to follow me, he must deny himself, pick up 
his cross, and follow me » (Matt 16,24). By anticipating the lec-
tio divina method which includes the personal exchange with 
the Word, he understood that these words were meant for him, 
as did Anthony upon hearing and evangelic passage by which he 
felt personally touched (19). Thus, the Word is alive and vibrant 
in the heart of the man of God and triggers a radical change. 
The decision of escaping to the hermitage is brought on by a 
rush of causes which sees the catalyst effect of the Scriptures, 
to which he had devoted himself since his youth, prevail.

Thus, Sylvester begins a new life characterized by the de-
tachment of all that made up his family environment, a life of 
solitude, of forests and the austerity of the hermitage (20). His 
words of salutation for the grotta in which he will indefinitely 
settle are from Psalm 131,14: « This is my resting place, for here 
will I dwell », referring to the definite transfer of the Ark to 
Jerusalem at the behest of David. Henceforth begins the hard 
journey of monastic asceticism, « advancing day by day, from 
virtue to virtue » (Ps 83,8, Vulgata), a journey described with 
expressions that somehow recall Phil 3,13-14: 

Sylvester, after abandoning the vanities of the world and nearly 
forgetting [worldly] things of here below, would elevate himself 
to that which deserves love with all his thought and desire, 
namely the gentleness of celestial things.

The first spiritual portrait of the Saint follows, seemingly at 
the height of his sanctity, according to the hagiographic method 
which shortens the intermediate stages and considers all suc-

(19) VS 2, p. 14: « quod pro se intellexit spetialiter fore dictum ». Cf. Vita 
Antonii 2,4: « quasi a Domino inspiratus memoriam habens sanctorum in 
cogitando et aestimans lectionem propter se lectam (...) ».

(20) The theme of the hermitage, clearly originating from the bible 
(Os 2,16), is important in Sylvestrine hagiography. The founder is called 
« mirificus heremita » together with the Blessed Giovanni dal Bastone. Bonfi-
lio spends a long period as a hermit in the Holy Land (Vita Bonfilii, 13-14, 
p. 261) and dies in solitude near Cingoli (Vita Bonfilii 24-26, pp. 275-277). 
Cf. V. FATTORINI, L’eremitismo nell’agiografia silvestrina, in Atti del Convegno 
di Studi Storici VIII Centenario Nascita S. Silvestro (1177-1977), Monastero 
S. Silvestro (Fabriano), 3-4 giugno - Osimo, 5 giugno 1977, Fabriano 1977 
(« Studia Picena », 44 (1977) e Bibliotheca Montisfani, 5), pp. 161-189.
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cessive stages as a confirmation of what he has already accom-
plished at the time of his conversion. Like the biblical Joseph 
(Gen 39,6) « he was charming in looks and chaste of body (...) 
and flourished in front of the Lord with all manner of virtues ». 

The solitary life must not have been so long: visitors flocked, 
including two esteemed religious men who unsuccessfully try 
and draw him into the order. Instead, they send him his first 
disciple, Philip, who hears his name being called out as soon 
as he sets foot in the grotta, and expresses his bewilderment at 
such clairvoyance, similar to Nathaniel in John 1,48 (21).

Before ending the discussion on the hermitage years, the au-
thor offers a second portrait of Sylvester who has now reached 
spiritual maturity. Firstly, he collects the salient characteristics 
that complete the previous portrait and can be summed up in 
the love of Christ: 

He could not be separated from the union of Christ, neither 
by threats nor terror, flattery, or a change of situation. While 
firmly rooted in the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, he had 
the utmost concern for others through his preaching and 
charity (22). 

The text draws inspiration from Rom 8,35-39 and Col 2, 
where the Apostle sings in an almost lyrical fashion his devo-
tion to the Lord Jesus, from which nothing can separate him. 
At the same time, Christ is also the centre of Sylvester’s ascetic 
drive.

A second way in which the author highlights the spiritual 
maturity of the protagonist is his familiarity with wild animals, 
in particular a wolf that he kept in his tiny cell: he saw in 
it a newly-found equilibrium which was extant in creation 
before sin: 

There is nothing to be amazed about if such a ferocious 
animal exhibits obedience and submissiveness to the servant 
of God. In fact, given that his soul was susceptible to the 
Creator and he did not neglect any of the divine precepts, 

(21) Cf. VS 5, p. 21. He is also mentioned in VS 12, pp. 38-39.
(22) VS 6, p. 25. He is initially depicted in ch. 3, p. 17.
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it seemed as though he had reacquired the ancient dominion 
over all of the unreasonable creatures granted to the first man 
in creation (23). 

The reference is to Gen 1,28; 2,19-20 and Mark 1,13: Jesus 
was in the desert « with wild beasts ». The symbiosis with nature 
reflects the inner peace and equilibrium that the man of God 
has reached with his ascension at the end of a long journey. 
Messianic peace may also be perceived, as described by Is 11, 
6-8. This is the recurring hagiographic theme in many lives of 
saints.

At this point Sylvester is ready to don the charisma of spir-
itual father and founder. After transferring to Grottafucile in 
Montefano, he founds his first coenobite monastery after puri-
fying the mountain from diabolic infestations: « Thus the place 
plentiful of sin overflowed with grace » (Rom 5,20) (24), a fairly 
original use of the Pauline text which refers to the two sides 
of the story of salvation, while the venerable Andrea makes it a 
local issue. The place in which win reigned is Montefano, where 
a bunch of demons are expelled; there is no use asking about 
the nature of this diabolic invasion, when the coeval documents 
state that the mountain had normal visitors. But the progression 
of the man of God must be reflected in the surrounding nature 
and brought back to its origins, giving an early ending to that 
inexpressible groaning, as mentioned in Rom 8,19-21.

Under the guidance of Sylvester and in a tailored environ-
ment, a community of monks settles in, so committed to the 
virtues and practices of good deeds as to recall the heavenly 
garden (Gen 2,8). Just like the biblical garden, so too does the 
monastic paradise become infested by the « devious snake and 
enemy of the human kind » (Ap 12,9; 20,2). But, unlike then, 
(Gen. 3,1-2), the monks do not listen to him, seeing as they are 
so intent on their « acts of compassion ». The devil, who « goes 
round trying to devour someone » (1Pet 5,8), tries to sneak into 
the monastic circle made of prayer, asceticism and work, but 

(23) VS 7, pp. 25-27. Cf. G. PENCO, L’amicizia con gli animali, in « Vita 
Monastica », 17 (1963), pp. 3-10; GRÉGOIRE, Manuale di agiologia, pp. 391-399.

(24) VS 6, p. 23. Cf. SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica, pp. 137-138.
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« received disappointment and scorn from everyone ». Given that 
he is powerless against single individuals, the devil attempts a 
final assault against the monastery and its inhabitants by bang-
ing on the doors at night. Sylvester, armed with the « word of 
salvation », namely the Scriptures, faces him with great authority 
and defeats him while commentating how the biblical Lucifer 
wanted to soar to the stars (Is 14,13) but plummeted to the 
underworld. At the same time, the devil, now « screaming and 
shouting, threw himself down the cliffs and valley with such 
impetus that the mountain seemed to shake at its foundations ». 
Nonetheless, it was not a definitive victory, because the devil 
tried to seek revenge by trying to obstruct the completion of 
the monastery oratory, then trying a direct assault at the life of 
the Man of God which would have worked, were it not for the 
intervention of the Madonna di Misericordia, the Blessed Virgin 
Mary (25).

The role of temptation, almost always personified in the ac-
tions of the devil and his associates, is emphasized in monastic 
tradition and has deep roots in the bible. In the Gospel, Jesus 
rebuts his opponent by using a quote from Deuteronomy and 
heals the sick as a sign of the Kingdom of God and victory 
over evil. The saints imitate him by confiding in the Word of 
God and face Satan directly, especially for the liberation of the 
obsessed.

At least in one case, this Word finds a literal application, 
demonstrating that it was constantly mediated, given that in the 
immediate predicament, Sylvester applies it with extreme natu-
ralness. The opposition felt by young Servolo’s relatives when 
he is admitted to the monastery creates a scuffle, in which the 
Man of God is slapped in the face in front of everyone. 

The father of admirable patience took the insult with such 
meekness that not only did he refrain from complaining, but 
turned the other check so as to apply the evangelic precept 
to the letter: ‘If someone slaps you, turn the other cheek as 
well’ (26) (Mat 5,39; Luke 6,29). 

(25) VS 9-10, pp. 31-33.
(26) VS 11, p. 35.
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But God, « who protects and defends his servants like the 
apple of his eye » (Ps 16,8; Deut 32,10), inflicting leprosy upon 
the offender; the latter will not heal, lest he recognize his 
mistake and asks the Man of God for forgiveness. The author 
concludes with a comment directed not only to this episode, but 
to the entire spiritual journey accomplished so far by Sylvester:

It is truly sublime and marvellous that the Lord hath bestowed 
such uncanny power of miracles and patience to his devoted 
servant while he was still in this state of corruption (27).

The different stages of Sylvester’s spiritual journey can thus 
be surmised: even though being steered towards God since in-
fancy, he withdraws from the world based on the Word of the 
Gospel and retires to a place chosen for him by the Word of 
the Psalm. The mountain on which he builds his first monastic 
settlement is brought back to its heavenly dimension, where 
grace is plentiful. The source of such an amount of blessing 
resides in his total devotion to Christ. For this reason, he over-
comes his trials and becomes the spiritual father of the monks. 
The path has been laid by other great monks, starting from 
Anthony the Great, up to Benedict and beyond, and recaptures 
some of the pivotal moments of the experience of the People of 
God: slavery in Egypt, the harshness of the desert trails, access 
to the promised land for the monk and the community, waiting 
for a full communion with God and fatherland. Thus, we can 
consider this first period of Sylvester’s life as a slow spiritual 
maturation described through its salient points, with clear refer-
ences to the Word of God, often only as an implication, but 
confirming the biblical inspiration of this text.

LOVE FOR THE HUMANITY OF THE SAVIOUR

In late medieval spirituality, the Sacred Scriptures, especially 
the Gospels, offers inspiration for a much more intense and 
emotional participation in the mysteries of salvation, in particular 

(27) VS 11, p. 37. 
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the Saviour’s terrestrial life. The disaffection towards the Word 
of God is ever increasing, but its importance is recovered, to a 
certain degree, from the incipient devotional forms that centre 
around founding events of the mystery of salvation, even if they 
are no longer in their boundless form of mystery, but focused 
on specific facts, which are reread with intense involvement, 
giving ample emotional and psychological space.

This new sensibility also finds space in VS: 

Night and day, the Man of God Sylvester wept plentiful tears 
from his pure eyes at the thought of the Lord of the universe, 
who took on the form of a servant for us and, for more than 
thirty three years, waited for our salvation on earth, he was 
arrested, tied, crucified; and he put himself through all of this 
for the love of mankind (28). 

The intense prayer accompanied by the blessing of tears is 
centred around the entire existence of Christ, and especially on 
the various phases of the passion of the obedient servant, ac-
cording to Is 52,13-53,12. Sylvester meditated upon this mainly 
at night, along with « discipline » and the recital of the seven 
penitentiary Psalms. It was at the highest liturgical moment, 
the Easter Vigil, that he reaches an exhilarating involvement the 
sufferings of the Lord: « Oh, immeasurable power of love, to re-
deem the slave He has sacrificed His Son », recalling John 3,16: 
« Sic Deus dilexit mundum ut filium suum unigenitum daret ».

Extraordinary events of visions are not missing: one vision of 
Christ’s sepulchre in the terrestrial Jerusalem, the other receiv-
ing communion from the hands of the Blessed Virgin Mary in 
Bethlehem (29). The former takes place around Christ’s sepulchre 
set in the evangelic garden (John 19,41), in front of which there 
are three « kneeling women enveloped in a marvellous light ». 
They are probably the same women who rushed to the sepul-
chre on Easter morning and found it empty, according to Mark 
16,1, Mary Magdalene, Mary of Cleopas and Salome. According 
to the vision, they were peacefully genuflected in front of the 

(28) VS 25, p. 59. Cf. FATTORINI, La liturgia nell’Ordine di S. Benedetto di 
Montefano, pp. 34-46, 334-337; SENA, Il progetto di vita monastica, pp. 340-344.

(29) VS 25-26, pp. 59-61.
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sepulchre, whilst instead they fled full of fear and we do 
not know, according to Mark, if they had obeyed the com-
mand given by the youth in white garment, announcing the 
Easter message to the disciples: « He has risen, but not here » 
(Mark 16,6).

The communion episode was particularly useful in under-
standing the figure of the Saint and his iconography. It can 
join the ranks of the new spiritual and liturgical sensibilities for 
a number of reasons. First of all, it is the Blessed Virgin Mary 
to offer Holy Communion, « facta sacerdos », as a 17th century 
hymn (30) boldly comments. Furthermore, Holy Communion 
is given outside of the Eucharist celebration, hence detached 
from the celebrative act. Even so, an act that does not take the 
normal liturgical structures into consideration yields copious 
spiritual fruits for understanding the Scriptures.

When accepting Mary’s proposal of receiving Holy Com-
munion from her hands, Sylvester answers with Sal 56,8: « My 
heart is ready, my Lady, my heart is ready ». The effect of this 
admirable experience is manifested in the knowledgeable intel-
ligence of the Word of God: « with its force [Eucharist Com-
munion] his intelligence was illuminated by so much light that 
from then on he encountered no more difficult, nor obscure 
passages in the divine Scriptures » (31). 

Both in Jeremiah’s text explained by friar Simon (ch. 18) 
and this one of receiving Holy Communion by the hands of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary, the understanding of the Word of God is 
not the result of study or personal reflection, but a gift from 
above, producing copious fruits: 

And what marvel given by the intellect of the saint, bathed 
in the light of a deeper knowledge, then subsequently being 
handed down a much more crystalline intuition after the trans-
mission of so much illuminating grace? (32). 

Since the Word of God is centred round the mystery of 
Christ, dead and risen, the gift of not finding anything obscure 

(30) It is the Numinis Mater hymn.
(31) VS 26, p. 61.
(32) Ibidem.
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about it equals a full comprehension of the mystery of salvation. 
Sylvester, who was « eager for the knowledge of the sacred let-
ters », obtains by pure grace what he coveted most; this comes 
about through the Holy Communion of the body of Christ, 
offered to him voluntarily by the blessed Virgin Mary, without 
any request on his part.

This enlightenment is not exclusively personal in nature: 

The holy man did not bury underground the talent of science 
given unto him (Matt 25,18), because he knew he had received 
it so it could evolve; and, thus, he was often summoned by 
the canons of the church of the blessed Venanzo the martyr 
in the town of Fabriano to present the word of God to the 
people (33). 

The use of his gifts, developed by his personal commitment, 
is also the basis of the two spiritual portraits of the Saint that 
we have already discussed, in particular, the second one, where 
his good deeds towards others, both as a spiritual leader of a 
community and his normal way of interacting with others:

 (...) beaming with wisdom, benevolently hospitable, generous 
in concrete help, mindful of preaching, attentive at guiding his 
brothers (...) egregious and learned preacher, pious visitor of the 
sick, consoler of the afflicted (...) (34).

MIRACLES AND PROPHECIES

Given the role that miracles play in the Gospels, the space 
allotted to them in the life of saints of all time comes as no 
surprise, especially in antiquity and in the middle ages. As a 
follower of Jesus and his apostles, the man of God manifests the 
ever-present divine power amongst his people with extraordinary 
acts which are quite often narrated according to the sequence 
of analogous facts laid down in the Scriptures (35).

(33) VS 27, pp. 61-63.
(34) VS 6, p. 23.
(35) Cf. GRÉGOIRE, Manuale di agiologia, pp. 293-308.
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There are around thirty miracles and prophecies connected 
to the memory of Sylvester, both living and after his death. The 
miracles mainly involve healing the sick: healing two blind per-
sons, a cripple (36), a leper, a child, a possessed woman, etc. The 
Saint transforms water into wine on two occasions (John 2,1-11), 
similarly to the number of times he puts out fires. The typology 
of these facts corresponds to those of the Gospel. Other narra-
tions may be defined as miracles or prodigies in a broad sense, 
e.g., the devil driven away with a stone that would have served 
as an altar, the lengthening of a beam, and specific phenomena 
connected to holy relics.

These prodigies possess the same structure of the biblical 
miracles. The encounters with the bedridden are almost always 
brought upon by the latter who, through faith, call upon the 
servant of God with the certainty of being healed. Sometimes he 
takes the initiative, as was the case of the two fires or the trans-
formation of water into wine (37). Like Jesus, Sylvester is also 
moved by the pain of the petitioner: faced with a child with an 
incurable illness to his face and the mother who « started howl-
ing like a Canaanite » (Matt 15,21-28), after exempting himself 
with the same words that Gregory the Great scribes to Benedict, 
« considering the faith of the imploring woman and the desper-
ate need of the sick child », intercedes to obtain a cure. Faced 
with the futile attempt of putting out a fire, Sylvester, « moved 
by compassion » (cf. Mark 1,41; 6,34) firmly intervenes (38).

The prodigy is obtained almost always through the word 
in form of prayer or blessing, accompanied by the sign of the 
cross. In this case, the word acquires the typical effectiveness 
of the biblical dabar, acting on its statements, given that they 
come out of the mouth of God (Is 56,10-11) or, in our case, 
from his intermediary. Jesus has done many miracles this way: 
accompanying the healing word with a hand gesture. A healer 

(36) VS 17, p. 45. This episode, which took place in Serra San Quirico, 
has somewhat of a literary reference to the healing carried out by St. Paul 
at Listra, cf. At 14,1-11.

(37) Cf. VS 15-16. Cf. GRÉGOIRE, Manuale di agiologia, pp. 356-357; VS, 
29 and 31, pp. 43-45, 65-67, 69-71.

(38) VS 13, p. 39. « A woman leaving the city started screaming wildly 
like a Cananea » (cf. Matt 15,21-28).
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also touches the sick part of the body: he puts his hands on 
the contracted knees of his first disciple, Philip, who, in refer-
ence to Mark 5,26, « did not feel any benefit from the doctors’ 
cures » (39), he touches the aching head of a woman (40), he 
stretches his hand towards the dull eyes of a blind woman and 
restores her eyesight with the sign of the cross (41).

Once the miracle has been accomplished, while those pre-
sent express their enthusiasm regarding the sight they have just 
witnessed, the healer attempts to slip away, imposing them to 
keep silent about what has just transpired, or distancing himself 
so as not to draw attention which is solely for God, the prime 
author of every miracle. Following the trap set by the devil and 
the subsequent intervention of Our Lady of Mercy, Sylvester 
« tarried somewhat when having to convey the event, believing 
that it had happened to him because of his sins » (42). After heal-
ing the blind woman, « the man of God wanted to keep this 
prodigy hidden, and did so during his lifetime » (43). He had 
the same attitude after transforming water into wine in Cingoli: 
« the holy man is praised by all and hailed as an authentic serv-
ant of God; though, he wisely turns down this honour, taking 
refuge in solitude » (44). Even after the second prodigious gesture 
at Grottafucile, the saint « ordered that the brothers kept the 
miracle a secret, wishing only to please Him who sees all » (45). 
Sylvester orders the women who has regained her eyesight not 
to tell anyone, but « notwithstanding the admonition of the 
servant of God, she purposefully divulged the great miracle as 
a debt of gratitude and thanked God and his Servant » (46). As 
is often the case in the Gospels, such prohibition turns out to 
be almost always useless. This is also true for the healing of a 
leper (Mark 1,45), vanquishing the unclean spirits (Mark 3,12), 

(39) VS 12, p. 39. Cf. VS 14, p. 41: a woman with a headache that could 
« not be cured by and remedy of the doctors of this world ».

(40) VS 23, p. 55.
(41) VS 28, p. 65.
(42) VS 10, p. 35.
(43) VS 28, p. 65.
(44) VS 30, p. 67.
(45) VS 31, p. 71.
(46) VS 23, p. 75.
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the resurrection of the daughter of the head of the Synagogue 
(Mark 5,43), healing a deaf and dumb person (Mark 7,36), etc.

More often than not, the reaction of those who received the 
miracle and those present is recorded. After freeing the stone 
from the presence of the devil, « having recognized the power of 
God in his servant, Sylvester, they all gave immeasurable thanks 
to the Creator » (47). In recognition of putting out a fire at Serra 
San Quirico « the devotion and regard for the venerable father 
grew on behalf of the inhabitants of the town, who would tell 
all those absent during the great miracle » (48). Again, in Serra 
San Quirico, Sylvester heals a leper and « the people prayed to 
the Lord with their hands open towards the sky, giving thanks 
to God and the holy man with immense joy » (49). The same 
reaction of praise was seen at the support beam lengthening, 
the repeated transformation of water into wine in Cingoli, the 
flow of blood from the withered head of St. Cyriacus, and the 
lengthy healing of Samuel the monk, a collective effort of Syl-
vester and his blessed disciples (50). The spontaneous reactions 
are similar to those that, according to the Gospel, are seen in 
front of Jesus’ miracles. Mark, the oldest gospel, followed by 
the other synoptic, records the reactions of those who have re-
ceived the miracle and the crowd: 1, 27s (the possessed in the 
Cafarnaum synagogue), 1,45 (healing a leper), 2,12 (a paralytic), 
7,36 (a deaf and dumb person), etc.

The Holy Communion received at the hand of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary, along with the full comprehension of the Scrip-
tures, also bestowed the gift of prophecy: « Then, the man full 
of God, illuminated by the prophetic spirit, began predicting 
the future and shining through with even more sensational 
miracles » (51). The prophecy, according to the biblical exception, 
is further reaching than mere clairvoyance: the prophet is the 
spokesperson of God, he who looks deeper inside events and 
uncovers their sense, in light of the mystery of salvation. Only 

(47) VS 9, p. 51.
(48) VS 16, p. 42.
(49) VS 17, p. 45.
(50) VS 24, p. 57; 29, p. 65; 32, p. 73; 45, p. 97.
(51) VS 26, p. 61.
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Sylvester recognizes the devil that knocks on the doors of the 
monastery of Montefano and drives him firmly away, recalling 
the episode of Lucifer of Is 14,13 (52). The same thing happens 
with the case of the stone destined to become an altar: he alone 
recognizes the undesired guest who is sitting on it and drives 
him away with a sign of the cross. It is the same power that 
Jesus wields in the episodes of the liberation of the possessed. 
On another occasion, Sylvester foretells of the violent end for 
three wrongdoers who are unsuccessfully exhorted with the 
same words of Is 1,17 (53), to change their life; through divine 
inspiration, he understands that the hole he is digging is not 
for him who seemed to be on the verge of dying, but for him 
who is digging (54). There are no direct references to biblical 
passages in these facts, but they can be equated to the gestures 
and words of the OT prophets.

The same thing goes for the records of Brother Simone da 
Ripalta. Apart from the explanation of a passage of Jeremiah 
transmitted to father Sylvester through divine inspiration, he is 
referenced with two episodes which highlight the clairvoyance 
of this humble monk: the sudden death of a young woman who 
was singing gaily and the intervention of two wolves killing a 
fierce dog. It is said that « he was such a saintly and pure man 
that when he said something, being so sensible, it would never 
fade into nothing » (55). Additionally: 

Here is the level of intimacy that the man of God has reached 
with the Lord that anything he would ask deliberately of God, 
deserved to be immediately fulfilled! And given that his entire 
being was devoutly obedient to the Creator; it seemed that the 
very Creator would obey his slightest nod (56).

From a biblical background, without wanting to dive too 
deep, there is the conviction that the word of the saint pos-
sessed the same efficacy as the word of God (Is 56,10-11) in its 

(52) VS 8, p. 31.
(53) VS 22, p. 53. The title speaks « de prophetia facta et admonitione 

quibusdam crudelibus nobilibus ».
(54) VS 27, p. 61.
(55) VS 18, p. 47.
(56) VS 21, p. 53.
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implementation: « his words are considered as an oracle by all, 
seeing as his mind is united seamlessly to God » (57).

THE EXODUS OF THE MAN OF GOD

The passing from this world to eternal life also displays the 
typical biblical traits found in many other Vite of monk saints. 
Similarly to Jacob (Gen 49), he summons his spiritual sons 
around his bed and urges them to « persevere in living a n hon-
est and saintly life », and concludes « his life in peace, full of his 
days and of good deeds » (58). Of the patriarchs Abraham (Gen 
25,8) and Isaac (Gen 35,29), end even the same Jacob (Gen 49) 
and Job (Job 42,17), the Scriptures say that they left this world 
in peace and « replete with days ».

From this perspective of peaceful leave taking, death is con-
sidered an exodus, a passage from the slavery of Egypt to the 
Promised Land, paradise: 

The span of God’s design, by calling his son Sylvester from 
Egypt to the celestial homeland, dwelling of the angels, he glori-
ously took him on through the celestial spirits so that he could 
partake in the glory of eternal immortality (59).

As already noted, there is an explicit reference to what is 
being said in the prologue, where the exodus theme is loosely 
announced, along with the Via Regia, which must first of all be 
applied to the very same Sylvester, of whom we now describe 
his life: 

Thus, we, who have abandoned wealth and worldly pleasures, 
have come out of the darkness of Egypt and have, at this point, 
avoided the tyranny and dominion of the Pharaoh, must travel 
towards the celestial homeland, through the Via Regia with a 
spirit of humility and earnest desire (60). 

(57) VS 19, p. 49.
(58) VS 33, p. 75.
(59) VS 34, p. 75.
(60) VS, Prol., p. 5.
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Both the solitary St. John, or the priest monk Bonaparte 
from the monastery of S. Tommaso of Jesi have the vision of 
Sylvester entering the heavens with angelic choirs; in fact, in 
the latter, the theme of Jacob’s ladder (Gen 28,12) is explicitly 
revoked, so dear to monastic tradition:

(Bonaparte) saw a ladder planted on the Montefano monastery, 
its far end touching the sky, and legions of angels ascending 
from it, bringing the soul of Sylvester to heaven and presenting 
it with the utmost joy and happiness to the Lord at the top of 
the ladder (61).

Another sign of the glory achieved by the man of God are 
the miracles after his death; « At his tomb, thanks to the mer-
its of this holy man, divine benevolence allows the crippled to 
walk, the blind to see, hearing to the deaf, liberation for the 
possessed and healing to all those suffering from all manner of 
disease » (62), a clear reference to Matt 11,5; Luke 7,22, where 
Jesus confirms his own Messianic identity in front of John the 
Baptist’s disciples through his feats of healing.

The list of post mortem miracles is rather contained: only 
six compared to the 42 done by Giovanni dal Bastone after 
his blessed transit. The typology and context of these miracles 
retrace those of the gospels.

CONCLUSION

The end of this research reconfirms that, amongst the four 
Vitae that make up the Sylvestrine hagiography, VS is the most 
faithful to the criteria of the hagiographic genre, characterized 
mostly by biblical inspiration. The critical edition of VS lists 
about 170 explicit quotes and references; the bilingual edition 
lists only about seventy. A part from numeric occurrence, which 
can be tailored according to research criteria, what counts is not 

(61) VS 36, p. 79. The friars make a note of the day and hour when they 
attest the truth, just like the evangelical centurion in John 4,51-52.

(62) VS 38, p. 81.
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only the literary references, but biblical themes, even slightly 
mentioned, which resonate with the protagonist.

The path so far allows us to give a positive answer to the 
initial question concerning the consistency of the biblical inspi-
ration of VS; in this document, Sylvester frequently reflects the 
characters of the Old and New Testament of the Scriptures. 
Given that this document clearly hinges on the monastic tradi-
tion, one may wonder if these biblical references are drawn 
directly from the Word of God, or mediated from the monastic 
sources, especially the Dialogues by St. Gregory the Great (63), 
due to the fact that many of them are shared by both docu-
ments and are sometimes inextricably interwoven. This attests, 
once again, the traditional nature of our text, explicitly sought 
after by the author, as seen when comparing the other Sylves-
trine Vitae.

Thus, we can deduce that, even if VS does not belong to 
the classical period of the hagiographic genre, it has nonethe-
less retraced its fundamental criteria, bestowing it authority and 
topicality, to the extent that these text may still be a source of 
inspiration for those who which to follow Christ « sub regula vel 
abate » in the Holy Church of God.

(63) Cf. B. CALATI, La « Vita Silvestri » letta nel confronto con i Dialoghi 
di S. Gregorio Magno e la Regola di S. Benedetto, in Aspetti e problemi del 
monachesimo nelle Marche. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, 
Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 4-7 giugno 1981, I, Fabriano 1982 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 6), pp. 363-378.
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FROM CHARISM TO INSTITUTION: THE PROGRESS
OF THE SYLVESTRINE CONGREGATION
AFTER THE DEATH OF THE FOUNDER

INTRODUCTION

In 1971 the expert on monastic spirituality Giuseppe 
Turbessi (1912-1979), monk of St Paul outside the Walls, 
where he was to become Abbot from 1973 until his death, in an 
article on the rediscovery of the charism of the founder of the 
Sylvestrine Congregation, pointed out the abundance of sources 
on the origins and the early development of the monastic move-
ment of Sylvester Guzzolini of Osimo in comparison with other 
monastic congregations of the same period:

(...) it is evident that, to understand what St Sylvester intended 
in giving origin to a new religious family, there is need to refer 
to the original sources; which, in this case, are relatively numer-
ous and of undoubted value. They are represented by writings 
of the Saint, his biography, the lives of his first disciples, the 
ancient Sylvestrine Constitutions and the provisions of the first 
local and General Chapters. There are also the charters of 
foundation of the first monasteries, during the life of the Saint, 
which have a significance for our discussion. Few medieval 
Congregations can boast of such an abundant wealth of docu-
ments contemporary with their founder and the first generations 
succeeding him (1).

The following year, another distinguished expert on monasti-
cism, Jean Leclercq (1911-1993), who participated at the sympo-

(1) G. TURBESSI, Una Congregazione benedettina in cerca di identità, in 
« Vita Consacrata », 8 (1971), p. 686.
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sia at Montefano in 1977 (2) and 1981 (3), in an essay on Blessed 
Bernard Tolomei (4) underlined in particular the importance of 
the Vita Silvestri, written by the monk Andrea di Giacomo of 
Fabriano between 1274 and 1282 (5), for rediscovering « the 
identity » of the Sylvestrine Congregation:

What do we know for certain of the founder of the Olivetans? 
And is what we know, from the available sources worthy of 
credence, sufficient to draw a spiritual portrait? It is worth not-
ing, from the start, that the documentation for this purpose is 
less abundant than for other saints and blessed, as, for example, 
for Saint Sylvester Guzzolini who, in the thirteenth century, 
had given birth to the monastic movement of the Sylvestrines. 
In this case there was available a biography written by a con-
temporary, the reading of which, done objectively and without 
prejudice, was sufficient to offer secure information, a factor 
of prime importance for anyone wishing to discern « the iden-
tity » of a monastic congregation. The case of Blesses Bernard 
Tolomei is different. He died in 1348. Now the first account 
of his life available to us was written towards the middle of 
the fifteenth century, that is, a hundred years after his death (6).

(2) J. LECLERCQ, La « Vita di S. Silvestro ». L’irraggiamento del santo e 
dei suoi primi discepoli, in Atti del Convegno di Studi Storici VIII Centenario 
Nascita S. Silvestro (1177-1977), Monastero S. Silvestro (Fabriano), 3-4 giu-
gno - Osimo, 5 giugno 1977, Fabriano 1977 (« Studia Picena », 44 (1977) e 
Bibliotheca Montisfani, 5), pp. 107-127.

(3) J. LECLERCQ, S. Silvestro nelle Marche, in Aspetti e problemi del mona-
chesimo nelle Marche. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero 
S. Silvestro Abate, 4-7 giugno 1981, I, Fabriano 1982 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 
6), pp. 327-344.

(4) Canonized by Benedict XVI on 26 April 2009 (the postulator of the 
cause was our late confrere Réginald Grégoire). 

(5) ANDREAS IACOBI DE FABRIANO, Vita sanctissimi Silvestri confessoris et 
mirifici heremite, in Agiografia silvestrina medievale. Critical edition edited 
by R. GRÉGOIRE, Fabriano 1983 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 8), Fabriano 1983, 
pp. 37-148. Andrea di Giacomo also wrote the Vita Iohannis a Baculo and 
the Vita Hugonis, two of the first disciples of the founder and copied the 
Vita Bonfilii, attributed by tradition to Sylvester himself. Cf. A. PRATESI, La 
figura e l’opera di Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano, in Silvestro Guzzolini e la 
sua Congregazione monastica. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, 
Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 4-6 giugno 1998, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 
2001 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 25), pp. 275-299.

(6) J. LECLERCQ, Pour un portrait spirituel due Bx Bernard Tolomei, in Saggi 
e ricerche nel VII centenario della nascita del B. Bernardo Tolomei (1272-1972), 
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DEATH OF SYLVESTER

The occasion for this symposium (1-3 June 2017) is the 750th 
anniversary of the death of the founder of the Sylvestrine Con-
gregation, reported twice by his biographer Andrea di Giacomo:

Thus, continually adorning his life with such flowers of virtue 
and miracles by the favour of divine grace, Sylvester ran without 
tiring, with the growth of virtue and days, towards the reward 
of eternal joy. Having reached an advanced age, around ninety 
years, he took to his bed with a high fever. His disciples hav-
ing gathered, he exhorted them to persevere in an honest and 
holy life and in the monastic observances: in fact many of them, 
before and after his death, gloriously reached the heights of 
virtue and miracles. His illness worsening, the holy man forti-
fied himself with the Catholic sacraments and recommending 
his spirit to the Lord, concluded in peace his life full of days 
and good works. Thus that most happy soul, now freed from 
every bodily suffering, flew to heavenly glory with the blessed 
spirits, as was shown to many in a miraculous way at the very 
moment of his death (7).
So that the day of the blessed death of the confessor and admi-
rable hermit Sylvester not be lost to human memory, I consid-
ered it opportune, after writing his life, to add it for a perpetual 
record. Thus in the year of the Lord 1267, on 26 November, 
having left behind his mortal remains, he was called to eternal 
life, to reign with Christ and all the saints. And to those who 
recall his venerable merits and to all the faithful, may there be 
granted admittance to eternal life by our Saviour Jesus Christ, 
the Son of God, who is blessed for ever. Amen (8).

Andrea di Giacomo mentions the holy passing of Sylvester 
also in Chapter 8 of the Life of Blessed John of the Staff: « The 

Monte Oliveto Maggiore (Siena) 1972 (Studia Olivetana, 1), p. 11 (Italian 
translation in Momenti e figure di storia monastica italiana, edited by V. CAT-
TANA, Cesena 1993 (Italia benedettina, 14), p. 55). 

(7) Vita di san Silvestro, ch. 33, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II. Vita di san Silvestro, beato Giovanni dal Bastone, beato Ugo, san Bonfilio. 
Latin text and Italian translation, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1991 (Biblio-
theca Montisfani, 10), p. 75. 

(8) Vita di san Silvestro, ch. 46, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, pp. 97 and 99.
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spiritual father was called to glory on 26 November in the year 
of the Lord 1267 » (9).

For the hagiographer it is important to inform his readers 
of the dies natalis, that is the day on which the saint is born in 
heaven and on which his feast is celebrated.

The date of the death of Sylvester is confirmed by the letter 
of convocation of the Chapter for the election of his succes-
sor, sent by the Vicars of the Order, Bartolo da Cingoli and 
Giuseppe da Serra San Quirico to the twelve monasteries then 
in existence (10). The notary delivery acts have been preserved 
of the letter to the communities of San Benedetto in Perugia, 
San Bartolo in Rocca Contrada, San Marco e Santa Lucia in 
Sambuco:

Frater Salimbene de Ordine Sancti Benedicti de Montefano 
representavit fratri Filippo ipsius Ordinis, priori conventus Sancti 
Benedicti de Perusio, in capitulo eiusdem, litteras sigillatas duo-
bus sigillis, quorum unum erat fratris Bartoli, aliud fratris Ioseph, 
tenor quarum talis erat: « Frater Bartolus et frater Ioseph, vicarii 
heremi et hordinis <così qui e avanti> Montisfani, dillecto <così> 
in Christo fratri Fili[ppo], priori loci de Perusio, et aliis fratribus 
loco morantibus eodem salutem in Domino. Dilectioni vestre faci-
mus manifestum quod bone memorie frater Silvester, prior gene-
ralis heremi et hordinis Montisfani, VI kalendas decembris viam 
est universe carnis ingressus. Propter quod, ne ipse hordo <così> 
propter longam moram sustineret in spiritualibus et temporalibus 
lesionem, auctoritate qua fungimur mandamus vobis quatenus 
in kalendis ianuarii proximis <così per proxime> venientis ad 
Montemfanum venire curetis ad heligendum <così> futurum 
pastorem hordini <così> nostro, alioquin ex tunc ad electionem 
procedemus vestra absentia non obstante. (...) Lata apud Montem 
Fanum nonodecimo kalendas ianuarii » (11).

(9) Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 135.
(10) Cf. « Historical notes » of F. RADICIONI, I dodici monasteri fondati da 

S. Silvestro Guzzolini, in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione monastica, 
pp. 60-78.

(11) Archive of the monastery of San Silvestro in Montefano presso Fa-
briano (= AMF), Fondo S. Benedetto di Perugia, 1 (18 dicembre 1267: lettera 
inserta del 14 dicembre 1267): ed. in San Silvestro di Fabriano. Antiche per-
gamene, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1984, doc. 24, p. 87. Italian translation 
in ibid., p. 88. 
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In Dei nomine, amen. Hoc est exemplum quarundam litte-
rarum sic incipientium: « Frater Bartholus et f[rater Iose]ph, 
vicarii heremi et [Ordinis Montisfani, dile]ctis [in Christo fratri] 
B[enedicto, priori loci Sancti Bartoli de Rocca, et] loci fratribus 
universis salutem in [Domino]. Di[lectioni vestre tenore presen-
tium facimus mani]festum quod bone memorie frater Silvester, 
[prior generalis heremi et Ordinis Montisfani], sexto kalendas 
[decembris] viam est u[niverse carnis]s ing[ressus]. (...) Datum 
apud Montem Fanum XIII kalendas ianuarii ». Lecte et presen-
tate fuerunt hee littere per Petritium servientem fratrem Sancti 
Bomfilii <sic> de Cingulo ex parte vicariorum supradictorum 
donno Benedicto, priori loci Sancti Bartoli de Rocca et aliis 
fratribus ibidem existentibus, videlicet (...) (12).
Frater Filippus, Ordinis Sancti Benedicti et prior loci fratrum 
dicti Ordinis de Perusio, ex parte fratris Bartoli et fratris Ioseppi, 
vicariorum Ordinis Montis Fani, presentavit fratribus eiudem 
Ordinis commorantibus in loco Sancti Marci et Sancte Lucie de 
Sambucolo, videlicet (...) litteras scriptas in hunc modum, quarum 
tenor talis est: « Frater Bartolus <et> frater Ioseppe <sic>, vicarii 
heremi et Ordinis Montisfani, dilecto in Christo fratri Alberto, 
priori loci de Sambucolo, et aliis fratribus loco morantibus in 
eodem salutem in Domino. Dilectioni vestre tenore presentium 
facimus manifestum quod bone memorie frater Silvester, prior 
generalis supradicti Ordinis, VI kalendas decembris viam est 
universe carnis ingressus. (...) Datum apud Montem Fanum IX 
kalendas ianuarii ». Predicte littere sigillate erant duobus sigillis, 
quorum unius littere sic dicebant: ‘sigillum fratris Bartoli’, in 
quo erat depinctus unus crucifissus et IIII alie imagines; littere 
alterius sigilli sic dicebant: ‘sigillum fratris Ioseppi’, in quo erant 
una imago crucifissi et tres alie imagines (13).

GIUSEPPE DA SERRA SAN QUIRICO

The elective chapter began at Montefano on 1 January 1268. 
The hermitage was of modest dimensions and also difficult of 

(12) AMF, Fondo S. Bartolo di Rocca Contrada, Pergamene, 2 (21 dicembre 
1267: lettera inserta del 20 dicembre 1267).

(13) AMF, Fondo SS. Marco e Lucia di Sambuco, Pergamene, 5 (30 dicem-
bre 1267: lettera inserta del 24 dicembre 1267).
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access. Notwithstanding the participation was massive, since all 
the monks were convoked:

Dum monasterium sive heremus ecclesie Sancti Benedicti de 
Montefano, districtus Fabriani, et Ordo sive collegium fratrum 
ipsius heremi aliorumque locorum eiusdem pastoris generalis 
esset solatio destitutum, ne ipsa heremus, Ordo seu collegium 
ceteraque loca ipsius exinde patiantur aliquam in spiritualibus 
et temporalibus lesionem, vocatis et citatis omnibus fratri-
bus heremi et Ordinis supradicti qui debuerunt et voluerunt 
commode interesse et congregatis in capitulo heremi ecclesie 
prelibate ut de electione et provisione seu postulatione pa- 
storis iamdicte heremi et universi Ordinis predicti diligentius 
tractaretur (...) (14).

Considering « the importance of the chapter, in which would 
be chosen who should succeed the founder, it is presumed that 
almost all the Sylvestrines would be concerned to participate in 
some way, if not in person, at least by proxy » (15).

There were 82 monks present at the chapter and 39 by 
proxy (a total of 119):

1. Eremo di San Benedetto di Montefano: 16 in person and 
5 by proxy.

2. San Giacomo di Settimiano in Rome: 4 in person and 15 
by proxy.

3. San Benedetto di Perugia: 8 in person and 8 by proxy.
4. San Marco di Sambuco (territory of Perugia): 5 in person 

and 6 by proxy.
5. San Giovanni di Sassoferrato: 8 in person.
6. San Bartolo di Serra San Quirico: 10 in person and 1 by 

proxy.
7. San Tommaso di Jesi: 3 in person.
8. San Pietro del Monte di Osimo: 6 in person.
9. San Bonfilio di Cingoli: 7 in person and 2 by proxy.

(14) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II. Congregazione, 
edited by G. AVARUCCI e U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1991 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 
15), doc. 5 (4 gennaio 1268), p. 17.

(15) I. DI NICOLA, Le pergamene dell’Archivio del Sacro Eremo di S. Silve-
stro Ab. dal 1231 fino all’elezione del primo successore del fondatore (4-1-1268), 
in Atti del Convegno di Studi Storici VIII Centenario, p. 67.
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10. Santa Maria di Grottafucile: 6 in person.
11. San Bartolo di Rocca Contrada (today Arcevia): 6 in 

person.
12. San Marco di Ripalta (territory of Arcevia): 3 in person.

The presence of monks from the nine communities of the 
Marches (Montefano, Sassoferrato, Serra San Quirico, Jesi, 
Osimo, Cingoli, Grottafucile, Rocca Contrada, Ripalta) was 
almost complete, while from the two communities in Umbria 
(Perugia and Sambuco) there participated half the monks and 
from the community in Rome only one representative (4 monks 
out of 19). 

Andrea di Giacomo, in chapter 8 of the Life of Blessed John 
of the Staff, recalls that « with the vacancy in the supreme of-
fice of the Order by the death of the same father [= Sylvester], 
many feared that there would arise dissent among the breth-
ren concerning the election of his successor and the second 
Prior » (16). In fact, the passing of Sylvester had left a gap that 
could not be filled. Who could be capable of succeeding him 
in guiding the Order? Who would have been able to maintain 
his charismatic legacy?

The Chapter discussed at length. After three days there 
was still no agreement, so the capitulars decided to entrust 
the choice of the new Prior of Montefano to three confrères: 
Giovanni da Osimo, Rinaldo da Grottafucile and Antonio da 
Sambuco. The three electors, calling on the name of Christ, af-
ter mature reflection designate as Prior Giuseppe da Serra San 
Quirico, « to the honour of God almighty, the Virgin Mary and 
St Benedict »; the chosen one was presented to the capitulars 
who accept him unanimously and without opposition (17).

(16)  Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 137. On the fundamental 
role of Giovanni dal Bastone after the death of the founder, so much as to 
become for the brethren, « the living presence of the deceased Father », cf. 
V. FATTORINI, Silvestro e Giovanni dal Bastone: continuità di un carisma, in 
Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del Duecento. Atti del 
Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 30 maggio 
- 2 giugno 1990, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1993 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 
22), pp. 281-311 (in particular pp. 290-291). 

(17) « Qui nempe electores, Christi nomine invocato, et ad honorem 
omnipotentis Dei sueque matris virginis Marie ac sancti Benedicti et bonum 
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So it was an election by « compromise », one of the three 
ways of election contemplated by Lateran IV in 1215: the other 
two forms were the « ballot » and « acclamation ». According to 
Canon 24 of the Council, « compromise » consisted in « entrust-
ing the task of the election to a certain number of suitable men, 
who in the name of all made provision for the church lacking 
a pastor » (18).

Giuseppe, « son of Atto da Serra San Quirico and broche of 
Saint Ugo, who had become famous at Sassoferrato for many 
miracles », was « a very balanced person, (...) respected, prudent, 
pleasant in speech, far seeing in action » (19).

The government of Giuseppe was brief: five years, from 1268 
to 1273. It was a difficult period, marked by the phenomenon 
of wandering monks, apostates and rebels (20) and, above all, 
by a drawn out controversy with the Bishop Guido of Came- 
rino, who claimed jurisdiction over the Sylvestrine monasteries 
situated in his diocese (21), demanding the oath of fidelity of the 
monks and prohibiting begging and the administration of the 
sacraments in their churches (22).

statum et reformationem predicte heremi et Ordinis universi eiusdem, diligenti 
deliberazione previa, elegerunt, postularunt et nominarunt fratrem Iosep pre-
sentem, fratrem ipsius Ordinis, inmemorate heremi et eorum ac totius Ordinis 
predicti priorem pariter et pastorem; quam quidem electionem, postulationem 
et nominationem, coram omnibus factam et ipsum electum universi et singuli 
fratres predicti concorditer et placabiliter acceptarunt » (Le carte dell’Archivio 
di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 5, p. 19).

(18) Conciliorum Oecumenicorum Decreta, edited by G. ALBERIGO e altri. 
Consulenza di H. JEDIN. Edizione bilingue. Versione italiana edited by A. NI-
CORA ALBERIGO, Bologna 1991, p. 246.

(19) Vita del beato Giovanni dal Bastone, ch. 8, in Alle fonti della spiri-
tualità silvestrina, II, p. 137.

(20) Cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 7 
(13 febbraio 1268), pp. 21-22; doc. 8 (12 settembre 1268), pp. 22-23; doc. 9 
(13 settembre 1268), p. 24; doc. 30 (11 agosto 1273), pp. 58-59; doc. 31 
(11 agosto 1273), pp. 59-60.

(21) Montefano, Grottafucile, San Benedetto di Fabriano and San Bartolo 
di Serra San Quirico. In 1728 the first three monasteries became part of the 
newly erected diocese of Fabriano, while San Bartolo di Serra San Quirico 
continued to belong to the diocese of Camerino.

(22) On this whole issue, cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in 
Montefano, II, docc. 10-28, pp. 25-56; G. BORRI, Rapporti della Congregazione 
Silvestrina con i vescovi diocesani nei secoli XIII-XIV, in Silvestro Guzzolini e 
la sua Congregazione monastica, pp. 227-239, 248-259.
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The contention began a few months after the death of Syl-
vester, with the chastisement and detention by Prior Giuseppe, 
of the monks Compagno (chaplain and relative of Bishop 
Guido) and Gabriele, guilty of having transgressed the Rule of 
St Benedict (23). 

The Bishop demanded that the two monks be absolved and 
released, but Giuseppe opposed this and on 19 October 1268 
nominated the procurator Egidio Sellario to ask Guido to with-
draw the order to release the two monks, since the correction 
« fratrum Ordinis » was up to him (24). The Prior of Montefano 
also appealed to the chief minister of the Marca d’Ancona:

Frater Ioseph, prior heremi Sancti Benedicti de Montefano et 
Ordinis ipsius heremi, nomine suo, ipsius heremi et Ordinis 
fecit, constituit et ordinavit Egidium Sellarium presentem et su- 
scipientem, suum, dicti heremi et Ordinis procuratorem, actorem 
et nuntium specialem ad rapresentandum se nomine ipsorum 
coram reverendo patre magistro de la Corra, vicario generali 
domini marchionis, occasione appellationis interposite per ipsum 
Egidium, procuratorem ipsorum, super precepto eidem priori 
facto a venerabili patre domino Guidone, episcopo Camerinensi, 
per suas licteras vel oretenus et monitione facta per dominum 
Gualterium, vicarium ipsius episcopi, de relaxando et remic-
tendo ad eundem dominum episcopum fratres Compagnum et 
Gabrielem Ordinis predicti (...) (25).

The controversy continued with protests and appeals by 
both parties.

(23) « Ego frater Ioseph, prior heremi ecclesie Sancti Benedicti de Monte-
fano et Ordinis ipsius heremi, coram vobis domino Gualterio, canonico Sancti 
Venantii de Fabriano, vicario venerabilis patris domini G(uidonis) episcopi 
Camerinensis, sentiens me gravatum a precepto sive mandato mihi facto a 
dictodomino episcopo per suas licteras presentatas mihi per vos domine Gual-
teri de absolvendo et remictendo ad prefatum dominum episcopum fratrem 
Compagnum et Gabrielem, monachos dicte heremi, et de eundo personaliter 
coram eo occasione predictorum fratrum et de monitione per vos mihi facta 
super predictis, quia predictos fratres, deviantes et inobedientes a regula sancti 
Benedicti, volens reducere ad obedientiam dicti Ordinis, ex iustissimis causis 
capi feci propter varios et occultos excessus ipsorum » (Le carte dell’Archivio 
di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 10 (13 ottobre 1268), pp. 25-29).

(24) Cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, docc. 11-
12, pp. 26-27.

(25) Ibid., doc. 13 (26 ottobre 1268), pp. 29-30.
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The relationship between Guido and the founder of Monte-
fano had been very different: in 1265, in fact, the Bishop had 
granted forty days’ indulgence to the faithful of his diocese who 
had visited the church of Montefano « of the Order of brother 
Sylvester » from the feast of St Benedict to the octave of the 
apostles Philip and James, helping the monks with alms and 
means of support (26).

In 1269 there entered the dispute also Benedetto, Prior of 
San Bartolo di Serra San Quirico, from whom Bishop Guido 
demanded obedience, homage and the oath of fidelity as for 
the other ecclesiastics of the diocese; having received a net re-
fusal, the Bishop forbade the Prior and monks of San Bartolo 
to preach, to confess and to admit the faithful to the liturgies 
on Sundays and feast days in their church (27). 

The contest went on during 1270 and 1271. The procurator 
of the monks even went to Viterbo where the conclave for the 
election of the successor of Clement IV (1265-1268) was being 

(26) « Universis christifidelibus per Camerinensem diocesim constitutis. 
Guido, Dei gratia Camerinensis episcopus, salutem in Domino. (...) Igitur 
universitatem vestram rogamus, monemus et hortamur attente in remissionem 
vobis peccaminum, iniungentes quatenus ad ecclesiam de Montefano, nostre 
diocesis, Ordinis fratris Silvestri, secundum regulam beati Benedicti viventis, 
cum devotione accedendo, pias fratribus in ipsa ecclesia commorantibus ele-
mosinas et grata caritatis subsidia erogetis. Nos enim de omnipotentis Dei 
misericordia, beate Marie Virginis et aliorum sanctorum confisi, auctoritate 
quoque beatorum apostolorum Petri et Pauli, omnibus vere penitentibus et 
confessis, qui ad eandem ecclesiam in festo beati Benedicti et a dicto festo 
usque ad octabas <sic> apostolorum Philippi et Iacobi causa devotionis acces-
serint, quadraginta dies de iniuncta sibi penitentia misericorditer relaxamus » 
(Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, I, doc. 23 (28 gennaio 
1265), pp. 45-46). Until 1955 the feast of Saints Philip and James was cele-
brated on 1 May.

(27) « Ad interrogationem venerabilis patris domini Guidonis, Cameri-
nensis episcopus, frater Benedictus Ordinis Sancti Benedicti de Montefano 
confessus est quod ipse est prior Sancti Bartoli loci de Serra et quod locus 
ipse est in diocesi Camerinensi. Cui dominus episcopus monendo mandavit 
quod prestarent sibi obedientiam et reverentiam et iuramentum fidelitatis ut 
alii prelati sue diocesis et cum ipse parrochianos non habeat nec sit ei cura 
aliquorum commissa quod non debeat per se vel alios dicti loci penitentiam 
dare alicui sine illius et illorumlicentia cuius esset parrochianus et quod non 
predicaretet quod in diebus dominicis et festivis aliquem non recipiat ad di-
vina officia preter suos » (Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, 
II, doc. 16 (6 marzo 1269), pp. 33-34).
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held, but he was prevented from entering the hall where the 
Cardinals were gathered (28). 

Bishop Guido died at the beginning of 1272. The following 
year there also died Prior Giuseppe, who had governed the 
Order of Montefano in a very sensitive period, as is normally 
that succeeding the death of a charismatic founder. In the five 
difficult years of Giuseppe’s term of office there were no new 
foundations, however a stable community was established in the 
domus of San Benedetto di Fabriano, which at the time of the 
founder served exclusively as « hospice » for the monks coming 
to the city from Montefano (29). 

Giuseppe died in « 1273, on the vigil of St Bartholomew, 
apostle (30), (...) at Perugia, in the monastery of San Benedetto. 
His body was brought to the monastery hermitage of Montefano 
and buried next to the tomb of his predecessor. The veneration 
paid by his brethren and the people showed without shadow of 
doubt the way of life he led » (31). 

At the death of Giuseppe « great sorrow was felt » by Gio-
vanni dal Bastone, who « was particularly united to him », and 
« especially by those who had most at heart the destiny of the 

(28) « Frater Albertus Ordinis Sancti Benedicti, syndicus heremi et Ordinis 
Sancti Benedicti de Montefano, constitutus ante portam scallarum palacii in 
quo stabant domini cardinales, volens intrare ad eosdem dominos cardinales 
ac petens ab illis qui custodiebant dictam portam ut eum permicterent in-
trare ad dictos dominos cardinales, ipsum non permiserunt intrare » (Le carte 
dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 22 (30 novembre 1269), 
pp. 46-47). The conclave, which lasted 2 years and 10 months, ended only 
on 1 September 1271 with the election of Gregory Gregorio X, after the 
mayor of Viterbo, on the advice of St Bonaventura, locked the cardinals in 
the papal palace and then removed the roof of the meeting room and finally 
reduced their food.

(29) In 1244 Sylvester had built a small « hospice » in a building zone 
given by the municipality of Fabriano in Borgo Nuovo, Fabriano, in the 
locality Castellare, where there was arising the new quarter of Poggio in the 
vicinity of the market square, in a zone therefore of considerable building and 
population increase (cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, 
I. Montefano - S. Benedetto - Fabriano, edited by G. AVARUCCI e U. PAOLI, 
Fabriano 1990 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 14), docc. 131-132, pp. 235-237). 

(30) That is, 23 August.
(31) Vita del beato Giovanni dal Bastone, ch. 8, in Alle fonti della spiri-

tualità silvestrina, II, p. 137.
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Order (...) as it was thought his death could have caused ir-
reparable harm to the order » (32). 

Tradition attributed to Giuseppe the title of « blessed ». The 
Sylvestrine Congregation celebrates his memorial on 25 August.

BARTOLO DA CINGOLI

In September 1273 the monks, gathered in Chapter at Mon-
tefano, elected as Prior Bartolo da Cingoli: the proceedings of 
the election, still in existence at the end of the sixteenth cen-
tury, were later lost. From the document summary, compiled by 
Stefano Moronti in 1581, it is evident that also this election of 
the second successor of Sylvester took place by « compromise »: 
two of the Chapter participants were selected for the task of 
choosing the new Prior of Montefano, « which electors, – writes 
Moronti in his sixteenth century Italian – went to Camerino to 
gain confirmation from the Cathedral Chapter of St Mary, since 
the bishopric was vacant, and so the Archpriest and Chapter 
confirmed the said father Bartolo da Cingoli » (33). 

The archpriest of whom Moronti speaks is in fact the arch-
deacon Rambotto (34) who, together with the other canons of 
Camerino, exercised ordinary jurisdiction during the vacancy in 
the Episcopal see following the death of Guido. 

On becoming Bishop, Rambotto definitively closed the 
controversy with the Order of Montefano on 9 October 1285, 
revoking all the injunctions, interdictions and prohibitions and 
annulling all the sentences of excommunication, suspension and 
interdict, issued by his predecessor Guido against the monks 
of the hermitage of Montefano and of San Bartolo di Serra 
San Quirico (35). Further more on 12 December 1285 Rambotto 

(32) Ibid., ch. 9, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 139.
(33) AMF, S. MORONTI, Repertorio de le scritture de tutt’i luoghi de la Con-

gregatione Silvestrina, ordinatamente registrate secondo l’ordine de lo Archivio 
di San Benedetto di Fabriano... fu fatto l’anno del Signore 1581 (ms), c. 16r.

(34) Concerning him, cf. O. TURCHI, De Ecclesiae Camerinensis pontificibus 
libri VI (Camerinum sacrum), Romae 1762, pp. 222-224.

(35) « Venerabilis pater dominus Ramboctus, Dei gratia Canmerinensis 
episcopus, in presentia mei notarii et testium subscriptorum ad hec spe-
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granted to the Priors and to the Sylvestrine communities of 
his diocese the right of burial in their churches to the faithful 
who requested it, observing the rights of the parish churches 
of origin (36).

The choice of Bartolo da Cingoli as Prior of Montefano was 
the result of the « compromise » between the group of disciples 
who wanted to follow « faithfully » the monastic orientation 
traced out by the founder and those who favoured interpreting 
the charism of Sylvester taking into account the changed situa-
tion of the Order (37). In fact the election of Bartolo da Cingoli 
provoked discontent and at least one defection:

After the honourable burial of the body of the venerable 
Brother Giuseppe, the brothers of the Order gathered at the 
hermitage of Montefano and elected as their Prior Brother 
Bartolo of holy memory. Only Brother Umile da Perugia was 
not in agreement with their choice and soon after, putting off 
the habit, left the Order (38).

During the long government of Prior Bartolo (1273-1298) 
there was a profound renewal of the monastic family of Mon-
tefano. 

cialiter vocatorum et rogatorum. Considerans et actendens quod nec sibi 
nec episcopatui Canmerinensi expediebat prosequi causam et questionem et 
processus factos condam per dominum Guidonem, bone memorie Canme-
rinensem episcopum, contra priorem et fratres heremi Montisfani et Sancti 
Bartholomei de Serra Sancti Quirici et locorum eidem heremo subiectorum, 
quod nulli erant specialiter quia facti et habiti erant post appellationem et 
appellationes ad Sedem Apostolicam ex causis legittimis, ut dicitur, interiectas 
pro parte dictorum prioris et fratrum. Ideo omnia mandata, precepta, inhi-
bitiones, prohibitiones, sententias excomunicationis, suspensionis et interdicti 
et quicquid secutum est (...) revocavit, cassavit et annullavit » (San Silvestro 
di Fabriano. Antiche pergamene, doc. 38, p. 136; Le carte dell’Archivio di San 
Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 41, pp. 80-81).

(36) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 43, 
pp. 82-83.

(37) This is a debate constantly repeated (cf. G. BUCCELLATO, Carisma e 
rinnovamento. Rifondazione della vita consacrata e carisma del fondatore, Bo-
logna 2002). Very useful in this context is the work of F. CIARDI, In ascolto 
dello Spirito. Ermeneutica del carisma dei fondatori, Roma 1996 (Collana di 
teologia, 31).

(38) Vita del beato Giovanni dal Bastone, ch. 10, in Alle fonti della spiri-
tualità silvestrina, II, p. 137.
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Solicited also by ecclesiastical directives, in particular by 
the provisions of the Second Council of Lyon in 1274, Bartolo 
introduced new elements that differed from Sylvester’s monastic 
proposal, mainly eremitical and poor.

1. Juridical regulations

To overcome the period of uncertainty and crisis, following 
the death of Sylvester and culminating in the long controversy 
between Prior Giuseppe and Bishop Guido of Camerino, Bar-
tolo began a process of institutional and organizational renewal 
which found its appropriate juridical formulation in the liber 
constitutionum Ordinis Sancti Benedicti de Montefano, promul-
gated by Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano, successor to Bartolo 
as leader of the Order, in a General Chapter celebrated at the 
beginning of the fourteenth century:

For the purpose obtaining peace and unity throughout the 
Order of St Benedict of Montefano, we have established a 
division into five principal distinctions of this book which is 
called « The book of Constitutions » of said Order. (...) To give 
greater strength to the same constitutions it has been prohibited 
by Brother Andrea, Prior General of the Order [1298-1325], 
and by the General Chapter, that any brother of the Order do 
or command to do with malice in any part of the Constitu-
tions erasure, cancellation or addition, that might change their 
meaning or understanding, except with the consent of the Prior 
of the Order and of the General Chapter. Let them be kept 
in every place or monastery of our Order as they have been 
promulgated in the General Chapter (39).

The liber constitutionum of Andrea di Giacomo is the oldest 
known to us. Still debated is the question of the existence of a 
preceding legislative code: according to some scholars, wanting 
to directly connect with the founder not only in the spirit but 
also through the link of juridical continuity, the constitutions 

(39) Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, III. Costituzioni dell’Ordine di 
S. Benedetto di Montefano. Testo latino e versione italiana edited by L. BUX 
e V. FATTORINI, Fabriano 2002 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 11), pp. 5, 7.
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could go back to Sylvester himself (40). However, the attribution 
of an organic legal text to the charismatic-spiritual personal-
ity of the founder, presented in the Vita as « holy man » (51 
times), « man of God » (39 times), « servant of God » (33 times), 
« father » (14 times), « spiritual father » (8 times), and never as 
legislator, seems excluded (41).

Sylvester was one who « formed with his teaching » his dis-
ciples « according to the monastic rule », directing them « to 
holiness with the doctrine and example of his praiseworthy 
life » (42). The « charism of the founders », in fact, « is shown as 
an experience of the Spirit transmitted to their disciples to be 
lived by them, kept safe, deepened and constantly developed in 
tune with the body of Christ in continual growth » (43). 

And it was precisely for the purpose of harmonizing the 
organizational aspect with the original monastic ideal that Prior 
Bartolo commissioned Andrea di Giacomo da Fabiano to write 
the Vita of the founder (Vita Silvestri) based on the witness of 
the first disciples still living; in this way he intended to put the 

(40) Cf. C. TUDERTI, La riforma silvestrina alla luce dei documenti monastici 
della Chiesa (1215-1248), Fabriano 1977 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 4), pp. 166-
169; I. DI NICOLA - R. BALDUCCI, Fondazione del primo monastero silvestrino 
a Matelica, in « Inter Fratres », 33 (1983), p. 104: « (...) we are convinced that 
in the order of Montefano a written constitutional text already esisted while 
the founder still lived ».

(41) Cf. L. SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica nella « Vita Silvestri », Fa-
briano 1995 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 24), pp. 8-9. The same i salso found in 
other medieval monastic famiglie such as the Camaldolese and the Vallombro-
sans: St Romualdo († 1027), whose body is kept in the crypt of the Church 
of St Biagio, Fabriano, « gave his brothers the Rule of St Benedict », while 
the first draft of the « consuetudini » of Camaldoli comes from the Superior 
General Rodolfo I (1080-1085) (cf. G. CACCIAMANI, Camaldolesi, in Dizionario 
degli Istituti di Perfezione, I, Roma 1974, col. 1718); so also the draft of the 
« consuetudini » of Vallombrosa is the work of Rustico, second successor of 
S. Giovanni Gualberto » (cf. R. N. VASATURO, Vallombrosa. Note storiche, in 
Vallombrosa nel IX centenario della morte del fondatore Giovanni Gualberto 
(12 luglio 1073), Firenze 1973, p. 32; riprod. in Vallombrosa. L’abbazia e la 
Congregazione. Note storiche, edited by G. M. COMPAGNONI, Vallombrosa 1994 
(Archivio Vallombrosano, 1), p. 21).

(42) Vita di san Silvestro, ch. 6, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, p. 23.

(43) SACRA CONGREGAZIONE PER I RELIGIOSI E GLI ISTITUTI SECOLARI - SACRA 
CONGREGAZIONE PER I VESCOVI, Mutuae relationes (14 maggio 1978), n. 11.
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genuine and authentic spirituality of the founder as the basis 
and foundation of the evolutionary process of the Order:

The beginning of the prologue to the life of the most holy con-
fessor and admirable hermit Sylvester. To the reverend father 
and lord in Christ, Brother Bartolo, Prior of the hermitage and 
of the Order of Montefano, Andrea, the least of monks, wishes 
eternal glory in Christ, true God and glorious man. (...) And 
since we can in no way pass over in silence the deeds of our 
holy father Sylvester, whose life was distinguished by so many 
virtues, rich in grace, adorned with many miracles, you direct 
me, your subject, to take on this task and to put in writing a 
work of such deep sanctity. But while the holy fervour of your 
desire urges me to obey, the extent of the work unfortunately 
deters me. This is both because I cannot boast worthiness and 
my incompetence does not allow me to hope that I can write in 
a form worthy of a subject so difficult and holy, and because, 
if by chance I should write something rash, some, reading in 
a cursory and irreverent way, paying attention only to the el-
egance of expression, might deprive my words of credibility, 
judging them misleading and false. (...)Leaving aside the “rivers” 
of many events, I will recount in simple words only the “drops” 
of his life, virtues and miracles, which have been told to me by 
some of his disciples worthy of belief. (...) The third reason that 
urges me to undertake this work is the merit of holy obedience, 
that will constantly uphold my efforts, so that I will not run 
risks in committing to writing a matter so sacred, but even with 
inadequate words to write at least faithfully (44).

The Vita Silvestri, while presenting some difficulties in in-
terpretation since it is a medieval hagiographic document with 
its own canons of composition, remains, together with the Vita 
di San Bonfilio, written by Sylvester himself (45), the main source 

(44) Vita di san Silvestro, Prol., in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, pp. 5, 7, 9.

(45) Cf. U. PAOLI, La Vita Bonfilii. Sanctus laborat pro Sancto, in Storia 
di Bonfilio. Un monaco-vescovo alla prima crociata. Atti del Convegno di stu-
dio nel IX centenario della morte (1115-2015), Cingoli, 25-26 settembre 2015, 
edited by M. BASSETTI e N. D’ACUNTO, Spoleto 2017 (Incontri di studio, 15), 
pp. 152-155.
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for our knowledge of the religious plan of the founder of the 
Order of Montefano. 

First of all, it is from the Vita Silvestri that there emerges 
as the first identifying mark of the monastic Order of Mon-
tefano the Rule of St Benedict, received by Sylvester in a vi-
sion, together with the habit, from the Patriarch of Western 
monks himself, and to whom Sylvester dedicated the monastery 
of Montefano in 1231. It is also at Montefano that Sylvester, 
around 1240, made a copy of the Rule. The manuscript, com-
posed of 119 leaves small in size (11.8 x 9 cm; the area of writ-
ing is 6.5 x 5.5 cm), gives an idea of the simplicity and poverty 
in which the first community of monks at Montefano lived; the 
parchment is thick, of a rough tanning, wrinkled in many places 
and with original holes; the leaves are oddments of unequal size; 
the writing is by several hands and, therefore, inconstant and 
irregular; the ink presents variations in colour. The artwork is 
also modest, as noted in the decoration of the capitals, in red 
or green, while the chapter titles are all in red. The codex is 
particularly important because, following the Rule, is recorded 
the oldest formula of profession of the monks of Montefano:

Ego frater N. promitto stabilitatem meam et conversionem 
morum et obedienciam secundum Regulam sancti Benedicti in 
hoc monasterio Sancte N., quod est constructum in hoc loco (46).

In all probability it is the formula used at Grottafucile by 
the first disciples. This can be deduced with enough certainty 
from the title of the monastery: « Sancte N. », where undoubt-
edly « N. » stands in place of « Marie », that is Santa Maria di 
Grottafucile. In fact, all the other monasteries founded by Syl-
vester were dedicated to saints (47).

(46) AMF, Cod. 1, f. 119r-v. (I Brother N. promise my stability and 
fidelity to monastic life and obedience according to the Rule of St Benedict 
in this monastery of Saint N., built in this place).

(47) I. DI NICOLA, Conversione dei costumi e stabilità presso gli antichi 
silvestrini, in « Inter Fratres », 27 (1977), pp. 4-6, 11-12. On 6 April 1255 « in 
claustro Sancte Marie de Gricta » there was celebrated a General Chapter of 
the Order of Montefano, preside dover by « donnus Silvester, prior heremi 
Sancti Benedicti de Montefano », with the participation of the monasteries 
then existing: San Pietro di Osimo, San Bonfilio di Cingoli, Santa Maria di 
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From the period of the founder there has come down to us 
the codex of the Rule of St Benedict, but not a text of constitu-
tions. Even the terms constitutions, consuetudines and regularia 
institute found in some documents of the years 1268-1291, and 
thus after the death of Sylvester, do not seem to have, in the 
context cited, the precise juridical significance taken on subse-
quently:

(...) volentes et statuentes expresse ut tu prior [heremi de Mon-
tefano], iuxta eiusdem vestri Ordinis instituta, confratres tuos 
in contrarium delinquentes salubri correctione castiges (...) (48). 
(...) presentium vobis tenore capiendi ubilibet huiusmodi apo- 
statas, fugitivos et inobedientes et ad loca reducendi ac Ordinis 
discipline supponendi ac corrigendi eosdem secundum regule et 
constitutionum vestrarum tenorem plenam et liberam concedi-
mus facultatem (...) (49).
(...) volentibus priori ipsius heremi capiendi ubilibet huius-
modi apostatas, fugitivos et inobedientes et ad loca reducendi 
et corrigendi ac puniendi, eosdem secundum constitutiones et 
regulam liberam concesserimus facultatem presentium vobis 
tenore (...) (50).
(...) propter graves et enormes excessus manifestos et notorios 
quos idem frater Compangnus eorum monacus et professus 
commiserat contra regularia instituta eiusdem Ordinis [Sancti 
Benedicti de Montefano] (...) (51).

Grottafucile, San Bartolo della Castagna di Serra San Quirico, San Marco di 
Ripalta (cf. San Silvestro di Fabriano. Antiche pergamene, doc. 19, pp. 68-69; 
Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 2, pp. 9-10).

(48) Letter of Card. Simone Paltinieri, legate of the Apostolic See, to the 
Prior of the hermitage of Montefano (13 February 1268): Le carte dell’Archi-
vio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II. Congregazione, edited by G. AVARUCCI - 
U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1991 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 15), doc. 6, pp. 20-21.

(49) Letter of Maestro della Corra, Vicar General of Manfredo, chief mi-
nister of the Marca d’Ancona, of the dukedom of Spoleto and of the Massa 
Trabaria, to the Prior of Montefano (12 September 1268): Le carte dell’Ar-
chivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 8, pp. 22-23.

(50) Letter of Maestro della Corra, Vicar General of chief minister Man-
fredo, to all the religious and civil authorities of the Marca d’Ancona, of the 
dukedom of Spoleto and of the Massa Trabaria (13 September 1268): Le carte 
dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 9, p. 24.

(51) Appeal of Accursio di Imelda, procurator of the hermitage of Mon-
tefano, to the college of Cardinals (the Apostolic See was vacant) against the 
sentence of excommunication imposed by Guido, Bishop of Camerino, on 
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(...) Quo circa vobis illos de Ordine vestro qui in huiusmodi 
precipitantes laqueos inobedientes et apostate fuerint et elegerint 
per mundum dampnabiliter evagari, capiendi ubilibet per Mar-
chiam de personis ad loca reducendi vestra, supponendi Ordinis 
discipline seu corrigendi pro culpe modo secundum regulam et 
constitutiones eiusdem Ordinis (...) (52).
(...) dantes tibi . . priori et successoribus tuis plenam licentiam 
et potestatem ordinandi locum et ecclesiam predictam de fami-
lia et priore, et ipsum priorem et familiam visitare, corrigere, 
ponere et amovere possitis, quotiens opus fuerit, secundum 
consuetudinem et constitutiones vestri Ordinis (...) et renuntiet 
offitium ac etiam corrigatur secundum constitutiones vestri 
Ordinis (...) (53).
(...) quod ipse prior generalis dicte heremus et Ordinis qui est 
vel qui pro tempore fuerit, libere absque ipsius domini episcopi 
et suorum in posterum successorum consensu et contradictione 
aliqua possit instituere et destituere et removere priorem, mona-
chos sive fratres et familiares in loco predicto, seu priorem 
qui eligeretur in loco predicto confirmare, et ipsum priorem, 
monachos seu fratres et familiares visitare, corrigere, punire et 
removere secundum ipsius Ordinis constitutiones et regularia 
instituta (...) (54).

the Prior and community of San Bartolo di Serra San Quirico (5 July 1269): 
Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 20, pp. 40-43.

(52) Letter of Filippo, Bishop of Fermo and Vicar General of the Marca 
d’Ancona, to the Prior of the hermitage of Montefano (11 August 1273): Le 
carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 30, p. 58-59.

(53) Privilegium of 13 October 1288 with which Rambotto, Bishop of 
Camerino, conceded to the Prior of Montefano the church, hospital and 
monastery of Santa Maria Nuova di Matelica. For the edited document, 
cf. DI NICOLA - BALDUCCI, Fondazione del primo monastero silvestrino a 
Matelica, pp. 89-97 (with Italian translation). « Since the Bishop in his of-
ficial letter makes reference twice in a subject of great importance for the 
existence of the new place and the charitable work established to “constitu-
tions” of the Order of Montefano, one must conclude that already in 1268 
there existed a written, official and precise text of Sylvestrine constitutions » 
(ibid., p. 103).

(54) The Bishop of Camerino Camerino Rambotto confirms to Bartolo, 
Prior General of the hermitage and Order of Montefano, the possession of 
the Church and hospital of Santa Maria e di San Lazzaro in Val di Chienti 
« at the feet of the castle of Belforte » (document of 29 July 1291, edited by 
R. CICCONI, Il monastero di Santa Maria di Belforte, in « Inter Fratres », 35 
(1985), pp. 91-95).
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a) Juridical preeminence of Montefano

The first elements of the juridical structure of the monastic 
family of Montefano are contained in the confirmation privilege 
Religiosam vitam of 27 June 1248, with which Innocent IV took 
under apostolic protection the « Ordo monasticus » founded y 
Sylvester « secundum Deum et beati Benedicti regulam in he- 
remo Sancti Benedicti de Montefano, Camerinensis diocesis », and 
comprising Montefano with the dependent houses of Grottafucile, 
Cingoli, Ripalta; to the new Order there was granted exemption 
from the authority of the Bishop of Camerino (55); the Prior of 
Montefano is for life and is elected « communi consensu » by the 
monks « secundum Deum et beati Benedicti regulam » (56). 

The juridical pre-eminence of Montefano with respect to the 
other monasteries is also attested by succeeding documents. We 
refer to some from the period of Prior Bartolo (1273-1298):

Frater Bartholus, prior heremi et Ordinis Sancti Benedicti de 
Montefano, in capitulo heremi, una cum fratribus suis ibidem 
presentibus et congregatis ad generale capitulum ipsius totius 
Ordinis (...), nomine ipsorum et dicte heremi et Ordinis ac 
nomine Sancti Iacobi de Septignano de Roma, Sancti Benedicti 
de Perusio, Sancti Marci de Sambuco, Sancti Iohannis de 
Saxiferrato, Sancti Bartholomei de Serra Sancti Quirici, Sancti 
Thomassi de Esio, Sancti Petri de Monte de Ausimo, Sancti 
Bonfilli de Cingulo, Sancte Marie de Gripta, Sancti Bartholi de 
Rocca Contrada et Sancti Marci de Ripalta, locorum sive mem-
brorum pertinentium ad dictam heremum pleno iure et nomine 
totius conventus et collegii ipsorum fecerunt, constituerunt et 
ordinaverunt fratrem Phylippum de Rocca, fratrem Venturam 

(55) On the type of exemption from the authority of the diocesan or-
dinary granted by Religiosam vitam, cf. N. D’ACUNTO, I documenti per la 
storia dell’esenzione monastica in area umbro-marchigiana: aspetti istituzionali 
e osservazioni diplomatistiche, in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione 
monastica, pp. 203-226.

(56) The privilegium confirmationis, preserved in an authentic copy of 
1251 in AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Pergamene, 1, was edited in Le carte 
dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 1, pp. 3-8 (Italian trans-
lation in San Silvestro di Fabriano. Antiche pergamene, doc. 12, pp. 45-47). 
Fora n analysis of this important document, cf. L. BUX, La bolla pontificia 
di conferma dell’« Ordo Sancti Benedicti de Montefano », in Il monachesimo 
silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del Duecento, pp. 191-201.
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de Somareça, fratrem Paulum de Cingulo presentes, fratrem 
Ioachim de Serra et fratrem Deutesalve de Cerreto absentes, 
fratres dicti Ordinis, eorum et dicte heremi et Ordinis totius 
ac omnium et singulorum locorum predictorum sive membrorum 
(...) sindicos, yconomos, negotiorum gestores et nuntios spetiales 
(...) (57). 
Frater Bartholus, prior heremi et Ordinis Sancti Benedicti de 
Montefano, in capitulo ipsius heremi, una cum fratribus suis 
ibidem presentibus et congregatis ad generale capitulum et totius 
Ordinis (...), nomine ipsorum et dicte heremi et Ordinis ac 
nomine Sancti Iacobi de Settignano de Roma et Sancti Benedicti 
de Perusio et Sancti Bonfilli de Cingulo locorum sive membrorum 
pertinentium ad dictam heremum pleno iure (...) (58).
Dompnus Bartholus, prior heremi Sancti Benedicti de Monte-
fano et totius Ordinis, una cum consensu et voluntate fratrum 
suorum ibidem existentium, (...) tam nomine ipsorum quam 
nomine dicte heremus et aliarum ecclesiarum et membrorum 
ipsius heremi, fecerunt, constituerunt, ordinaverunt et creaverunt 
(...) (59).
Frater Bartholus, prior heremi et Ordinis Sancti Benedicti de 
Montefano, Camerinensis diocesis, presentibus et consentienti-
bus fratribus suis in capitulo ipsius heremi ad sonum campane 
more solito congregatis, (...) nomine ipsorum et dicte heremi et 
Ordinis et capituli et conventus ipsius et omnium et singulorum 
locorum et membrorum ipsius et capituli et conventus cuiuslibet 
ipsorum, fecerunt, constituerunt et ordinaverunt (...) (60).
Congregato generali capitulo heremi et Ordinis Sancti Benedicti 
de Montefano, Camerinensis diocesis, in capitulo ipsius heremi 
more solito ad sonum canpane <sic>, in quo interfuerunt frater 
Bartolus, prior generalis dicti Ordinis, et frater Petrus subprior 
ipsius heremi cum fratribus eiusdem heremi, silicet <sic> fratre 
Iohanne a Baculo, fratre Salvo, fratre Iohanne de Çingulo, fratre 
Andreade Perusio et fratre Benyamin et alio fratre Iacobo, et 
priores et fratres domorum domui dicte heremi subiectarum 
(...) (61).

(57) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 32 
(24 October 1274), pp. 61-64.

(58) Ibid., doc. 34 (6 May 1275), pp. 65-68.
(59) Ibid., doc. 36 (3 February 1276), pp. 71-73.
(60) Ibid., doc. 40 (15 August 1285), pp. 76-79. 
(61) Ibid., doc. 45 (6 May 1287), pp. 85-87. There follows the list of par-

ticipating Priors with one or two brothers from the following communities: 
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Religiosus vir frater Bartholus, prior generalis heremi et Ordinis 
Sancti Benedicti de Montefano, Camerinensis diocesis, in capi-
tulo ipsius heremi, una cum fratribus suis ibidem presentibus et 
congregatis ad capitulum ipsius Ordinis ad sonum campane (...) 
nomine ipsorum et dicte heremi et Ordinis et conventus ipsius 
et domorum sive membrorum dicte heremi fecerunt, constitue-
runt et ordinaverunt fratrem Georgeum et fratrem Deutallevem 
fratres dicte heremi ibidem presentes et fratrem Franciscum de 
Sancta Natholia, fratrem dicte heremi absentem, eorum et dicte 
heremi et Ordinis et conventus ipsius et domorum sive mem-
brorum dicte heremi legitimos sindicos et procuratores (...) (62).

Also in chapter 10 of the Vita del beato Giovanni dal Ba- 
stone Andrea di Giacomo writes that Montefano « is head of the 
other monasteries » (63). 

In the liber constitutionum of the beginning of the fourteenth 
century it is set down that the election of the Prior General take 
place at Montefano, « head and mother of the whole Order » (64).

b) Participation in the elective General Chapters

The documents of the 14th century show that at the General 
Chapter convoked by the Vicars of the Order for the election 
of the Prior of Montefano, all monks had the right to partici-
pate ad vote: if a monk, for just reasons, could not get to the 
Chapter within the fixed time, he could designate a confrere as 
his representative by means of a public document to be sent to 
the Vicars:

Si vero aliquis vestrum impeditus aliquo iuxsto <sic> impedi-
mento non possit interesse in dicto termino et velitis in ipso 

San Giacomo di Settimiano « Alme Urbis », San Pietro di Viterbo, San Gre-
gorio di Sualto di Orvieto, San Benedetto di Perugia, San Marco di Sambuco, 
San Benedetto di Fabriano, San Giovanni di Sassoferrato, San Bartolomeo di 
Rocca Contrada, San Marco di Ripalta, San Tommaso di Jesi, San Pietro del 
Monte di Osimo, San Bonfilio di Cingoli, Santa Maria di Grottafucile, San 
Bartolomeo di Serra San Quirico. Thus in 1287 the Sylvestrine monasteries, 
including Montefano, were 15.

(62) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 49 (11 
October 1295), pp. 93-96.

(63) Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 141.
(64) Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, III, p. 133.
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electionis negotio alteri de fratribus nostri hordinis <sic> com-
mittere vices vestras ad nostram presentiam de ipsa commissione 
cum publico instrumento ydoneum nuntium transmittatis, qui 
super ipso impedimento iusta <sic> generalis concilii statuta 
nobis fatiat plenam fidem (65). 
Ut igitur ignorantiam pretendere nequeatis (...) vobis tenore 
presentium assignamus, ad dictorum heremi et monasterii capi-
tulum, ut moris est, veniatis vel voces vestras uni qui erit in 
dicto capitulo et quem pro comuni et bono statu Ordinis magis 
expedire videritis secundum cuiuslibet sue voluntatis beneplaci-
tum commictatis (66).

At the General Chapter for the choice of the successor 
of Sylvester the attendance of the monks was almost total, as 
participation was extended to all: « qui debuerunt et voluerunt 
commode interesse » (67). 

The same occurred for the election of the successor of Prior 
Giuseppe. According to the evidence of Stefano Moronti, who 
in 1581 examined the act of election, now lost, the presence of 
monks at the Chapter was massive:

Bartolo, the third Prior General, who took office after the 
death of Ioseffo in September 1273, at whose election there 
were twelve monks from San Iacomo Settignano, Rome, from 
Montefano twenty, from Fabriano sixteen, from San Benedetto 
di Perugia sixteen, from San Marco del Sambuco eleven, from 
San Giovanni di Sasferato seven, from San Bartolo della Serra 
San Quirico twelve, from San Tomasso di Egi (Iesi) three, 
from San Pietro di Monte Santo Pietro d’Osimo six, from San 
Buonfilio di Cengoli nine, from Santa Maria Grotta Fucile six, 
from San Bartolo della Rocca seven and from San Marco di 
Ripalta three (68).

(65) San Silvestro di Fabriano. Antiche pergamene, doc. 24, p. 87: from 
the letter of the Vicars of the Order of 14 December 1267 in AMF, Fondo 
S. Benedetto di Perugia, 1 (18 December 1267).

(66) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, III/1. Cumulo 
comune, edited by G. AVARUCCI e U. PAOLI, Fabriano 2011 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 16), doc. 116, p. 166 (from the letter of the Vicars General of 
9 August 1298).

(67) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 5 
(4 January 1268), p. 17.

(68) MORONTI, Repertorio (cited at note 33), c. 15v.
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Following the death of Bartolo da Cingoli (3 August 1298), 
the Vicars General Alberto da Nebbiano, Giovanni da Staffolo 
and Accursio da Esanatoglia (69) fixed the date 7 September 
1298 as the beginning of the General Chapter for the election of 
the successor and assigned the brothers Beniamino da Revellone 
and Raniero da Esanatoglia to present the letter of convocation 
to all the monks of the Order:

Religiosi viri frater Albertus de Nebiano, frater Iohannes de Sta-
phulo et frater Accursus de Sancta Anatholia, vicarii generales 
heremi et Ordinis monasterii Sancti Benedicti de Montefano, 
Camerinensis diocesis, cum voluntate et consensu conventus 
et capituli dicti monasterii, (...) deliberatione inter se habita 
diligenti, vacante ipsa heremo, monasterio et Ordine die tertio 
mensis augusti, ut dicebant, per mortem quondam bone memo-
rie fratris Bartholi, prioris dictorum monasterii et Ordinis, et 
ipsius corpore reverenter tradito ecclesiastice sepulture, diem 
septimam mensis septembris proximam venientem et horam 
vespertinam cum continuatione omnium dierum sequentium 
prefixerunt ad electionem futuri prioris et prelati in capitulo 
dictorum heremi et monasterii canonice celebrandam et ad alia 
omnia facienda que in ipsius electionis negotium contingere 
dignoscuntur, et ad citandum omnes fratres absentes et in locis 
ipsius Ordinis commorantes, vocando ipsos ad terminum supra-
dictum, ut moris est (...) (70).

(69) Alberto da Nebbiano, Giovanni da Staffolo and Accursio da Esa-
natoglia erano stati eletti vicari nel capitolo generale del 4 maggio 1297, 
presieduto da Bartolo: « Religiosus vir frater Bartholus, prior generalis heremi 
et Ordinis Sancti Benedicti de Montefano, Camerinensis diocesis, presentibus, 
volentibus et consentientibus fratribus suis et dicte heremi ibidem presen-
tibus et congregatis ad generale capitulum ipsius totius Ordinis ad sonum 
campanelle, ut moris est, (...) ipsi fratres omnes et singuli cum consensu et 
voluntate dicti eorum prioris generalis communiter et concorditer fecerunt, 
constituerunt et ordinaverunt discretos viros fratrem Albertum de Nibiano, 
fratrem Accursum de Sancta Natholia et fratrem Iohannem de Staffulo, fratres 
dicti Ordinis ibidem presentes, suos et dictorum heremi et Ordinis vicarios 
generales, dantes et concedentes eis et cuilibet eorum plenam et liberam 
potestatem et licentiam omnimodam si contingat eorum tempore predictos 
heremum et Ordinem vacare priore » (Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro 
in Montefano, II, doc. 51, pp. 101-102).

(70) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, III/1, doc. 114, 
pp. 162-163.
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The letter, dated 9 August 1298, and addressed to the Priors 
and to the monks of all the communities: 

Frater Albertus de Nebiano, frater Iohannes de Stapholo et 
frater Accursus de Sancta Anatholia, vicarii generales heremi 
et Ordinis monasterii Sancti Benedicti de Montefano, conven-
tus et capitulum dictorum heremi et monasterii, Camerinensis 
diocesis. Dilectis in Christo prioribus et fratribus existentibus 
in locis (...) (71) salutem et veram in Domino caritatem. Cum 
recolende et bone memorie frater Bartholus, quondam prior 
generalis heremi et Ordinis ac monasterii prelibati, die tertia 
mensis augusti, quod non sine grandi mentis amaritudine refe-
rimus, nature solvens debitum spiritum suo reddidit Creatori, 
nos ipsius corpore tradito reverenter ecclesiastice sepulture, 
nolentes quod dicti heremus et Ordo ac monasterium prioris et 
prelati existerent solatio diutius destituti, diem septimam mensis 
septembris proximam venientem cum continuatione omnium 
dierum sequentium et horam vespertinam ipsius diei concorditer 
prefiximus ad electionem futuri prioris et prelati sive pastoris 
in nostro capitulo celebrandam et ad alia omnia peragenda que 
ipsius electionis negotium contingere dignoscuntur. Ut igitur 
ignorantiam pretendere nequeatis, vobis prefixionem huiusmodi 
duximus intimandam, mandantes quatenus dicta die et hora 
vespertina, quam diem et horam cum omnibus diebus sequen-
tibus quousque ipsius electionis negotium fuerit expeditum 
pro primo, secundo et tertio termino peremptorie vobis tenore 
presentium assignamus, ad dictorum heremi et monasterii capi-
tulum, ut moris est, veniatis vel voces vestras uni qui erit in 
dicto capitulo et quem pro comuni et bono statu Ordinis magis 
expedire videritis secundum cuiuslibet sue voluntatis benepla-
citum commictatis, una nobiscum de futuri electione prioris et 
prelati generalis tractaturi et in ipso electionis negotio modo 
debito processuri, alioquin in vobis non expectatis nec ulterius, 
etiam si predictus terminus fuerit prorogatus, in huiusmodi elec-
tionis negotio divina gratia previa procedemus, vestra absentia 
non obstante (...) (72).

(71) The list of all the communities follows.
(72) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, III/1, doc. 116, 

pp. 165-167. The original letter has been lost. We have the copy the Vicars 
had made on 10 August 1298 for the notary Bartolomeo di maestro Barto-
lomeo da Viterbo. It was confirmed as a copy of the original « sigillo pen-
denti cum filo canapis et de cera alba et rubea, in cuius medio erat ymago 
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The liber constitutionum of Andrea di Giacomo limited the 
participation in the elective General Chapter to the Priors and 
two monks for each community:

The Prior General is to be elected according to canonical form. 
Thus, after the death or resignation of the Prior General, the 
presidents of the Chapter or the vicars are to inform the broth-
ers of the Order so that the Priors of every monastery, convok-
ing its own Chapter, by means of ballot and the discernment 
of the will of each, elect two brothers for every community, 
with whom on the day assigned they come to the monastery of 
S. Benedetto of the hermitage and of the Order of Montefano, 
which we recognize as head and mother of the whole Order, 
to elect the future pastor (73).

The same restriction applies also to the other General Chapters:

So that the things set down in this book of constitutions be 
observed more faithfully, it is determined with the common 
agreement of the bothers that once a year, in order to meet to-
gether, to reform the Order, to confirm the peace and preserve 
charity, all the Priors of the monasteries of our Order, taking 
with them two brothers chosen with the consent of the Chap-
ter, meet together for the General Chapter in the monastery of 
blessed Benedict of the hermitage of Montefano on the vigil of 
the feast of the apostles Philip and James (30 April), so that 
they can participate at vespers (74).

2. Gradual disappearance of eremitism (75).

The liber constitutionum at the beginning of the fourteenth 
century contains no reference to eremitism, which was practiced 
and much esteemed at the time of the founder.

cuiusdam fratris sive monachi et ex utraque parte erant duo fratres sive 
monachi minoris stature stantes genuflexi et in eius circumferentia legeban-
tur hee lictere: ‘Sigillum vicariorum heremi et Ordinis Montisfani’ » (Le carte 
dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, III/1, doc. 117, pp. 167-168).

(73) Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, III, p. 133.
(74) Ibid., p. 169.
(75) Cf. V. FATTORINI, L’eremitismo nell’agiografia silvestrina, in Atti del 

Convegno di Studi Storici VIII Centenario, pp. 165-170 (Evolution of Sylve-
strine eremitism).
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Sylvester, drawing on the spiritual inheritance of St Romuald 
(d. 1027) and of St Peter Damian (d. 1072) presents anew the 
eremitic-contemplative ideal in a period of decline of traditional 
monasticism represented by the ancient abbeys, both rich and 
powerful, by this time inadequate to carry out the role of the 
past in the fabric of the life of the Church and of the local so-
ciety. Sylvester could be considered « the model for the attempts 
at eremitic reform of the old monasticism » (76).

Sylvester’s is a monasticism that presents new forms, eremiti-
cal at the beginning, but tending to orientate itself towards a 
cenobitic organization. His communities marked by eremitism 
(preference for solitary places, practice of corporal mortification 
and penance (77), manual work (78), love of solitude, of prayer 
and of a simple liturgy), which arose as a reaction to the lax-
ity of the great abbeys, contributed in a notable manner to the 
renewal of traditional monasticism.

Sylvester built his first twelve monasteries prevalently « in the 
woods and in solitary places »:

Silvester dicitur quasi « in silva stans », quod patet in situ suo-
rum locorum que in silvis et desertis locis construxit (79). 
Cepit deinde homo Dei Silvester loca construere atque in eis 
homines ad Dei servitium congregare, non secularium hominum 

(76) C. LEONARDI, Montefano e le Marche nella storia del monachesimo. 
A conclusione di un Convegno, in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle 
Marche. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silve-
stro Abate, 4-7 giugno 1981, II, Fabriano 1982 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 7), 
p. 1159.

(77) Sylvester at Grottafucile « often prepared for the daily meal only 
raw herbs » (Vita di san Silvestro, ch. 3, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silve-
strina, II, p. 17). The monks of Montefano « wore a rough habit, did not 
know variety of food, nor ate food pleasant to the palate », but practiced 
a constant fast (ibid., p. 23). Sylvester « often, while the brothers slept, 
meditating on the passion of Christ, mortified his small body with hard 
beatings, accompanying them with the recitation of the seven penitential 
psalms » (ibid., p. 59).

(78) The lay brother Giacomo, « man of admirable simplicity and san-
ctity », cultivated the vineyard « in a property of the monastery of Monte-
fano » (Vita di san Silvestro, ch. 35, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, p. 77).

(79) Vita Silvestri, De interpretatione et ethimologia nominis, in Alle fonti 
della spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 8.
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conversationem expetens, sed heremitica et vastissima loca pro 
civitatibus potius eligebat (80). 
Dompnus Silvester, prior heremitagii Montisfani, cum consensu 
et voluntate dompni Symonis, prioris heremitagii predicti Sancti 
Bonfilii [de Cingulo] (...) (81). 
Donnus Silvester, prior heremi ecclesie Sancti Benedicti de 
Montefano, cum consensu et voluntate fratrum suorum (...) 
fecit, constituit, creavit et ordinavit donnum Lucam, mona-
chum eiusdem Ordinis, syndicum, iconomum, actorem et pro-
curatorem pro se, domibus et fratribus totius Ordinis in cuius 
regimine est et spetialiter pro heremo Sancti Marci de silva Ripe 
Alte, Senogaliensis diocesis (...) (82).

Separation from the world is not only the ideal, but real: Syl-
vester, as his name conveys, is he who « stayed in the wood » (83). 

Andrea di Giacomo wrote the « Life of the holy Sylvester 
confessor and admirable hermit » (84).

In 1235 the brothers Mercatante, Compagnone and Giovanni 
made a donation « donno Silvestro heremite, priori heremi de 
Focile » (= Grottafucile) (85). 

The eremitic deal, « whether as personal choice or as a basic 
definition of his communities » is an essential element of the 
monastic scheme of Sylvester (86). 

The first disciples accepted at Grottafucile initially lived in 
cells dug out of the rock, as is still visible. 

At Montefano, called officially « hermitage » in the confirma-
tion privilege of Innocent IV in 1248, Giovanni dalla Cella, who 
on 26 November 1267 saw the angels carrying into heaven the 
soul of the founder, lived a solitary life: 

(80) Vita Silvestri, cap. 6, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, 
p. 22. Cf. RADICIONI, I dodici monasteri, pp. 80-81 (sites).

(81) AMF, Fondo S. Bonfilio di Cingoli, 2 (20 January 1254).
(82) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 2 (6 April 

1255), pp. 9-10.
(83) Vita di san Silvestro, Interpretazione ed etimologia del nome, in Alle 

fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 9.
(84) Cf. Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 5.
(85) San Silvestro di Fabriano. Antiche pergamene, doc. 7, pp. 24-27.
(86) Cf. L. SENA, Il progetto di vita monastica che emerge dall’agiografia 

silvestrina, in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione monastica, pp. 328-
332. Si veda pure V. FATTORINI, L’eremitismo nell’agiografia silvestrina, in Atti 
del Convegno di Studi Storici VIII Centenario, pp. 161-189.
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In the very moment of his death (= of Sylvester) a brother 
called Giovanni, a man of great piety and sanctity, who led a 
solitary life in the hermitage of Montefano, outside the monas-
tery on the upper part of the mountain, saw the angels of God, 
who in the midst of a marvellous glow go up to the monastery, 
take the blessed soul of the confessor of Christ and carry it 
festively into heaven. The brother rejoiced seeing the glorifica-
tion of his spiritual father and, pouring out for joy copious and 
ardent tears, thanked with all his heart the Almighty God. But, 
for the great humility with which he was clad, this solitary and 
joyful hermit delayed the revelation of this fact until his death; 
and for the merits of his life he was greatly trusted (87).

« Another form of eremitism is that represented by Bl. Gio-
vanni dal Bastone » (88), who until his death on 24 March 1290, 
lived secluded in the hermitage of Montefano. As a result of an 
illness, that struck his left leg while studying at the University of 
Bologna, Giovanni was forced, in order to walk, to make use of 
a staff; hence the appellative « of the Staff ». Sylvester assigned 
him a cell on the ground floor, where « for about sixty years he 
lived as a recluse » (89). Also Giovanni dal Bastone, as Sylvester, is 
called « admirable hermit » by his biographer Andrea di Giacomo 
(Vita beati Iohannis a Baculo confessoris et mirifici heremite). 

The monks of the first communities founded by Sylvester 
were also considered hermits:

Uliverius quondam Iangni Attonis Offi iure proprio pure, libere 
ac simpliciter inter vivos donavit et tradidit domino Rainaldo 
priori sive rectori loci Sancti Bartholi heremitorum de Castanea 
(...) petiam unam sue terre aratorie et silvate (...) (90).
Gualfredus Ugonis Vitalis iure proprio dedit et tradidit atque 
donavit pure, libere ac simpliciter inter vivos donno Rainaldo 
priori sive rectori loci Sancti Bartholi fratrum eheremitorum 
<sic> de Castanea (...) quamdam suam caspam olive (...) (91).

(87) Vita di san Silvestro, cap. 34, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, pp. 75, 77. On Giovanni dalla Cella, cf. SENA, Storia e tradizione agiogra-
fica, pp. 83-84.

(88) FATTORINI, L’eremitismo nell’agiografia silvestrina, p. 169.
(89) Vita del beato Giovanni dal Bastone, Prol., in Alle fonti della 

spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 117.
(90) AMF, Fondo S. Bartolo di Serra San Quirico, 2, rog. 2 (9 ottobre 1249).
(91) Ibid., 4 (29 October 1249).
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Petrus miseratione divina Sancti Georgii ad Velum Aureum 
diaconus cardinalis, Apostolice Sedis legatus. Universis christi-
fidelibus salutem in Domino. (...) Cum igitur dilecti in Christo 
fratres heremite Ordinis Sancti Benedicti sua nobis petitione 
mostrarunt quod prope Serram Sancti Quirici quemdam locum 
eorum inceperint hedificare de novo (...) (92).
Ego Oliverius Iannis (...) relinco <sic> quartam partem omnium 
meorum bonorum fratribus heremitis exssistentibus aput Serram 
Sancti Clerici (...) (93).
Ugolinutius domini Albertini et Iacoputius domini Ugolini 
Novelli de Cocorano (...) firmum et ratum habebunt et consen-
tient, sub obligatione suorum bonorum, donationem, cessionem 
et concessionem quam ipsi faciunt fratri Silvestro, priori heremi 
et monachorum heremitarum Sancti Benedicti de Montefano et 
fratribus universis de loco Sambucoli, in quo fratres quondam 
habitaverunt ad penitentiam peragendam (...) (94).

3. Foundations in inhabited centres and activities of the monks

The Order of Montefano, having overcome the phase of 
uncertainty following the death of the founder, experienced 
a notable geographical expansion and a significant increase in 
numbers: the monasteries pass from 12 to 20, the monks from 
120 to 200. Monasteries were erected at Orvieto, Viterbo, Ba-
gnoregio, Fiano Romano, Matelica, Belforte del Chienti, Tolen-
tino, Perugia (95). Further more a community with a Prior began 
to reside at San Benedetto di Fabriano (96). The same happened 
for Santa Lucia di Serra within San Quirico which, from « hos-
pice » of San Bartolo was transformed into a monastery (97). 

(92) Ibid., 5 (20 August 1250). 
(93) Ibid., 10 (1 December 1252). 
(94) AMF, Fondo SS. Marco e Lucia di Sambuco, 1, perg. 1 (12 August 

1260): ed. in G. CASAGRANDE, Presenza silvestrina in diocesi di Perugia nel 
secolo XIII. SS. Marco e Lucia di Sambuco, in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua 
Congregazione monastica, pp. 138-139.

(95) Cf. U. PAOLI, A proposito di alcuni monaci cingolani dell’Ordine di 
S. Benedetto di Montefano nei secoli XIII-XIV, in Cingoli dalle origini al sec. 
XVI. Contributi e ricerche. Atti del XIX Convegno di Studi Maceratesi (Cingoli, 
15-16 ottobre 1983), Macerata 1986 (Studi Maceratesi, 19), pp. 298-299.

(96) Cf. U. PAOLI, L’Ordine silvestrino e Fabriano, in La chiesa di San Be-
nedetto a Fabriano, edited by B. CLERI e G. DONNINI, [Fabriano] 2013, p. 15.

(97) U. PAOLI, L’Ordine Silvestrino e Serra San Quirico, in La chiesa di 
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Sylvestrine monasticism was already losing definitively the 
« forest » character of the origins (98).

In 1298, at the death of Bartolo da Cingoli, the Sylvestrine 
monasteries were the following: 

1. San Benedetto di Montefano (diocese of Camerino)
2. San Benedetto di Fabriano (diocese of Camerino)
3. Santa Maria di Grottafucile (diocese of Camerino)
4. San Bartolo di Serra San Quirico (diocese of Camerino)
5. Santa Maria Nuova di Matelica (diocese of Camerino)
6. San Nicolò di Tolentino (diocese of Camerino)
7. Santa Maria di Belforte (diocese of Camerino)
8 San Tommaso di Jesi (diocese of Jesi)
9. San Pietro del Monte di Osimo (diocese of Osimo)
10. San Bonfilio di Cingoli (diocese of Osimo)
11. San Bartolo di Rocca Contrada (diocese of Senigallia)
12. San Marco di Ripalta (diocese of Senigallia)
13. San Giovanni di Sassoferrato (diocese of Nocera Umbra)
14. San Marco di Sambuco presso Valfabbrica (diocese of 

Perugia)
15. Santa Maria Nuova di Perugia (diocese of Perugia)
16. San Gregorio di Sualto presso Orvieto (diocese of Or-

vieto)
17. Santa Maria di Metaiano presso Bagnoregio (diocese of 

Bagnoregio)
18. San Pietro della Castagna di Viterbo (diocese of Viterbo)
19. Santa Maria di Fiano Romano (diocese of Nepi)
20. San Giacomo di Settimiano in Roma (diocese of 

Roma) (99).

All the monasteries were located in the territory of the papal 
states: thirteen in the Marches, three in Umbria, four in Lazio. 

Santa Lucia a Serra San Quirico, edited by G. DONNINI e U. PAOLI, [Fabriano] 
2016, pp. 19-20.

(98) Regarding the choice of location of Sylvestrine monasticism, which 
from an original eremitic orientation arrived at a process of urbanization, cf. 
E. SARACCO PREVIDI, Scelte insediative dell’ordine monastico di S. Silvestro tra 
XIII e XIV secolo, in Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del 
Duecento, pp. 217-229.

(99) Cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, III/1, 
docc. 116-155 (9 August - 2 September 1298), pp. 165-216.
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The foundations in the urban centres favoured the grow-
ing insertion of the monks in the civil and ecclesiastical life 
of that time. 

In 1270, for example, the financial management of public 
money used for the construction of the new walls of Fabriano 
was entrusted to two monks of Fabriano Giacomo and Benin-
casa (100), while in 1277 Andrea di Giacomo (101) and Bartolo di 
Benvenuto were nominated procurators of the municipality of 
Fabriano with the task of presenting the election of Orso Orsini, 
nephew of Pope Nicolò III as mayor (102). 

Again in Fabriano the monks of Montefano carried out an 
important role in the development of the manufacture of paper, 
the origins of which began in the area in the thirteenth century: 
the monks of Montefano had a paper mill until 1725 (103). 

Political and administrative roles were entrusted to the Syl-
vestrine monks not only in Fabriano, but also elsewhere.

Typical is the case of the celebrated artist Fra Bevignate 
da Cingoli, « operis structor » (= planner) and « per omnia 
ductor » (= superintendent of works) of the Main Fountain 
of Perugia (1277-1278), whose decorative programme was car-
ried out by the sculptors Nicola and Giovanni Pisano (104). Fra 
Bevignate was also responsible for the church of San Francesco, 

(100) Cf. San Silvestro di Fabriano. Antiche pergamene, doc. 25, pp. 90-91; 
Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 24, pp. 47-48. 
See also I. DI NICOLA, Documenti dell’Archivio di Montefano relativi al primo 
periodo della Congregazione Silvestrina (sec. XIII), in Aspetti e problemi del 
monachesimo nelle Marche, I, pp. 445-446.

(101) Author of the Sylvestrine hagiographic corpus (Vita Silvestri, Vita 
Iohannis a Baculo, Vita Hugonis) and successor of Bartolo da Cingoli in the 
leadership of the Order. 

(102) Cf. Il Libro rosso del comune di Fabriano, edited by A. BARTOLI 
LANGELI, E. IRACE e A. MAIARELLI, con la collaborazione di S. AMBROSINI e 
S. CERINI, Ancona 1998 (Deputazione di Storia Patria per le Marche. Fonti 
per la storia delle Marche, n.s., II, 2), docc. 92-93, pp. 146-148. 

(103) Cf. G. CASTAGNARI, L’arte della carta a Fabriano: le cartiere dei mo-
naci di Montefano, in Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del 
Duecento, pp. 203-215.

(104) Cf. M. PAPI, Il poema figurativo di fra Bevignate nella fontana di 
Perugia, Casamari (Frosinone) 1965; P. CELLINI, Bevignate (Benvegnate), in 
Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, 9, Roma 1967, pp. 784-786; M. C. BATTI-
STI, Fra Bevignate nei documenti e nelle fonti, in « Inter Fratres », 38 (1988), 
pp. 133-145; 39 (1989), pp. 109-135; 40 (1990), pp. 87-130.
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Gubbio (105) and the early design of the cathedral of Orvieto, 
later continued by Lorenzo Maitani (106). 

In Florence Bishop Francesco Monaldeschi (1295-1302) 
called upon Andrea Giacomo da Fabriano on numerous occa-
sions, naming him his Vicar and entrusting to him delicate tasks 
even after his election as Prior General (8 September 1298) (107).

4. Abandonment of begging and increase in real estate

The liber constitutionum does not mention begging, practiced 
by necessity and also by choice at the time of the founder, who 
had characterised his reform by simplicity and poverty, mak-
ing his own the ideal of poverty of Francis of Assisi. Sylvester 
interpreted the Rule of St Benedict in the religious and socio-
economic context of the Marches in the thirteenth century, mak-
ing monasticism return to the mission of stimulus and witness 
to the universal call to sanctity. 

From the Vita di San Silvestro we know that Simone, one of 
the first disciples of the founder, went begging (108). 

Also Ugo da Serra San Quirico, received by Sylvester in 
the monastery of San Giovanni, Sassoferrato, « by order of his 
Prior » goes one day « to beg » in the village of Venatura, where 
he twice changes water into wine (109). 

After the death of Sylvester, Bishop Guido of Camerino, 
during the controversy with Prior Giuseppe, severely reproaches 

(105) Such authorship is denied by F. ROSATI, La chiesa di San Francesco 
in Gubbio nella storia, nell’arte, Gubbio 1983, pp. 13-14, 147-150.

(106) Cf. M. PAPI, La visione del duomo di Orvieto, Casamari (Frosinone) 
1974.

(107) Cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, III/1, 
doc. 113 (20 September 1297), pp. 159-162; AMF, Fondo S. Marco di Firenze, 
1, rog. 1 (23 February 1299); rog. 2 (12 May 1299); Le carte dell’Archivio di 
San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 71 (3 October 1301), pp. 136-137; AMF, 
Fondo S. Maria di Bagnoregio, 1 (21 July 1303).

(108) « Thus one day, while the man of God Simone was going out to beg 
at Rocca Contrada » (Vita di san Silvestro, ch. 19, in Alle fonti della spiritualità 
silvestrina, II, pp. 48-49). Simon is the illiterate monk of the monastery of 
Ripalta who by divine inspiration explained to Sylvester a difficult passage 
of the prophet Jeremiah (cf. SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica, pp. 66-69).

(109) Vita del beato Ugo, cap. 3, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, pp. 216-219. Venatura is 7 kilometres from Sassoferrato.
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the monks, in the person of fra Benincasa, procurator of the 
hermitage of the Order of Montefano, for begging, since thus 
the rights of other religious, poor and mendicants by profession, 
were damaged:

Venerabilis pater dominus Guido, Camerinensis episcopus, 
requisivit fratrem Benencasam, sindicum heremi Montisfani (...). 
Item monuit eum, illorum nomine quorum procurator erat, ut 
cum ipsi proprium habeant et monachi excolant possessiones 
suas et vivere debeant de labore et fructu operum manuum 
suarum, quod non debeant elimosinas petere nec recipere cum 
deputate sint ad opus illorum pauperum qui non laborant nec 
excolunt suas possessiones (110).

The Order of Montefano entrusted the reply to the procu-
rator fra Nicoluccio, who pointed out to the Bishop that the 
monks, although they have property to cultivate, are constrained 
to have recourse to begging

cum sint pauperes et mendici, ita quod sine aliorum suffragio et 
elimosinis non possent vivere nec Deo servire nec etiam posses-
siones habeant ex quibus frumentum vel bladum percipiant, ut 
omnia predicta et singula sint publica et notoria (111).

Fra Nicoluccio does not deny that the order of Montefano 
has property, « but qualifies the quality, dealing with mountain-
ous land, of poor fertility and in any case non adapted to the 
cultivation of more valuable crops such as cereals, and so they 
live truly poor and need the support of the generosity of others 
to survive and serve God. He furthermore makes clear that the 
poverty of the monks is of public domain » (112). 

(110) AMF, Fondo S. Bartolo di Serra San Quirico, 16, perg. 3 (20 March 
1269): ed. in BORRI, Rapporti della Congregazione Silvestrina, doc. IV, 
pp. 251-252.

(111) AMF, Fondo S. Bartolo di Serra San Quirico, 16, perg. 4 (28 March 
1269): ed. in BORRI, Rapporti della Congregazione Silvestrina, doc. IV, pp. 252-
254. There is also an authentic copy of the act dated 13 April 1271 in AMF, 
Fondo Congregazione, Pergamene, 12: ed. in Le carte dell’Archivio di San 
Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 17, pp. 34-37.

(112) BORRI, Rapporti della Congregazione Silvestrina, pp. 234-235.
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The Bishop nevertheless contests the « alleged » poverty of 
the monks:

Venerabilis pater dominus Guido, Camerinensis episcopus, 
antequam fieret appellatio a fratre Nicolutio, qui dicebat se 
sindicum prioris et heremi Montisfani et Sancti Bartoli de Serra, 
petiit ab eo sibi dari instrumentum sue procurationis (...). Item 
protestatus est quod eum non admittebat nec appellationem 
suam cum dicant se pauperes ita quod nequeunt substentari 
absque elimosinis aliorum et non sint, sed habeant magnas 
possessiones, bonas et fructiferas valde (113).

Undoubtedly it was the provisions of the Council of Lyon 
in 1274 that led Prior Bartolo and his monks to abandon « of-
ficially » the exercise of begging:

After the celebration of the General Council of Lyon, at the 
time of Gregory X, fra Bartolo, third Prior General, and the 
brothers, strongly desirous to renounce the practice of beg-
ging, decide to live in common from their assets according to 
the Rule of St Benedict and the confirmation privilege of the 
Order (114).

Prior Bartolo feared that the Sylvestrine monastic family, as 
happened for the Celestines, might become confused with the 
excessive number of movements, especially those espousing pov-
erty, against which there was directed the severe constitution 23 
of Lyon II (Religionum diversitatem nimiam), enacted on 17 July 
1274 in the sixth and last session of the Council (115). 

In practice the conciliar document suppressed the « reli-
gions » and the mendicant orders that arose after Lateran IV 
in 1215 and which had not obtained the « confirmation of the 
Apostolic See », and provided severe limitations (prohibition 
to admit candidates to profession, to open new houses and 
to alienate those already existing) for Orders approved after 

(113) AMF, Fondo S. Bartolo di Serra San Quirico, 16, perg. 5 (28 March 
1269): ed. in BORRI, Rapporti della Congregazione Silvestrina, doc. VI, p. 255.

(114) Vita di san Silvestro, cap. 44, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, p. 89. 1274 is the terminus post quem for the redaction of the Vita Silve-
stri. For the confirmation privilege see note 56. 

(115) Cf. Conciliorum Oecumenicorum Decreta, pp. 326-327.
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this Council, for which the only income was constituted by 
« public begging »; excluded from the provision were the Order 
of Preachers or Dominicans and the Friars Minor, confirmed 
respectively in 1216 and 1223, there being evident the effective-
ness of their apostolic work within the universal Church. 

For the purpose of sheltering the Order from possible re-
strictive impositions, Prior Bartolo concerned himself first of all 
in eliminating the practice of begging at Montefano, increasing 
its land assets and consequently the income.

Since their possessions were not sufficient for a suitable upkeep, 
they appealed to the municipality of Fabriano that it might 
make some provision in their favour. In the General Council of 
the municipality it was determined that there might be gener-
ously donated to the Prior and brothers the entire sum neces-
sary for the acquisition of other possessions. Opposed to the 
largesse of such a sum was the greed of Guinicello di Bologna, 
then mayor of Fabriano; the delay in handing over the money 
resulted in grave damage to the brothers for lack of food. The 
mayor could not be convinced to pay the sum and at the Coun-
cil convoked for this matter neither by the insistent pleadings of 
the brothers nor by those of their relatives and friends.
The Prior, seeing by now that every hope of human help 
was lost, resorted to the intervention of God and of blessed 
Sylvester [d. 26 November 1267], promising the saint, in the 
presence of the monks gathered in Chapter that, if his and the 
brothers’ holy desire obtained the wished for result, he would 
exalt the saint and his body as much as possible with praises 
and honours. Leaving the Chapter, they went to the church 
weeping and reciting the litanies and approached the tomb with 
great devotion.
Immediately after, having taken a little food, the Prior and five 
other brothers went down to the city to try to get what has 
been said above. Having questioned friends about the possibility 
of placating the mayor, they came to know that there was no 
further hope of obtaining the help requested. The Prior, sadder 
than usual, together with the brothers pressed the saint more 
fervently with assiduous prayer.
The following night, after daybreak, Master Prisciano, a physi-
cian very devoted to the saint, leaving his house which was next 
to that of the brothers, knocked at the door, calling out repeat-
edly: « Open, brothers, this is Prisciano bringing you news of 
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the marvels of the Lord to celebrate »; and almost crazy with joy 
he began to recount what he had heard and seen in a dream: 
« Rejoice and exult, brothers, because soon your desire will be 
fully satisfied. In fact, just now blessed Sylvester appeared to 
me in a dream; he carried a stick in his hand, his eyes fiery 
and his face like that of one of the heads of the municipality, 
full of disdain and spoke to me thus: ‘Let me be, I want to 
go to ring the bell to summon the Council and see who will 
be opposed to me and the brothers, so that their desire not be 
fulfilled’. And saying this, it appeared he would really go with 
a clear impulse to the Council and there really obtain what the 
brothers desired. After that, I was awakened by joy and imme-
diately arose to relate all to you. So, brothers, have no doubt: I 
am certain that soon, through the merits of the holy man, you 
will have all that you awaited so anxiously ».
Hearing these things, the Prior and brothers, unable to refrain 
from tears, wept for the joy experienced both by them and the 
one recounting. With the coming of the day, the brothers went 
to the building of the municipality. At the entrance they met 
the mayor himself, who with a smiling face spoke to them thus: 
« Welcome, brothers, welcome! Go back and call your Prior 
to come immediately because you may have all that your heart 
desires ». The brothers, well pleased, returned to the Prior, 
reported the words they had heard and took him with them. 
The council of the municipality met at once and they, by the 
merits of the admirable confessor Sylvester, obtained fully what 
was desired and awaited for such a long time, as foretold by 
the doctor Prisciano (116).

The hagiographer Andrea di Giacomo attributes the change 
of view of the mayor of Fabriano to heavenly intervention. In 
reality there was a change in the leadership of the municipality: 
after the withdrawal of Giovanni Visconti (17 January 1275) (117), 
on 1 March 1275 Corrado di Rinaldo di Rigozio replaced 
Guinicello da Bologna in the office of mayor. He had known 
Sylvester during his life and, together with his brother Bertoldo, 
had experienced his thaumaturgic power: 

(116) Vita di san Silvestro, cap. 44, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, pp. 89, 91.

(117) Cf. Il Libro rosso del comune di Fabriano, doc. 182, p. 317.
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Once the man of God, having gone down to the town of 
Fabriano, was sleeping at night in the house he had there (118); 
when in the dwelling of the sons of signor Rinaldo di Rigozio, 
owing to the fury of the wind, there developed a strong and 
violent fire caused by the imprudence of their maidservant. The 
fire ignited also in a room where there were stacked almost six 
hundred fagots and the flames rose so high as to equal the top 
of the tower.
At once a great number of people gathered to extinguish the 
fire; the efforts were many but useless and the result almost 
nothing. All were then afraid that the fire would have burnt 
the other houses of the city. The servant of God had already 
awakened at the confusion and received a message from the 
sons of Rinaldo, Bertoldo and Corrado, who were very devoted 
to him, with the entreaty that he might go to their house. They 
firmly believed that his prayer was worth more than the efforts 
of all the others to extinguish the impetus of the furious fire.
The holy man, moved by compassion, immediately ran to them 
and, placing himself at the top of a stone stairway, asked for a 
barley bread and after blessing it threw it into the fire saying: 
“I order, fire, on behalf of the Lord Jesus Christ to consume 
this bread as your share and not proceed further; contain your-
self and shrink without burning further”. What more? At once 
his prayer was heard by heaven from where he expected help; 
the fire, dwindled in obedience to his command and contracted, 
reduced to ashes, leaving intact the other houses, as the saint 
had ordered.

On 10 June 1275 Venimbene di Guido, mayor of the mu-
nicipality of Fabriano, bought from Bonagrazia di Bartolo mills, 
houses and plots of land in the locality of Ponte del Gualdo (to-
day Vetralla) on the periphery of Fabriano for the considerable 
sum of 1,500 lire of Ravenna and Ancona; the act was drafted 
at Fabriano « in domo fratrum de Montefano » in the presence 
of Bartolo, Prior of the hermitage of Montefano, of the monks 
Francesco, Servideo, Andrea and Bonifacio, of the physician 
Prisciano, of eight sapientes and boni homines chosen from the 

(118) This was the modest building with an oratory dedicated to San Be-
nedetto built in the Borgo Nuovo of Fabriano in 1244 (cf. above, note 29).
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four quarters of Fabriano (San Biagio, Castelvecchio, Poggio and 
San Venanzo), and of other witnesses (119).

Three days after, Venimbene di Guido granted in perpetu-
ity to Prior Bartolo the use and usufruct of the assets bought 
from Bonagrazia di Bartolo with a solemn document drawn up 
in the building of the municipality of Fabriano in the presence 
of fifteen citizens of note (120).

At the same time, on account of poverty, the Prior and 
monks of Montefano asked for exemption from the payment of 
the tithe for the Holy Land, agreed in the second Council of 
Lyon and announced publicly by Gregory X on 1 November 
1274 (121). The request was partially accepted (122).

A few years later the financial situation of the Order of 
Montefano had decidedly improved given the payments of the 
tithes to the Roman Church are made regularly and also in 
solid form with precious currency such as gold florins and rare 
such as the silver of « tornesi » (123), keeping in mind that in 

(119) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, I, doc. 237, 
pp. 389-393. 

(120) Ibid., doc. 29, pp. 57-59. Cf. F. PIRANI, « Ad castrum de Fabriano 
descendens ». L’Ordine di Montefano, la società e le istituzioni comunali fa-
brianesi nel Duecento, in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione monastica, 
pp. 116-118.

(121) « Significant Sanctitati Vestre prior et fratres heremi Montisfani Or-
dinis Sancti Benedicti, Camerinensis diocesis, quod cum redditus et proventus 
ipsorum adeo sint tenues et exiles quod dicti prior et fratres per loca ipsius 
heremi constituti non possunt ex eis sine amicorum et quorumdam fidelium 
suffragiis comode substentari ac occasione decime Terre Sancte subsiduo 
deputate multipliciter aggraventur, humiliter supplicant quatenus eis super 
hoc de benignitate Sedis Apostolice providentes collectoribus decimarum 
in provinciis, in quibus monasteria eorundem fore noscuntur, per Sedem 
Apostolicam deputatis vestris licteris mandare dignemini ut si eis constiterit 
dictos priorem et fratres huiusmodi paupertate gravari occasione ipsius decime 
aliquid non exigant nec ad id compellant eosdem (Le carte dell’Archivio di 
San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 33, pp. 64-65).

(122) On 23 December 1276 the collectors of the tithe for the diocese 
of Camerino declared having received from the monasteries of Montefano, 
Grottafucile and San Bartolo di Serra San Quirico part of the tithe for the 
Holy Land (Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 37, 
pp. 73-74). The monatery of Montefano made a second payment on 27 De-
cember1277 (Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, I, doc. 38, 
pp. 71-72). 

(123) Cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 42 
(30 October 1285), pp. 81-82. See also Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro 
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the interior zones of the Marches, in the fourteenth century, 
there circulated above all monies of Ravenna and Ancona. 
Furthermore, the economic activity carried out by the monks 
becomes ever more imposing (agriculture, commerce, credit 
and business activity). And so « the situation of moral prestige 
from which Sylvestrine works began, leads to a position of 
economic solidity » (124).

5. Clerical physiognomy

During the government of Prior Bartolo da Cingoli (1273-
1298) the Order of Montefano assumed a prevalently clerical 
character which it did not have before. The Constitutions (liber 
constitutionum) promulgated at the beginning of the fourteenth 
century, reflect this situation: they expect the daily celebration 
of the Conventual Mass, duplicated on Sundays and principal 
feast of the year; provide for private Masses, which could be 
celebrated during the Conventual Mass; presuppose a good 
number of confessors within the community, in that all the 
monks were bound to confess three times a week; require 
priesthood for carrying out the main offices of the monastery: 
Prior, Sub-Prior, hebdomadary of the Divine Office and of the 
Mass... (125). The priesthood thus became more and more a mark 
of the Sylvestrine communities.

At the time of the founder instead, the monks granted 
priesthood were few, as can be deduced from several documents 
that report the names of participants at Chapters, with their 
respective qualifications. We give here some examples.

On 30 December 1240 Sylvester presided at the first Gen-
eral Chapter that we know of. The communities were three: 

in Montefano, I, doc. 62 (12 April 1286), p. 115; doc. 65 (31 October 1286), 
pp. 118-119; doc. 73 (30 October 1291), pp. 129-130; doc. 88 (21 December 
1296), p. 146; doc. 89 (23 June 1297), p. 147; doc. 91 (20 December 1297), 
pp. 151-152.

(124) E. SARACCO PREVIDI, Uomini e ambiente dalla documentazione silve-
strina nel secolo XIII, in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche, 
I, p. 551.

(125) Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, III, passim. Cf. V. FATTORINI, 
La liturgia nell’Ordine di S. Benedetto di Montefano, Fabriano 1977 (Biblio-
theca Montisfani, 3).
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Montefano, Grottafucile, Ripalta. The participants were ten: two 
clerics, two monks, six brothers. With their consent Sylvester 
nominated provost of the Order Salvo, a priest:

Donnus frater Silvester, prior universitatis et collegii herimi 
<sic> Sancti Benedicti Montisfani et congregationis fratrum 
de Ripalta et fratrum de Grocta, cum consensu et voluntate 
confratrum suorum, scilicet donni Beni et donni Benedicti 
clericorum, fratris Petri et fratris Vecturini monachorum, fratris 
Annacundeo, fratris Palmerii, fratris Ianuarii, fratris Accursi, 
fratris Agustini et fratris Bondini conversorum, fecit, constituit 
ac ordinavit domnum Salvum, dicte congregationis presbiterum, 
syndicum, yconomum et actorem ad omnes et singulas causas 
dictis universitatibus imminentes (...) (126).

On 25 February 1254 there gathered in Chapter at Grot-
tafucile Prior Alberto, four clerics and four brothers to elect 
various provosts and procurators to the papal curia:

Donnus Albertus, prior ecclesie Sancte Marie de Focile, frater 
Andrea, frater Paolus, frater Iacobus, frater Iermie <sic> monaci 
et clerici, frater Ienuarius, frater Iohannes, frater Martinus, frater 
Sinatonnus monaci et conversi eiusdem loci et etiam de Ordine 
donni Silvestri abbatis ecclesie Sancti Benedicti de Montefano 
(...) (127).

On 13 January 1256 at the Chapter of San Bonfilio di Cin-
goli there took part Prior Benedetto, one priest, one subdea-
con (128), three monks and five brothers; more over among the 
witnesses to the act are two novices:

Donpnus Benedictus, prior ecclesie Sancte Marie de Fara 
et Sancti Bonfilii de montanis Cinguli, cum consensu donni 

(126) AMF, Fondo S. Marco di Ripalta, 2, perg. 2.
(127) AMF, Fondo Grottafucile, 1, rogiti 1-2: ed. in San Silvestro di Fa-

briano. Antiche pergamene, docc. 17-18, pp. 63-66. 
(128) The subdiaconate was a major order (as diaconate and priesthood). 

With the apostolic letter in form of « motu proprio » Ministeria quaedam of 
15 August 1972 Paul VI gave the functions of the subdeacon to the lector 
and acolyte « and thus, in the Latin Church, there is no longer the major 
order of subdeacon » (« Acta Apostolicae Sedis », 64 (1972), pp. 529-534, 
citazione a pp. 531-532).
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Silvestri prioris heremi Montisfani, sub cuius obedientia est 
dictus prior cum dicta ecclesia cuius prioratum gerit, donni 
Thome presbiteri, fratris Libertini subdiaconi, fratris Ugolini, 
fratris Girardi, fratris Humilis monachorum, fratris Sinatonis, 
fratris Compangnoni, fratris Rainaldi, fratris Meliorati, fratris 
Accurimbona et aliorum dicti loci conversorum (...). Actum est 
in domo ecclesie predicte, presentibus donno Ventura, fratre 
Deutesalve et fratre Ambrosio novitiis testibus (...) (129).

On 15 January 1256 the community of Grottafucile was 
composed of a priest, a deacon, two monks and four brothers:

Dominus Bartholus, presbiter et prior ecclesie Sancte Marie de 
Gricta Focilis, de voluntate et consensu donni Silvestri, prioris 
eremi Montis Fanis <sic>, sub cuius obbedientia est dictus prior 
cum dicta ecclesia, et fratris Damiani diaconi, fratris Ienuarii et 
fratris Marcutii monacorum, fratris Martini, fratris Iohannis, fra-
tris Iacobi <et> fratris Ugolini conversorum, constituit (...) (130).

From the lists reported we see that the brothers in the 
first Sylvestrine communities were numerous, although the liber 
constitutionum, promulgated at the beginning of the fourteenth 
century, does not expressly legislate for them, limiting itself to 
few references:

No converso is to be received if he has not reached eighteen 
years of age so that thus he is suitable for work. (...) Let those 
who wish to offer or give themselves and their goods to God 
and to the Order, be received with a public notary document. 
This is to be observed also in the case of the converse and of 
servants (distinctio II, 14). 
In regard to the shaving of the lay conversi, it is settled that it 
is never permitted to shave the head except in case of grave 
illness, and then it is done in such a way that the « corona » 
does not remain apparent (distinctio II, 19).
Regarding cases of beatings it is set down that anyone who hits 
a brother or converso of our Order (...). As well as detesting 
such persons, we add, specifying their faults and declaring their 

(129) AMF, Fondo S. Bonfilio di Cingoli, 3: ed. in San Silvestro di Fabriano. 
Antiche pergamene, doc. 20, pp. 71-72.

(130) AMF, Fondo Grottafucile, 2.
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penalties as far as possible: if a monk puts violent hands on a 
brother cleric or converso (...) (distinctio III, 6).
Let lay persons and conversi found culpable of such things be 
subjected to the same penalties and deprived forever of the 
cowl (distinctio III, 7).
It is up to the office and power of the Prior General to ab-
solve brothers excommunicated for having put their hands on 
a monk or converso in a mild way inside the cloister of our 
Order (distinctio IV, 2).
It is the responsibility of his office [= of the cellarer] that the 
conversi or the oblates that on Holy Thursday prepare and bring 
the warm water, vessels, tablecloths and towels for the washing of 
the feet of the monks and the poor (distinctio IV, 15).
If it seems opportune to the Prior and brothers, this office [of 
the kitchen] can be carried out by a converso or by an oblate, 
not by another (distinctio IV, 17).

6. Was Sylvester a priest?

We might ask whether Sylvester, canon at Osimo, hermit 
at Grottafucile and then founder, was ordained. The question 
is justified by the fact that the title of sacerdos or presbyter is 
never attributed to Sylvester, neither in the hagiographic texts 
nor in documents of the time. 

The question was approached in a critical way in 1977 when 
Jean Leclercq, on the occasion of the symposium to celebrate 
the eighth centenary of the birth of Saint Sylvester (1177-
1977), questioned the priesthood of the founder, giving rise to 
a vehement reaction. The academic maintained that the title of 
“priest” was not supported by the sources, in that it is based 
exclusively on a tradition from the eighteenth century (131). 

Andrea di Giacomo, in fact, in the Vita Silvestri writes only 
that Sylvester, after overcoming the opposition of his father, 
« for the merits of his life was numbered among the canons of 
the cathedral church of the city of Osimo » (132). 

(131) A proposito cf. SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica, pp. 16-28 
(Excursus. Il sacerdozio di Silvestro). 

(132) Vita di san Silvestro, cap. 1, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, p. 13. Andrea di Giacomo states that he got the information relating to 
the Osimo period of Sylvester’s life from « the venerable and devoted man 
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The Chapter of the canons of the cathedral of San Leop-
ardo, Osimo had very ancient origins. The first references go 
back to the tenth century, if – as is very likely – the deacons 
Stephen and Peter mentioned in the Codex Bavaro at the time 
of Archbishop Deusdedit of Ravenna (133) – are « truly canons 
of the church of Osimo, in which, according to the oldest 
practice, there was the division of canons into priests, deacons, 
etc. » (134).

The dwelling of the canons was next to the cathedral. A part 
of the building of the old canons’ house is still preserved. At 
the time of Sylvester there were twelve canons and they lived 
in common. Each canonry had a prebend. The canon was not 
nominated by the Bishop, but was coopted by the Chapter. To 
have voting rights the canon had to be at least a subdeacon (135). 
It is thus evident that the canonical dignity did not necessarily 
imply priesthood. 

Stefano Moronti, Sylvestrine historian always attentive to the 
sources, in his handwritten Repertorio of 1581, giving news « of 
Abbots General from Saint Sylvester till now » makes no refer-
ence to the priesthood of Sylvester, following the Vita Silvestri 
of Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano:

The first General was blessed Silvestro de Gozolini, noble of 
the city of Fabriano, a graduate in civil life and then canonico in 
the clergy of the city, inspired by Christ to leave all pomp and 
worldly riches, giving his possessions to the poor, took on the 

of God Benvenuto who now governs as pastor the city of Osimo and was 
then his companion in studies » (ibid., pp. 11, 13). Benvenuto was Bishop of 
Osimo from 1264 to 1282, the year of his death and terminus ante quem for 
the drafting of the Vita Silvestri.

(133) Codice Bavaro. Codex traditionum Ecclesiae Ravennatis, edited by 
E. BALDETTI e A. POLVERARI, Ancona 1983 (Deputazione di Storia Patria per le 
Marche. Studi e Testi, 13), nn. 125-126, pp. 77-78. Deusdedit was Archbishop 
from about 850 till (ibid., p. 127). The codex is called Bavaro because kept 
in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in München. In it are listed possessions of 
the Church of Ravenna. 

(134) P. COMPAGNONI - F. VECCHIETTI, Memorie istorico-critiche della Chiesa 
e de’ vescovi di Osimo..., V, Roma 1783, p. 9, nota 22.

(135) N. PAVONI, Ricerche storiche intorno al capitolo e alle costituzioni 
della cattedrale di Osimo. Tesi di laurea, Pontificia Università del Laterano, 
Facoltà di Diritto Canonico, Roma 1964, passim.
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monastic habit, searched for a place where he could live harshly 
and chose a mountain called Montefano about three miles from 
Fabriano in 1231 (...) (136).

In 1599 the Sylvestrine monk Sebastiano Fabrini published 
in Venice at the printing press of Fioravante Prati, a rewriting 
of the Vita Silvestri of Andrea di Giacomo: De vita, moribus 
et miraculis beati Silvestri abbatis Auximatis, Ordinis eius, qui 
de Monte Fano seu Silvestrinorum vulgo dicitur, fundatoris libri 
tres, auctore d. Andrea Iacobi Fabrianensi, monacho et olim ab-
bate generali eiusdem Ord(inis), s. theologiae doct(ore). In this 
work Fabrini does not mention the priesthood of Sylvester, nor 
priestly functions performed by him such as the celebration of 
the Mass or administration of the sacraments; Sylvester used to 
dedicate himself exclusively to prayer, contemplation, spiritual 
direction and preaching:

Cumque increbescente fama pietatis atque doctrinae ipsius, 
omnium sibi animos exemplo vitae et honesta quadam consuetu-
dine conciliaret, in canonicorum cathedralis ecclesiae numerum, 
ingenti omnium consensu ac laetitia cooptatus est, tum vero 
sacris initiatus, ad precandi contemplandique studium animum 
appulit, tum in privatis collocutionibus, tum pro concione, cum 
ad populum verba faceret, quod faciebat identidem, sedulo 
prospiceret (137).

In the second edition, published at Camerino in 1612 by 
Francisco Gioiosi, Fabrini adds three chapters:

1. « Divinitus multis sanctorum reliquiis praesertim Deiparae 
lacte ditatur ».

2. « Eius [= Silvestri] obitus b. Paulino divinitus significa-
tur (138) ».

3. « Monachus quidam ab incredibili viscerum dolore libe-
ratur ».

(136) MORONTI, Repertorio (cit. at note 33), c. 14r-v.
(137) FABRINI, De vita, moribus et miraculis beati Silvestri, pp. 4-5.
(138) On the « case » of blessed Paolino, traditionally held to be a disciple 

of Sylvester, but absent in the Sylvestrine hagiographical corpus, cf. CASA-
GRANDE, Presenza silvestrina in diocesi di Perugia, pp. 161-165. 
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The rest of the text of 1612 is identical to the preceding 
one of 1599. 

In 1613 Sebastiano Fabrini published in Italian a Breve 
Cronica della Congregatione de’ monaci silvestrini dell’Ordine di 
S. Benedetto, dove si contiene la vita di s. Silvestro abbate, fon-
datore di detta Congregatione, e d’alcuni altri beati suoi discepoli 
(Camerino, at the press of Francesco Gioiosi). It is the Italian 
text of the Latin text published the year before, but with some 
significant additions. For the first time Sylvester is attributed 
with the « dignity of the priesthood », without however assigning 
the exercise of priestly functions or of pastoral ministry: 

His reputation for sanctity and erudition grew daily, all were fa-
vourable to him owing to the example of his perfect life and with 
the effacing pleasantness of his upright conversation. Thus to the 
great joy of the whole city and happiness of all he was elected 
and promoted to the dignity of the canonry in the cathedral 
church of the city of Osimo. Seeing himself raised to this rank, 
he never let his mind be penetrated by the spirit of pride or 
vainglory, but more than ever intent on the divine service. With 
great humility and devotion, and after the other orders, obtaining 
the dignity of priesthood, he gave his all to the exercise of holy 
contemplation and prayer and to all the good works proper to 
his rank. Instead from that hour onward, more than ever eager 
for the salvation of the people, with ardour and assiduousness he 
laboured to profit the souls of his citizens not only by private ex-
hortation and reasoning, but still more by the exercise of public 
preaching. To this, after being made canon, he always attended 
with all diligence, preaching the word of God continually with 
great effect and the unbelievable satisfaction of the people (139).

Compared to the Latin edition of 1612, Fabrini adds in the 
Italian one of 1613 a long final chapter entitled How Saint Syl-
vester was included among the saints and publicly honoured for 
this (pp. 132-141), where there is recorded the miracle of the 
mantle of Saint Sylvester, suspended on a ray of sunlight in the 
basilica of Saint Peter. This marvel is related to the stay of the 
founder in Rome in 1248 to obtain the approval of the Order:

(139) FABRINI, Breve Cronica della Congregatione, pp. 4-5.
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I don’t speak here of all that we have from the ancient tradition 
of our fathers and other persons of great trust and authority, in 
whom we can place full faith, regarding certain miracles of this 
saint, such as what happened in Saint Peter’s, Rome, while the 
holy father [= Sylvester] was there to give an account to the 
Pope (140) of the beginning and organization of his Order. As he 
was kept by the Pope for a few days to study carefully what 
was needed in this regard, he went one morning to Saint Peter’s 
to celebrate the holy sacrifice of the Mass, and having removed 
the mantle that he normally wore while travelling to protect 
against rain and bad weather, he placed it on a seat, at which 
moment could be seen a ray of sunlight that entered through 
a window of the church. To the amazement of all present, the 
mantle became suspended on the ray of sunlight. When the 
Pope was advised of this, without further research, recognizing 
the sanctity and perfection of the man from so great a sign, he 
called him and not only approved his institute, but granted him 
many privileges and exemptions together with the church of San 
Giacomo and other things already mentioned (141).

But the Sylvestrine historian Giovanni Matteo Feliziani, in 
his handwritten work of 1683 Silvestrinae Congregationis selec-
tiora monimenta, does not accept the addition of Fabrini:

Sanctissimus namque parens ex nobili Guzzolinorum familia 
secundum carnem Auximi in Piceno originem traxit, cumque 
piissimis a genitoribus sacris catolliceࡥ <così per catholiceࡥ> 
Ecclesieࡥ dogmatibus plenissime fuisset imbutus et humanarum 
licterarum haud exiguo profectu perfecisset curriculum, Deo 
inspirante, brevi Bononieࡥ sacreࡥ theologieࡥ lauream summa laude 
recepit ac inde in Auximana cathedrali canonicalem dignitatem 
cleri, populique plausu tandem merito fuit assecutus, sub qua 
non tantum doctrina et morum probitate, verum predicationis 
munere, imparique exemplo mire inter concives ad instar solis 
refulsit (142).

(140) This was Innocenzo IV, who, however, resided in France from 1244 
(he returned to Rome only in 1251). Thus Sylvester did not meet personally 
with the Pope, but with his Vicar in Rome.

(141) FABRINI, Breve Cronica della Congregatione, pp. 138-139.
(142) AMF, G. M. FELIZIANI, Silvestrinae Congregationis selectiora moni-

menta... in unum collecta anno salutis 1683 (ms), p. 24.
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The first Sylvestrine author to accept the additions of Fab-
rini, while declaring himself to comply « with the first and oldest 
historian who dealt with our Saint and his first disciples, already 
blessed and saints », that is Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano, 
was Abbot Angelo Silvestro Cancellieri, who in 1765 published 
at Ancona a Storia di S. Silvestro Guzzolini:

Ch. V. He was elected canon, rose to priesthood and fulfilled 
the duties of his ecclesiastical state. (...) And since it was nec-
essary that such a precious gem not shine in any other bosom 
than that of the Spouse of the Holy Spirit [= the Church], 
who had formed him with her grace, thus the Divine Spirit, 
who disposes all things with equal sweetness and strength, also 
arranged that the ancient and illustrious cathedral of Osimo, 
appreciating the high merit of his background, raised him to the 
rank of canon. That glorious seat, however, served him not for 
rest, but as a spur to the attainment of brighter virtues, so that 
after fervent prayer, he ascended the sacred altar, near which 
he formerly and devotedly stood, having become sacred minister 
and priest, habitually shedding tears (143). 
Staying in Rome the faithful servant of the Lord (...), preparing 
himself one morning to celebrate in the great Vatican basilica, 
he placed his mantle on a ray of sunlight, entering a window of 
the sacristy and, to the astonishment of all present, the mantle 
remained immobile and supported in the air (144).

In 1772 Abbot General Carlo Silvestro Franceschini pub-
lished at Iesi la Vita Silvestri di Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano, 
prefacing it as « a careful translation into the Italian idiom with 
the addition of several things obtained from authentic sources ». 
Thus Franceschini entitles ch. III: « Sylvester meets the rejection 
of his father for taking up theological studies, is consecrated 
priest and elected canon of the cathedral of Osimo ».

This demonstration of many excellent virtues, that shone in the 
eyes of all, motivated the Bishop of Osimo to make him go 
through the stages to priesthood, to advance him as a shining 

(143) A. S. CANCELLIERI, Storia di S. Silvestro Guzzolini, abate e fondatore 
della Congregazione Silvestrina dell’Ordine Benedittino, Ancona 1765, pp. 10-11.

(144) Ibid., p. 65. 
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example of probity to all the clergy, but also with admirable 
attraction inspired the distinguished college of canons of that 
ancient cathedral, who spontaneously added him to their re-
spectable company (145).
The prodigious fact that took place in the basilica of Saint Pe-
ter, although not reported by ven. Andrea, was authenticated by 
an ancient tradition of our elders and other persons worthy of 
belief, and rightly inserted in the Cronica of the former Abbot 
General Fabrini. It happened in this way. While there was be-
ing discussed by the appointed judges the main points regarding 
the new Congregation established by the holy hermit, he came 
to that famous sanctuary, where amidst the magnificence of sa-
cred worship rest the precious remains of the first two apostles 
of Jesus Christ Peter and Paul, borne by the fervour of devotion 
to celebrate the holy Mass. Entering the sacristy he placed the 
rough mantle he used on a seat where at that hour shone a ray 
of sunlight from a window opposite. The sunbeam, taking the 
place of the wood like a strong nail of pure light, held the mean 
garment raised in the air. At this stupendous prodigy observed 
by many, all united in shouting « miracle, miracle » (146).

Like wise for the Sylvestrine authors of the 19th and 20th cen-
turies (Amedeo Bolzonetti, Antonio Maria Cancellieri, Samuele 
Giuliani, Domenico Merloni) the priesthood of Sylvester was 
beyond discussion. This explains the reaction « sentimental and 
exaggerated, even if understandable » to the intervention of Jean 
Leclercq at the symposium of 1977, where the scholar put in 
doubt the priesthood of Sylvester, until now peacefully accepted 
by the monks (147). 

Undoubtedly, a question is raised by the fact that Andrea di 
Giacomo da Fabriano in his Vita Silvestri does not mention the 
priesthood of the founder, while he records the presbyterate or 
ministerial activity of some of his disciples, such as Bonaparte 
da Jesi:

(145) C. S. FRANCESCHINI, Vita di S. Silvestro abate fondatore dell’Ordine di 
S. Benedetto di Monte Fano comunemente nominata Congregazione Silvestrina, 
Jesi 1772, pp. 8-10.

(146) Ibid., p. 52. 
(147) SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica, p. 16.
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Another miracle is added to the preceding at the hour of the 
death of the holy man. A brother priest named Bonaparte who 
was in Jesi at a monastery dependent on the hermitage of Mon-
tefano, having closed his eyes in sleep, saw a ladder fixed to 
the monastery of Montefano, the top of which reached heaven, 
and bands of angels ascending by it, carrying to heaven the soul 
of Sylvester and presenting it with great joy and happiness to 
the Lord at the top of the ladder. Awaking with gladness, the 
brother priest called the confreres and announced the death of 
their spiritual father, telling them of the vision he had (148).

Bartolo da Cingoli was a priest since he heard the confession 
of the young monk Samuele, « cruelly tormented by an incur-
able malady »:

Brother Samuele (...) reflected sincerely in the best way possible 
on the danger of a death almost certain and, having before his 
conscience all the sins committed from his early age, he mani-
fested them with tears in confession to the Prior General; he 
thought in fact that he surely would die if on that day the usual 
pain afflicted him. Having made his confession and received 
the grace of absolution, he fell asleep, while brother Francesco 
Peduli da Osimo and another brother were given the task to 
remain and assist him (149).

Giovanni dal Bastone was promoted to priesthood by Syl-
vester himself:

The spiritual father, considering how Giovanni in a short time 
had progressed in the monastic life, had him promoted to 
priesthood, even if he did not wish it, maintaining that without 
a shadow of doubt that he was unworthy of such an honour. 
Giovanni celebrated the divine mysteries with such reverence, 
devotion and fear as if he stood in the presence of Christ visibly 
hanging from the cross, and thus produced in those present a 
fervor of intense devotion (150).

(148) Vita di san Silvestro, cap. 36, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 
II, p. 79.

(149) Ibid., cap. 45, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 95.
(150) Vita del beato Giovanni dal Bastone, cap. 5, in Alle fonti della spiri-

tualità silvestrina, II, p. 129.
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Another disciple, Giovanni dalla Cella, « while having the 
possibility of acceding to priesthood, through humility did not 
wish even to receive the clerical tonsure ». One day, assisting at 
the Mass celebrated by Giovanni dal Bastone, « at the moment 
of the elevation, while the body of Christ was raised on high, 
saw no longer the appearance of bread, but that of a small child 
more resplendent than the light of the sun » (151).

Andrea di Giacomo attributes to Sylvester the titles of 
« spiritual father » (8 times), « confessor » (8 times), « zealous for 
souls » (twice), « hermit » (3 times), « anchorite » (once) (152), but 
never that of « priest ». It is obvious that such a title would be 
too important to have been omitted. 

If we thus add the absence of any allusion to the priesthood 
of Sylvester in the documents of the time, including those that 
list the monks with their ecclesiastical titles (priest, deacon, sub-
deacon, cleric), it seems evident that the founder of the Order 
of Montefano was not marked by priesthood. 

In the notary acts the title attributed to Sylvester prevalent 
by far is that of frater (brother). Few are the cases in which 
Sylvester is called dominus, donnus or dompnus (lord). Regard-
ing the titles of Sylvester within his monastic family, the oldest 
is that of « Prior of the hermitage of Grottafucile », then there 
became official the title of « Prior of the hermitage of Monte-
fano ». Only in three documents if Sylvester called « Abbot »:

Ego quidem Moricus, olim Rainaldi Rudulfi filius, donationis 
nomine (...) do et trado et concedo tibi fratri Silvestro, abbati 
heremi sive monasterii Montisfani, recipienti pro dicta heremo et 
monasterio, medietatem cuiusdam silve et montis et terre (...) (153).
Dompnus Silvester, prior vel abbas heremi sive monasterii Sancti 
Benedicti Montisfani (...) (154).
Donnus Albertus (...) de Ordine donni Silvestri abbatis ecclesie 
Sancti Benedicti de Montefano (...) (155).

(151) Ibid., in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, pp. 129, 131.
(152) Cf. SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica, p. 9.
(153) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, I, doc. 15 

(26 novembre 1243), p. 28.
(154) Ibid., doc. 20 (16 February 1250), p. 37. 
(155) AMF, Fondo Grottafucile, 1, rogiti 1-2 (25 February 1254): ed. in San 

Silvestro di Fabriano. Antiche pergamene, docc. 17-18, pp. 64-65. 
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« Abbot » is a title that Sylvester did not like nor want ap-
plied to himself: he preferred that of « Prior », much more in 
line with the simplicity, austerity and poverty impressed on his 
monastic family. In the letter of convocation of the General 
Chapter for the election of his successor, Sylvester was given 
the title « Prior General » (156). As well, the amazing event of his 
receiving Communion, recorded by Andrea di Giacomo in the 
Vita Silvestri, leads us to believe that Sylvester was not a priest:

An increasing abundance of grace filled the man of God who, 
growing more and more and being inflamed more intensely in 
devotion to the most holy Virgin, was blessed by her with the 
privilege and gift of a special favour. One night, when he was 
alone, after the prayer, an unexpected sleep overcame him for 
a while; he seemed as clearly as day, to be taken to the place 
where the glorious Virgin gave birth to the Saviour of the 
world, to be led into a church and left before the altar to await 
the hour of prayer. Unexpectedly, there appeared at the right of 
the altar the Queen of mercy, whose splendour outshone that of 
the sun, and with a smiling face and encouraging words spoke 
to her devoted one thus: « My son Sylvester, do you wish to 
receive the body of my Son, the Lord Jesus Christ, whom I as 
a virgin conceived, as a virgin gave birth, remaining always a 
virgin after the miraculous delivery? ». At this vision and these 
words, he was struck with great amazement. As soon as he re-
gained his composure, he replied with trepidation: « My heart is 
ready, Lady, my heart is ready. May your will be done in me, 
unworthy as I am ». Thus with her venerable hands she gave him 
Holy Communion (157). 

With the Bull Sanctorum virorum of 23 September 1617, 
Paul V extolls Saint Sylvester Guzzolini, given the benefit of 
the « extraordinary and unprecedented privilege » of receiving 
Communion from the hand of the Mother of God, and granted 
to the Sylvestrine Abbot General Sebastiano Fabrini and to the 
Procurator General Massimo Ubaldi the faculty to erect a mon-

(156) Cf. above, note 11, 12, 13. 
(157) Vita di san Silvestro, cap. 26, in Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, 

II, pp. 59, 61.
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astery dedicated to the holy founder in Osimo (158). We quote 
the first part of the Bull, translated [into English]:

Paul, bishop, servant of the servants of God. To our vener-
able brother the Bishop of Osimo or to our beloved son his 
Vicar General in things spiritual, my greetings and apostolic 
blessing. The virtues and merits of the saints, who during their 
earthly life served the Most High in a perfect and devout way, 
not only merited to receive from the Lord an eternal reward 
in heaven, but even on earth were celebrated by the Catholic 
Church with the glorious demonstration of their praises. Wor-
thy of great praise among the other citizen of heaven is Saint 
Sylvester Guzzolini, a nobleman of Osimo, founder of the Con-
gregation of Sylvestrine monks, celebrated in the Church for 
his many virtues and numerous miracles. Rightly, therefore, the 
city of Osimo intends to honour on earth its glorious citizen in 
heaven, venerating him with particular devotion and erecting in 
his honour a church and monastery. We recognize the quality 
and quantity of the merits acquired before God and men by 
this holy abbot. He, following the inspiration of the divine call, 
and running indefatigably towards the goal he had set himself, 
held in contempt the honours and glory of the world, living in 
the rugged hermitage of Montefano, to dedicate himself solely 
to God. Then, by inspiration of the Divine Spirit, he left the 
hermitage and his name spread through the Piceno region and 
other provinces, increasing the glory of God. We know, in fact, 
with what great religious fervour and ardour of heavenly char-
ity he incited men to fulfil all the duties of piety and how he 
was marked by humility, meekness of soul, love of neighbour, 
temperance, chastity, patience and many other virtues which, 
with the many miracles he performed through Him who is ad-
mirable in his saints, confirmed the merits and sanctity of his 
servant with innumerable wonders. Indeed, one could truly say 
of this holy man, gifted also with the spirit of prophecy, that 
which Christ the Lord affirmed about himself: « the blind see, 
the lame walk, the deaf hear, the lepers are cleansed » [Matt 
11,4-5; Luke 7,22]. Thus it is no wonder that the Mother of 
God Mary, with her own hand, with the extraordinary and un-

(158) AMF, Fondo S. Silvestro di Osimo, Pergamene, 1: ed. in U. PAOLI - 
M. MOROSIN, Bolle papali nell’archivio storico della Congregazione Silvestrina, 
in « Studia Picena », 79 (2014), pp. 101-106.
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heard of but undoubted privilege, offered him her Son hidden 
in the august sacrament of the Eucharist. Hence many churches 
were dedicated to him and innumerable votive offerings hung 
on his tomb. Justly, therefore, our predecessor Clement VII 
of happy memory, ordained that this holy man be inserted in 
the Roman Martyrology (159) and we have inscribed him in the 
number of holy monk abbots. His memory in truth is blessed 
until today through the work of his monks who are his herit-
age. He, in fact, founded, under the Rule of Saint Benedict, 
the above mentioned venerable Congregation of monks, called 
by his name, Sylvestrines, approved by Pope Innocent IV, of 
holy memory, also our predecessor (160). We likewise have fa-
voured this Congregation by granting privileges enjoyed by the 
Mendicant and non Mendicant Orders (161). The monks of the 
Sylvestrine Congregation lead a religious and praiseworthy life 
and work indefatigably in the vineyard of the Lord, promoting 
Christian piety with sound doctrine and examples of virtue. So, 
moved by this holy consideration, we willingly undertake the 
acts necessary for the construction of a church and a monastery 
in honour of Saint Sylvester in the city of Osimo, where his 
monks can live, serving the Most High, dedicating themselves 
to study and good works and theology, in order to increase the 
worship given to God.

Sanctorum virorum also brings about a change in the icono-
graphic model of Saint Sylvester, usually depicted with a cross 
and the book of the Rule, but now represented in the act of re-
ceiving the Eucharist from the hands of the Virgin. The painting 
of Cristoforo Roncalli, known as Pomarancio, executed for Saint 

(159) It was by express will of Clement VIII that in 1598 Cesare Baronio 
inserted in the third edition of the Roman Martyrology on 26 November, the 
name of Sylvester, that was not present in the previous editions of 1586 and 
of 1589: « Novembris 26 (...). Apud Fabrianum in Piceno B(eati) Silvestri 
abbatis, institutoris Congregationis monachorum Silvestrinorum » (C. BARO-
NIO, Martyrologium Romanum ad novam kalendarii rationem et ecclesiasticae 
historiae veritatem restitutum, Gregorii XIII pont(ificis) max(imi) iussu editum. 
Accesserunt notationes atque tractatio de Martyrologio Romano, Romae, ex 
typographia Vaticana, 15983, p. 579). At the bottom, Baronio notes: « Hunc 
in Martyrologium Ro(manum) referri mandavit S.D.N. Clemens Papa VIII ».

(160) Cf. above, note 56.
(161) Cf. brief Religiosorum virorum of 23 November 1606 (original in 

AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Pergamene, 104).
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Sylvester’s Church, Osimo, by commission of Cardinal Antonio 
Maria Gallo (162) is from 1620, while that of Claudio Ridolfi in 
the apse of the church of Saint Sylvester in Montefano (163) is 
from 1632.

So was Sylvester a priest? 
The most pertinent conclusion is still that of Jean Leclercq 

formulated in 1980:

Dans l’état actuel de nos connaisances, fondées sur les sources 
primitives elles-mêmes, les indications en sens contraire sont si 
nombreuses et convergentes que, si Silvestre a été pr tre, cela 
doit encore être démontré (164).

7. First parish

The first care of souls by the Order of Montefano came 
about at the end of the government of Bartolo. 

On 18 July 1296 Bishop Bulgaro of Perugia nominated 
Brother Egidio, Prior pro tempore of the Sylvestrine monastery 
of San Benedetto fuori Porta Sole, his Vicar for twenty years 
« in cura, regimine et administratione ipsius ecclesie [= Sancte 
Marie Nove de suburbio Porte Solis] et parochianorum 
eiusdem » (165).

This fact carries considerable importance because it rep-
resents the beginning of a pastoral activity that became ever 
more intense. Under the government of Andrea di Giacomo da 

(162) Cf. S. PAPETTI, Comunione di san Silvestro, in Da Rubens a Maratta. 
Le meraviglie del Barocco nelle Marche, 2. Osimo e la Marca di Ancona, edited 
by V. SGARBI e S. PAPETTI, Milano 2013, scheda 64, pp. 196-197. 

(163) Cf. G. DONNINI, La Vergine comunica San Silvestro, in Claudio 
Ridolfi. Un pittore veneto nelle Marche del ’600, edited by C. COSTANZI - 
M. MASSA, Ancona 1994, scheda 44, pp. 134-135; T. KAVENAGH, Il quadro 
di s. Silvestro Guzzolini di Claudio Ridolfi: reinterpretazione di un fondatore 
monastico, in « Inter Fratres », 47 (1997), pp. 155-188. 

(164) S. Silvestro Guzzolini était-il prêtre?, in « Rivista di Storia della Chiesa 
in Italia », 34 (1980), pp. 75-80 (cit. a p. 80); traduzione italiana in « Inter 
Fratres », 30 (1980), pp. 147-152 (la conclusione è a p. 152: « Allo stato 
attuale delle nostre conoscenze, fondate sulle fonti primitive, le indicazioni 
in senso contrario sono così numerose e convergenti che, se Silvestro è stato 
sacerdote, ciò dev’essere ancora dimostrato »).

(165) I. DI NICOLA, Documenti dell’Archivio di Montefano, pp. 433-435; 
CASAGRANDE, Presenza silvestrina in diocesi di Perugia, pp. 133-134.
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Fabriano, successor to Bartolo in leading the order, there were 
acquired the parishes of San Marco, Florence (166) and San Bene-
detto, Fabriano (167). Hereafter pastoral activity became one of 
the constants of monastic labora in the Sylvestrine Congregation.

CONCLUSION

Bartolo da Cingoli died on 3 August 1298 while visiting the 
community of San Pietro, Viterbo: 

His body was immediately brought to Fabriano and buried 
there. Afterwards, his successor [= Andrea di Giacomo da Fa- 
briano], induced by the veneration towards him, transferred the 
body to the tomb of his predecessor [= Giuseppe da Serra San 
Quirico] in the monastery of Montefano. It would not be fit-
ting, in fact, that those who were joined in dignity with respect 
to honour due to office, should remain divided in burial (168).

(166) On 1 July 1300 Bishop Francesco of Florence, through Brother 
Andrea da Fabriano, Prior General of the Order of Saint Benedict of Monte-
fano, granted to the church of San Marco parochial jurisdiction over Cafaggio, 
a zone of notable building and demographic expansion outside the old walls 
and inside the planned new ones (cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro 
in Montefano, III/1, doc. 156, pp. 217-219). In 1436 Pope Eugenius IV 
granted San Marco to the Dominicans. On the history of the monastery, 
cf. I. GAGLIARDI, Firenze e gli eredi spirituali di Silvestro Guzzolini: tracce per 
una storia dell’insediamento silvestrino di San Marco (1299-1436), in Silvestro 
Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione monastica, pp. 169-201.

(167) On 4 July 1323 Bishop Berardo of Camerino granted to the Church 
of San Benedetto, Fabriano as parochial territory all the quarter of Poggio 
(cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, III/2. Parrocchia 
S. Benedetto di Fabriano, edited by G. AVARUCCI e U. PAOLI, Fabriano 2011 
(Bibliotheca Montisfani, 16), doc. 277, pp. 439-442). In 1983 the presence 
of Sylvestrine monks in Fabriano ended: the parish priest of San Benedetto 
was transferred to Montefano, while still continuino pastoral work in the 
city parish. After the earthquake of 26 September 1997, since the church 
was unfit for use, the care of the faithful of San Benedetto was entrusted to 
the parish priest of the cathedral. On 11 July 2006 the church was reopened 
for worship. From 26 November 2009 the parish priest of the cathedral has 
also been parish priest of San Benedetto. Cf. U. PAOLI, L’Ordine silvestrino 
e Fabriano, in La chiesa di San Benedetto a Fabriano, edited by B. CLERI e 
G. DONNINI, [Fabriano] 2013, pp. 28, 34. 

(168) Vita del beato Giovanni dal Bastone, ch. 10, in Alle fonti della spiri-
tualità silvestrina, II, p. 141.
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During restoration work on the church of Montefano, badly 
damaged in the earthquake of 26 September 1997, there was 
found, on 12 February 2001, a burial niche to the left of the 
present chapel of the Blessed Sacrament « composed of finely 
hewn stones », dating to the end of the thirteenth century. 
In the niche were found the « sacred bones » of « six blessed 
disciples » of Saint Sylvester (169), the recognition of which had 
been given on 29 September 1770 (170), but then forgotten. In 
all probability one could speculate that these are the mortal 
remains of Giuseppe da Serra San Quirico and Bartolo da Cin-
goli, the immediate successors to Saint Sylveser; Benvenuto da 
Piticchio, who died at Montefano and expressly called « saint » 
in the Vita Silvestri (171); the hermit Giovanni dalla Cella (172) and 
Giacomo da Attiggio, who saw the monastery and mountain 
« resplendent with lights » at the death of Sylvester (173); « also 
perhaps » Simone da Ripalta (174). The bodies of Ugo degli Atti 
and Giovanni dal Bastone, the two most famous disciples of the 
founder, are kept – respectively – in the church of Santa Maria 
del Piano di Sassoferrato and in the crypt of the church of San 
Benedetto, Fabriano (175).

Tradition has given to Bartolo da Cingoli the title of 
« blessed ». In the church of Montefano there is an altar 
dedicated to him. The Sylvestrine Congregation celebrates his 
memory on 3 August. 

The long government of the third Prior General (1273-1298) 
represented for the Order of Montefano a period of geographical 

(169) Cf. Le reliquie dei primi discepoli di San Silvestro, in « Montefano », 
41 (2001), n. 1, pp. 26-28.

(170) AMF, La storia del monastero e chiesa del sagro eremo di Montefano 
de monaci silvestrini... (ms of sec. XVIII), ff. 68r-70r: ed. in V. FATTORINI, 
Nuova ricognizione delle « reliquie » di alcuni discepoli di s. Silvestro, in « Inter 
Fratres », 51 (2001), pp. 124-126.

(171) SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica, pp. 94-95.
(172) Ibid., pp. 83-84.
(173) Ibid., pp. 84-85. 
(174) Cf. FATTORINI, Nuova ricognizione, p. 124.
(175) In the eighteenth century Ugo and Giovanni dal Bastone were num-

bered among the blessed of the Church: the first by Benedict XIV in 1757, 
the second by Clement XIV in 1772.
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expansion and increase in number, but also of spiritual vitality 
and consolidation of the institutional norms. 

On 8 September 1298 there was elected Prior of Montefano 
« fratrem Andream Iacobi de Fabriano (...), virum utique religio-
sum, providum et discretum, licterarum scientia, vita et moribus 
merito commendatum, in sacerdotio et etate legitima constitu-
tum ac de legitimo matrimonio procreatum, in spiritualibus et 
temporalibus plurimum circumspectum » (176). 

To Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano would belong the task 
of giving juridical solidity to the vast and manifold work of his 
predecessor.

(176) Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, II, doc. 55, 
p. 111.
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THE SYLVESTRINE HAGIOGRAPHIC CORPUS: 
STRUCTURE AND INTENTION

First of all, I would like to thank the Sylvestrine monks for 
their trust in allowing me to reflect together on their sources, in 
particular on the hagiographic sources. I am not a specialist in 
hagiography - even if I have commented on many hagiographic 
texts, but I will take all the necessary precautions when analys-
ing their historical credibility, as one should when dealing with 
hagiographic texts, so as to see, though their literary genre, what 
their intent is, their goal, their internal structure, and therefore 
what their current message is for the enlightenment of our hu-
man, Christian and monastic life.

The Sylvestrine hagiographic corpus is essentially made up of 
four biographies (1):

1) Vita di san Silvestro (= VS), founder of the new form of 
the monastic way of life, Vita written between 1274 and 1282 
by Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano, who will be the third suc-
cessor (from 1298 to 1325) to Sylvester to guide the Montefano 
community, emerging as a fully-fledged Order, Sylvester was 
born around 1177 or, according to another theory, about twenty 
years later (2), and died in Montefano on 26 November 1267.

(1) Latin text, with notes, of the four biographies in Agiografia silvestrina 
medievale. Critical edition edited by R. GRÉGOIRE, Fabriano 1983 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 8). Latin text and Italian translation in Alle fonti della spiritualità 
silvestrina, II. Vita di san Silvestro, beato Giovanni dal Bastone, beato Ugo, San 
Bonfilio. Transcription from Latin by U. PAOLI and Italian version edited by 
L. SENA, V. FATTORINI, L. BARBONI, G. FATTORINI, Fabriano 1991 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 10). For all references to the Latin text of Vite I have used the 
latter edition, while the translations contained herewith are generally mine.

(2) Cf. U. PAOLI, La Vita Bonfilii. Sanctus laborat pro Sancto, in Storia 
di Bonfilio. Un monaco vescovo alla prima crociata. Atti del Convegno di stu-
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2) Vita del beato Giovanni dal Bastone (= VGB), written 
once again by Andrea di Giacomo at the beginning of the 
1300s. Giovanni dal Bastone [Giovanni of the Staff, translator’s 
note] – known this way because he would lean on a walking 
stick due to an ailment to his leg – is one of the most revered 
disciples of Sylvester. He died in Montefano on the 24th March, 
1290. After the death of the founder, he had been a spiritual 
guide and great help to his brothers, knowing how to transmit 
the spiritual teachings of Sylvester.

3) Vita del beato Ugo (= VU), which is also a product of 
Andrea di Giacomo (3), according to a certain traditional inter-
pretation; albeit, other scholars refute (4) this authorship due to 
internal criticism. We do not know the date of death of Ugo, 
the Sylvestrine monk, whose terminus a quo seems to be 1264 
and terminus ad quem 1268.

4) Vita di san Bonfilio (= VB), according to ancient tradi-
tion, written by Sylvester himself, while others express doubts 
on such an authorship (5). Bonfilio was born around 1040. He 
entered a monastery near Foligno, where he also became its Ab-
bot. He then became Bishop of Foligno, a pilgrim to the Holy 
Land during the first crusades, a monk once again and, finally 
a hermit. He died around 1115. Given that we are not dealing 
with a Sylvestrine monk and, thus, not directly connected to 
the Sylvestrine hagiography, it would be better to deal with him 
at a later stage in a historical-type study, but since it has been 

dio nel IX centenario della morte (1115-2015), Cingoli, 25-25 settembre 2015, 
edited by M. BASSETTI e N. D’ACUNTO, Spoleto 2017, p. 148, note 2.

(3) Cf. Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, II, p. 321 e PAOLI, La Vita 
Bonfilii, p. 147.

(4) Cf. G. FATTORINI, La spiritualità nell’Ordine di S. Benedetto di Mon-
tefano, Fabriano 1976 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 2), p. 105, e V. FATTORINI, 
L’eremitismo nell’agiografia silvestrina, in Atti del Convegno di Studi Storici 
VIII Centenario Nascita S. Silvestro (1177-1977), Monastero S. Silvestro (Fa-
briano), 3-4 giugno - Osimo, 5 giugno 1977, Fabriano 1977 (« Studia Picena », 
44 (1977) e Bibliotheca Montisfani, 5), p. 163.

(5) Cf. N. D’ACUNTO, San Bonfilio tra monachesimo, chiese locali e aspi-
razioni universalistiche, in Storia di Bonfilio. Un monaco-vescovo alla prima 
crociata. Atti del Convegno di studio nel IX centenario della morte (1115-2015), 
Cingoli, 25-26 settembre 2015, edited by M. BASSETTI e N. D’ACUNTO, Spo- 
leto 2017 (Incontri di studio, 15), p. 41, which quotes Agiografia silvestrina 
medievale. Critical edition edited by R. GRÉGOIRE, Fabriano 1983, p. 275.
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attributed to Sylvester himself, it seems to me that this Vita may 
be of unparalleled hagiographic value when trying to understand 
what the founder of Montefano felt were the characteristics of a 
true monk, a Christian, a saint. We will therefore examine this 
life immediately after Sylvester’s biography in order to under-
stand, through the words of Sylvester or at least those attributed 
to him on Bonfilio, how much it might unveil of Sylvester’s 
religious and monastic life.

1. THE LIFE OF ST. SYLVESTER

A recurring element which, in my opinion, seems to run 
through the Vita di Silvestro is the insistence, or at least recur-
rence of the idea of prayer, amongst other themes; in chapter 1, 
it is stated that, while he was a canon at the Osimo cathedral 
« non segniter se regebat, immo vigilantius orationibus et predi-
cationibus insistebat » (VS 1): « he did not slack off in his own 
duties, in fact, he dedicated himself to prayer and preaching 
with the utmost vigilance ».

Firstly, his human, Christian and monastic life is seen as a 
se regere, « self-governing », of « self-control ». This seems to me 
a very important element, attributed here to Sylvester, but valid 
for every man and Christian: life, a serious human life, is given 
by the « governance » of oneself, how one disposes of oneself, 
what one decides and wants to do with one’s self freely, of one’s 
own life, own gifts, how one decides to relate to others and the 
entire world. Life is not embraced as just living aimlessly, letting 
go, letting things go their own way and letting situations, or 
other people, make decisions for us. A mature human life un-
derstands the necessity of making choices, and therefore makes 
sacrifices; it is about wanting something, deciding what to do 
with one’s desires, fears, emotions, which are not absolute, but 
can be governed and, most of all, must not dominate our per-
sona, becoming slaves. He therefore se regebat, he had accepted 
the responsibility of his own life in front of others and of God; 
the responsibility of his own actions and choices, without dump-
ing this responsibility on others, or on a far-fetched destiny. 
Here we already see Sylvester’s decisive and mature character. 
This is also confirmed by the fact that he se regebat segniter, 
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he was not negligent, nor lazy in his self-governance. Sylvester 
must make choices in his life, meaningful and mature choices 
which will be decisive for himself and his brothers when decid-
ing what form to give his monastic life in a time in which many 
monastic forms and reforms existed. All this with a great sense 
of responsibility, a responsibility which is already visible here, 
non segniter, not with negligence and laziness did he attempt to 
manage his own life. Here we have a mature man and a mature 
Christian, who knows the extent of his own choices and takes 
life seriously, knowing that the choices made in life will lead to 
a greater life, or death.

For this reason he was observant, vigilant. This is the second 
character trait to be recorded: vigilantius, « with great vigilance ». 
According to the New Testament, vigilance is part of Christian 
life, but also part of monastic tradition right from its origins. The 
monk is seen as a vigilante, he who does not nod off to sleep, but 
keeps the eyes of his heart and mind open: on himself, on what 
comes out of the heart, but also on others, on the gift that others 
are for him, on the sacrament of God thata brother can be for 
him, his eyes on the word of God, ready to embrace it and be 
transformed by it, mindful that it does not slip from his heart and 
mind, mindful to hold on to it so he may reap its fruits within 
him. The opposite of negligence is not activism, but vigilance, the 
eyes alert and watchful of the gift that is received and that comes 
towards us, which always precedes and surprises us.

And – the text continues – insistebat, he is dedicated, stead-
fast. In this verb, a presence and perseverance is expressed. 
The Christian and monastic life is seen as loyalty, staying ever 
present and persevering. There is a daily loyalty, in life, a loyalty 
which is not fuelled by outbursts of enthusiasm or by voluntary 
decisiveness, but a staying fast that can only be the consequence 
of having embraced the daily gift of God, that allows us to 
persevere, day after day.

And to what did he dedicate himself with vigilance? « Prayers 
and preaching », like the apostles, according to Acts 6,4, who 
decided to entrust the responsibility of the refectory to the other 
disciples so as to devote themselves « to prayer and the ministry 
of the Word »; in this passage of the Acts, a similar verb to the 
passage in Vita Silvestri occurs: instantes erimus: « nos vero ora-
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tioni et ministerio verbi instantes erimus ». Insto-insist, two verbs 
that have the same root and express the concept of applying 
oneself and persevering. In this way, Sylvester is presented as a 
genuine heir of the apostolic ministry.

But there is a turning point in Sylvester’s existence. One can-
not talk of « conversion », given that he was already a committed 
Christian, a disciple who tried to be faithful to Our Lord Jesus; 
but certainly there was much more understanding on his behalf, 
of his own calling, when, drawing inspiration from an event that 
led him to meditate on death and dying, he « decided to reach 
deserted lands, after having radically (funditus) abandoned the 
glory of the world » (VS 2). He retired to a hermitage, about 
thirty miles from Osimo. First of all, there is a radical choice, 
funditus, which fully expresses the radical nature of choices that 
Sylvester had always made, authenticity, no double standards, 
the totality of the gift of one’s being and the seriousness which 
had always accompanied each of his choices.

And which are the characteristics of this eremitic life of his? 
The text tells us a bit further on:

Thereon he would devote himself (vacabat) to fasting and prayer 
(ieiuniis et orationibus) with vigilance (vigilanter) making head-
way each day from virtue to virtue (de virtute in virtutem cotidie 
proficiens, cf. Ps 83,8). 

No more preaching, but, now that the choice of solitary life 
has been made, he is left with praying, he is left with an attitude 
of vigilance; preaching is abandoned, leaving a slot for fasting, 
i.e., a life of fighting against the dominion of the passions dwell-
ing in one’s heart, through an ascetic life, sobriety, the battle 
against any form of idolatry which may be nesting within.

But Sylvester remains, nonetheless, a man of prayer and 
vigilance, and these are two mind sets that define him and do 
not abandon him; rather, find a little later another category: 
the biographer states that Sylvester, « with all his thought and 
avarice (aviditate) would project himself towards the most ami-
able things, namely the tenderness of celestial realities » (VS 3). 
In this passage, it seems to me that there are many noteworthy 
elements: firstly, Sylvester searches, walks, lies down, reaches 
out to the celestial realities with his thought (cogitatione), in 
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correspondence with the evangelical commandment to also love 
the Lord with our entire mind (cf. Matt 22,37; Mark 12,30 and 
Luke 10,27). There is a thought, a mind, a reasoning, an aware-
ness of thought that accompanies Sylvester in his Christian and 
monastic life. This makes him a man, a mature Christian and 
monk: a contemplated faith, a conscious monastic life, a coher-
ent human life, knowingly chosen. These elements attest his way 
of life as the mature fruit of a serious and authentic path, and 
not the fleeting fruit of a single act of will or a succession and 
imposition of emotions.

Furthermore, in the text under examination, there is a term 
that might frighten us: « aviditate »: Sylvester loves God, loves the 
celestial realities, with avarice, similarly to Benedict who had used 
an analogous term in his Rules, which could frighten the pure 
ascetics, to indicate the desire of God; amongst the instruments 
of good deeds, we find written in the Rule of St. Benedict (= RB) 
4,46: « To desire eternal life with every spiritual concupiscence » 
(omni concupiscentia spiritali). Here we can see the longing, the 
concupiscence, avarice and extremely intense and burning desire 
with which both Benedict and Sylvester relate to God, disentan-
gled by any fear in relation to desire and longing: these must not 
be suppressed, they are good human sentiments and must only 
be guided, channelled, so as not to love God in an aloof manner, 
not out of obligation, nor habit, but with longing, avarice, and 
spiritual concupiscence. This Christian life is also human. It must 
not suppress the human side, rather, fully embrace it within the 
relationship with God and all things, without fear and distrust 
towards all that which represents desire and passion.

And then there is another recurring element here, as with 
the aforementioned passage: cotidie, « every day »: earlier, he 
stated that « cotidie progressed day by day » (VS 3); here it 
says that cotidie he aspired to the gentleness of divine reali-
ties » (VS 3). This adverb of time, cotidie, indicates two reali-
ties: the first indicates that such a path was trodden every day, 
with perseverance, in a daily journey that renewed itself day by 
day, restarting, progressing, with that obstinate getting up after 
falling down, getting back on track with confidence and persis-
tence, persevering under the blows of the spiritual battle. But 
there is also another element that seems to be contained within 
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this adverb, cotidie, « every day »: it is the fact that Sylvester 
lived his life day by day; in our spiritual life, we may be under 
the impression that we have the strength to persevere for years, 
and we rely on this, but then the moment comes when it gives 
out, so we too give out, falling to our ruin. But not Sylvester. 
Faithful to the word of Jesus, he looks forward to receiving the 
strength from God to recommence a religious and monastic life, 
every day he chooses his calling once more, every day he lives 
off the spiritual fuel presented to him, without confiding in him-
self or his own enthusiasm, but only in the faith of the Lord, 
which beckons us to live today in the name of God, confiding 
in his love that never wavers.

Some of the elements seen up to here can be found in an-
other passage of the Vita: in chapter 6, when the biographer 
tells of his transfer to the Montefano hermitage and the people 
who came running up to him to receive his spiritual teachings 
with great avarice, « omni aviditate ». So it is then said that 
« grounded ad mature/perfect in the stability of his faith in Jesus 
Christ, he took the utmost care of those around him through 
preaching and alms collecting ». Here, too, we see Sylvester’s 
perseverance, stability and radicality, a full commitment, giv-
ing oneself freely and embracing the gift of the Lord, which 
are other people. All of Sylvester’s experiences are lived in a 
radical manner; non as a fundamentalist, but as a mature man, 
who follows through with the choices he has made, and lives 
his human, Christian and monastic life with a radical passion.

Furthermore, it is possible to identify another element which 
we have yet to encounter: the care, or rather, the « utmost care » 
of thy neighbour, through concrete and material help, through 
the sharing of possessions, alms, spiritual teachings, preaching 
and the word of God, from which nothing is neglected (VS 7: 
« none of the precepts of God were neglected »). And in VS 17 
it is written that « proponebat ardentissime populo verbum 
Dei »: « He would preach and offer with extreme ardour (here, 
too, the concept of extreme ardour is important) the word of 
God to the people ». Thus, also in VS 7: « He would offer his 
persecutors the shield of patience, to the believers the Word 
of life, and mercy to the weak and the needy. His behaviour 
awarded nothing to himself, no pride, no vainglory ». Sylvester 
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was detached from himself, free from the eyes that looked upon 
him; he knew how to be a vigilant man, his eyes gazing at the 
Lord Jesus Christ and to his neighbour. His love of the Lord 
becomes love for those he meets in his life, sharing spiritual 
and material wellbeing. The love of God becomes the love for a 
brother, a sister, with no self-complacency, but only with the eyes 
looking towards God (cf. also VS 8) and to the gift that the other 
received from God. In this way, Sylvester becomes a man of 
compassion: VS 15: « Vir sanctus, spiritu compassionis assumpto, 
festinanter accessit ad eos »: by narrating Sylvester’s miraculous 
event of extinguishing a fire; in fact, the « holy man, in a spirit 
of compassion, went to them in all haste ». Sylvester is a man 
who loves as a human, and this makes him act hastily, in a rush, 
in order to help those in need. This haste is not caused by his 
own role, but through the « utmost care » and a « spirit of com-
passion » for those in need. Sylvester lets himself be wounded, 
feels pain, he lets others enter his life, not only through actions, 
but into his heart and make him suffer for the love he feels for 
them. Sylvester allows himself to be vulnerable to the pains of 
love. For this reason, Andrea calls him « pius », which means 
that he is not only devout, but, most of all, good, compassion-
ate, and full of affection (VS 12: « pius famulus Dei compassus »; 
« the servant of God, full of affection, moved by compassion »); 
e VS 13: « pius homo Silvester », « Sylvester, the compassionate 
man »). And still, in VS 17 it is written that Sylvester, in seeing 
that a cripple had come closer to touch his staff, « gazed down 
at the cripple and immediately a wave of compassion – multitudo 
clementiae – swelled up in his chest ». Sylvester is overcome by 
compassion; he lets it wash over him, not being immune to the 
suffering of others, but exposes his entire person, wounded. The 
other’s suffering becomes his own suffering, and he intervenes to 
help him. The texts speak of Sylvester, in particular, as a man of 
God (cf. VS 8; 9; 10; 18) and as a servant of God (cf. VS 11; 
12; 15). These are, first and foremost, the characteristics of his 
personality: he is human, a complete man, and is a servant of 
God, and thus also of his neighbours and brothers.

It is this attitude of charity and ardour that Sylvester was 
able to teach, to pass down to his disciples, as VS 21 tells us, 
regarding one of his disciples, Simon, who, facing a dog who 
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had killed men, says that « the man of God, upon hearing that 
many complained about the dog and that the owner had not 
banished it, moved by compassion deep in his heart (ex corde 
compatiens) for those who had suffered by it, went with some 
others to the house of the farmer, « urged on by the zeal of 
charity » (zelo caritatis accensus) ».

Finally, the last trait that Vita di Silvestro seems to highlight 
is that his actions, his miracles, his sagacity in breaking bread, 
his word, leads people, and the population to praise God, and 
not to make Sylvester the object of their worship: see, for ex-
ample, VS 17: the healed cripple, « rose to his feet giving praise 
and glory to the Creator, and joyfully went back home »; and in 
VS 9: upon seeing the miracle of a very heavy rock becoming 
lightweight through Sylvester’s intervention, « everybody, thereon 
recognizing the power of God through Sylvester, his servant, 
gave infinite thanks to the Creator ». And this was brought on 
by the same Sylvester, who « desired solely to please He who 
sees all » (VS 31); and also in VS 29 the chapter end with; « The 
holy man is exalted with praises from all and is acclaimed as 
an authentic servant of God; though, deferring from such an 
honour, retires hastily to his solitude ». Finally, in VS 23, Syl-
vester tells a blind woman who had gone to him to regain her 
eyesight, thanks to a wave of his hand: « Woman, go in peace, 
and if you receive God’s grace, do not tell anyone, but give 
thanks to Him who brings light to the blind and lights up their 
darkness ». And the woman, now cured, « thanked God and his 
servant as much as she could ».

2. THE LIFE OF ST. BONFILIO

The first observation made by Sylvester regarding Bonfilio 
and his entrance into the monastery of the Osimo diocese, Santa 
Maria di Storaco, is that « although being the youngest in the 
monastery, he surpassed everyone in his knowledge of the Holy 
Scriptures and holy conduct. In fact, according to the precepts 
of the Rules, he loved our Lord God above all » (VB 3; cf. RB 
4,1). We have already seen in Vita Silvestri his love for the word 
of God, but here it is Sylvester himself who writes of it as an 
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important characteristic of the life of a Christian and a monk. 
In fact, he goes back to this concept a bit further on: « Many 
[translator note: followers], in their desire to meet him and be-
come friends with him, went to visit him and listen to him. So 
the man of God bestowed upon them salutary teachings, making 
them drink heartily from the rivers of doctrine gushing from the 
springs of the divine Scriptures » (VB 4). And even when he 
was elected Abbot, Sylvester said of him that « with the help of 
Grace, he was learned in the law of the Lord and knew where 
to find exemplary teachings, both in ancient and new sources » 
(VB 6; cf. Matt 13,52 and RB 64,9).

But in spiritual teachings he showed discernment, he was not 
an idealist, nor followed literal interpretations. He knew how to 
recognize the needs of an individual, with discernment, good 
sense and sense of the other, of the real condition and needs of 
others; as is stated in la Vita di san Bonfilio 4 « as much as [he, 
N.T.] could, he gave to everyone, according to their own needs, 
so that they rejoiced upon receiving the right remedy for their 
soul from him, and returned cheerfully to their homes ». In fact, 
Sylvester, inspired by RB 2,37 says that Bonfilio, when elected 
Abbot, « began to reflect upon the nature and responsibility of 
his office, namely to guide the souls and serve the temperament 
of many ». (VB 6). In fact, according to the Rule of St. Benedict 
64,6, even when he became Bishop of Foligno he « considered it 
a much better task for himself to be of service to others, rather 
than leading » (VB 10; cf. RB 64,8).

As Bishop, he felt great compassion for the needy and be-
nevolently shared (benignis oculis, VB 11) his possessions with 
them, inviting pilgrims and strangers into his home (cf. VB 11). 
Furthermore, « he presented the holy Scriptures to his subjects 
with clarity and unction, both clerics and laymen » and the 
people « rejoiced immensely to have him as a pastor of their 
own souls and as an exceptionally loving father (diligentissimo 
patre) ». Here, too, Sylvester emphasizes his ability to break 
bread and give thanks, his assiduity with the same and his love, 
love also expressed in a great affectionate human love, towards 
one and all.

Bonfilio then managed to fulfil his wish of going on a pil-
grimage to Palestine (VB 13), but 
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all of his companions whom he had brought with him from his 
homeland (...) died one by one. He assisted them on their jour-
ney back to God, buried their bodies with the proper rituals, 
sent prayers upwards towards the divine Majesty and celebrated 
mass for the salvation of their souls. In this way, the blessed 
Bonfilio found himself alone and without any assistance. None-
theless, even though he now lacked any external assistance, he 
would frequently invoke, as was customary to him, divine help 
through an incessant perseverance in holy prayers and meditat-
ing on the Holy Scriptures (VB 13).

Once again, the Scriptures appear in the hand of Sylvester, 
but this time in a peculiar way, a way Sylvester must have ex-
plored during his eremitic life, and also as head of a community 
and Order: the condition of not having anyone to counsel him, 
to offer solace, and support, if not the Holy Scriptures, and 
through it the word of Lord contained therein. Here, Sylvester 
seems to be trained at the school of solitude, where he has 
learnt how to become a man of holy communion, without wall-
ing himself off in scornful isolation, but experiencing solitude 
as crucible which has made him a compassionate man, able to 
open up to others, to perceive others and help them within his 
limits and needs they display.

Then Bonfilio returns to his homeland and obtains permis-
sion by the pontiff to return a simple monk, albeit still a Bishop, 
in his monastery. VB 20 states that he would never leave his cell 
« if not to receive the sacraments and celebrate the holy mass; 
or, when the opportunity arose, to offer unto the community 
and faithful the word of God ». On the occasion of the reading 
of a chapter « as was his habit, he commenced with an exhor-
tation inspired by the holy authorities of the Scriptures », and 
then, addressing the monks who lived a libertine life: « with love 
and modesty he addressed the aforementioned dissolute monks, 
and with the affection of an extremely loving father, in an ex-
tremely benevolent and humbler manner, he scolded them for 
their vices » (VB 20). Benevolence also for the sinners, humility, 
modesty, charity, intense affection for those who abstain from 
judging and condemning; these are the qualities that Sylvester 
highlights in Bonfilio and that he has probably tried to abide 
by also in his relationship with man and his brothers.
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3. THE LIFE OF THE BLESSED GIOVANNI DAL BASTONE, SYLVESTRINE 
MONK AND THE LIFE OF THE BLESSED UGO, SYLVESTRINE MONK

For these two remaining Vite, I will limit myself to just a 
few remarks:

Firstly, for his biographer Andrea, Giovanni is characterized 
by a great desire, a desire that Andrea once more calls « long-
ing for celestial realities » (aviditatem celestium, VGB 4). Both 
Sylvester and his brothers share a sort of fire inside; they do 
not live half-heartedly, to such an extent that Andrea tells the 
story of Sylvester in Vita Silvestri 25 who, when meditating on 
the passion of Christ, « he identified with suffering Christ, like a 
burning iron, bursting into a flow of tears ». Not only love, but 
fervour, not only desire, but yearning, longing. All the humanity 
shared by Sylvester and his disciples is not negated, mortified, 
or repressed, but fully embraced in the ever-increasing love for 
Christ and towards others; it becomes weeping, weeping for the 
love of Christ and weeping to repent one’s own sins, but also 
signifying the ability to experience feelings of love and benevo-
lence towards others.

While living in the monastery, he will, in time, also be 
known by the locals, who flock to him for counsel and teach-
ings. Andrea writes that « by mandate of his superior, he 
began preaching the word of God, first to his brothers, then 
to the people who flocked to the monastery » (VGB 6). He, 
too, preached the word of God. In relation to such preaching 
activities, mentioned a number of times on the Sylvestrine hagi-
ographic texts under examination (6), Cleto Tuderti writes: 

The impelling need to educate the populace regarding the truths 
of the faith, to re-inject new energy into the ideal amongst the 
masses of evangelical poverty of the early church, had given life 
to a swarm of self-styled apostolic preachers. (...) Canon 10 of 
the Fourth Council of Lateran will re-evoke this kind of preach-
ing so as submit it to the ‘viros idoneos’, chosen by the Bishops 
through exact science and the integrity of their customs. These 
will be the premises upon which authentic preachers ‘potentes 

(6) Cf. VS 1; 6 (2x); 17; VB 4; 6; 11; VGB 6.
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in opere et sermone’ may base their sermons on, as wished for 
by the canon (7).

Tuderti adds in the notes that 

prior to the advent of the Mendicant Order, Innocent III had 
repeatedly invited the Cistercian order, so that they may emulate 
their great teacher, St. Bernard, and transform, in view of the 
church’s necessities, into a preaching Order (8).

But his ability to hear the word of God contained within 
the Scriptures became also brotherly charity, to such an extent 
that « If he were offended by words or actions, he never sought 
revenge » (VGB 8).

Here, Andrea’s words for Sylvester are also true for him: in 
front of his prodigal feats and miracles, the others give thanks to 
God, glory to God, their gaze is not fixed upon him (VGB 20): 
the glory belongs to God, and Sylvester and his disciples seem 
to have understood that very clearly.

This is also the case of Ugo (VU 3) when, through the 
intervention of Ugo the monk, some water is transformed into 
excellent wine, and « those present gave thanks to God ».

Even at his deathbed, some fellow citizens come running 
to his bedside, asking him when in God’s presence « to im-
plore God’s favour for the people of this land, so that He 
may preserve their bond with peace (cf. Ef 4,3) and love of 
unity » (VU 5). This is what men, the populace of that land, 
had perceived from this monk, a disciple of St. Sylvester: the 
love for harmony and unity, the importance of staying united 
in the promise of peace. This is what the local population had 
perceived as their legacy, what characterized them and what 
they treasured most, and therefore could ask him to pray for.

And finally, the words he left his brothers: « he humbly asked 
everyone’s forgiveness and urged them to persist in a holy and 
honest life, in sanctity and a perfect life of conversion » (VU 5). 
Ugo does not feel better than anyone, but asks forgiveness and 

(7) C. TUDERTI, La riforma silvestrina alla luce dei documenti monastici della 
Chiesa (1215-1248), Fabriano 1977 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 4), pp. 75-76.

(8) Ibid., p. 76, n. 68.
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exhorts others to follow the Lord in the conversion and conduct 
of monastic life (in fact that is how the term conversatione can 
also be translated).

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, going back to the title of this report, it ap-
pears to me that the structure and finality of the Sylvestrine 
hagiographic corpus gives us four unifying elements across the 
different texts that we have read, elements which can be traced 
back, in my opinion, to the teachings and model of the very 
same Sylvester:

a) The assiduous following of the Holy Scriptures and the 
preaching of the same.

b) Love, true human affection, for the others and for the 
brothers from whence the word of God arises.

c) The search for the glory of God, and not one’s own.
d) The profoundly human dimension in which Sylvester and 

his disciples combine Christian faith and monastic life in their 
day to day life, leaving a space, a neat space, for affection, a 
compassion for others, and a fervour for all things of God.

As a final text, which seems to me to sum up what has 
been said, it would be appropriate to read a passage from the 
First Letter of Peter, where listening to the word of God and 
brotherly love come together, a text that appears to express the 
spiritual characteristics of the person and life of Silvestro Guz-
zolini and his early disciples: « After having sanctified your lives 
through obedience to the truth, in view of a non-hypocritical 
brotherly love, love one another intensely, with a pure heart, 
having been regenerated not by a corruptible but by an im-
mortal seed, namely the eternal and living word of God. (...) 
And this is the word of the Gospel that has been announced 
unto you » (1Pet 1,22-23.25), a Gospel in which the life of these 
witnesses appear today as a clear echo, speaking to us. 
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MONTEFANO AS A CENTRE FOR UNITY 
IN THE SYLVESTRINE CONGREGATION 

DURING THE CENTURIES

1. MONTEFANO AS THE CENTRE OF GOVERNMENT AND POWER

In chapter six of his Vita Silvestri, Andrea di Giacomo of 
Fabriano, fourth Prior General of the Order of St. Benedict of 
Fabriano, attempted to describe the mountain as it had been deca- 
des before (1). He had in mind the year 1231, when Sylvester Guz-
zolini first moved there from his cave monastery at Grottafucile.

Andrea spoke of Montefano as « high and wild » (eminenti 
et silvatico), as barely accessible – being « steep and rugged on 
every side » (gravis et difficilis ex omni parte), as so « solitary 
and untamed » (solitudinis et silvestri loci mons erat) – and per-
haps so wooded as well – that it would be dangerous even for 
a grown man to go there alone, since it was the abode of the 
devil (versipellis contortor).

This description is, of course, as much metaphysical as 
physical. Yet Montefano in 1231 was more than just solitary 
and untamed. After all, notaries in Fabriano had been drawing 
and re-drawing boundaries on its slopes for, perhaps, centuries. 
Moreover, we have two documents – both dated 1 June 1231 
and both donating land to fratri Silvestro – which refer to the 
existence of a road, a publicam viam, perhaps constructed for 
the harvesting of Montefano’s timber resources (2). 

(1) ANDREA DI GIACOMO, Vita Sanctissimi Silvestri confessoris et mirifici 
heremite, cap. 6. De secundo loco heremi Montisfani, in Alle fonti della spiri-
tualità silvestrina, II. Vita di san Silvestro, beato Giovanni dal Bastone, beato 
Ugo, san Bonfilio. Latin text and Italian translation, edited by U. PAOLI, 
Fabriano 1991 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 10), pp. 22 and 24. 

(2) Cf. Le carte dell’Archivio di San Silvestro in Montefano, I. Montefano 
- S. Benedetto - Fabriano, edited by G. AVARUCCI e U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1990 
(Bibliotheca Montisfani, 14), pp. 4 and 6.
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Yet the mountain did remain difficult of access, and con-
tinued to be seen (in varying degrees) as « other » and alien, 
essentially different from the ordered life of the town below and 
in the cultivated landscape that surrounded it. Perhaps the most 
climactic sentences in chapter 6 of the Vita were the following: 

Having driven a multitude of demons from the hermitage of 
Montefano, the servant of God organized there a community 
of upright men, and with his teaching formed them according 
to the monastic rule. 

For Andrea di Giacomo, it was the presence of Sylvester 
(alive or dead) that gave Montefano its true significance. It 
would now be a holy mountain and no longer an abode of the 
devil and his minions.

In the seventeen-year period from 1231 to 1248 – and be-
yond – the continuous flow of donations showed no signs of 
abating, and the frequent exchanges of land with other land-
holders on the mountain, indicates the monks’ determination 
to consolidate their own holdings and make them as contiguous 
as possible. Sylvester and his disciples extended and secured 
their hold on the mountain itself, and on its closest environs. 
The very occasional purchases by the monks on Montefano 
(for example on 3 March 1242) were probably for the same 
purpose (3).

On 27 June 1248, Pope Innocent IV gave canonical approval 
to « the Order of S. Benedict of Montefano ». One is amazed 
at the centrality and dominance accorded by this document to 
Montefano, and its prior, Sylvester Guzzolini (4). This text, plus 
an analysis of decrees and chapter decisions made in later dec-
ades, reveals that the Order consisted of one single community 
of monks. Some lived at Montefano, others at the then three 
houses dependent on it. Sylvester himself nominated all the lo-
cal superiors, and no decisions were to be made without his 
presence and agreement. Each monastic profession was made 

(3) Ibid., pp. 25-27.
(4) For this and what follows, see C. TUDERTI, The unity of the Congrega-

tion in the light of its tradition (15th to 20th centuries), in « Inter Fratres », 54 
(2004), pp. 163-166. 
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into his hands, and as a member of the single community of 
the « eremo » on Montefano.

By the time of the General Chapter held in January 1268, 
immediately after St. Sylvester’s death, another eight monasteries 
had been founded, bringing the total to twelve. It would seem 
that 119 monks were by then scattered across these houses. 
As for Montefano itself, it steadily remained one of the largest 
communities in the Order: 16 monks in 1250, 21 in 1268 and 
19 in 1298.

Later problems over independence from episcopal control 
and the questioning of centralised authority highlighted the need 
for a proper juridical infrastructure. It was the fourth Prior 
General, Andrea di Giacomo (1298-1325), who provided this 
in the first decade of the new century, with the earliest set of 
Constitutions to have down to us. These largely entrenched the 
status quo, stating unequivocally that Montefano remained the 
caput et mater (« head and mother ») of the Order. They further 
laid down that the Prior of the « eremo » was, ipso facto, also 
the Prior General of the Order, for life, and was to be elected 
by the general chapter. It was the latter who also selected the 
visitors who assisted the Prior General in his annual visitations 
of each house, and the definitors who formed a sort of govern-
ing council. 

On paper at least, Montefano remained the customary 
residence of the Priors General, and its church was where 
they could expect, in time, to find a worthy burial. In reality, 
however, the slow erosion of Montefano’s role as a centre of 
government was already underway. 

The more the Order grew in size, the more complex and 
time-consuming its administration became. Between 1276 and 
1332 it was still expanding geographically, a further seventeen 
new foundations being made (eight in the Marches, five in 
Tuscany and four in Umbria). In practical terms, it could no 
longer be properly governed from the top of Montefano, which 
in wintertime could be cut off from all contact with the outside 
world, for days at a time (and more). Documents indicate that 
Prior General Andrea di Giacomo himself was spending half of 
his time in residence at S. Benedetto, the monastery within the 
walls of Fabriano. 
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This had been founded, after a donation of land from the 
“comune” in 1244, simply as a house (with a small oratory 
attached) where monks on business in the town could spend 
the night, if need be (5). Again with the encouragement of the 
“comune”, more property in the town was gradually acquired 
and the original house grew in size. In 1280, it was able to ac-
commodate seventeen monks visiting from Montefano. In 1287 
it was given its own prior, and in 1290 a new church. In 1323 
it was granted a parish of its own, carved out of the existing 
parish of the hitherto friendly canons of S. Venanzo.

The slow, but steady growth of S. Benedetto, gradually 
pushed Montefano into the background. By 1330, the commu-
nity had shrunk to 11 monks. In the second half of the century 
it also become rather dangerous to live there, and by the end 
of that century the Priors General withdrew altogether. Re-
markably, in 1430, there were still five monks living up on the 
mountain. By 1461, however, there was just one, the custodian 
of St. Sylvester’s tomb, Silvestro di Giacomo da Venezia.

How safe was the mountain in the late 1300’s and how 
habitable (by then) were the buildings that comprised Syl-
vester’s monastery? (6) Between the late fourteenth and early 
fifteenth centuries, virtually all the monasteries in the Fabriano 
“contado” were either partially or totally destroyed by armed 
gangs and/or brigands, enemies or partisans of the Chiavelli, 
the ruling family of Fabriano. Pillaging, destruction and arson 
were not uncommon, but any contemporary accounts of it in 
the Sylvestrine sources now seem to be lost. Some may have 
been seen by later Sylvestrine historians. In 1581, the great 
archivist and historian Stefano Moronti put the virtual aban-
donment of Montefano down to wars, plague and – it goes 

(5) For the development and rise to prominence of S. Benedetto, see 
U. PAOLI, L’Ordine silvestrino e Fabriano, in La chiesa di San Benedetto a 
Fabriano, edited by B. CLERI e G. DONNINI, [Fabriano] 2013, pp. 11-18.

(6) For answers to this question, see U. PAOLI, Sylvester Guzzolini and 
his Congregation. An historical synthesis, in « Inter Fratres », 36 (1986, II/
bis), p. 39 and, in particular, footnote 26. This is the English translation (by 
Father Bernard McGrath) of Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione. Sintesi 
Storica, the Italian original. The English version, which appeared at the same 
time, will be used throughout this article. 
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without saying – the « lack of monks ». In 1683, the Abbot 
General, Giovanni Matteo Feliziani, claimed that buildings of 
the « eremo » had been almost destroyed by a fire lit by un-
scrupulous and « impious men ». 

There was another malaise that afflicted Montefano (and the 
other monasteries) at this time. It had begun in July 1325, when 
John XXII, one of the Avignon Popes, appointed Andrea di 
Giacomo (after 27 years at the helm of the Order of St. Bene-
dict of Montefano) as a commendatory Abbot in Rome. In No-
vember that year, the same Pope appointed Matthew of Esana-
toglia (a Sylvestrine) as Prior General of the monks. It would 
be virtually another 220 years before the Sylvestrines were again 
able to elect their own superiors (7). Essentially, it involved the 
Congregation being treated as a sort of fiefdom of the Popes. 
The Priors General were to be no longer elected by the monks, 
but appointed by the reigning pontiff. What greatly exacer-
bated the situation was the decision by the Popes, towards the 
end of the fourteenth century, to begin handing out individual 
monasteries to their own servants, allies and associates. These 
generally showed little interest in the spiritual welfare of their 
monks, but were very keen to get their hands on the financial 
resources of the monastery under their control. Needless to say, 
general chapters and canonical visitations became rare events, 
and the recruitment of suitable candidates to the Congregation 
fell markedly. 

By the time of the general chapter called in 1428 the num-
ber of monks had fallen to 70, and these were spread very 
thinly over 25 monasteries. Disunity was seen as a major prob-
lem and threat. Those monks who had left their monasteries 
without permission were given two months to return, and 
anyone who had expropriated the goods of the Congregation 
was threatened with excommunication. Mere warnings were not 
enough, however.

Pope Eugenius IV expelled the Sylvestrines from their 
monasteries in both Florence (1436) and Siena (1438). He 

(7) For what follows, see TUDERTI, The unity of the Congregation, pp. 166-
167 and U. PAOLI, The unity of the Congregation in the light of its tradition 
(15th to 20th centuries), in « Inter Fratres », 54 (2004), p. 167. 
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nevertheless appointed as Prior General of the Sylvestrines the 
monk who had tried to resist him, Stefano di Antonio da Ca- 
stelletta (8). The latter was well versed in theology, a very shrewd 
and capable administrator with good contacts within the church 
and beyond. He concentrated his efforts on Montefano, because 
he was convinced that it could be used as a spiritual centre – 
having the tomb of St. Sylvester in its church – to reunify and 
reinvigorate the Congregation. The first step was to repair the 
dilapidated – perhaps even half-ruined state – the monastery had 
fallen into. Two Popes stepped up to help. In 1443, Eugenius 
IV bestowed on the Sylvestrines the vacant abbey of S. Biagio in 
Caprile with all its properties and income, for that very purpose. 
Unfortunately the money was unreachable for 36 years (until the 
1479). In 1456, Callistus III, who as a young cleric had been a 
guest of the Sylvestrines at Montefano and Fabriano, gave them 
property of the Chiavelli near Precicchie, which to have been 
later lost in a court case. In the 1460s, two Popes (Pius II and 
Paul II) and six Cardinals increased the indulgences granted to 
those who visited St. Sylvester in his church and contributed to 
its restoration by their work or alms.

The « commenda » system ended after the last commendatory 
Prior General was stabbed to death by a « contadino » in 1544. 
The effects of the Council of Trent were also beginning to be 
felt, and the Sylvestrines sensed their impetus after Pope Sixtus V 
sent Timothy Bottoni O.P. to reform them (9). One way or an-
other, Montefano was repaired and restored. The monks were 
few – two in 1561, four in 1577 and four in 1580 (10) – but it 
was on the mend at least.

(8) For a detailed assessment of Stefano di Antonio’s achievements, 
see U. PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina nei secoli XIV-XV, in Aspetti e 
problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto 
a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro abate, 4-7 giugno 1981, II, Fabriano 1982 
(Bibliotheca Montisfani, 7), pp. 638-646.

(9) An excellent survey of Bottoni’s reforms can be found in PAOLI, Syl-
vester Guzzolini and his Congregation, pp. 44-45.

(10) For the sources of these statistics, see San Silvestro di Fabriano. Anti-
che pergamene, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1984, p. XIV, footnotes 65-67.
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2. THE AURA OF THE BONES

According to the Vita Silvestri (chapter 37), after Sylvester’s 
death on 26 November 1267, his body was cut open, embalmed 
and prepared for burial by Andrea, a master surgeon, and 
his team of assistants. A number of soft intestines were also 
removed from his stomach and hidden away. The proverbial 
odour of sanctity was said to have been very present during this 
process. Three days later, after the requisite miracles, the saintly 
body was ready for burial. 

Since that time, the bodily remains of St. Sylvester Guz-
zolini have rested in the small church at Montefano, although 
not always in the same section of that edifice or within the 
same personal “accommodation”. First came the simple, largely 
undecorated, cypress coffin, buried beneath the main altar of 
the church, where Sylvester was soon enough joined by the 
coffins of his immediate two successors, Joseph and Bartolo, all 
three huddled together in good medieval fashion. Despite the 
details that Amedeo Bolzonetti provides (11), however, there is no 
actual documentary evidence for that coffin until January 1456 
and Pope Callixtus III’s Bull Sacrae religionis (12). The coffin 
was by then deteriorating and so the Pope granted permission 
(to Stefano di Antonio da Castelletta) to transfer the remains 
to a new coffin and to place them somewhere in the church 
that was more seemly and reverent. Whether he did so cannot 
be determined one way or the other, but the first documented 
« translation » of the saint’s remains came only in 1532, when 
Prior General Antonio Favorino had the coffin – was this the 
original, 13th century one? – placed inside a marble sarcophagus, 
that in turn was placed above the main altar and exposed to 
the veneration of pilgrims. As a result, countless miracles were 
credited (by Favorino) to the bones of St. Sylvester, especially 
during an outbreak of the « great plague » (13). 

(11) A. BOLZONETTI, Il Monte Fano e un grande anacoreta. Ricordi storici, 
Roma 1906 (opera postuma), pp. 71, 134.

(12) U. PAOLI, 750° anniversario della morte di san Silvestro abate (1267-
2017), in « Inter Fratres », 66 (2016), pp. 12-13.

(13) PAOLI, 750° anniversario, pp. 13-14.
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In 1629, Abbot General Clemente Tosi, who dismissively de-
scribed the first marble urn as « a few pieces of marble knocked 
together » (14), nevertheless had it (and the cypress coffin within) 
moved to a niche in the so-called « cappellone ». (The latter had 
been constructed sometime between 1610 and 1613 by Abbot 
General Giulio Rainaldi). Thirty-one years later, Abbot General 
Ferdinando Gattovecchi, argued that that site was now too hu-
mid, and he eventually succeeded in having a new cypress cof-
fin, plus a splendid new marble urn, acquired for the relicts of 
the saint. Yet again, the bones and their “accoutrements” were 
positioned above the main altar (19 September 1660). 

The urn, a work of art in itself, was a world away from 
the cypress coffin (so often vulnerable to humidity). Its solid-
ity, « permanence », and restrained Baroque style, suggest a new 
confidence, and it was to stand undisturbed above the altar for 
308 years. Abbot Gattovecchi himself was typical of a new type 
of Sylvestrine. He came from a well-known patrician family in 
Matelica, and there seems to have been an increase of such re-
cruits into the Congregation in the first half of the seventeenth 
century – especially from towns like Matelica, Fabriano and, 
most particularly, Serra San Quirico. Some of these were men 
of taste, interested in art and architecture, and with sufficient 
funds – either their own, or their monastery’s (a remark to be 
explained later) – to act as patrons to artists beyond the world 
of Fabriano. 

The church and the monastery on Montefano – as it were, 
the physical setting for the bones – were transformed in the sev-
enteenth century. One has only to compare two images of the 
site. The first, a pen and ink drawing, is dated to around 1581 
and is to be found in Stefano Moronti’s Repertorio (15). It is 

(14) « formata di più pezzi di marmo murati insieme » (quoted in PAOLI, 
750° anniversario, p. 14).

(15) Cf. The Congregational archives at Montefano (= AMF), S. MORONTI, 
Repertorio de le scritture de tutt’i luoghi de la Congregatione Silvestrina, 
ordinatamente registrate secondo l’ordine de lo Archivio di San Benedetto 
di Fabriano... fu fatto l’anno del Signore 1581. The Repertorio is a register 
of documents arranged by Moronti according to their monastery of origin. 
Many of these are now lost, and our only knowledge of them comes from 
the Repertorio. As a result, this register is a major source of information for 
Sylvestrine history between the 13th and 16th centuries. 
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said to be a copy of a (probably) thirteenth century original. It 
shows the monastery to be a one-storey building only, still lack-
ing a fourth side to complete its cloister. Yet here, presumably, 
were to be found all the essential rooms: a small oratory (and 
rudimentary bell-tower), a refectory and kitchen, calefactory, 
chapter room and dormitory. If there really were 21 monks in 
residence in 1268, it would have been a tight fit. (Was there 
any fixed accommodation for pilgrims?)

At first glance, the human beings in this drawing – mere 
stick figures – seem as frenetic as a swarm of ants. Closer ex-
amination changes that view, for the various activities depicted 
would not all have taken place at the same time. Pilgrims (if 
that is what some of them are) trudge up the road, but some 
ride a horse or donkey, which suggests it was not only the poor 
who came to S. Silvestro. However, it is the forest that makes 
itself felt most. Thick and impenetrable, it presses in closely 
around the monastery. 

The fact that (apparently) no changes were made in Mo-
ronti’s 1581 copy of the original drawing, has suggested to 
some scholars that the repairs made to the dilapidated and/or 
ruinous buildings at Montefano were probably never more than 
that – repairs only.

The second image of Montefano comes from 76 years later 
– a beautiful, coloured miniature of St. Sylvester, which serves 
as the frontispiece to a codex (no. 23) now in the Montefano 
archives. It has been dated to 1657 (16). It shows the bearded 
saint wearing a tan-coloured cowl. Beside him lie an anachro-
nistic mitre and crozier. The colour of the cowl suggests that 
the miniature was painted prior to 1662, the year of the forced 
merger with the Vallombrosans. In the background of this 
painting is a fascinating depiction of the monastery complex at 
Montefano as it was mid-century. It has been totally transformed 
since the 1580’s, and now spreads over two cloisters. It has, 

(16) See the reference to this painting in A. TOMEI, Materiali per l’icono-
grafia di s. Silvestro abate, in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche, 
II, p. 1149. It is illustrated in « tavola » XIII of the same volume, but in a 
quite unsatisfactory way. The photograph is not only black and white, but 
also very indistinct in reproduction. 
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for the most part, also acquired a second storey. On the other 
hand, the church has not yet been encumbered with the Abbot 
General’s apartments, which indicates the painter had finished 
his task before 1670. The fine (still-standing) bell-tower is there, 
however. Even the trees have been tamed. Still numerous, they 
are now “rounded” and classical in style. 

One feels impelled to ask: « Where did the money come 
from? ». And that is difficult to answer precisely. At the “Con-
vegno” at Montefano in 1981, Gilberto Piccinini had spoken 
of the gradual, cumulative advantage of having ownership after 
1443 (in theory at least) of the vast swathe of land-holdings 
that comprised the S. Biagio in Caprile properties (17). Another 
possible source of funds at this time may have been the new 
monasteries acquired or established by the Congregation in the 
first half of the century. Ugo Paoli has drawn attention to this 
growth (18). 

In any case, the increase in wealth – if not in the Congrega-
tion as a whole, then certainly in a majority of the monasteries 
– seems to have been part of the general « flourishing » of the 
Sylvestrines in the first half of the seventeenth century. This was 
evidenced by more monks, more monasteries, restored discipline 
in the wake of Trent, growing official acceptance of the cult 
of St. Sylvester – liturgically and hagiographically – a renewed 
interest in intellectual life, notable expenditure on art and ar-
chitecture, and this does not exhaust the list. 

Because of its unique position within the Congregation, 
it was not the local superior, but always the Prior – or Ab-

(17) See G. PICCININI, Nell’alta valle dell’Esino: presenza economica dei Sil-
vestrini, in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche, II, pp. 817-819. 
These estates did not belong to Montefano, of course, but to the Congre-
gation as a whole and were administered by the monastery of S. Benedetto 
in Fabriano. 

(18) PAOLI, Sylvester Guzzolini and his Congregation, pp. 45-46. Between 
1600 and 1650, a total of twelve new houses were established, giving a total at 
mid-century of 29 monasteries and 164 monks. Two years later, however, as 
a result of Pope Innocent X’s decree suppressing the smaller religious houses 
(below six religious) the Congregation lost fifteen monasteries. Paoli adds that 
their properties were mostly taken over by diocesan Bishops. The implication 
seems to be that these new foundations had brought in income that was used 
in the Congregation’s expansion, and which was then suddenly withdrawn.
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bot – General, who made decisions about expenditure for the 
buildings on Montefano. As custodian of the founder’s bones, 
it received special treatment and, in this sense, the seventeenth 
century repairs and additions to both the church and monastery 
on Montefano did have a unifying effect within the Congrega-
tion. 

The prestige value alone would have been considerable, and 
perhaps unwelcome to the monks’ main rivals in Fabriano: the 
Camaldolese Cenobites at SS. Biagio and Romualdo, and the 
Olivetans at S. Caterina d’Alessandria. It was a sensitive time. 
In 1605, St. Sylvester had officially been declared a co-patron of 
Fabriano and so joined St. Romuald (19). An annual procession 
in his honour was now also given to him by the town govern-
ment, which the Bishop of Camerino soon decreed to be one 
of the processions « of precept ». 

It is difficult to establish who built what, and when, at 
Montefano. Mention has already been made of Abbot General 
Giulio Rainaldi’s construction of the « cappellone » between 
1610 and 1613. According to the so-called Storia del monas-
tero (20), it was also he who commenced the construction of the 
new bell-tower, and who had restored those parts of the mon-
astery damaged in a recent earthquake. We are further told by 
the same source that, in 1608, his predecessor, Abbot General 
Nicolò Cossa (1607-1610) had made extensions to the monastery 
building (« accresciuta la fabbrica del Sagro Eremo... »). Exactly 

(19) These were co-patrons, but the sole patron of the town, in his own 
right, was St. John the Baptist, and his was the greatest celebration and pro-
cession in the Fabriano liturgical year.

(20) The full title of this document of 69 folios, which can be found in 
the Fondo Montefano at AMF, is as follows: La storia del monastero e chiesa 
del sagro eremo di Montefano de monaci silvestrini, conforme alla bolla di papa 
Benedetto XIII pubblicata li 19 giugno 1727, fatta per ordine del R.mo Padre 
D. Antonio Manci di Fabriano, primo definitore generale ed abate del sudetto 
Sagro Eremo. As we will see later, the Storia began as a sort of archive list, 
and then continued as a haphazard, quasi-chronicle of major events concer-
ning Montefano, a book of « memorie ». It was written by a number of diffe-
rent hands, but the first 38 folios are all – with the exception of a few brief 
later interpolations – in the handwriting of d. Amedeo Grassi, who was at the 
time a sort of « compulsory guest » at Montefano. The « memorie » ceased in 
1760, but two later documents, of a very formal, almost legal character were 
added: the first dating from 1767 and the second from 1770. 
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what these extensions were is not revealed. Even earlier, in 
1602, Angelo Cingoli (Prior General, 1601-1604), had funded 
both significant repairs and further extensions to the monastery. 
Following an earthquake in 1617, Abbot General Sebastiano 
Fabrini, had energetically supervised the restoration work, but 
there is no mention of additions to the building itself (21).

After these early seventeenth century Abbots General, the 
Storia del monastero has no more to say about abbatial build-
ers of Montefano until the 1670’s and then there are just two 
names, Silvestro Gionantoni (Abbot General 1668-1674) and 
Carlo Mattia Bosi (Abbot General 1677-1680). We are told that 
the latter « extended the confines of the monastery buildings », 
without any further details being provided. Abbot Gionantoni, 
however, was responsible for an extraordinary addition to the 
monastery in 1670 – a three-room abbatial suite on top of the 
church. How many other Italian monasteries have, quite delib-
erately, made such an unusual choice?

In the opinion of the compiler of that section of the Storia 
del Monastero (Amedeo Grassi), Gionantoni’s three new rooms 
had added to the attractiveness (« vaghezza ») and comfort (« co-
modità ») of the monastery (22). If so, was Gionantoni merely 
building a comfortable “resort” for himself and his successors, 
a retreat where they might escape, temporarily at least, the 
summer heat of the town below? Or did he wish to persuade 
future Abbots General to make extended stays – the successors 
of St. Sylvester and the bones of St. Sylvester in close proximity 
again? But why choose such an extraordinary site? 

The ledge (or shelf) on which Montefano is built is obvi-
ously a quite restricted one, but in 1670 there were far fewer 
buildings than there are today, and Gionantoni could certainly 
have chosen another site than the one he did. In the end, one 
cannot escape the conclusion that he was so determined to 
have a spectacular view (or perhaps two spectacular views) that 
more prudent or cheaper alternatives were swept aside. Yet, one 
cannot deny that by building on top of the church he gained 

(21) All the information contained in this paragraph and the one that 
follows, has been taken from f. 13v of the La storia del monastero.

(22) La storia del monastero, f. 13v.
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a truly magnificent vista, sweeping down precipitously from the 
mountain in the direction of Fabriano. He also gained a set of 
three, handsome, well-proportioned rooms, each of which imme-
diately led on to the next, in true enfilade style. The windows 
were all on the left-hand side, closely adjacent to the doors. 
A pleasant promenade could be made – up and down – ap-
preciating the view or thinking one’s own thoughts.

The innermost room was Gionantoni’s private chamber, 
where he was attended to by his lay-brother valet (« staffiere »), 
fra Piermatteo (23), and where he would pray. Today, if one were 
to take a “prie-dieu” and go to the furthermost wall of that 
room, one would (eventually) find a small, oval-shaped window. 
Kneeling on the “prie-dieu” and looking through the window 
– which, on the other side, is set low in the internal cupola – 
one would find one’s sight directed to exactly the place in the 
apse where the old high-altar stood, and where the marble urn 
was positioned behind and slightly above it. Is this the second 
view that Gionantoni had wanted, and created? 

Perhaps there is more than a hint of the « grand seigneur » 
here, but like a number of those old, seventeenth century Ab-
bots, Gionantoni combined deep piety and family pride with a 
shrewd hard-headedness. He was devoted to the unity of his 
Congregation (especially after the forced merger with the Val-
lombrosans) and to the tomb of its saintly founder. He died at 
Montefano on 9 July 1682 and chose to be buried there, amid 
the founder’s early disciples. Among his belongings were four 
large chests adorned with the family coat-of-arms (24).

As mentioned earlier, between the 1660 « translation » of 
St. Sylvester’s bones and the next (and most recent) one, in 
1968, there is a gap of more than 300 years. Not surprisingly, 

(23) Fra Piermatteo is listed as Gionantoni’s « staffiere » at S. Benedetto in 
early June (the 4th or 5th) 1669 (AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Capitoli generali, 
2, f. 222v). 

(24) These are listed in an inventory of June 1685 (AMF, Fondo Mon-
tefano, Inventari, 1, f. 19r). A later inventory, from 1729, mentions a quite 
large (« assai grande ») portrait of Abbot General Gionantoni in the second 
room of the « Appartamento grande », that he himself had built (AMF, Fondo 
Montefano, Scritture diverse, b. 8). It was later lost, perhaps during one of the 
nineteenth-century suppressions. 
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therefore, in 1968 there was evidence of both continuity and 
discontinuity. Moreover, this most recent « translation » has to 
be seen in the unusual context of a whole year’s celebration 
for the seven hundredth anniversary of St. Sylvester’s death (26 
November 1967). These celebrations began on 24 September 
1967 and officially concluded on 6 October 1968. 

The saint’s remains, however, were not removed from their 
Baroque resting place – the marble sarcophagus (and cypress 
coffin) – until relatively late, the Solemnity of St. Benedict, 11 
July 1968. This was so they might be more directly reverenced 
(and petitioned) by the Christian faithful, but also to enable 
them to be « forensically » examined, and measured with greater 
exactitude. 

Neither at that time, nor later, was this seen as a case of 
science triumphing over « magic » (or something similar). In-
stead, the most striking characteristic of this 1968 « translation » 
was its overriding determination to present, display and reveal 
St. Sylvester’s mortal remains. The coffin was taken from the 
marble urn, and the bones from the coffin. The bones were 
then measured, tested and scrutinised. This process concluded, 
they were then placed in a sarcophagus of silver plated bronze 
– with opaque glass on its two lateral sides – and all enclosed in 
a new urn of bronze and chrystal. The latter was then installed 
in the space above the high-altar that had previously been oc-
cupied by the seventeenth century marble urn. 

On 15 September 1968, however, the precious relics were 
brought down to Fabriano on the back of a decorated truck 
(« un autoveicolo addobbato con garofani bianchi ») accompa-
nied by police motor-cyclists (25). Two young monks (one of 
whom is still happily with us) (26) accompanied the urn, kneel-
ing on either side of it. The saint’s remains were brought to 
the church of S. Benedetto, where they stayed on view for one 
week, for the devotion of the people. And it was there, on 21 
September, that five young Sylvestrines – two priests and three 
deacons – were ordained by the Benedictine Cardinal, Benno 
Gut. On the following day, in the piazza del Mercato, the 

(25) PAOLI, 750° anniversario, p. 8. 
(26) D. Ugo Paoli, archivist and historian.
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bones of St. Sylvester were formally farewelled from Fabriano 
by a conclave of « prelate, autorità civili e militari, monaci e una 
‘fiumana’ di fedeli ». The vehicle transporting this precious cargo 
then left the town and, followed by a long line of cars, slowly 
commenced its ascent of Montefano. 

Ten years later, in October 1978, the high-altar in the church 
at S. Silvestro was dismantled, and a (supposedly) temporary 
one constructed in a central position below the cupola. The urn 
with St. Sylvester’s body was placed underneath the « mensa » of 
this altar. Thus the mortal remains of the saint were made even 
more accessible to the faithful, to pilgrims and even just to the 
curious. Nineteen years later, however, the major earthquake of 
26 September 1997 necessitated yet another new altar (27). This 
stands in the same position beneath the cupola, and the funer-
ary urn again rests under its « mensa ». It was consecrated on 26 
November 2001 by the then Archbishop of Ancona-Osimo (28).

 
3. MONTEFANO AS THE BESTOWER OF LEGITIMACY

 
Towards the end of the fourteenth century, when the Syl-

vestrine Priors General ceased to reside on Montefano, all that 
singled out the monastery – apart from its spectacular site 
(at that time a dubious asset) – was its custody of the bones 
of St. Sylvester. Yet it was these relics that gradually marked 
out Montefano’s unique role within the Order/Congregation. 

(27) PAOLI, 750° anniversario, p. 11. 
(28) The cypress coffin and the grey-pink marble urn have also acquired a 

quasi-sacral character, since for centuries they had safely preserved the sacred 
relics. In October 1978, the coffin, which some still believe to be the original 
coffin of 1267, was placed beneath the « mensa » of the right-hand side-altar. 
Subsequently, it was moved from there and given more prominence alongside 
the same altar. In contrast, the marble urn spent many years outside the church 
proper, having been deposited in the main cloister not far from the entrance 
to the sacristy. On 23 November 2015, however, it was finally rescued and 
taken down to the new Oratorio San Silvestro, beneath the smaller cloister of 
the monastery. There it was placed on top of the re-constructed 1660 altar. 
On the feast of St. Sylvester (26 November) in 2015, after the celebration of 
Mass, the then Bishop of Fabriano Giancarlo Vecerrica solemnly blessed this 
new « oratorio », and then individually blessed (and sprinkled with holy water) 
the venerable marble urn (PAOLI, 750° anniversario, pp. 15-16). 
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It appealed very strongly to the congregational « memory », and 
could tug at Sylvestrine emotions in a way that S. Benedetto in 
Fabriano never did achieve. Over time, this fact slowly acquired 
a political and constitutional significance. 

On 16 March 1550, at S. Benedetto in Fabriano, Girolamo 
Cinelli of Serra San Quirico was elected as Prior General of the 
Sylvestrines for the next three years. On the following day, he 
and his entourage rode up from Fabriano to what is described 
as « the church of St. Sylvester on Montefano, the head of the 
Congregation [caput religionis] », and there he took « actual and 
bodily possession of the said generalship » (29). One notes here 
that this was also the first time, in an official document, that 
the monastery (the « eremo ») of Montefano was ascribed to 
St. Sylvester, rather than to St. Benedict, as previously. It also 
seems to be the first time that such a ritual is referred to in 
any of the sources. Whether this ascent and liturgy had, in fact, 
developed prior to 1550 is difficult to say. (Had there been, at 
some point, a need to re-emphasise the validity or legitimacy of 
an actual election?)

Whatever its origin, this three- or four-yearly ride up to 
Montefano, and the subsequent ceremony inside the church, 
became essential parts of the election process for Priors – and 
Abbots – General over the next two centuries. 

The procedure within the church was as follows: arriving at 
S. Silvestro to a ringing of the bells, the Prior – (or Abbot) – 
General and his entourage were then formally greeted by the 
assembled monks at the door of their church. After kissing the 
crucifix, the newly-elected prelate would enter the church and 
pause briefly in prayer, first before the Blessed Sacrament altar 
and then at the high altar, above which the body of the holy 
father Sylvester was preserved in its marble urn. At the « baldac-
chino », he would then receive the obedience of his confreres. 

(29) For this and what-follows, see U. PAOLI, Cronotassi dei Superiori Ge-
nerali della Congregazione Silvestrina, in « Inter Fratres », 33 (1983), pp. 19-20 
(and notes 78-79) and p. 54 (and notes 359-360). The key statement can be 
found in note 78: « D. Ieronimus Cinellus, eletto generale il 16 marzo 1550, il 
giorno dopo in ecclesia Sancti Silvestri de Montefano, capite religionis prende 
corporalem et actualem possessionem dicti generalatus » (AMF, Fondo Congre-
gazione, Capitoli generali, 1, f. 75v). 
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At the altar itself, the general would remove the altar cloths 
one by one, and then put them back again, one by one. To 
bring the proceedings to an end, the Te Deum would be sung, 
after which the new general and his companions would ride 
back down to Fabriano. There is no mention of any address or 
homily, and the prayers are described as « brief » (but what is 
« brief » in this context?). If a fairly brisk pace were chosen, the 
whole liturgy might easily be over within 40 minutes. 

By symbolically taking possession of the church (and mon-
astery) on Montefano, Prior General Cinelli was not only un-
derlining the legitimacy of his election the previous day. He 
was also emphasising his authority to govern, not to mention 
his responsibility for safeguarding Sylvestrine tradition and 
heritage. Montefano’s enhanced prestige in 1550 flowed from 
this fact. It was also evidenced, after 1580, in the official con-
gregational lists, drawn up (at least) every two years – that is, 
after every general chapter or diet meeting. The monastery on 
Montefano was given primacy on every list of the Sylvestrine 
houses. Moreover, the list of its own resident community always 
began with the name of a non-resident the current Prior – or 
Abbot – General, who lived down at S. Benedetto in Fabriano. 
The reasoning was that St. Sylvester had first been the superior 
of Montefano, before ever governing an order or congregation, 
and so it was fitting that each of his successors as Prior – or 
Abbot – General should also be a sort of honorary superior 
of Montefano as well. In a sense, it gave him an even closer 
identification with the bones of the holy founder.

The growing acceptance of Montefano’s « spiritual » primacy 
in the sixteenth century took on a more hard-edged, political 
aspect in the seventeenth and eighteenth.

The second “legitimacy-conferring” ceremony was some-
what more protracted, chiefly because there was more legal 
documentation involved. The post of Abbot General was vacant 
– through death – and according to the Constitutions of 1690 
he now needed to be succeeded in office by the current Abbot 
of Montefano, under the title of Vicar General (30). Only the 

(30) See the very detailed provisions in Costitutioni della Congregatione di 
S. Benedetto di Montefano, hora detta de monaci silvestrini, novamente corrette, 
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Abbot of Montefano could be considered for this role because – 
as the 1610 Constitutions remind us, only Montefano was the 
« capo della Congregazione ». S. Benedetto in Fabriano might 
now be the actual centre of government, but the old titles and 
formulas still seemed best suited to Montefano.

In 1731, the Abbot of Montefano was the 70 year-old An-
tonio Manci, a « fabrianese ». His portrait (dated to the same 
year) is arguably the most accomplished of the small handful 
of eighteenth century, Sylvestrine portraits now at Montefano. It 
gives prominence to the size and power of the Abbot’s jaw, his 
short neck and rather unnerving smile. He was already suffering 
badly from gout (31), however, and now had just eleven months 
(until the next general chapter) to demonstrate his governing 
capabilities. The painting boasts a coat-of-arms, but Manci was 
not of patrician birth (32).

On the afternoon of 1 July 1731, Abbot General Roberto 
Fedeli died in his private quarters at S. Benedetto, in Fabriano. 
His death had clearly been expected. A messenger was at once 
despatched to Montefano, and Manci quickly put into effect the 
preparations he had already made. (The account in the Liber 
Actorum stresses the need for haste, since it was thought highly 
dangerous for the Congregation to be without a legally-estab-
lished, supreme governing authority, even for a short time) (33).

That evening, Manci – formally clad in cowl, mozzetta and 
biretta – took his seat in the « aula » of the Abbot General’s 
apartments at Montefano (the first of the three, handsome 
rooms that run above the nave of the monastery church). Pre-
sent were the small monastic community of S. Silvestro, and 
a great many people from the town (« plerisque Fabrianensi-

riformate e ristampate d’ordine del capitolo generale l’anno 1688 et approvate 
dalla Santità di N. S. Papa Alessandro VIII l’anno 1690, Roma 1690 (= Cost. 
1690), Terza distintione, cap. I: « Dell’Elettione del Padre Generale », § 6: 
« Del Vicario Generale in caso di vacanza del Generalato », pp. 183-185. 

(31) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Libri diversorum, 3, f. 31v. 
(32) For the portrait, family and career of Antonio Manci, see the fol-

lowing two articles: T. KAVENAGH, 1-3 July 1731 and the Sylvestrine Benedicti-
nes in Fabriano, in « Inter Fratres », 47 (1997), pp. 34-39; ID., The Sylvestrines 
and the pull of blood: two account books (1708-1722) of Abbot Antonio Man-
ci’s - Part One, in « Inter Fratres », 57 (2007), pp. 189-197, 209-214. 

(33) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Libri actorum, 2, f. 42r.
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bus ») – monastic or lay is not specified. A notary had also 
been summoned to legally witness that all was done according 
to the 1690 Constitutions. This was Angelo Domenico Porfiri, 
a parishioner of the Sylvestrines from S. Benedetto and a rising 
star in his profession.

Proceedings began when Amedeo Grassi, the « familiae 
decanus » (dean and secretary of the local chapter) read out 
– in « alta voce » – the requirements of the Constitutions and 
the Brief of Pope Innocent XI (as regards the succession of 
the Vicar General in such circumstances). This completed, the 
monks went in procession behind the cross, downstairs to the 
doors of the church. Can this be seen as the indoors equivalent 
of the four-yearly, post-election (horse or donkey) ride from 
S. Benedetto in Fabriano up the mountain to S. Silvestro?

Here, in 1731, the new presumptive Vicar General knelt 
down on a cushion and kissed the crucifix presented to him by 
Filippo Luciani, the Prior of Montefano. He then blessed all 
in sight with holy water, processed into the church and prayed 
briefly before the Blessed Sacrament and then the bones of 
S. Silvestro. Once he had publicly made the Profession of Faith, 
in the form prescribed by Pius IV, he received the homage of 
the monks present. These went up in turn to the throne and 
kissed his hand, after which Manci donned pontificals, and 
with mitre and crozier returned to the high altar, from where 
he bestowed a triple blessing. Filippo Luciani now intoned the 
Te Deum and on its completion the bells were rung and the 
little procession retraced its steps (in the same order) up to the 
Abbot General’s apartments. 

At this point, specific secular witnesses were admitted and 
Porfiri the notary read out a completed document (with many 
detailed provisions) concerning the Vicar General’s assumption 
of office. In response the monks and seculars shouted out their 
approval. There was then some applause – according to our 
chronicler (Amedeo Grassi), an unheard of-thing – and Manci 
was « saluted » again and again.

The new Vicar General at once settled down to business. 
Letters were sent out that evening – to the other monasteries 
of the Congregation, to the Procurator General in Rome and, 
presumably, to the Bishop in Camerino – announcing Fedeli’s 
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death and Manci’s succession. Instructions were also despatched 
to Abbot Grassetti down at S. Benedetto to prepare worthy 
funeral rites for the late prelate (34).

It was all as if, for a few hours, Montefano had again be-
come the governmental centre of the Congregation. 

4. SYLVESTRINE AMBIVALENCE TOWARDS MONTEFANO

a) Winter, Air and Other Concerns

On 20 October 1695, two young novices, Lorenzo Nebbia 
(later Procurator General of the Congregation) and Antonio 
Maria Baldassini, dramatically fled from the Sylvestrine novitiate 
on Montefano. They later gave an explanation for their sud-
den exit – a fear that they might be « confined forever in the 
monastery on that horrid mountain » (un orrido monte) (35). It 
would seem to have been more Montefano the mountain than 
Montefano the monastery that they found particularly horrible. 
And this was also the case with other Sylvestrines who shud-
dered at the thought of living there. In February 1705, Bishop 
of Nocera Umbra Marco Battaglini explained that the novices at 
S. Silvestro did not get up for the Night Office because of the 
« rigidezza dell’aria » (36). (In other words, in freezing weather, 
pity was taken on those of tender years). In June 1709, even 
a « figlio » of Montefano, Bernardino Beccaroni, pleaded not to 
have to live there « because he would not be able to resist the 
severe chill [rigidezza] of that mountain air » (37). At the end of 
1722, another « figlio » of Montefano, Romualdo Ferrata, who 
had spent four years there as Prior (1694-1698) and four as 
Abbot (1716-1720), spoke feelingly of the mountain’s « clima 
rigidissimo » and its effects on his health (38). And more than 30 
years after that, reactions were still strong. Did d. Angelo Gar-

(34) Ibidem.
(35) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Memoriali e rescritti, 1, p. 60.
(36) Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Congr. Disciplina Regolare, Decreta, 59, 

f. 244r.
(37) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Memoriali e rescritti, 1, p. 99.
(38) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Libri diversorum, 2, pp. 277-278.
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zoni speak for many Sylvestrines when he sweepingly claimed 
that residence at Montefano was essentially prejudicial to health 
(« pregiudiciale alla sanità »)? (39).

It is interesting, however, that the two novices in 1695 had 
not specifically singled out the « rigidezza » of the Montefano 
air. It was perhaps the « horrid mountain » itself – its very exist-
ence – that they feared and detested. The fact is that despite its 
symbolic importance, the founder’s tomb and their own devout 
feelings, there were some Sylvestrines who simply did not want 
to live on Montefano. No doubt this was partly due to its rig-
orous winter climate and the constant fear of being cut off by 
mists, snow and ice. But one suspects that there may also have 
been fear of « isolation » in a much wider sense. 

Almost all the choir monks at this time were townsmen; they 
had been born and bred in the towns and felt most at home 
in that ambience. Of the fifteen Sylvestrine monasteries, all 
– except one, Montefano – were situated within a town or (in 
the cases of Matelica, Belforte and Sassoferrato) just outside its 
gates. For many monks, to live without the amenities and bustle 
of a town would have been too great a deprivation. (In fact, not 
a few of them yearned to be allocated to the extreme opposite 
of Montefano, the Congregation’s Roman monastery, S. Stefano 
del Cacco, and the excitements of a great city).

The Sylvestrine « conversi » and « oblati » were for the most 
part from the villages of the « contado », not from the towns, 
but as they were almost all illiterate their opinions have not 
survived. 

b) Conflict over the Novitiate in 1738

The sharp controversy that developed in Fabriano during 
the middle months of 1738, over the site of the novitiate is, for 
more than one reason, of some significance in the history of the 
Sylvestrine Congregation. In the first place it was yet another 
instalment in a saga that had begun in the middle of the previ-
ous century and concerned not only the important question of 

(39) Ibid., 3, f. 134r.
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monastic formation, but also the special role of Montefano in 
Sylvestrine life and history. In the second place, it increased the 
atmosphere of tension that had been building up in congrega-
tional politics at least since the early 1730’s. Thus it was a con-
tributory factor in the greatest crisis faced by the monks in the 
first half of the eighteenth century, the extraordinary visitation 
of the Congregation ordered by Pope Benedict XIV in 1740.

What is perhaps the most surprising aspect, however, is that 
from roughly the mid-seventeenth century to the mid-eighteenth 
century there were monks in the Congregation who cast a quite 
critical eye on Montefano, at least as the site for the congrega-
tional novitiate. We learn of their existence from the writing 
of one of their critics, Ambrogio Grassetti, governing Abbot of 
Montefano from 1736 to 1740. He was also the staunchest pro-
ponent for the status quo, that is, that the formation of novices 
should continue to take place only on top of the mountain. The 
alternative was that it be moved down to S. Benedetto within 
the town walls of Fabriano. 

This question, however, had already been asked generations 
before the controversy in 1738. According to Grassetti, the is-
sue had first emerged more than 80 years earlier, on 10 July 
1655, when the Sacred Congregation of Bishops and Regulars 
issued a decree allowing a house of novitiate to be established at 
either Montefano or S. Benedetto, or both (40). Which person, or 
group, had sought such a decree has not yet been investigated, 
but the decree itself sounds like a compromise – or evasion – 
of some sort. 

Could it have come from the circle of Abbot General Cle-
mente Tosi (41), whose draft Constitutions of 1645 were judged 
too radical ever to be published, let alone put into practice? 
What is noticeable is the relative lack of interest they show in 

(40) La storia del monastero, f. 49v.
(41) For Tosi, see the brief, but telling, pen-portrait, in PAOLI, Sylvester 

Guzzolini and his Congregation, pp. 78-79. Perhaps the key sentence is the 
one that follows: « He regarded the old [the early 14th century, 1610 and 
1618] Constitutions as anachronistic since they were adapted ‘to a solitary 
life of contemplation’ but not to the urban monasticism of the Sylvestrines 
in the seventeenth century » (ibid., p. 79).
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Montefano (42). Whatever the case, the decree of 1655 was not 
acted upon and (perhaps) nothing more happened in this regard 
for another 20 years. 

Towards the end of 1674, however, another petition was 
sent to the Sacred Congregation super statu Regularium. Was 
this done with the approval of the new Abbot General, Isidoro 
Rosa? (43) One also notes that Clemente Tosi himself was still 
alive. (He died the following year).

This petition was essentially a re-run of the 1655 petition, 
seeking to have the novitiate « shared » between Montefano 
and S. Benedetto, and arguing that this would be « molto com-
moda alla Congregatione e di maggior utile alla disciplina rego-
lare » (44). One wonders if there had been recent problems with 
« [la] disciplina regolare » within the novitiate or the Congrega-
tion, but this largely opaque statement could mean anything and 
everything. It does, however, highlight a problem we have in 
trying to understand the real nature of the dispute. Most of the 
surviving sources come from those who wanted to maintain the 
status quo, while the motives of those who favoured a noviti-
ate at S. Benedetto (albeit at Montefano’s expense) were never 
clearly set out. 

(42) The text of these Constitutions, till then unseen, was discovered only 
in 1979, by Ugo Paoli in the Vatican Library (Vat. Lat. 6725): see PAOLI, Note 
d’archivio, in « Inter Fratres », 29 (1979), pp. 44-45. Unlike the Constitutions 
of 1610, 1618 and 1690, those of 1645 are not at all modelled on the early 
fourteenth-century ordinances and they show no interest in Montefano. For 
example, in chapter two of part three of the Constitutions, it is laid down 
that, in the event of the death in office of the Abbot General, a Vicar Gene-
ral should be elected as temporary governor of the Congregation. There is a 
discussion as to who might be eligible for election, but no mention whatever 
of Montefano or its Abbot (see V. FATTORINI, Le costituzioni silvestrine del 
1645, in « Inter Fratres », 34 (1984), p. 141). Pages 1 to 61 of the manuscript 
are given over to the Constitutiones Congregationis Monachorum Silvestrino-
rum Ordinis Sancti Benedicti; while pages 61 to 100 contain the Directorium 
Constitutionibus Monachorum Silvestrinorum adiiciendum. 

(43) His predecessor, Silvestro Gionantoni, who believed so strongly that 
Montefano was crucial to the preservation of Sylvestrine tradition, might well 
have opposed such petitions. After all, could the authentic tradition really be 
inculcated into future generations of monks in any other place than on the 
mountain? 

(44) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Libri diversorum, 1, f. 55r-v. 
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On 10 January 1675, permission was once again granted 
to have novitiates in both places or in either one of them, de-
pending on the judgement of the abbot general at the time and 
what might seem more expedient for the « good service » of 
the Congregation (45). Before making their decision, the Roman 
authorities had apparently sought the opinion (audita relatione) 
of the then Cardinal Protector, Giacomo Franzoni, from 1671 
to 1696 also Bishop of the diocese Camerino (which included 
Fabriano) (46). In any case, the decision was (again) not fol-
lowed through, and the novitiate remained exclusively on the 
mountain (47). 

In June 1738, however, the matter of the novitiate finally 
came to a head, as did the struggle between these two oppos-
ing factions within the Congregation. Ambrose Grassetti knew 
who his opponents were: the two highest office-holders in the 
Congregation, Abbot General Giovanni Amatori (resident at 
S. Benedetto) and Procurator General Benedetto Biancini (resi-
dent at S. Stefano del Cacco in Rome), plus Camillo Schimberni, 
the governing Abbot at S. Benedetto. The latter had been a 
particular target of Grassetti’s criticisms since becoming Abbot 
there in 1732. Abbot Antonio Manci had joined in this criti-
cism (before dying in 1735). One of Grassetti’s main allies in 
1738 was Porfirio Tufi, one of the visitators general, resident 
in Rome and important for supplying Grassetti with the latest 
information from there. 

Grassetti wrote his own (obviously partisan) account of the 
events of 1738 in the Storia del monastero, entitling it Distinta 
relazione del trasporto del noviziato in S. Benedetto di Fabbriano 
successo l’anno 1738 (48). He began by listing the praiseworthy 

(45) « più espediente per il buon servizio della Congregazione » (ibidem).
(46) He quite possibly influenced their decision, but Cardinals Protector 

were always something of a « wild card » in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. Their vested interests and interventions could not always be pre-
dicted, and the fact that their role was never exactly defined only made them 
the more formidable.

(47) In 1719 there was another novitiate crisis, but this time to do with 
who might be the best novice master, not where might be the most appropri-
ate site. In 1719 there were four successive novice masters.

(48) It runs from f. 49v to f. 53v of the Storia del monastero. An earlier 
section (f. 41r to f. 49r) deals with the other events of Grassetti’s time as 
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characteristics of the then novitiate regime at S. Silvestro. These 
were: first, the psalmody seven times, day and night in choir; 
second, a daily « greeting » of the « reliquie del s. padre »; and 
third, the regular abstinences. Grassetti then claimed (only half 
seriously perhaps) that the devil had been so upset by this obvi-
ous good work in the novitiate, that he moved the hearts of cer-
tain « Superiors » (presumably Amatori and Biancini) to work for 
the removal of the novitiate from Montefano. Grassetti reported 
that these superiors had appealed to the Congregation of Bish-
ops and Regulars for a re-confirmation of the decrees that had 
been issued in 1655 and 1674/1675. In fact, on 16 May 1738, 
Abbot General Amatori got what he wanted – permission to 
set up a novitiate at S. Benedetto, and to bring two candidates 
down from Montefano and clothe them as novices. The novice 
master, Benedetto Benedetti, was to come with them. Pier Cle-
mente de Cesaris (later a fugitive monk in Venice for a time) 
and Clemente Lupi were both eventually professed in July 1739. 

Ambrogio Grassetti had marshalled five arguments against 
the promulgation of the Sacred Congregation’s decree (49). The 
first two concerned the antiquity of Montefano as the site of the 
novitiate, and made the surprising claim that in every religious 
order the place (« luogo ») of the foundation was also the place 
of the novitiate, so as « per conservarci un imagine dell’anticho 
Istituto ». He further claimed that the decree of 1655 was the 
only time that a novitiate at S. Benedetto was ever considered. 
Grassetti was presumably sincere in his beliefs, but it is difficult 
to agree with him. When the Priors General ceased to reside 
at Montefano at all, at the end of the fourteenth century, and 
when there was said to be just one monk living in the mon-
astery in 1461, was it likely that novices continued to be sent 
there (50)? 

Abbot of Montefano. Both narratives are written in his highly peculiar hand-
writing. 

(49) La storia del monastero, ff. 50v-51r.
(50) Grassetti also cited two earlier attempts to move the novices from 

Montefano: one was in 1688, when a decree was issued (« fu fatto un 
decreto ») that the Sylvestrines should, at their own expense, construct a 
separate novitiate wing at S. Benedetto (La storia del monastero, f. 50v). Ac-
cording to our author, this proposal was stopped in its tracks when all the 
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Grassetti did, however, succeed in persuading the chapter 
at Montefano to agree to the hiring of a lawyer in Rome (« il 
signor Giuseppe Bompiani ») to attempt to delay the imple-
mentation of the Sacred Congregation’s decree (f. 50r-v). Bom-
piani eventually succeeded in having the matter referred to the 
Cardinal Protector, Cardinal Francesco Borghese. The latter 
was reportedly sympathetic but was not prepared to intervene, 
believing that any further opposition would do more harm than 
good. This may have been an allusion to the strong, divisive 
feelings on this issue that were said to be developing within the 
Congregation (51). 

A desperate attempt at a compromise, proposing that the 
two novices should spend six months of the year at S. Bened-
etto and six at Montefano, seems rather impractical. In any case, 
Abbot General Amatori had got what he wanted and saw no 
reason now for any concessions to his opponents. 

Grassetti, in disgust, spoke of the dishonouring of the « an-
tichissimo novitiato » – its antiquity was seen as an important 
advantage – and, by extension, dishonouring also the monastery 
and even the tomb of St. Sylvester itself (52). Thus Porfirio Tufi 
spoke of « a sacrilegious transfer so greatly prejudicial to the 
holiness of this hermitage ». Giovanni Amatori and Benedetto 
Biancini almost certainly did not think of Montefano in those 
highly-exalted terms. Interestingly, however, their ally in this dis-
pute, Abbot Camillo Schimberni of S. Benedetto, was later one 
of Montefano’s most generous patrons, if not the most generous. 

Abbots of the Congregation protested to Cardinal Protector Franzoni. The 
second instance was much more recent. In 1705, the Sacred Congregation 
« della disciplina regolare » received an anonymous petition claiming that the 
novitiate at Montefano was in a very irregular state. The Bishop of Nocera 
Umbra Marco Battaglini conducted a visitation and found no evidence of this. 
The Sacred Congregation then decreed that the novitiate should remain on 
the mountain (ibid., ff. 50v-51r). For the details of this petition and visitation 
see T. KAVENAGH, Montefano al tempo dell’abate Silvestro Amanzio Moroncelli 
(1704-1708): osservanza, novizi e disillusione, in « Inter Fratres », 52 (2002), 
pp. 57-78.

(51) « e capace delle passioni che dentro i chiostri regnano » (La storia 
del monastero, f. 52v).

(52) These comments were made at a family chapter meeting at Monte-
fano, in June 1738 (AMF, Fondo Montefano, Capitoli commensali, 29 giugno 
1738).
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Could it be said then the internal conflict as to the suit-
ability of Montefano as the site for the novitiate, was a struggle 
between the fervid, romantic adherents of an almost mythical 
monastery and the dour, unrelenting ideologues who viewed it 
as totally unsuitable to the urban monasticism of the seventeenth 
century Sylvestrines? Well perhaps not quite. At the very time 
the controversy over Montefano was reaching its height, a chap-
ter meeting was held there on 8 June 1738. During the course 
of it, Abbot Grassetti reminded his monks of a visit made there 
in the previous year by Bishop Ippolito Rossi of Camerino and 
Fabriano. Grassetti stressed that the Bishop had come « per 
sua curiosità, e non per altro fine e motivo » (53). According to 
Grassetti, the Bishop had been pleased with all that he found, 
with one exception – the fact that the novices « dalla parte del 
cortile avevano la communicatione delle stanze ». Bishop Rossi 
insisted that these had to be « separate l’una dall’altra ». Since 
there were then no novices – for the reason mentioned earlier – 
Grassetti declared it was the ideal time to make some building 
adjustments. He presented the chapter with two options. The 
first involved moving « verso il monte » and, in passing, revealed 
that Montefano did indeed have its own « prigione ». It was the 
second option, however, that received almost unanimous sup-
port. It involved constructing « un corridoio nelle stanze del 
cortile, e dividere una stanza dall’altra », If this course of action 
was actually implemented, not just talked about, it would say 
much about the confidence of Grassetti and his fellow monks 
that, even if the novitiate were moved from Montefano, it would 
only be temporary and would soon return to its traditional site. 

The issue of the novices’ rooms in 1737 is a reminder that 
criticisms of Montefano as the site of the novitiate were not 
necessarily based on mid-seventeenth century « ideology ». Much 
more immediate issues could lie behind such questioning – the 
climactic deficiencies already canvassed, the spiritual seclusion 
that might equally be judged as unhealthy isolation, the serious 
inadequacy of some of the buildings, even the dubious character 
of some of the people who lived there.

(53) AMF, Fondo Montefano, Capitolo commensali, 8 June 1738.
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This last point arises from the fact that, at least in the first 
half of the eighteenth centre (if not earlier), Montefano was 
sometimes used as a place of detention, for shorter or longer 
periods. This did not specifically involve the monastery prison 
as such (except in emergencies), but rather the whole monastery 
complex as an isolated, high-altitude place for taking people 
« out of circulation » as it were. (Recidivists and those guilty 
of more serious offences were usually placed in the prison at 
S. Benedetto, assuming the Inquisition prison at Ancona had 
not snapped them up first). There may have been misjudged 
borderline cases, however (54). 

The novitiate’s stay at S. Benedetto was short-lived. In 
the wake of the scandalous (but hardly unusual) 1740 general 
chapter, Pope Benedict XIV decreed an extraordinary visitation 
of the Sylvestrine Congregation. No more novices were to be 
accepted until its conclusion in 1746 (55), and the massive earth-
quake that hit Fabriano in April 1741, and did enormous dam-
age to S. Benedetto, seemed to underline this interdict. When 
the novitiate re-opened in 1746 it was at Montefano (56). 

(54) D. Nicola Desideri may have been one such case. A transfer from 
the Camaldolese Hermits of Monte Corona, he was professed at Montefano 
as a Sylvestrine Benedictine on 8 September 1742, after only six months 
probation. Later stationed at S. Fortunato in Perugia (his house of affilia-
tion), and “curato” in the parish there, he was accused of sodomy and later 
admitted his guilt. Did he spend any time in an Inquisition or Sylvestrine 
gaol? In 1746 he was at Montefano, holding no office, but undergoing 
a penitential regime of some sort. One can understand why some might 
have thought it better to move the novices from Montefano. Amazingly, 
from 1750 to 1752 Desideri was prior and master of the school at Pescina. 
He was to hold these posts again from 1756 to 1760. Much of this, plus 
references, can be found in the Pescina section of the following article: 
T. KAVENAGH, Geography of a Congregation. The fifteen monasteries of the 
Sylvestrine Benedictines in the early eighteenth century, in « Inter Fratres », 
63 (2013), pp. 55-88. 

(55) Oddly enough, there were two monastic professions during that 
period – both in 1742 and both involving transfers from other Orders to 
the Sylvestrine Congregation. On 14 January that year, Iacobus (Giacomo) 
Catalani, an ex-Carthusian from Naples, was professed in the Oratorio del 
Gonfalone in Fabriano (next door to S. Benedetto). This was after nine 
months probation. The second case was that of Desideri, already mentioned 
in note 54. 

(56) On 18 September 1746, six novices were clothed amid great rejoicing. 
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c) Divided Donors

In the course of the seventeenth century, two aspects of 
Sylvestrine monastic life became increasingly important. The first 
was a custom of relatively recent appearance – and nowhere 
referred to in the Constitutions – of a monk affiliating himself 
to a particular monastery at the time of his monastic profes-
sion. The monastery was usually that in his home town, or the 
one closest to him in his region. The practice of also noting 
this down on the profession charter can be dated back to the 
second-half of the sixteenth century (57). Such a declaration of 
local loyalty heralded the gradual development of factions based 
on affiliation. These were by no means iron clad – personal 
ambition or resentment being what they are – but at crucial 
moments they could coalesce and play a crucial role politi-
cally, as happened at the disastrous general chapter in 1740 (58). 
Monasteries with a particularly strong sense of affiliations were 
S. Lucia at Serra San Quirico and S. Maria Nuova at Matelica. 
The « religiosi romani » were recognised as a distinct group, but 
they were united mainly by a grievance, and were only rarely 
stationed in their home city. The « fabrianesi » were by far the 
largest group in the Congregation. Their impact was blunted, 
however, by the fact that they were spread over two different 
affiliations, whose interests sometimes divided them. 

The second matter was money. It is no secret that the Syl-
vestrines in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, both choir 
monks and « conversi », enjoyed certain levels of private income, 

(57) The earliest surviving charters date back to 1547. See AMF, Fondo 
Congregazione, Professioni, b. 1, ad annum. For the growth of a sort of 
« localism » or « particularism » more generally among Italian monastic groups 
at this time, see G. PENCO, Storia del monachesimo in Italia nell’epo ca mo-
derna, Roma 1968, pp. 71-84. For the Olivetans in the Marches, see CATTANA, 
Gli Olivetani nelle Marche, in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nel- 
le Marche. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Sil-
vestro Abate, 4-7 giugno 1981, I, Fabriano 1982 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 6), 
pp. 188-189. 

(58) T. KAVENAGH, Filial loyalty and keen self-interest: monastic affiliation 
among the Sylvestrine Benedictines in the first half of the eighteenth century, 
in Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione monastica. Atti del Convegno di 
Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 4-6 giugno 1998, edited 
by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 2001 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 25), pp. 509-520.
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which – with specific approvals – they were able to spend (59). In 
fact, the true devotion of a « figlio » to his monastery of affilia-
tion was often gauged by the level of his financial generosity to-
wards it. Generous spending brought considerable prestige and 
could even add lustre to one’s family name. There could also 
be more tangible rewards, for example: one or two of the bet-
ter rooms in one’s home monastery, for by the late seventeenth 
century there was a definite trend towards spending one’s final 
years of retirement there, if possible (60). Not surprisingly there-

(59) What were the sources of these personal funds? In July 1735 Gio-
vanni Battista Marsili (Abbot General 1748-1752) described his own resources 
as « proveniente da suoi vestiarii, cassette, scuole e prediche » (AMF, Fondo 
Congregazione, Libri diversorum, 3, f. 64r). The « vestiarii » referred to the 
allowance paid annually to each monk to cover the cost of such things as 
clothing and travel. A « converso » at the beginning of the eighteenth century 
received six scudi, a priest monk sixteen scudi, and the Abbot General, fifty. 
There were not infrequent complaints about the late, or even non-payment, 
of such money (see U. PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina nel Settecento, in 
Settecento monastico Italiano. Atti del I Convegno di studi storici sull’Italia 
benedettina, Cesena 9-12 settembre 1986, a cura di G. FARNEDI e G. SPINELLI, 
Cesena 1990 (Italia benedettina, 9), p. 397, especially note 99). The « cas-
sette » were possibly amounts of money bestowed personally by friends or 
well-wishers. Monks who formally renounced their family inheritance rights 
at the time of profession were usually allotted a regular payment in compen-
sation. Alternatively, monks who did inherit property could make it over to 
the monastery, on condition that they could continue to enjoy the income 
from it for their lifetime. « Scuole » presumably refers to the money paid to 
monks who administered or taught in the public schools of small towns, such 
as Nepi, or Pescina (Their number was probably greater than the lists in the 
registers of the Capitoli generali might at first seem to suggest). As for « predi-
che », those priest monks who were licensed by the Abbot General could 
earn tidy sums for a course of sermons – especially during Lent when they 
preached daily in parish and other public churches. One indication of this is 
that, after 1702, the Lenten preachers (sometimes almost up to twenty) were 
taxed between three and twelve « giulii » by the congregational authorities, 
depending on their income (AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Capitoli generali, 3, 
ff. 8v-9r). There were also two fixed chaplaincies. One was at S. Fortunato in 
Perugia, for the priest monk who provided for the spiritual and liturgical life 
of the Sylvestrine nuns at S. Benedetto Novello. The other, attached to the 
monastery of S. Silvestro in Osimo, served the Confraternity of San Rocco. 
Sylvestrine communities would sometimes lend out money at very favourable 
rates. Were individual Sylvestrine monks sometimes able to do so? 

(60) Of the 105 choir monks who died between 1700 and 1750, 55 – or 
just over half – died at their monastery of affiliation. In fact, some of the 
more closely-knit affiliations registered a much higher proportion. Thus of the 
twelve « figli » of Matelica dying in this period, only one died outside that 
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fore, these financial resources, the so-called « peculio », were a 
matter of keen interest – often deliberated over, and at length. 
All of this was barely ever referred to in the official documents 
of the Congregation, in part, probably, because it was simply 
taken for granted (61). 

Yet the focus had clearly changed, and the agents of change 
had been the increased significance of monastic affiliation, and 
the existence of more monks with much more money at their 
disposal than they had had before. Montefano and the tomb of 
S. Silvestro still undoubtedly remained a focus of unity within 
the Congregation, but could it match the depth of feeling and 
nostalgia associated with the monastery in one’s home town, 
and its associations with family and memories of childhood? 
Money spent in one’s home town perhaps resonated more than 
elsewhere.

Even those whose chief interests lay elsewhere, however, still 
largely followed the correct forms. In late 1736 (?) Giovanni 
Ludovico Ascari, an affiliate of the monastery of S. Benedetto 
at Cingoli, presented « una bellissima lampada di latta ottone » 
to the sanctuary at Montefano, and – in conjunction with two 
other monks – a second lamp (worth nine scudi) on 5 January 
1741 (62). This seems very little in comparison with the hundreds 
of scudi he spent on books, steadily creating what has now be-
come the Bibliotheca « Ascariana » in Cingoli. 

A more substantial donor to Montefano in this period was 
another « figlio » of the monastery, and a familiar figure to us, 
Abbot Antonio Manci. In 1731, the year Manci became Vicar 
General of the Congregation, there were just seven priest monks 
in the Montefano affiliation, all of whom can be identified and 
named (63). Of these, the two Stufa brothers (d. Angelo and 

town; of the six deceased « figli » of Camerino, again only one died elsewhere 
(see KAVENAGH, Filial loyalty, p. 459). 

(61) In the 1690 Constitutions, for example, the sole reference to these 
private funds comes in a chapter entitled « Di quelli che si devono carcerare ». 
The relevant chapter briefly outlines the conditions under which a monk 
could hold « denari » and spend them (Cost. 1690, Seconda distintione, ch. IX, 
§ 2, p. 174). 

(62) La storia del monastero, ff. 43v e 48r.
(63) For the details, see KAVENAGH, Filial loyalty, 485, note 154. At the 

beginning of the century there were at least eleven priest monks who were 
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d. Roberto) were the other ones known for their generosity (64). 
The latter took the form of undramatic amounts (although 
there were 110 scudi spent on the re-paving of the church and 
sacristy at Montefano in 1757) targeting specific projects over 
a long period.

Manci was by far their senior in age and his donations were 
generally larger, although we cannot always provide a specific 
figure. It was again in the year 1731 that he donated to the 
church four silver reliquaries, six « boffetoni » and a « fruttiera » 
(although one wonders what could be the liturgical use of a fruit 
dish). Four years later he paid for various pieces of construction 
work in the upper corridor of the monastery at Montefano. First 
came the building of a three-room « appartamentino » and then 
the construction of the novitiate (« alzò il noviziato, riducendo 
a volta il corridoio e alcune stanze per magior commodo de’ 
novizzi ») (65). After his death in 1737, Montefano inherited most 
of his « spoglio », his books, clothes and shoes, his lands and 
properties. One piece of land, il Castellaro, at Attiggio, had been 
purchased by Manci in 1720 for 425 scudi, and presumably with 
his superiors’ permission (66). 

Yet Manci was not entirely at ease in his last years. After 
finishing his term as Vicar General of the Congregation, he 
simply remained in residence at S. Benedetto. Certainly he made 
no attempt to live in his monastery of affiliation. The reason 
he gave was that it would be inconvenient for him there, hav-
ing no access to the medicines and doctors he needed for his 

« figli » of Montefano. By mid-December 1731, however, Antonio Manci was 
the only one of these still alive. In fact, the choices of affiliation made by 
choir monks from Fabriano in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth cen-
turies, might suggest that the congregational authorities had exerted an influ-
ence there against Montefano. Did they fear that it had become too popular 
a « figliolanza », at the expense of S. Benedetto (within the town walls)? Be-
tween 1661 and 1680, there were 9 affiliations for Montefano as opposed to 
5 for S. Benedetto. From 1681 to 1700, however, there were 4 affiliations for 
S. Benedetto and only 2 for Montefano. Even more striking is that between 
1701 and 1720, S. Benedetto received 6 affiliations, and Montefano only 1. 
For further information on the question of freedom of choice when choosing 
one’s affiliation, see KAVENAGH, Filial loyalty, pp. 504-509.

(64) See KAVENAGH, Filial loyalty, p. 457, notes 23-24.
(65) La storia del monastero, f. 38r.
(66) Ibid., ff. 43v-44r.
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« indispositioni » (67). There was a further complication. Realising 
that he should show some sign of appreciation to his hosts at 
S. Benedetto for « tal carità », he sought permission to spend 80 
scudi « del denaro concesso ad uso suo » on a « bacile e bronzo 
d’argento » for use in the sacristy. Manci was also concerned 
about possible post mortem claims for this bowl from his own 
affiliated monastery of Montefano, and he sought assurances 
from the Sacred Congregation for Bishops and Regulars that it 
would remain at S. Benedetto. The Roman authorities insisted, 
however, that he obtain the Montefano chapter’s consent to this 
purchase, and that body – perhaps realising that it had already 
done very well out of Manci’s generosity (and was quite likely 
to receive even more from him in the future) – duly gave it. On 
19 October 1735, Vicar General Giovanni Amatori also formally 
approved the petition. 

Manci’s embarrassment may still have remained, however, 
and his own words explained the reason for it. He acknowl-
edged that « nella sua vecchiaia doverebbe ritirarsi » to live at 
Montefano, « essendo egli affiliato » there (68). These words in 
themselves are an interesting comment on the assumptions and 
expectations of « affiliati », and particularly so because (as we 
shall see presently) most of the Montefano « affiliati » did their 
best to avoid that fate.

As regards his purchase of the metal bowl, Manci may well 
have remembered something of a precedent sixteen years earlier. 
(He was living at S. Benedetto at the time and would probably 
have known the circumstances whereby a spectacular set of 
candle-sticks came to grace the high altar there). In mid-1719, 
Abbot Silvestro Amanzio Moroncelli, the famous cartographer 
and cosmographer, also feared the wrath of his own Montefano 
affiliation. Just months from death, Moroncelli was seeking to 
use money earned from his preaching activities to donate six 
large candle-sticks – two of silver and four of silver-coated cop-
per – to the high altar in S. Benedetto (69). At first, the motive 

(67) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Libri diversorum, 3, f. 67r.
(68) Ibid., f. 66v.
(69) For this and what immediately follows, including references, see 

KAVENAGH, Filial loyalty, p. 490.
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for this donation seems to be an aesthetic one, namely the fact 
that the church of S. Benedetto « che essendo peraltro di nobile 
armonia, e pure assai frequentata, non ha che candelieri di legno 
inargentato ». This was in contrast to the church at Montefano 
(S. Silvestro) which had « una muta di rame inargentato ». In 
July 1719, however, Moroncelli petitioned the Sacred Congre-
gation of Bishops and Regulars, since he feared that his own 
monastery would oppose his planned expenditure. This then was 
another of these cases of divided loyalties to which the « fabri-
anesi » monks were particularly prone, there being two affiliated 
monasteries within the one town (or just outside it).

The Sacred Congregation eventually referred Moroncelli’s 
matter to the then Cardinal Protector of the Sylvestrines, Gio-
vanni Domenico Paracciani, who conceded that Montefano 
might indeed lay claim to the now-purchased candle-sticks. 
Yet, it was only on 7 October 1719, just ten days before Mo-
roncelli’s death (presumably at S. Benedetto), that the Cardinal 
decreed they should remain there, and a transcript survives of a 
long, detailed instrumentum to this effect – drawn up (it would 
seem) by a lawyer attached to the staff of the Cardinal Vicar 
of Rome (70). 

How did this play out at the monastery of S. Benedetto in 
Fabriano, the largest monastery in the Congregation, the seat 
of its philosophate and the residence of the Abbot General? In 
1670 Pier Luigi Ferrata, the prior of the monastery and « della 
detta sua patria [Fabriano] humilissimo figlio », found himself 
with « pochi denari aquistati con le fatighe della predicatione ». 
He therefore offered 30 scudi to complete two rooms – those 
nearest to the « coro della notte » – in the new section of the 
monastery begun by Abbot General Silvestro Gionantoni (« per 
la fabrica novella principiata da lui »). Beyond this he would 
meet the expense of windows (and glass) in the two rooms, 
plus any other necessities to make them habitable. In return, of 
course, he required that he have exclusive use of the quarters 

(70) Some struggles between monasteries over the « spoglio » (estate) of 
a deceased monk – especially one who might have transferred from one af-
filiation to another – could become rather ferocious. See KAVENAGH, Filial 
loyalty, pp. 492-498. 
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whenever he was in residence at S. Benedetto. On 12 July 1670 
the monastery chapter agreed to the proposal, and on the same 
day Abbot General Gionantoni gave his approval (71). The inter-
esting thing about this proposal is that Ferrata was a « figlio » 
not of S. Benedetto, but of S. Silvestro on Montefano (72). Had 
Ferrata changed his affiliation, or was it commonly agreed that 
Montefano – shrine, novitiate, occasional house of detention – 
had its disadvantages? 

This incident raises an intriguing question. Is it possible 
that the new wing Abbot Gionantoni had recently erected at 
S. Benedetto was in a generally unfinished state, due to lack of 
funds? Might one way to get it completed be to offer the long-
term use of a room to selected monks who, in return, would 
complete the room (with wood and glass) at their own expense? 
Why two rooms? If Pier Luigi intended to use one room him-
self, perhaps he saw the second as some form of investment. 

There was perhaps another possibility. In 22 June 1688, 
Girolamo Vanni, the « curato » of S. Benedetto, offered to the 
monastery (which was also his house of filiation) the sum of 30 
scudi to acquire for his use two adjoining rooms « nel dormi-
torio grande », the third and fourth rooms « dal finestrone » (73). 
He further proposed that some of this money be used to con-
struct a door directly connecting the two rooms. Whenever he 
was at S. Benedetto, this two-room suite was to be available 
for his use. By the end of June 1688, approval had been given 
by both the local chapter and the Abbot General, on certain, 
specific conditions (74).

It would seem that at S. Benedetto in Fabriano the history 
of « ownership » for certain rooms in the monastery could be 
traced down (in the financial records) from generation to gen-

(71) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Libri diversorum, ff. 27r-28r.
(72) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Professioni, 6 January 1658. The pro-

fession ceremony was in S. Benedetto, but the filiation is clearly given as 
Montefano.

(73) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Libri diversorum, 1, f. 121v.
(74) These were as follows: the total sum of 30 scudi was to be fully paid 

before construction of the door was commenced; the doors onto the corridor 
were to be left open at certain times; on no account was a fire to be lit in 
either room; whenever Vanni was absent, the keys were to be left with either 
the Abbot of S. Benedetto or the Abbot General.
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eration. In October 1728, the chapter there voted in agreement 
that Angelo Tempestini, a « figlio » of the monastery, should 
have life-time use of two rooms once assigned to the late Ab-
bot Luca Antonio Taramanni – on condition that he (= Tem-
pestini) waive a debt of 31 scudi owed to him by the said 
monastery. Presumably he had considered this plan for some 
time, since Abbot Taramanni was already twelve years dead. 
Taramanni himself (a former procurator general) had paid 25 
scudi for these same rooms in August 1684, immediately after 
the death of their previous occupant, Abbot Carlo Mattia Bosi, 
one time Abbot General (1677-1680). It should be noted that 
both Taramanni and Bosi were both « figli » of Montefano, not 
S. Benedetto. Like Abbot Manci, they had both made careful 
and deliberate plans to stay down at S. Benedetto for their final 
years.

Yet they could not stay away forever from Montefano. On 
the Feast of St. Charles Borromeo in 1716, Abbot Taramanni 
suffered a stroke during Mass. Priests ran to his assistance and 
the holy oils were fetched. He had lost his power of speech, 
but was able to use sign language and so was anointed by Ab-
bot General Girolamo Mezzalancia. On 8 November, at the 
24th hour, he died in his room (« coram patribus in cubiculo 
orantibus ») (75). After the funeral, the customary and prolonged 
process of dealing with the deceased’s « spoglio » (money and 
goods) was begun (76). Some of Abbot Taramanni’s goods were 
difficult to dispose of (77). 

(75) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Liber mortuorum (1704-1968). This is 
a photocopy. The original is in the Archivio della Curia generalizia della 
Congregazione Silvestrina, which is situated at S. Stefano del Cacco, in Rome.

(76) For the details of this very long process, see KAVENAGH, Filial loyalty, 
pp. 492-495. The « spoglio » was always accompanied back to Fabriano, to 
S. Benedetto, by a specially appointed official. The money component now 
began a form of post mortem existence for Taramanni. The funds were always 
administered separately. Requests for their use were received (at S. Bene-
detto), assessed and, if approved, handed out. The « goods » component of the 
« spoglio » could not be kept indefinitely at S. Benedetto, for obvious reasons. 
Instead these were given over to the deceased’s monastery of affiliation and 
sold, or distributed in various ways.

(77) We know this because they appear on later inventories from Monte-
fano. Among many other items were twelve chasubles, most of damask and 
all bearing the Taramanni family coat-of-arms. Similarly engraved were a silver 
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It is possible that at some other houses in the Congrega-
tion – Matelica, Camerino, Serra San Quirico for example – the 
occupancy patterns might perhaps have been traced. It does 
seem unlikely however, that money ever passed hands for that 
purpose at Montefano. 

Between May 1704 (when it was begun) and November 
1750, the deaths of 103 Sylvestrine choir monks were recorded 
in the eighteenth century Liber mortuorum (78). Four of these 
death notices provide the name of the deceased, but not the 
place of death. The other 99 notices provide both. 

Montefano does not figure even once among those 99 no-
tices. It may be that the four notices that fail to note the place 
of death – 17 February 1746, 23 October 1746, 24 July 1747 
and 25 August 1749 – all referred to Montefano. That is possi-
ble, but seems unlikely. It is also possible that the compiler(s) of 
Liber mortuorum during these years were careless and omitted 
some Montefano deaths, but that is the very worst case scenario. 

More thought-provoking is the fact that during the same 
period (May 1704 to November 1750), at least six Sylvestrine 
« conversi » and « oblati » died at Montefano (79). So the ques-
tion remains. Why was it that in the first half of the eighteenth 
century, Sylvestrine choir monks were so determined not to die 
at Montefano (80)? 

candle-stick, a small silver-coated bell and a portrait of the man himself. 
The latter canvas, which survives at Montefano, depicts a white-haired, biret-
taed Taramanni, perhaps painted around the time he was procurator general 
in Rome. (Had he hung this in his room at S. Benedetto also?) There is 
something rather odd about the eyes in this portrait. In early January 1693, 
Taramanni had used a stick (cudgel?) to savagely beat a young « converso » 
fra Domenico Bartera. For this he was suspended for a time. For all of the 
above (and more), see T. KAVENAGH, Re-interpreting a Monastic Founder: 
Claudio Ridolfi’s Painting of San Silvestro Guzzolini, in « Tjurunga », 51 (1996), 
pp. 69-70.

(78) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Liber mortuorum (1704-1968).
(79) 18 May 1704, 7 April 1706, 7 January 1707, 11 June 1713, 13 April 

1721 and 21 September 1731.
(80) In the second half of the century, there were at least two choir monk 

deaths at Montefano – 8 August 1774 and 1 September 1788. In the same 
period there were six « conversi » or « oblati » deaths: 16 October 1758, 3 
August 1784, 7 May 1785, 24 July 1792, 13 February 1795 and 21 March 
1793. Was Montefano the place where old, enfeebled « conversi » were sent 
for their final years?
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5. SUPPRESSIONS AND SURVIVAL, 1799 TO 1910

a) The French Suppression

It could be argued that the ancient régime in Fabriano came 
to a sudden, dramatic end on June 27th 1799, when French 
troops sacked the town, and began to pillage its monasteries 
and churches. Among the losses at S. Benedetto were six silver 
candlesticks (quite probably Abbot Moroncelli’s gift of 1719) 
taken from the high altar at S. Benedetto. In the monastery 
the French commander set up his headquarters and 40 of his 
wounded were cared for at the monks’ expense. Up at Monte-
fano seven silver lamps in place before the main altar (perhaps 
those donated by Abbot Schimberni) (81), as well as other silver 
pieces, were confiscated by so-called « democrats ».

This first incursion by a French revolutionary army into Italy, 
with Napoleon at its head, was relatively short-lived, however, and 
by June 1800 papal government of Le Marche had been restored. 
On the other hand, the damage and dislocation caused during 
twelve months of occupation should not be underestimated. It is 
noteworthy that both the Sylvestrine Abbot General and Procura-
tor General petitioned Pius VII for permission to postpone the 
general chapter – due that same year – until 1803.

The congregational list drawn up after the May 1803 chapter 
shows that there were six monks assigned to Montefano at that 
time – four priest monks, one « converso » and one « oblato » (82). 
The governing Abbot was Gioacchino Baroncini, a native of 
Camerino, professed in 1670. Not many years hence he was 
to find himself the protector of Montefano. Among the other 
priest monks listed in that year was Clemente Tosi, presum-
ably named after the early seventeenth century Abbot General 
(if not actually a relative), and listed as both the Titular Abbot 
of « S. Croce di Attiggio » and « pro-maestro dei novizzi » (83). 

(81) La storia del monastero, f. 58r-v.
(82) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Capitoli generali, 3, f. 273r. Following 

the old custom, the then Abbot General Pietro Marsili is also listed at Mon-
tefano, but in fact he would have resided at S. Benedetto in Fabriano. Both 
his secretary and his « converso » valet are listed there. 

(83) Ibidem.
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Unfortunately, he does not seem to have had any novices 
that year. Down at S. Benedetto there were six priest monks 
(plus the Abbot General Pietro Marsili) and six « conversi ». Did 
one or two of the latter still live out at S. Biagio in Caprile, 
or had the French occupation put an end to that as well? 
One « converso » certainly, fra Costantino Moroni, was both a 
« novizio » and the monastery cook. The heading « studenti » also 
appears, but there are no names written beneath it. 

In the next official list, after the Diet of 16 to 17 Septem-
ber 1806, there were again no novices at Montefano (84). Some 
must have come in the intervening years, however, for in that 
list, Raffaele Ribeca and Pacifico Palmioli are named as « stu-
denti » at S. Benedetto (85). Ugo Paoli has estimated that the 
total number of Sylvestrines in 1806 was 103, comprising 56 
priest monks, 41 « conversi » and six students (86). These figures 
need to be put into some context. The six students in 1806 
had been preceded by nine in 1791 and nineteen in 1794 (87). 
This latter figure may well be atypically high, but one still has 
the impression that recruitment was on the wane. Perhaps, after 
the events of 1799-1800, there was an understandable wariness 
about joining the religious orders. 

It is important to point out, however, that this sense of 
decline was by no means recent. In fact, there had been a 
more than century-long diminution. In 1700, there was a total 
of 145 Sylvestrines, spread across fifteen monasteries and two 
granges (88). This total divides into the following components: 
94 priest monks, eight professed « studenti », three novices, 35 

(84) This ill-attended meeting of the Diet was held in Serra San Quirico. 
Only seven or eight monks had voting rights. 

(85) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Capitoli generali, 3, ff. 277v-278r.
(86) See U. PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento. Il 

periodo delle soppressioni (1792-1873), in Il monachesimo italiano dalle riforme 
illuministiche all’unità nazionale (1768-1870). Atti del II Convegno di studi 
storici sull’Italia benedettina, Abbazia di Rodengo (Brescia), 6-9 settembre 1989, 
edited by F. G. B. TROLESE, Cesena 1992 (Italia benedettina, 11), p. 451. This 
masterly 58-page study remains the only really comprehensive account of what 
was a very complex period. 

(87) Ibidem. 
(88) See the chart in PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina nel Settecento, 

p. 371.
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« conversi » and five « oblati ». It is clear, when comparing 1700 
with 1806, that most of the decline was in the number of priests 
(from 94 to 56). It is equally evident that the « conversi » suf-
fered no such decline and, as a result, their proportion of the 
congregation actually grew (89). 

The French returned in January 1806. On 2 April 1808, 
Napoleon decreed the formal annexation of Le Marche to 
the Kingdom of Italy, and two years later, on 25 April 1810, 
he decreed the suppression of all the religious orders within 
that kingdom. This was the real turning point, and the Sylves-
trine Congregation from then on faced a struggle for survival. 
A « commissario » of police at Fabriano, Andrea Zucchi, had the 
wooden cross in front of the monastery on Montefano knocked 
down, and a group of policemen destroyed the Stations of the 
Cross along the road leading up to it (90). However, the passage 
set out below shows how very much more was involved: 

All Sylvestrines had to leave their monasteries. They had to 
abandon the habit and anything which might have distinguished 
them as monks; they could take with them only those things of 
strictly personal use, including beds, tables and chairs. An annual 
pension of 539 lire was given to the priests and 346.5 to the lay 
brothers. The goods and property of the monasteries (pictures, 
works of art, libraries, archives, houses (91), lands, the buildings of 

(89) The Sylvestrine « conversi » in the eighteenth century were in an 
almost privileged position, when compared to those belonging to other 
Italian monastic congregations of the time. A major difference was that the 
Sylvestrine « conversi » took the same solemn vows at profession as did the 
« corali ». They too were able, with permission of the appropriate authorities, 
to make purchases or grant loans with the funds they had acquired (see 
KAVENAGH, Filial loyalty, pp. 455-456). Some clearly never returned to the 
Congregation after the 1810 suppressions. Others lingered on in a sort of 
« twilight » of the old-style « conversi »: 21 in 1824, 21 in 1837, 23 in 1846, 
and 23 in 1859. Then the deaths came, one after the other (PAOLI, La Con-
gregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 451). There were just nine left 
(one of them in Sri Lanka) in 1882. 

(90) PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 407.
(91) There were other forms of urban property that the Sylvestrines in 

Fabriano were involved in over time – shops, paper mills, tanneries. From 
at least 1664, the monks of S. Benedetto owned a tavern, the « Osteria di 
S. Benedetto » situated in what is now called the Via Mamiana, the street 
that runs down alongside the monks’ church into the Piazza Mercato. In 
1664 there were three other taverns in that same street. By the late 1720’s, 
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the monasteries themselves etc.) were itemised and sequestered. 
Only [the four] parish churches were spared (S. Benedetto in 
Fabriano, S. Fortunato in Perugia, S. Lucia in Serra San Quirico, 
and S. Stefano del Rome), but most of the vestments and, above 
all, any items of gold and silver were taken (92). 

The monks themselves generally withdrew to their places of 
origin and to their family homes, where they were not neces-
sarily welcome (depending on age and financial resources). For 
the next ten years or so (if not permanently), most involved 
themselves in pastoral ministry, educational pursuits or, in the 
case of the « conversi », manual work of varying kinds (93).

As for the lands, we know that not long before 1810, Mon-
tefano’s rural holdings were said to be worth 6,806 scudi (94). 
Scattered across them were 87 sheep, five cattle, eight hogs 
and one horse. (Perhaps we can assume that at least the 
horse lived at Montefano (95). At the same time, the worth of 
S. Benedetto in Fabriano’s land-holdings was twice that of 
Montefano’s (13,757 scudi) (96). The latter monastery had four 

the tavern was still owned by the monks, but the name had been changed 
to « Osteria della Corona » (see KAVENAGH, 1-3 July 1731, p. 31, notes 16 
to 18). See also PICCININI, Nell’alta valle dell’Esino, p. 830, for references to 
S. Benedetto’s ownership of paper mills. Perusal of the most recent annual 
accounts, during the extraordinary visitation of the Sylvestrine monasteries in 
1741, revealed that Montefano received 22.8 scudi from renting out its houses 
(AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Visite, 4). S. Benedetto had received 107.09 
scudi from the same source (ibid., 5).

(92) U. PAOLI, Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione. Sintesi storica, 
in « Inter Fratres », 36/II (1986), p. 49.

(93) Cf. PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, pp. 409- 
410.

(94) See N. LIPPARONI, I monasteri benedettini fabrianesi e le leggi sop-
pressive del Regno d’Italia: ripercussioni nell’assetto socio-economico locale, in 
Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche, I, pp. 297-298. 

(95) On 15 March 1716, before dusk, a « converso », fra Vincenzo Pran-
zoni, fearing that his sexual liaison with a woman from Attiggio was about 
to be revealed, fled from Montefano. He rode off on the (one) monastery 
horse, a mare in foal, also taking with him a silver spoon and some « offensive 
weapons » (AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Libri diversorum, 2, pp. 198-199). See 
also T. KAVENAGH, Geography of a Congregation. The fifteen monasteries of 
the Sylvestrine Benedictines in the early eighteenth century, in « Inter Fratres », 
62 (2012), pp. 48-49, note 18. 

(96) LIPPARONI, I monasteri benedettini fabrianesi, p. 299.
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horses, as well as 216 sheep, 12 cattle and 12 hogs. However, 
Sylvestrine landed possessions in the Fabriano area need to be 
compared with those of other monasteries within the town, such 
as SS. Biagio and Romualdo, the monastery of the Camaldolese 
Cenobites. That community possessed estates worth an estimated 
30,579 scudi (not to mention 233 sheep, 41 cattle, 107 hogs 
and four horses) (97). Even this pales in comparison with the 
holdings of the Olivetan monks of S. Caterina of Alexandria, 
on Castelvecchio. This was arguably the richest religious house 
in all Fabriano (98). 

The loss of their landed properties was a decisive turning 
point in Sylvestrine history. Hitherto, in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, the Sylvestrine choir monks had generally 
come from the towns and the « conversi » from the villages of 
the « contado » (with some exceptions and qualifications). From 
then on, however, nearly all recruits came from the countryside. 
The few from towns were generally from poorer families, no 
longer from the « bourgeoisie » or lesser patrician circles.

Monastic buildings were usually substantial. When monas-
teries were suppressed and their inhabitants forced out, town 
and city governments found them useful to house schools or 
hospitals, even army barracks or prisons. The five years or so 
between the 1810 suppression and the return of papal govern-
ment (1814), however, were insufficient to have advanced very 
far down this track in Fabriano. It was not until after the sec-
ond suppression, in 1861, that S. Benedetto in Fabriano, by far 
the largest monastic building in the Sylvestrine Congregation, 
was finally set aside for a school. Montefano escaped such a fate 
both in 1810 and in 1861. While S. Benedetto was conveniently 
situated within the town walls, Montefano was not. Access was 
still awkward and the winter was sometimes ferocious. 

In both 1810 and 1861, the monks attempted to hide pre-
cious manuscripts and works of art in the houses of trusted 
friends and parishioners. The fact that some of these now reside 

(97) Ibidem.
(98) Ibid., p. 298. In 1406 the Chiavelli, then the ruling family in Fa-

briano, had handed over to the Olivetans the great estates of the former 
abbey of S. Vittore delle Chiuse. 
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in foreign (and certain Italian) museums and galleries, indicates 
that that trust was sometimes misplaced. As for the former 
library at S. Benedetto, presumably the largest in the Congrega-
tion, there are some who believe that much of that collection 
may be in the recesses of the Biblioteca Comunale at Fabriano. 

b) Guardians of the Tomb

In the course of the nineteenth century the Sylvestrine mon-
asteries were twice suppressed, and on both occasions the same 
immediate concern arose. What would be the fate of St. Syl-
vester’s tomb and of his bodily remains? Could they ever be 
left unattended? Fortunately, in each case a monk was found 
to take on the role of guardian.

1. Abbot Gioacchino Baroncini and the « Madre e Centro della 
Congregazione Silvestrina »

As mentioned earlier, at the general chapter of 1803 Gioac-
chino Baroncini, a native of Camerino in his mid-fifties, had 
been elected as governing Abbot of S. Silvestro (Montefano). 
The consequence of this was that in December 1807, when 
Abbot General Pietro Marsili died in office, Baroncini assumed 
the office of Vicar General of the Congregation, as the 1690 
Constitutions required. This arrangement was intended to last 
until the next general chapter (due in 1809). That chapter 
never took place, however, and in April the following year all 
the Sylvestrine houses were suppressed and the monks ejected. 

However, by one means or another – and nothing specific is 
said (99) – Baroncini was able to retreat to Montefano and live 
there, seemingly undisturbed, for about twelve years (100). Yet he 

(99) Cancellieri’s explained his being allowed to stay there, as « per somma 
grazia » (A. M. CANCELLIERI, Brevi cenni storici intorno alla Congregazione 
Benedettina Silvestrina, Fabriano [1936], p. 76).

(100) This at least is the number of years given in CANCELLIERI, Brevi 
cenni storici, p. 76. Cancellieri cites as his source the nineteenth-century 
« continuatore » of Abbot G. M. FELIZIANI, Silvestrinae Congregationis selectiora 
monimenta... in unum collecta anno salutis 1683 (ms dell’AMF), pp. 304-305. 
This « continuatore » was, in fact, Amedeo Bolzonetti, Sylvestrine historian 
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was disturbed, and probably wished to be. Antonio Cancellieri 
indeed speaks of Baroncini’s « vita solitaria », but then goes on 
to laud his « apostolato sì mirabile fra le popolazioni vicine » (101). 
The latter presumably included the villagers of Colle Paganello 
(on the lower slopes of Montefano), Valleremita (which too 
rarely saw the sun) and Attiggio (beneath the other side of 
the mountain). The « continuatore » (Bolzonetti) refers to three 
activities of Baroncini’s: hearing the confessions of penitents, 
celebrating Mass and distributing Holy Communion. The latter 
could take place during Mass or outside it; within the church 
or within the home. Would Baroncini have actually visited the 
villages, and if so, how would he have got there? A horse or 
a donkey (unless loaned by a friend) could hardly have been 
afforded on his pension, which (we are told) was spent on the 
bare necessities of life and the maintenance costs of the monas-
tery church. Perhaps the ex-Vicar General did a great deal of 
walking in those years – down to Fabriano and then back up 
to Montefano. 

In any case, a sizable village like Attiggio would have had 
its own « curato » or parish priest. Baroncini had no « parishion-
ers » as such, and his pastoral care of his « neighbours » is much 
more likely to have taken place within the church at Montefano, 
which really makes them seem more like the pre-suppression 
pilgrims than anything else. Did Baroncini realise that danger 
might lie in that direction, and so kept things low-key? What-
ever the case, the « continuatore » and Cancellieri are both ada-
mant that, even after many years, the memory of his care and 
consideration for the local people remained « vivissima » (102). 
In Cancellieri’s case, this « memoria » may have come from his 
own family in Valleremita, or from the monastery on top of the 
mountain, which he entered as a ten year-old boy in 1909 (103).

and chronicler, and Abbot General from 1903 to 1904. He died in office on 
24 June 1904, aged 68 years. 

(101) CANCELLIERI, Brevi cenni storici, p. 76.
(102) FELIZIANI, Silvestrinae Congregationis selectiora monimenta (« conti-

nuatore »), p. 305. 
(103) Cancellieri was born in Valleremita on 4 May 1899. It is possible 

that stories of Baroncini’s « apostolato » in that village, during the second 
decade of the nineteenth century, were passed down across the generations. 
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Where exactly did Baroncini live at S. Silvestro? One ima-
gines that the authorities had boarded up or sealed off most of 
the monastery building, and that Baroncini lived in a few rooms 
that were not boarded up. This, of course, is only conjecture. 

What we do know of the buildings at Montefano immedi-
ately before the 1810 suppression is very limited. There is one 
detail, however, from 1808. In that year, in what seems to have 
been an extraordinary case of (forced?) collaboration, Silvestro 
Amatori, the governing Abbot of S. Maria, Recanati, provided 
detailed information about the Sylvestrine houses to the French-
backed administration at Macerata. The latter wanted to know 
the number of bedrooms in the larger monasteries, for there was 
a plan afloat to close the smaller Sylvestrine houses and shift all 
the monks into just three monasteries (S. Benedetto at Fabriano, 
S. Lucia at Serra San Quirico and S. Silvestro on Montefano). 
According to Abbot Amatori, Montefano could « con qualche 
riattivazione » accommodate 24 people, even though at the time 
it housed just six monks and was said to have room for a maxi-
mum of twelve (104). 

Since there are so few hard facts about Baroncini’s « soli-
tary » life on Montefano, one cannot avoid falling back on con-
jecture (105). Nevertheless, there is one fact that should be kept 
in mind. By mid-1815, the papal administration was functioning 
again in Le Marche. This meant that the precautions that were 
necessary when the French were still in control, no longer ap-

The fact that Amedeo Bolzonetti also referred to it in his continuation of 
Feliziani’s Silvestrinae Congregationis selectiora monimenta could suggest that 
the tradition was still quite alive within the Congregation.

(104) P. CARTECHINI, Note sulla soppressione napoleonica dei Silvestrini nel 
Maceratese (1808-1810), in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche. 
Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 
4-7 giugno 1981, II, Fabriano 1982 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 7), pp. 962-963.

(105) There are just so many unanswered (or unanswerable) questions. 
The maintenance of the church would have involved: regular sweeping and 
dusting of the church nave; washing and polishing in the sacristy (vestments, 
altar linen and vessels); purchasing of altar breads and wine; major and 
minor general repairs to the walls and roof (especially in winter); shovelling 
snow from the path and portal, etc. Did Baroncini hire a man from one of 
the villages, or was there some rarely-seen, « ex-converso » in civilian clothes 
somewhere? Did Baroncini buy his own food, cook his own meals and mend 
his own clothes? Who cut his hair? 
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plied. (One gets the feeling, however, that the local authorities 
in Fabriano may have preferred not to know what was happen-
ing on the mountain). Were the years of Baroncini’s apostolate 
among the villagers on and around Montefano, more likely in 
the years after 1815 than before? 

In a petition to Pope Pius VII in early 1818, Baroncini 
himself made no mention of any solitary existence, past or pre-
sent (106). Instead, his purpose was to obtain a sum of roughly 
100 scudi from the deceased estate (« spoglio ») of the late Ab-
bot Giambattista Casini, who had belonged to the Montefano 
affiliation. He (Baroncini) pointed out that although he received 
only the normal pension of « any other ordinary (priest) monk » 
(i.e. 539 lire per annum), he also had to « meet the expenses 
of his post as Superior General » (« supplito alle spese del suo 
impiego di Superiore Generale »). Baroncini unfortunately does 
not specify what he had in mind here. (Did it include the costs 
of his daily living expenses, food and clothing etc.?) Most im-
portantly of all, however, money from this average pension was 
essential for the maintenance of the church of « S. Silvestro nel 
S. Eremo di Fabriano, Madre e Centro della Congregazione Sil-
vestrina » (107). This variation on the original caput et mater title 
was almost certainly deliberate and is consistent with Baroncini’s 
fierce determination to preserve the fabric of the church in as 
good a condition as possible. Could it not serve as a central ral-
lying point for the reduced and dispersed Sylvestrine Congrega-
tion? Abbot Casini’s 100 scudi were certainly now intended for 
this worthy purpose. As Baroncini told the Pope, this would not 
just advantage a single monastery, but would raise the morale 
of the whole Congregation, due to the special veneration with 
which the monks regarded St. Sylvester’s church and tomb.

The petition was granted on 4 April 1818, by the Con-
gregation of Bishops and Regulars. This might have seemed 
benevolent, except for the context – that being that Pius VII 

(106) This petition of Baroncini’s, and another ten like it – plus the atypi-
cal petition of 3 February 1826 – are all printed at the conclusion of the 
following article: C. SEMERARO, I Silvestrini nelle Marche della Restaurazione. 
Contributo per la conoscenza delle fonti e degli avvenimenti del primo Otto-
cento, in Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche, II, pp. 1042-1062. 

(107) SEMERARO, I Silvestrini nelle Marche, p. 1042, Appendice 1. 
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had returned from exile four years earlier, but only two of the 
Sylvestrine monasteries (S. Fortunato in Perugia and S. Stefano 
del Cacco in Rome) had yet been returned to the monks. Bar-
oncini continued with his petitions, but in 1818 there was still 
good reason to feel distinctly uneasy.

As for the prolonged attempt to maintain the church at 
Montefano in a good condition, there is some evidence of an 
assessment eight years later, in February 1826. Unfortunately, it 
is presented by Baroncini himself (by then the abbot general), 
but it is all we have. It can be found in his answers to a very 
detailed questionnaire sent out by the Sacred Congregation (of 
Bishops and Regulars). He states that Montefano is situated on a 
mountain « tre miglia » from Fabriano; claims that it is the resi-
dence of the Father General (which might need some qualifica-
tion) and describes it as the « luogo ordinario » for the novitiate. 
The nineteenth century was not very ordinary, however, and the 
Sylvestrine novitiate was to lead a very peripatetic existence for 
much of that period (108). 

The monastery building itself is described as « ampio ». 
There are two cloisters and also the necessary « officine ». There 
is a guest house attached to the monastery, but outside the en-
closure, and well-administered. 

The next sentence does not prevaricate: « Il monastero 
minaccia rovina in più parti, e richiede un pronto risarci-
mento » (109). In contrast: « La chiesa è di una sufficiente gran-
dezza, in buon stato ». Baroncini notes that the ashes of St. 
Sylvester are venerated in the « santuario », emphasising that this 
is much frequented (« frequentatissima »), and that the confes-
sionals are also busy. He estimates that if repairs were carried 
out, the monastery could accommodate twenty monks. At pre-
sent, there were only five « endowments » (dotazioni) available 
from the papal government, and not even all of these had been 
taken up (110). There were just four monks living at Montefano 
(two priests and two « laici »).

(108) Ibid., p. 1051.
(109) Ibid., p. 1052.
(110) The « dotazioni » were subsidies paid to the monasteries (or to the 

Congregation as a whole) by the government, so as to enable them to receive 
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2. D. Luigi Bartoletti (and fra Lorenzo Coccia)

In 1860-1861 the Sylvestrine houses in Umbria and Le 
Marche fell victim to the suppression laws of the Savoy Gov-
ernment). S. Fortunato in Perugia went in late 1860, and in 
the following year, the monasteries in Le Marche were struck 
down one-by-one, at different intervals between January and 
September. The largest of the monasteries, S. Benedetto in 
Fabriano, met its fate on 16 March 1861. The monks were ex-
pelled and Abbot General Adamo Adami retired to his family 
home in Castelplanio (Ancona), where he remained until his 
death in 1889. 

There was one exception among these slow, systematic clo-
sures, namely the « Sacro Eremo », S. Silvestro on Montefano. 
This was not a full exemption, but developed into a significant 
– five years – stay of « execution ». In 1967, the late Rodesindo 
Stopponi explained that Montefano had gained its reprieve 
through the « personal intervention » of Emiliano Miliani, one 
of the first missioners with Giuseppe Bravi in Sri Lanka and 
well-known for his fiery temperament (111). He was said to have 
had the support of « il Sig. Ministro Inglese ». It is difficult to 
know what to make of all this. 

In 1986, Ugo Paoli agreed that Miliani had temporarily 
saved Montefano by going personally to Turin, meeting King 
Vittorio Emmanuele II and handing him a petition signed by 
both the parish priests and the citizens of Fabriano (112). In 
1992, however, this role was ascribed instead to the abbot of 
Montefano, Lorenzo Benedetto Lorenzetti (113). Accompanied by 

those monks who wished to return to monastic life. Without this, having 
lost their lands and properties in 1810, they would have been quite unable 
to do so. 

(111) R. STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo di Montefano (Fabriano) 1856-
1913, Terni 1967, p. 12.

(112) PAOLI, Sylvester Guzzolini and his Congregation, p. 53.
(113) PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 445. 

Lorenzetti was to hold that post for 37 years (1856-1893). His great uncle, 
an earlier Lorenzo Benedetto Lorenzetti senior, had been Abbot General at 
the turn of the century (1794-1803). Two other members of this monastic 
« dynasty », all coming from Castelplanio, are mentioned in September 1861: 
Lorenzo Giuseppe Lorenzetti and Beda Gioacchino Lorenzetti (STOPPONI, Due 
abbati dell’eremo, p. 13).
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d. Ilario Recchi, he is said to have travelled to Turin and pre-
sented the aforesaid petition addressed to « sua maestà Vittorio 
Emanuele II », on behalf of the parish priests and people of the 
parishes of Attiggio, Argignano, San Michele and Valleremita; 
and by more than two hundred other citizens of Fabriano (114).

Why should an exception have been made of Montefano? 
There appear to have been four arguments: 1) antiquity (St. Syl-
vester’s bones had rested there for six hundred years); 2) the 
saint was a co-protector of Fabriano; 3) the monks should be 
allowed to continue their religious services in the church [espe-
cially for pilgrims?]; 4) they should continue also their « antica 
ospitalità » towards « cittadini, villani e forastieri »). How much 
weight these arguments carried in Turin is hard to say. It may 
be that some of the names on the list of over two hundred 
citizens were more persuasive than their arguments. (Their 
signatures had been authenticated by the president of the lo-
cal municipality and dated 21 January 1861). Why antagonise 
influential people in Fabriano when one is eager for a smooth 
transition from papal government (115)? 

Those familiar with Lorenzetti’s striking photograph – a 
prelate of stocky build, seated in full regalia, with a markedly 
defiant look on his face – might wonder if he was the best 
choice for a delicate diplomatic task. Yet, the reprieve was 
granted. Perhaps even the monks did not understand why, apart 
from it being a whim of the king’s.

What really mattered was the fact that Montefano was once 
more being singled out – by implication – as special, particularly 
favoured, unique; and this time by a regime that was essentially 
hostile. Five years cannot really be dismissed as an insignificant 
length of time, for as each year succeeded another, the wonder 

(114) PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 445 
(citando A. BOLZONETTI, Memorie di fatti più notevoli occorsi nella città di 
Fabriano dall’anno 1850 sino al 18[94] (ms. nell’Archivio Storico Comunale 
di Fabriano), pp. 6-7).

(115) Has anyone looked at the petition since Abbot Lorenzetti presented 
it, let alone taken notice of the « more than 200 » names on it? In general, 
Fabriano historians have shown little interest in the connections between the 
various religious houses (particularly plentiful in that town) and those ele-
ments of the population who were well-disposed towards them. 
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of it increased. Not that too much was made of it publicly, for 
the resident monks dutifully kept a low profile. They had been 
specifically forbidden to accept new recruits or admit them to 
the novitiate. As a result, the novices were removed to S. Ste-
fano del Cacco, in Rome, as were the professed students from 
the other houses. The novitiate did not return to Montefano 
until 1881. 

What made the monastery’s survival all the more striking 
(albeit temporary) was the now permanent suppression (« de-
throning ») of S. Benedetto, once the largest and wealthiest of 
all the Sylvestrine houses, and the actual residence of the ab-
bot general for almost 500 years (116). After 16 March 1861, the 
Congregation’s sole connection with S. Benedetto was that the 
monks continued to staff its tiny parish, withdrawing only in the 
aftermath of the 1997 earthquake. 

The resident community at Montefano from 1861 to 1866 
included five priest monks – among them the two Lorenzetti 
and, most importantly, d. Luigi Ubaldo Bartoletti. There was 
also a « converso », fra Remigio Giuseppe Brega, known as 
« Pezzante », who no doubt cooked and cleaned for all the rest. 
Presumably the pilgrims still came up the slopes of Montefano, 
year by year, with their problems and petitions. The monas-
tery’s fate was sealed, however, in July 1866, with the passing 
of a new national law detailing the suppression of the religious 
orders and the expropriation of their properties. A letter of 17 
December 1866 informed the monks that they had to be gone 
by December 31st.

Yet even now the faint hope of a future for Montefano 
encouraged Abbot General Adami to approach his contacts in 
the Gonfalone Confraternity (owners of the beautiful Baroque 
chapel immediately adjoining S. Benedetto). He asked them to 
propose to the authorities – in the Confraternity’s own name – 
that the church on Montefano be declared open for public 
worship (117). This was agreed to, and, as had happened at 

(116) For false hopes of its recovery in 1930, see R. GRÉGOIRE, Un pro-
getto moderno di ricupero del monastero di S. Benedetto in Fabriano, in « Inter 
Fratres », 34 (1984), pp. 195-206.

(117) STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, p. 15.
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other former Sylvestrine churches, one of the monks was now 
designated to be a secular priest and officially recognised as the 
« custode della chiesa ». In Montefano’s case, this was the 61 
year-old, Luigi Bartoletti.

Bartoletti had been born at Purello on 22 April 1805, and 
in terms of the nineteenth century was a « late vocation », for he 
was already 27 years old when he joined the Sylvestrine noviti-
ate (118). (It is unfortunate that we know nothing of his earlier 
adult life). He was professed on 14 July 1833, and ordained a 
priest on 4 April 1835. As time went on, he was for some rea-
son dissatisfied. According to Stopponi, in 1842, at the age of 
37, and nine years after his profession, he requested permission 
from the Holy See to transfer to the Camaldolese Hermits of 
Monte Corona. This was granted him, but he then apparently 
changed his mind, and remained a Sylvestrine, at the monastery 
in Sassoferrato. In 1843, he moved to S. Fortunato in Perugia 
as parish priest. In 1850 he was in Rome (S. Stefano), and in 
1859 was assigned to Montefano, where we know he was prior 
of the community. 

Later, in the dying days of 1866, did he volunteer to re-
main in the empty (or near empty) monastery as « custode », or 
was he regarded by his superiors as the obvious candidate and 
so immediately appointed? Such a question probably did not 
arise for fra Lorenzo Coccia. Still, the position was an unusual 
one and so it is possible that each was asked if he thought he 
could live with the other. D. Luigi was already sixty-one, but 
fra Lorenzo, was a generation (23 years) younger and not yet 
professed (119). 

Stopponi admired « il nostro umile monaco ». Among other 
things, for living a very frugal life on the meagre annual pension 

(118) For this, and almost all that follows, see ibid., p. 16.
(119) He had been born on 31 January 1828 at Rosenga (Genga) not far 

from Fabriano. According to the 1838 Constitutions (p. 18), the « conversi » 
had to wear a specific habit for six years, before they could be considered 
for profession. (In the 1690 Constitutions, it had been a four year wait, the 
fourth year having been the novitiate year). Fra Lorenzo had concluded the 
six years, but the monks at Montefano had been sternly warned by the au-
thorities that they were not to profess any novices, otherwise the monastery 
would be closed forthwith. Before their profession, the « conversi » were 
formally known as « oblati ». 
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(500 lire) provided by « lo stato usurpatore ». Fra Lorenzo, of 
course, had to make do on a mere 300 lire. This is to assume, 
however, that the two payments were not much more likely to 
have been put together. There may also have been generous pil-
grims, and other occasional donors. course. The accommodation 
allocated to the two monks was also certainly generous – the 
so-called « apartment of the Father General » (presumably Abbot 
General Gionantoni’s three salons of 1670) plus the area of the 
novitiate (120). 

After fra Lorenzo’s death in April 1870 – quite suddenly 
from a cerebral haemorrhage (121) – no other « converso » was 
sent to replace him, and so d. Luigi’s life became more dif-
ficult (122). There was less money and less company. Yet his 
solitude was still not complete. In winter time, when pilgrims 
were fewer, there was a « buon cristiano » who would come 
up from Colle Paganello and keep company with him at night. 
There was also a small boy from the same village, who would 
come and serve his Mass (123). In any case, d. Luigi stayed on 
by himself for several more years, until the monastery was back 
in Sylvestrine hands. This is part of his fascination, for since 
St. Sylvester’s time there have been so few solitaries in the 
Congregation.

Since Bartoletti left no written testimony, Rodesindo Stop-
poni can only turn to some old pieces of furniture as a clue to 
his personality, and there is some psychological truth here (124). 
He dwells fondly on several well-cared for pews and an old 

(120) STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, p. 15.
(121) AMF, Fondo Congregazione, Liber mortuorum, f. 108r. D. Luigi had 

tried his best to give him the last rites. 
(122) It is important to note here that, also n 1870, d. Ilarino De Luca, 

parish priest of S. Benedetto, had succeeded in renting the rest of the build-
ing at Montefano for an annual fee of 41 lire. This was done in the hope of 
impeding any chance of the complex falling into secular hands. 

(123) STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, p. 16, makes nothing of these two 
details, but they almost cry out for cinematic treatment. One would be a 
night of the full moon. It has just stopped snowing and there is an immense 
silence, until a dark figure wrapped in cloaks trudges up the road towards 
the monastery. The alternative is inside the monastery, and early morning. 
A small boy watches in silence as an elderly priest – also silent – fusses and 
prepares a warm drink. 

(124) Ibidem.
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wooden balustrade from the church, plus various pieces of 
furniture in the so-called Camerlengo’s room (« until just a few 
years ago »). However, Stopponi is at his most emotional when 
pointing out an old bench still there (in 1967) near the en-
trance of the refectory (« vedi la panca posta attualmente avanti 
l’ingresso del refettorio! »). 

At the general chapter of 1872, Bartoletti was appointed as 
novice master, but he declined, for « sue particolari ragioni ». 
He died aged 75, in September 1880, on a visit to his relatives 
at Purello. To Abbot Lorenzetti, his legal heir, he bequeathed a 
bed (without straw mattress), a pair of shoes, a cloak, a copy of 
the Breviary, and 1.50 lire in coins (to be paid to the hospital 
in Perugia).

In the eyes of the people of Fabriano, the almost, but not 
entirely, solitary existences of the two monks on Montefano 
might have added to the romance and mystery of the monastery. 
For the monks, however, these events only steeled their deter-
mination to protect and preserve the monastery, the church, 
the marble urn and the holy relics of their saintly founder. To 
their minds, the focus and the unity of their little Congregation 
depended on them. 

c) A Dearth of Monks

As indicated earlier, the number of Sylvestrines at the time 
of the Diet meeting in 1806 is estimated to have been 103 in 
total – 56 priests, 41 « conversi » and six professed students. By 
the time of the next general chapter, in 1824, it had fallen to a 
total of 42, evenly divided between priests and « conversi » (125).

Why had there been such a dramatic decline? Over an 
eighteen year period (1803 to 1824), of course, one would ex-
pect some reduction by natural attrition, but in this case death 
was not the major cause. Instead, most of the « absent » monks 
in 1824 had chosen not to return to their monasteries (126). 

(125) PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 451.
(126) After the papal government’s long-delayed return to the Congrega-

tion of the six Sylvestrine monasteries in Le Marche (in 1820), a formal 
circular was sent to the estimated 53 monks who had still not « reported for 
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Some supplied reasons. The most frequent one given was ill-
heath – either the ill-health of aged parents (for whom a duty 
of care was usually cited) or their own healrth. Ugo Paoli has 
listed the most commonly declared ailments or diseases – some 
more plausible than others – and has come to the conclusion 
that the main reason for the failure to appear was an economic 
one (127). This was surely to be expected. In Le Marche, in 1810 
(and in the years immediately following), the world had been 
turned upside down and there was no going back from this, 
even with the re-instatement of the papal government. It was 
to take another five years before most of the monasteries were 
returned to the Congregation and they were now impoverished. 
A considerable number of ex-monks, who were in receipt of the 
government pension and/or had found some employment as a 
priest or teacher, were naturally reluctant to risk these benefits 
for the uncertainty and frugality of a restored monastic life. This 
was not the heroic choice, but it is an understandable one.

It should also be noted that the much weakened state of 
the Sylvestrine Congregation, including the reluctance of many 
of its monks to return, was by no means unique. In fact, in the 
highest circles of the Church there was considerable doubt as to 
whether the old monastic orders and congregations could ever 
be successfully restored. It is said that this was one of the first 
questions to be considered by Pope Pius VII on his return to 
Rome in May 1814. This is not surprising, given that he was 
himself a Benedictine monk of the Cassinese Congregation. 

The initial plan for a monastic restoration within the Papal 
States was a sweeping one. The proposed « Order of Reunited 
Benedictines » would have brought together into one body not 
just the Cassinese, Olivetans, Camaldolese Cenobites and Syl-
vestrines, but even the Cistercians (128). In the end, this grand 
design came to nothing, but the possibility of more modest 
mergers was not disposed of so easily. For example, negotiations 
between the Sylvestrines and the Camaldolese Cenobites as to a 

duty ». By 22 March 1822, only another eighteen had returned. See PAOLI, 
La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 414.

(127) Ibid., p. 415.
(128) Ibid., p. 419.
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possible union began in 1818 and dragged on until 1827 – that 
is, well into the reign of the next Pope, Leo XII (129). He was 
determined to reduce the number of monasteries (if need be), 
force some mergers and generally improve monastic discipline. 
The Sylvestrines and the Camaldolese were both reluctant, but 
an eighteen-point document of « concord » was eventually drawn 
up. However, the opposition of two Camadolese Cardinals, 
Placido Zurla and Mauro Cappellari (later Pope Gregory XVI, 
1831-1846) succeeded in making it a dead letter. Cardinal Zurla 
was appointed as apostolic visitator of the Sylvestrines. 

The Pope was particularly losing patience with the Olivetans 
and the Sylvestrines, both of whom had also drawn the atten-
tion of Cardinal Zurla as possible « acquisitions » for his own 
Congregation. On 11 June 1828, Leo XII prohibited any further 
reception of novices or further monastic professions within the 
Sylvestrine Congregation. Four days later he imposed the same 
ban on the Olivetans. He believed that the number of monks in 
both Congregations had now fallen so low that they were unable 
to live a life according to either their own Constitutions or the 
Rule of Benedict. This was seen by observers as the first step 
towards total suppression. That may or may not have been the 
case, but the pontiff died the following February without hav-
ing taken any further measures. Abbot General Baroncini died 
a month later, old, exhausted and almost blind (130). 

On 14 May 1830, the new Pope, Pius VIII, removed from 
both the Sylvestrines and the Olivetans the bans on accepting 
new recruits or professing those who had completed their noviti-
ates. On the other hand, Cardinal Zurla was empowered to con-
duct another visitation of the monasteries and, where necessary, 

(129) The latter belonged to a branch of the Della Genga family, which had 
extensive estates not far from Fabriano, centred on the village of Genga, where 
the family « castello » was also situated. In Fabriano there was as well a fine 
town house. The Della Genga were one of a select group of families within 
the Fabriano nobility who could trace their direct descent back to the great 
feudal families of the medieval period and to a tradition of blood and violence. 

(130) He had received a papal dispensation from the obligation to recite 
the canonical hours of the Divine Office. Instead he could recite the « Our 
Father » whenever he saw fit, like those of the « conversi » who were not 
literate. See PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 425, 
note 174. 
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recommend the closure of some houses in order to increase 
the size of communities elsewhere. In September that year, he 
recommended the closure of three monasteries, at least tem-
porarily (131). In the same month, the Sacred Congregation for 
Regular Discipline formally permitted the Sylvestrines to again 
clothe novices for both the choir monks and the « conversi ». 

This brings us to an event full of significance and portent. 
On 26 November 1830, the feast of St. Sylvester, in the church 
of S. Benedetto in Fabriano, two novices were clothed – Giu-
seppe Bravi from Potenza Picena and Ilarioni Sillani from Civi-
tanova Marche. The first was to be the founder of the Sylves-
trine mission in Sri Lanka (and later Bishop); and the second, 
his successor in the Apostolic Vicariate of Colombo (1863-1879). 
As Bede Barcatta pointed out in his major study of Giuseppe 
Maria Bravi, the duo became a formidable trio in the following 
year, when Bravi and Sillani were joined by Vincenzo Corneli for 
the celebration of their monastic profession, on 27 November 
1831 (again at S. Benedetto) (132). Corneli, who had completed 
less than ten months of novitiate, would later prove to be the 
monk who held the Congregation together (from Rome), after 
the second suppression of the monasteries elsewhere in Italy in 
1860-1861. He did likewise during his twenty years as abbot 
general (1872-1892). His role was invaluable, but from today’s 
perspective, of course, it was Bravi and Sillani who really began 
to introduce the Sylvestrines to their future, and Montefano 
to its role in a multicultural, international Congregation (133). 
Already on 6 November 1859, the first two novices from Sri 
Lanka – Lanfranco Assaw and Ildebrando Vanderstraaten – had 
been professed at Montefano (134). 

(131) One of these, S. Antonio at Camerino, was shut down permanently 
in 1837.

(132) Cf. B. BARCATTA, Giuseppe Maria Bravi (1813-1860), primo vicario 
apostolico europeo di Colombo. Contributo per la conoscenza della storia della 
Chiesa in Sri Lanka nell’Ottocento, Fabriano 1994 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 
23), pp. 185-186. 

(133) For an overview of the beginnings of the Sylvestrine mission in 
Sri Lanka, see PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, 
pp. 435-442.

(134) They had arrived in Rome on 16 November 1858, and were clothed 
as novices at S. Stefano del Cacco on 26 November. They were then sent 
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How could the Sylvestrines undertake a missionary role in 
Sri Lanka when they were so short of monks in Italy? In 1845, 
this was the question that, in one form or another, the then 32 
year-old was asked by his uncle, Abbot General Ugo Bravi. He 
was not to be dissuaded, however. He was convinced that he 
was answering a genuine call from God, that in the long run it 
would be of benefit to the Congregation, and that Propaganda 
Fide would provide him with the necessary support. (In the fol-
lowing year, four other members of the Bravi family – all from 
the Sassoferrato area – entered the Congregation) (135). 

Between 1824 and 1859, the Sylvestrines virtually doubled 
in number (42 to 80) (136). Two points need to be made about 
this last figure, however. Of the 39 priests, six were already as-
signed to Sri Lanka. Secondly, the number of professed, clerical 
students – sixteen – was abnormally large, and one wonders if 
all reached priestly ordination. Most managed to complete their 
studies in Rome, but some went to Sri Lanka and were later 
ordained there. 

Within roughly the same period (1822 to 1859), 23 recruits 
from the Fabriano-Matelica area joined the Congregation; fifteen 
from the territory of Sassoferrato (predominantly the Bravi fam-
ily); nine from the Jesi area and six from Serra San Quirico. 

Yet there was a very strong reluctance on the part of the 
congregational authorities to allow monks to join the mission 
in Sri Lanka. When Giuseppe Bravi died, aged 47, in August 
1860, there were only five other Sylvestrines attached to the mis-
sion (137). Obviously the bulk of his clergy had come from other 

to Montefano and formally commenced the novitiate on 5 December 1858. 
See STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, p. 11, and BARCATTA, Giuseppe Maria 
Bravi, pp. 171 e 601. Barcatta seems to have thought that the actual noviti-
ate took place at S. Stefano, in Rome. Stopponi is adamant that it occurred 
at Montefano. 

(135) For some very interesting observations on the patterns of Sylvestrine 
recruitment (family links, the most fruitful regions, the best years etc.), see 
PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, pp. 434-435. 

(136) See the chart in PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ot-
tocento, p. 451. In 1846, there had already been a considerable jump from a 
total of 49 in 1837 to 67. The latter figure included 36 priests, one of whom 
was in Sri Lanka (Bravi?).

(137) Emiliano Miliani, Leone Cingolani, Agostino Manzoni, Filippo 
Scocco and Abbot Ilarione Sillani.
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sources – in the early years: some of the Goa Oratorians, or 
itinerant Spanish Benedictines en route to or from Western Aus-
tralia, plus a few indigenous priests. In the period after 1857, it 
was Bravi’s establishment of the so-called « Benedictine Tertiar-
ies » that was crucial, as Father Bede Barcatta has shown (138). 

Vincenzo Fattorini has pointed how, after the second round 
of suppressions in Italy, the attitude towards the Sri Lankan 
mission began to change (139). Instead of it being seen as an 
obstacle to a stronger recovery in Italy (for example, in the late 
1840’s), it was now regarded as an essential place of refuge and 
possible new life. This was especially the case for those monks 
– priests or clerical students – who did not have a welcoming 
home to go to, or some convenient ecclesiastical post to occupy. 
According to Fattorini, from 1845 until the second round of 
suppressions in Italy (1861), a total of eleven monks arrived in 
Sri Lanka; while between 1864 and 1899 another nine made the 
same journey. 

Some of the money that helped repurchase Montefano in 
1873 was to come from the missioners in Sri Lanka. The monas-
tery that had been founded at Kandy by Bishop Sillani, in 1874, 
also enabled the Sylvestrine novitiate to be resurrected there in 
1875 (after its suppression in Rome, in 1870). Monks who re-
turned to Italy after years of service on the mission, more than 
once proved to be highly proficient in important roles within 
the Congregation at home. 

The second round of suppressions in 1860-1861 precluded 
any possibility of the general chapter that was due in 1862. In 
fact, the next chapter was not held until 1872, when permission 
was obtained for it to be held in extraordinary circumstances. 
Its chief task was to elect a new abbot general. Since there were 

(138) See the categorisation of these disparate groups of priests in B. BAR-
CATTA, Biographical Data regarding the Sylvestrine Tertiaries who worked in the 
Colombo Vicariate, in L. HYDE, A Short Historical Review of the Sylvestrine 
Monks in Ceylon from 1845 to 1920, Appendix E, Fabriano 2010 (Supplement 
to « Inter Fratres », 60 (2010/1), pp. 101-118.

(139) V. FATTORINI, Monaci silvestrini italiani missionari in Sri Lanka, in 
« Inter Fratres », 60 (2010), pp. 26-27. His language is graphic. In Italy the 
Congregation was « minacciata di morte », but thanks to Sri Lanka there was 
now « una provvidenziale possibilità di sopravvivenza » (p. 26). 
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great difficulties in the way of the eligible delegates actually 
meeting together in one place, the voting took place by post. In 
Castelplanio, Abbot General Adami, watched by two other ab-
bots, counted out the nine votes. Six were for Vincenzo Corneli, 
who duly became Abbot General. The « tavole » drawn up after 
the chapter indicated a total of 50 Sylvestrines in Italy in that 
year – 35 priests and 15 « conversi » (140). 

With no monastic professions permitted for so many years, 
the trend towards the end of the century was ever more stead-
ily downwards. In Italy, in 1882 – the year after the novitiate 
finally returned to Montefano – there were 27 priest monks, 
eight « conversi » and three novices (141). In Sri Lanka, there were 
eleven priests, one « conversi » and six professed students. How 
many of the priests were Italians is not indicated.

At the turn of the century, the situation in Italy was stark. 
There were just seventeen priests spread over eight « houses ». 
This term seems more appropriate than « monasteries », since 
most consisted of a parish or public church with a few rooms 
attached for the priest (and perhaps a « converso ») to live in. 
In all there were ten « conversi », and – the hope of the Con-
gregation – five professed students and three postulants. In Sri 
Lanka, the « international » component, there was Bishop Cle-
mente Pagnani, with his flowing beard, genial demeanour and 
orotund voice. He was supported by fifteen Sylvestrine priests 
(how many were Italian?), three professed students, three « con-
versi » and one oblate. 

d) Montefano and the 1838 Constitutions

The 1838 Constitutions were to be in force within the Syl-
vestrine Congregation for almost a century (1838-1931). They 
were the product of the general chapter held in the previous 
year (the first since 1824) and the result of sustained pressure 
from the Roman Curia, once Pope Gregory XVI had belatedly 
decided that the Sylvestrines should retain a separate iden-

(140) PAOLI, Sylvester Guzzolini and his Congregation, p. 53.
(141) PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 451.
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tity (142). Change was unavoidable, given the much reduced size 
of the Congregation, both in terms of monasteries and monks, 
and also its straitened economic circumstances.

The 1837 general chapter was not a long, drawn-out affair. 
It lasted just two days (24-25 April) and involved a mere seven 
« vocali ». These were compliant with all the requirements of 
the Sacred Congregation and so it was no surprise when the 
latter approved the acta of the chapter in the following month 
(23 May). The chapter’s main task had been to commence the 
process for drawing up the new set of Constitutions. It had 
been accepted that important sources for this new legislation 
would be Cardinal Zurla’s « reform » decree of 1830, plus the 
report by the commission of Cardinals on the findings of the 
1836 apostolic visitation. 

The new Constitutions for the Sylvestrine Congregation were 
eventually approved by the Congregation of Bishops and Regu-
lars on 23 March 1838, and by Pope Gregory XVI on 3 May 
that same year (143). The text certainly contained novelties, for 

(142) The 1830’s had begun dangerously for the Sylvestrines. Three 
months after the hope-filled clothing ceremony for Giuseppe Bravi and his 
two companions on 26 November 1830, in S. Benedetto (Fabriano), Gregory 
XVI had been elected Pope. On 6 August 1831 this pontiff suppressed all of 
the Olivetan monasteries within the Papal States, and handed over their goods 
and properties to his own monastic congregation, the Camaldolese Cenobites. 
Would a similar fate befall the Sylvestrines? Certainly he did not forget them. 
In 1836, he suspended the convocation of the Sylvestrine general chapter, 
called by Abbot General Romano Giovagnoli (and already approved, on 20 
April 1836, by the Sylvestrine Cardinal Protector, Mario Mattei). Instead of 
a general chapter, the monks were subjected to a further apostolic visitation, 
the findings of which were referred to a special commission of Cardinals 
within the Congregation of Bishops and Regulars. The latter decided that, on 
condition that certain reforms and improvements were introduced (including 
a new set of Constitutions), the Sylvestrine Congregation should be allowed 
to survive. Gregory XVI concurred on 3 March 1837 and seven days later 
personally nominated all the Sylvestrine superiors for the next six years. Ab-
bot Bernard Ragioni, who had papal permission to wear a wig (even when 
saying Mass), was named as Abbot General and Abbot of S. Benedetto in 
Fabriano. The Abbot of Montefano was Giacomo Giacopelli. For more details 
of the above, see PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, 
pp. 428-429. 

(143) Nuove Costituzioni della Congregazione Silvestrina desunte con mo-
dificazioni dalle posteriori del 1688 per cura del card. Mario Mattei, visitatore 
apostolico, Fabriano 1838.
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example a new, separate chapter on mental prayer (« orazione 
mentale »: Prima distinzione, chapter 3). There were other top-
ics that had first appeared in the early fourteenth century Con-
stitutions, and then been faithfully repeated in the legislation 
of 1610, 1618 and 1690, but which were now finally dropped 
in 1838, for example the separate chapter on the « cuciniero » 
(Cost. 1690, Terza distintione, chapter 2). One has to be careful 
here, however, because the 1838 Constitutions often reduced 
the number of chapters by combining, or fusing, two or (some-
times) three separate chapters into just one. Suffice to say that 
the 1838 legislation was essentially quite conservative, and the 
evidence for this can be found in the detailed descriptions of 
the text by Ugo Paoli and Leonardo Bux (144). 

What was more unusual was the admission that a specific 
objective lay behind this new legislation. In the so-called Prelu-
dio to the Constitutions themselves, there occurs the following 
passage:

Conosciutosi altresì dai medesimi Padri che la vita commune 
è il vero e solido fondamento della regolare osservanza (...), 
dichiarano Monastero di vita commune il S. Eremo di Mon-
tefano dove riposano le S. Ceneri del nostro S. Padre, e dove 
resta collocato ab immemorabili il noviziato, e ne prescrivono le 
regole che saranno le seguenti (145). 

There are a number of points to be gleaned from this short 
passage, but it should first be noted that, in this instance, the 
word « Ceneri » means « (mortal) remains », not « ashes ». The 
essential claim, of course, is one that we are only too familiar 
with – namely, that Montefano’s significance rested, above all, 
on its custodianship of the holy founder’s bodily remains. And 
close on the heels of this first assertion is a second – that the 
congregational novitiate has been located on Montefano « from 
time immemorial ». It has been suggested earlier in this article 
that, on the grounds of historical accuracy, such a blunt claim 

(144) See PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, 
pp. 429-434; L. BUX, Proposte di vita monastica nella legislazione silvestrina 
dei secoli XIX-XX, in « Inter Fratres », 61 (2011), pp. 193-201.

(145) Quoted in BUX, Proposte di vita monastica, p. 195.
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needs to be qualified. The wider implication, however, is more 
important. Namely, where better to be properly formed as a 
Sylvestrine Benedictine than at the caput et mater of the Con-
gregation, where one could almost breathe in the essence of it, 
in the sometimes chilly air? 

It is the first half of the passage, however, that needs to be 
explained, and which is the most relevant section of all to the 
monks’ situation in 1837-1838. The issue was one of « regular 
observance » within the Congregation, or rather, the alarming 
lack of it. 

The sources might suggest that the origins of this problem 
can be traced back to the period of the Napoleonic suppres-
sions. During those years, the expelled monks, of necessity, 
acquired their own incomes – whether the government pension 
and/or money they had earned themselves – and seemed to 
increasingly take on secular attitudes and secular habits (« abi-
tudini secolaresche ») (146). There was participation in games of 
chance and in card-playing (gambling); in « conversazioni bril-
lanti » (frivolities?), in attending theatrical performances, in be-
ing present at cattle sales (147) and taking part in hunting (148). 
Even those ex-monks who did eventually return to the Congre-
gation found it hard to readjust after ten years of making their 
own decisions. 

In the passage quoted earlier from the Preludio of the 1838 
Constitutions, the « medesimi Padri – presumably the capitular 
fathers of that year – recognised that their goal of raising the 

(146) PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 436.
(147) It was regarded as particularly unseemly (« disdicevole ») for priests 

to be seen at cattle sales (ibidem). One can only guess as to why this was so. 
Was it that such markets brought crowds of rough, uncouth country folk into 
the town, who drank heavily after conducting their business. On the fringes 
of such crowds were there to be seen known women of ill repute? Had some 
monks been buying and selling cattle as a form of financial speculation? 

(148) Monastic involvement in hunting was by no means unknown earlier 
in Sylvestrine history. In October 1739, Abbot General Giovanni Amatori 
joined Abbot Angelo Colelli for ten days of pigeon-shooting on the estate of 
« signor Francesco Castiglioni », not far from Serra San Quirico (KAVENAGH, 
Filial loyalty, p. 523). In 1845, Abbot General Ugo Bravi forbade the monks 
to have a « multiplicity » of hunting guns, but he felt he could not deny them 
at least one. Was this because such a rigorous ban would simply be ignored? 
(PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 436). 
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level of monastic observance in the Sylvestrine houses would 
first require the « good, solid foundation » of community life 
(« la vita comune ») (149). For that, a good exemplar or model 
would be essential, and the obvious choice was the monastery 
on Montefano. Thereafter it was referred to as the « monastero 
di vita comune » or the « monastero di osservanza », and might 
be expected to be the most faithful adherent of the 1838 leg-
islation.

Elsewhere in the Preludio, it was made clear that « questa ri-
forma » – the new Constitutions – had but two aims: to remove 
any excuse for « inosservanza », and to establish firm foundations 
(« basi ferme ») for reform, from which no departure would be 
countenanced (150). These were strong words, but by the very act 
of setting up Montefano as the model of observance, the general 
chapter assumed there was little hope of improvement from 
within the other monasteries. Presumably a long, slow process 
was envisaged instead. Was it hoped that, if the novices were 
carefully trained at Montefano, the monastery « di vita com-
mune » / « di osservanza », then a sense of community life might 
gradually supplant a rugged individualism?

Just as the Preludio had been added at the beginning of 
the 1838 Constitutions, so a note of warning (Avvertimento) or 
admonition brought the text to its conclusion. The monks were 
warned that the new Constitutions, and the Rule of St. Bene-
dict, were to be obeyed in their full force and « integrity » (151). 
Transgressions against either were to be punished, in accordance 
with an ascending series of punishments, up until actual impris-
onment (following a formal legal process). Elsewhere in the text 
it was stated that each of the monasteries in the Congregation 
should, if at all possible, contain a place (room) of incarcera-
tion, but that this was absolutely (« assolutamente ») essential at 
Montefano and at S. Benedetto in Fabriano (152). 

(149) Cf. BUX, Proposte di vita monastica, p. 195.
(150) « Questa riforma pertanto, o sia modificazione, altro scopo non ha 

che togliere qualunque motivo di scusa alla inosservanza, e stabilire basi 
ferme, dalli quail non sia lecito dipartirsi » (ibidem).

(151) See PAOLI, La Congregazione Silvestrina fra Sette e Ottocento, p. 433.
(152) Ibidem.
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Who then would investigate and adjudicate such cases of 
« inosservanza » towards the Rule and the new Constitutions? 
Back in the 1690 Constitutions, there were four definitors to as-
sist the Abbot General in his government and administration of 
the Congregation, particularly as regards appointments to office 
and the transfer of monks. There were also two visitators who 
accompanied him on his regular visitations of the monasteries. 
On 8 September 1730, however, Cardinal Placido Zurla, then 
apostolic visitator of the Sylvestrine Congregation, abolished the 
office of definitor and handed over its responsibilities to the 
two visitators. This significant change was then included in the 
1838 Constitutions. 

The Avvertimento indicates that three people were to be 
responsible for checking (« invigilare ») on the « osservanza » 
of the monks – the Abbot of Montefano and the two visita-
tors. The visitators were traditionally the assistants of the Ab-
bot General. Therefore, to seemingly suggest that, on issues 
of monastic observance and the quality of community life, the 
two visitators would in some way work in conjunction with, or 
even be answerable to, the Abbot of S. Silvestro (Montefano) 
is highly surprising. Montefano might be designated a « house 
of observance » in the Congregation, but how could one always 
ensure its Abbot was a « safe » candidate for that, or be a monk 
of sufficient spiritual calibre? There was also the possibility of 
tension and resentment developing between the Abbot General 
and the Abbot of S. Silvestro, since the term « monastic obser-
vance » could be defined very widely.

It would be interesting to examine the documentation of 
the 1830’s and 1840’s, to see whether any charges of « inos-
servanza » were ever made against particular monks at that 
time, or whether the « avvertimento » remained largely a « dead 
letter » (153). Even if the latter was the case, this singling out of 

(153) Whether Abbot General Adami’s circular letter of 1856 (« una duris-
sima circolare ») was also « dead » is hard to say. His particular target was 
the card-playing that was still diffuse throughout the monasteries. He took 
this up again at the diet of 1859, threatening the participants with « suspen-
sion » for so blatant a sin against poverty. (Abbot General Benedetto Maggi 
in 1851 had felt that the purchase of fashionable and costly clothing and 
accessories was the more offensive). The main point, however, was that some 
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the Abbot of Montefano as the arbiter of monastic observance 
within the (admittedly reduced) Congregation is yet further evi-
dence of that monastery’s ever-growing importance and prestige 
as the century progressed.

The response to the great crisis of the second suppression 
(1860-1861) – as far as Montefano was concerned – was also 
determined by the role marked out for it in the 1838 Consti-
tutions. If the Sylvestrine Congregation was to survive, then 
Montefano had to survive, above and before all else. Hence 
the concentrated effort, even if the other houses went down, 
was to at least save the shrine and monastery of St. Sylvester, 
since it would be the key to any later resurrection. As we 
have already seen, Abbot Lorenzetti’s hurried journey to the 
court of Turin at least gained it five years as a community, 
albeit without any way of adding to its numbers. From 1866 
on, it chances hung by a thread, and the news in 1873 that 
the buildings at Montefano were to be put to auction must 
have seemed like the end. Yet it appeared to Lorenzetti more 
an opportunity, perhaps seeing that the monastery’s location 
and the state of its buildings, might be of little attraction to 
wealthier speculators. He desperately scraped together what he 
could (154), and on 31 May 1873, Tobia Lorenzetti, the Abbot’s 
brother, bought back the monastery (on behalf of the monks), 
at a cost of 6,250 lire (155). 

monks still enjoyed their own incomes (mainly the government pension) and 
were tempted to spend it. See G. BROCANELLI, I monaci silvestrini e i frati 
minori nelle Marche durante il pontificato di Pio IX, in Aspetti e problemi 
del monachesimo nelle Marche. Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, 
Monastero S. Silvestro abate, 4-7 giugno 1981, II, Fabriano 1982 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 7), pp. 1070-1071. 

(154) The monks, both those in Italy and those working on the mission 
in Sri Lanka, contributed generously out of their own funds (STOPPONI, Due 
abbati dell’eremo, p. 19). Support from friends and supporters in Fabriano 
may not have been sought, since Lorenzetti would not have wanted the gov-
ernment to learn of the Sylvestrines’ plan to be the undeclared purchasers 
of the old monastery. 

(155) At a second auction three yours later, and using the same procedure, 
Tobia Lorenzetti, bought various pieces of woodland and pasture at Attiggio 
and on the slopes of Montefano. These properties were all formerly part of 
the monastery’s land holdings, and 17,500 lire was paid out to re-acquire 
them. One notes that in the hard-headed world of auction sales, small pock-
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The monastic community at Montefano was reconstituted in 
1875 (four priests and one « converso »), but did not regain its 
full character until late in 1881, when the novitiate was finally 
restored at the « Sacro Eremo ». On 10 December, three pos-
tulants were clothed in the novices’ habit before the tomb of 
St. Sylvester – the first such ceremony at Montefano in 23 years. 
Their novice master was Colombano Righi, a former missionary 
in Sri Lanka, who was to hold that post until 1893. Recovery 
was judged to be slow, but eight in nine years was hardly in-
significant (156). 

On the other hand, there were still professed monks whose 
names appeared on the lists but who had still not returned to 
live in their monasteries (after the 1860-1861 suppressions) (157). 

Another delicate topic remained the government pension 
paid to members of the Congregation. Abbot General Cor-
neli addressed a circular letter to all the monks, outlining the 
legal and religious reasons why the pension payments had to 
be handed over to the local superior, under pain of obedi-
ence. Clearly, the gradual development of a pervasive monastic 
outlook – as envisaged by the compilers of the 1838 Constitu-
tions – still had some way to go. 

Yet there was something rather double-handed here. The 
substantial amounts of money that monks like Abbot General 
Corneli, the Lorenzetti brothers, and others donated to the 

ets of land like these were almost three times more valuable than the old 
monastery buildings, including the church and the great marble sarcophagus 
with the bones of St. Sylvester. Donations towards this 17,500 total came 
from the private funds of the following individuals: Pope Pius IX (1,500 lire), 
Abbot General Corneli (2,500), P(adre) [Basilio?] Bravi (1,450), the « Eredità 
Antonini » (2,000), N.N. (2,600), « Il P(adre) Rosa » (750). Most generous of 
all were Abbot Lorenzetti and his brother, d. Beda, who together provided 
the rest of the due amount (and this was not the last example of their lar-
gesse), Yet any satisfaction over these successful purchases was dashed the 
following year, when Tobia Lorenzetti suddenly died, without leaving any last 
will and testament. Tobia’s son, Angelo, now laid claim to a compensation 
payment of 3,000 lire in exchange for his signature on a deed of transfer for 
the monastery and its associated goods in favour of Abbot Lorenzetti. For the 
subsequent events in detail, see STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, pp. 21-23. 

(156) There were three professions in 1882; two in 1884; two in 1889; and 
one in 1890. See STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, p. 26 for details.

(157) Ibid., p. 25.
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recovery of Montefano – all mentioned above (158) – reveals the 
existence of private funds that, with the approval of « superi-
ors », could be spent on specific items, much as had been the 
case in the eighteenth century. This money may not have come 
from accumulated pension payments, but it still does not fit 
easily with traditional notions of individual monastic poverty. 

At the 1891 general chapter, the first since that of 1872 
– itself a sign that life among the Sylvestrines had still not « nor-
malised » – Vincenzo Corneli was re-elected as Abbot General, 
and Abbot Lorenzetti was yet again re-appointed as Abbot of 
Montefano. His health was now failing, however, and when 
Abbot General Corneli suddenly died (from influenza), just 
five months into his second term, the Abbot of Montefano was 
obliged (by the Constitutions of 1838, not to mention those of 
1690) to take over the governance of the Congregation, with the 
title of Vicar General. The burden of these new responsibilities 
may have hastened Lorenzetti’s death. He died two years later 
(18 November 1893), aged 74.

His successor as Abbot of Montefano, after the brief inter-
lude of Abbot Leo Cingolani as « presidente » (1894 to August 
1895), was Antonio Maria Antonelli, the subject of the second 
half of Stopponi’s book (159). Antonelli had had the good fortune 
to be born and raised in Castelplanio and probably gained a 
definite advantage from that fact (160). On the other hand, his 
years as a monk were also an accurate reflection of the vicissi-
tudes that the Congregation itself was enduring at that time (161). 

(158) See note 154.
(159) See STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, pp. 29-62.
(160) He would have been well-known to Abbot Lorenzetti and his broth-

ers, and likewise to Abbot General Adami (and how many others?). He was 
also a generation younger (b. 26 January 1842) than these worthies, however. 
At the age of fifteen, he was received into the novitiate at Montefano by 
Lorenzetti, and on the instructions of Adami. After his simple profession 
in November 1858, he was sent to S. Lucia in Serra San Quirico for his 
studies. That monastery was suppressed in January 1861, however, and his 
solemn profession in December 1862 must have taken place elsewhere. He 
was ordained a priest on 1 April 1865.

(161) According to STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, pp. 31-32, Antonelli’s 
many years at S. Stefano del Cacco gave evidence of his ability and popular-
ity. Some noted his care for a well-maintained church and dignified liturgy; 
others his financial skill as « camerlengo » at a much-straitened S. Stefano, 
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Antonelli’s eighteen years as Abbot of Montefano (1895-
1913) might seem to pale into insignificance when compared 
with Lorenzetti’s 37 (although this total includes the monastery’s 
years of suppression and almost total abandonment, 1866-
1875). It would be obvious to most of his readers, however, 
that Stopponi was decidedly more engaged when writing the 
pages about Antonelli. For a start, he knew him well. Himself 
a « fabrianese », born in October 1890, he had followed the 
same path as the older man. He too had begun his novitiate at 
Montefano as a fifteen year-old boy, and was professed a year 
later, in November 1906 (almost certainly at Antonelli’s hands). 
He was also to be one of the last novices, or last junior pro-
fessed monks, to personally experience the Abbot’s approach to 
monastic formation. 

Given the shortage of personel and other resources, it could 
not help but be opportunist to some extent. In the end though, 
it is probably best seen as an attempt to achieve (sixty years af-
ter the event) the objectives envisaged in the 1838 Constitutions. 
Since it had proved so difficult to « re-monasticise » many of 
the monks who returned to the monasteries after experiencing 
a decade or two of life in the world, Antonelli seems to have 
decided to concentrate on the new generation of monks, few 
as they were. 

On 20 February 1895, Vicar General Costanzo Carocci 
proposed that Antonelli be raised to abbatial rank and, on 
7 August that same year, he was appointed as Abbot of the 
Sacro Eremo of Montefano. He was then 53 years old, and 
the photograph included in this present volume quite possibly 
marks the occasion of his abbatial blessing. The new prelate 
looks straight at the camera, and rather severely. He may simply 
have been following the instructions of the photographer, and 
likewise with the way his right hand grips the edge of the cov-
ered table, on which are a crucifix, a breviary (?) and a biretta. 

and the small-scale wine business he ran from the cellars beneath the church 
and monastery. He also had stories of the last days of papal Rome and of 
the final incursion, with which to regale later novices, such as Rodesindo 
Stopponi himself. 
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Whatever the case, there is still something rather uneasy about 
this portrait (162). 

It would seem that one of the new Abbot’s priorities was 
to remedy and restore the physical state of the monastery. The 
photo of the cloister at Montefano was most likely taken in 
about 1860 (according to Ugo Paoli), in other words shortly 
before the 1861 suppression. It is depressing to look at – and 
the monks themselves look listless and depressed. Moreover, 
after the re-purchase of the monastery in 1873, there may well 
have been little money to spend on morale-boosting repairs. At 
least there seems to have been no mention of them during Ab-
bot Lorenzetti’s time. 

In the last months of 1895, Abbot Antonelli began his own 
limited programme of repairs and improvements. Interestingly, 
he began with the paving of the smaller cloister. This may have 
been a trial run, because in the following year he moved on to 
the paving of the large cloister. Certainly this would have been 
a great improvement on the so-called « garden » that filled that 
space in the 1860 photograph. In addition, there was some res-
toration work on the northern façade (« facciata ») of that larger 
cloister. The corridor that gave access to the reception room in 
the guest area was paved as well. 

A more suitable room was set aside as the kitchen (and it 
is still in the same place in 2018). The present-day refectory 
was then still a storeroom with timber and tools for the joiner. 
These were important, but merely practical matters. The more 
interesting decision was to mark off the « cantoria » – the raised 
choir loft (or gallery) at the back of the church – with a large 
glass partition (« l’invetriata »). This loft was where the monks 
gathered – or should have gathered – for the choral celebration 
of the Divine Office. Such communal liturgy, in fact, might be 
a bulwark against the individualism and disunity that became 
apparent within the Congregation after both the nineteenth 

(162) One assumes that Stopponi had not seen this photo, or else he 
would have included it in his book. Yet the portrait photo he did include 
– taken obviously in the last years of the Abbot’s life, and perhaps close to 
his death – much better suits his own presentation of Antonelli as a tragic 
hero. See the photo in STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, p. 29.
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century suppressions. Was the glass partition, therefore, meant 
to give the Divine Office not just its own separate, concentrated 
space, but also proclaim its validity and importance? Might this 
be a lesson for the young monks in formation at Montefano? 
(More prosaic was the strengthening of the wooden steps that 
led down from the choir loft into the nave of the church (163). 

It took another seven to eight years (1903-1904) before there 
was any further significant building work at Montefano. The 
existing entrance on the western side of the complex was not 
really suitable for visitors – the sheds and stalls of the monas-
tery’s domestic animals being too close by. (As a result, most 
people tried to gain entry around the corner, near the church). 

Therefore, once an embankment had been built up to level 
off the ground, Antonelli had a second entrance constructed 
further along the western façade. This was of the same style and 
size as the existing entrance (164). Of course, this entailed consid-
erable alterations behind the new door: an entrance hall; to the 
left a clearer delineation of where the enclosure began; to the 
right, easier access to the guest area. Elsewhere in the monas-
tery, a sky-light was put into the roof of the monks’ calefactory 
(itself on the floor above the then refectory, part of the wing 
constructed by Abbot Camillo Schimberni in the 1750’s). More 
« servizi igienici » were provided and three spacious bedrooms 
were created out of a series of rooms in the southern wing 
of the monastery. According to Stopponi, one of these earlier 
rooms had served as the monastery prison (165).

These (mainly small) constructions and expenditures are 
worth recording, because they reveal the beginnings of a very 
gradual improvement in Montefano’s financial condition. They 
also indicate the Abbot’s determination to physically repair and 
restore the monastery, to an extent more reflective of what he 
felt was its unique role in the Congregation.  

Yet there was still one further material improvement that 
saw Antonelli’s hopes and achievements reach their zenith and 

(163) At the other end of the loft was a door that opened onto a small 
staircase and corridor of the monastery.

(164) See the photograph in STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, p. 36.
(165) Ibid., p. 37.
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then come crashing down. At stake were the three bells in the 
« campanile ». These had become seriously cracked and pain-
fully discordant. To have them re-cast, however, would require 
a great outlay of funds. To find a solution to this problem, the 
Abbot turned again to the young monk who (as we shall see 
presently) had already turned the Abbot’s dreams of a proper 
library room into a reality. The young monk was Giuseppe Ci-
polletti, who had been professed at Montefano on 15 November 
1891, and, after his studies and ordination, had returned there 
by 1900 at the latest. 

Using his persuasive gifts on his confreres in other houses 
of the Congregation, and on some « buoni amici » of the mon-
astery, Cipolletti was able to raise the 852 lire necessary for the 
dismantling of the bells, their re-casting and their return to the 
top of the « campanile ». To hear them ringing harmoniously 
was no doubt a blessing, but the real issues had probably been 
something else – prestige for the monastery and a lift in morale 
for the monks.

e) Old Montefano, the Tree and d. Rodesindo Stopponi 

It was around this time (1907) that a postcard depicting 
the Sacro Eremo was printed. The medium chosen was not the 
more usual photograph or pencilled sketch, but a watercolour, 
a medium perhaps more associated with genteel amateurs in 
England than with Italians. Nor is it clear whether the monks 
had anything to do with the production of the card. Neverthe-
less, it is worthy of interest as one of the last depictions of the 
old Montefano, which was to change irrevocably – and arguably 
for the worse (at least from an aesthetic standpoint) – in the 
course of the new century. 

The new entrance on the western side of the monastery 
(mentioned above) can certainly be seen in the postcard, but 
only in the far distance. This is because the artist has chosen 
an unusual perspective from which to paint. He/she is looking 
across at the corner where the western and northern facades 
meet. On the left-hand side of the card is depicted a hairpin 
corner on the old access road as it approaches the monastery. 
At the very centre of the card, however, there should be a view 
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of a particularly complex section (architecturally) of the north-
ern façade, admittedly challenging to paint. Instead, a tree has 
been painted right on that spot, blotting out all view of the ar-
chitecture behind. Was this a real tree or a « convenient » tree? 

For d. Rodesindo Stopponi (b. 1890), the Montefano of 
1907 was the Montefano of his youth, and treasured perhaps for 
that reason. For him, even the 1922 addition of an extra storey 
(the « dormitorio dei professi ») at one corner of the monastery 
– relatively mild, in terms of what came in mid-century – was 
to be lamented (166). 

f) The Library, the Archives and Sylvestrine Unity

In 1909 it was almost a full century since the suppression of 
the monastery of S. Benedetto, in Fabriano, and the consequent 
loss to the Sylvestrines of their large Congregational library. 
In the years after they returned to their pillaged monasteries 
– their lands gone and their income stretched – survival was 
obviously their first priority and little thought could be given 
to books. The few recruits who joined the Congregation had 
the necessary text books, and could perhaps find anything extra 
in seminary libraries. Exams passed, they were ordained and 
commenced their pastoral ministry. There were probably also 
a few small, personal book collections, but bibliophiles were 
a rare breed. It may be that, by the late 1850’s, there were 
thoughts in some minds about seriously planning for a proper 
library. The second round of suppressions (1860-1861) soon 
put an end to that. 

Such thoughts were very much alive again, however, in the 
mid-1890’s, and specifically in the mind of Antonio Maria An-
tonelli. It is here that one laments the lack of information about 
his early life. What we do know about it, does not suggest that 
he was ever particularly bookish, despite Rodesindo Stopponi’s 
reference to « il suo temperamento amante del vivere quieto 
e solitario » (167). What Antonelli did see was that, while text 
books (theological manuals) might be enough for exams, the 

(166) Ibid., p. 10.
(167) Ibid., p. 37.
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development of an intellectual climate within the Congregation, 
for those who were interested and capable, required a good 
library. It was impossible for him ever to provide that on a 
grand scale. There was never the money, nor the expertise, but 
he brought the idea into the open and promoted it. Further-
more, he set aside accommodation that was not just appropriate, 
but dignified as well, namely the three rooms of the so-called 
Abbot-General’s apartment that Abbot General Gionantoni had 
built on top of the church. Money was even found to improve 
it – found by Giuseppe Cipolletti, who threw himself into the 
task with « passionate zeal » and « courageous » begging (168). 
The Abbot had had the floor of the apartment renewed, and 
he now – it was the summer of 1909 – appointed Cipolletti to 
supervise the work of the two carpenters who were to construct 
the wooden book shelves. The result was, as Stopponi put it, 
« decoroso » (169).

And the books? There was a room in the southern wing of 
the monastery – formerly used as a study by some of the Ab-
bots General – that had become a sort of book depository from 
the late 1870’s. Among the volumes there were old books on 
philosophy, theology (including ascetical theology) and sacred 
scripture. They were not numerous, but Antonelli used these 
volumes, and others found in various bedrooms around the 
monastery, as the nucleus for his new library collection. Quite 
a number of these were books of his own – stamped with 
his name; or with a written indication that he had purchased 
them. We know this from a highly informative article by Régi-
nald Grégoire (the last he ever wrote for « Inter Fratres » and 
published posthumously after his death on the 26th February 
2012) (170). Grégoire also has the most convincing account of the 

(168) The words within bracket marks are a translation of Stopponi’s 
Italian, which always takes on a heightened emotional tone when speaking 
of Cipolletti, whom he could never praise highly enough.

(169) STOPPONI, Due abbati dell’eremo, p. 47.
(170) R. GRÉGOIRE, Biblioteca e cultura nei monasteri silvestrini nei secoli 

XIX-XX, in « Inter Fratres », 62 (2012), pp. 73-92. Indications of Antonelli’s 
ownership or acquisition can be found on the following pages: 79, 80 (twice), 
82, 83, 84, 87 (thrice), 88, 89 (thrice), 91 (twice). 
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historical and cultural context in which the 19th century Monte-
fano library was situated (171). 

In his own book on the monastery during this period, 
Rodesindo Stopponi, devoted a whole page to the library. When 
he came to the archives at Montefano, however, he allocated a 
mere three lines. Given that the struggle to safeguard and pre-
serve the Congregational archives had, at times, an almost heroic 
aspect, this discrepancy may seem puzzling.

The history of the Sylvestrine congregational archives has 
been carefully and expertly traced by the present archivist, 
d. Ugo Paoli, in an introduction to his inventory of the said 
archives (172). By the end of the fourteenth century, and possibly 
even before that, they had been moved from their original site 
– Montefano – to the monastery of S. Benedetto in Fabriano, 
by then both the centre of administration for the Congregation 
and the place of residence of the Abbot General. There they 
remained - sometimes in good order, sometimes in chaos – until 
1810 and the Napoleonic suppression of the religious houses. 
Both then and during the later suppressions in the 1860’s, the 
monks sought to protect their archives, by dividing them up and 
distributing them among their families and friends, for hiding 
and safe-keeping. Some valuable items were never returned, but 
most of the documents survived. Two monks, Ilarino De Luca, 
the parish priest of S. Benedetto, and Amedeo Bolzonetti, an 
historian masquerading as a sacristan, were allowed to live in an 
annex to the sacristy at the church. They worked tirelessly to 
put the archives back together again, in good order. However, 
De Luca died in 1889, as did Bolzonetti (while Abbot General) 
in 1904. 

What then was to be done with this great slice of the past? 
(Significant registers had already been removed from it in 1872, 
when the newly-elected Abbot General Vincenzo Corneli, de-
cided to live in Rome and felt that the Liber mortuorum and 

(171) See GRÉGOIRE, Biblioteca e cultura, pp. 73-79.
(172) L’archivio storico del monastero di San Silvestro in Montefano di 

Fabriano. Inventario dei fondi della Congregazione Silvestrina, edited by 
U. PAOLI, Roma 1990 (Pubblicazioni degli Archivi di Stato. Strumenti, CVII), 
pp. 65-80. 
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the Libro degli ordini sacri, for example, were crucial to his 
administration).

Montefano was really the only credible choice, and in 1910 
the archives finally returned to their original home. For the time 
being, the material – manuscripts, codices and registers – was 
placed in a large cupboard in the first room (the « salone ») 
of the so-called Abbot General’s suite, alias the « biblioteca 
antica » (173). 

For Montefano to be a « centre of unity », it had to be – at 
the very least – a physical reality that could be called to mind, 
a genuine image: the paved cloisters, the harmonious bells (post 
1910), the marble sarcophagus, etc. A living sense of unity, how-
ever, also required a common memory. Was it this that Abbot 
Antonelli saw in 1910: that the guardians of such a memory are 
libraries and archives (174)? 

(173) Rodesindo Stopponi mentions none of the above. By the time his 
book was published in 1967, he was already three years into his declared 
re-ordering and re-cataloging of the whole archives, according to his own 
personal criteria. The looming chaos was becoming more obvious, and the 
damage done to individual charters had amounted to vandalism. Not surpris-
ingly, he had no wish to draw attention to archives. For all the grisly details, 
see L’archivio storico, pp. 75-76.

(174) This article would not have been possible without the generous 
assistance of d. Ugo Paoli and d. Antonio Iacovone.
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THE SYLVESTRINE SPIRITUALITY 
IN THE ASIAN CONTEXT 

AND IN THE RECENT EXPERIENCE IN AFRICA

INTRODUCTION

« Living the gospel in the simplicity of life » is, according to 
me, the charism of St. Sylvester. The Sylvestrine monks have 
been sharing in this charism and endeavouring to make it rel-
evant down through 7 centuries and half in diverse geographical 
circumstances, cultures, ethnicities and political constructs. For 
almost 6 centuries it remained confined to the Catholic Cen-
tral Italy. The thought of breaking the boundaries of Italy and 
Europe dawned only towards the middle of the 19th century. 
And, as history would testify, it became the seed of a new birth 
and growth for the Sylvestrine ideal, as it would have been oth-
erwise almost exterminated by the « soppressione napoleonica ». 

The idea was fertilised by the strong daring mind of Giu-
seppe Bravi (1) who set foot on the shores of Sri Lanka, known 
then as Ceylon, on 14 August 1845. From there the Congre-
gation has spread its branches to India, and the Philippines. 
Africa too now enjoys the evangelical ideals lived by the Syl-
vestrines. As we are here speaking of the Silvestrine presence 
in Asia and Africa, it has to be mentioned that there had been 
an attempt, failed due to external causes, to establish our pres-
ence in South Vietnam, made by Joseph Marziali between 1732 
and 1740. 

(1) See B. BARCATTA, Giuseppe Maria Bravi (1813-1860), primo vicario 
apostolico europeo di Colombo. Contributo per la conoscenza della storia 
della Chiesa in Sri Lanka nell’Ottocento, Fabriano 1994 (Bibliotheca Mon-
tisfani, 23).
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SRI LANKA

For almost a century the Sylvestrines remained the mainstay 
of the Catholic Church and its missionary activities in the em-
erald island, holding on to the ideals of prayer and community 
living, simplicity and poverty in lifestyle, hard work and love 
of preaching the word inherited from the Holy Founder. The 
names of zealous monks and missionaries such as Joseph Bravi, 
Hilarion Sillani, Clement Pagnani, Bede Beekmeyer, Bernard 
Regno, Lawrence Hyde, Leo Nanayakkara and many others have 
become synonymous with the Church of Sri Lanka. 

Though towards the middle of the 20th century the mission-
ary and pastoral activity of the Sylvestrines had been reduced 
due to the increasing presence and activities of other religious 
and diocesan clergy, the Sylvestrine life has not suffered any 
loss in its authenticity and vitality and even ecclesiastical recog-
nition in the island. The consistency in growth in numbers, the 
strengthened community life, the birth of new communities and 
the choice of one of the monks as Bishop provide clear proofs 
for the statement. 

At present the Sylvestrine Community in Sri Lanka has 50 
members, spread in 6 monasteries: 37 priest monks, of whom 
one is a Bishop, 2 non-priest monks, 9 monks in temporary 
vows, and 2 novices. 

The influence of the Sylvestrine presence has been felt not 
only in the field of direct missionary and priestly activity, but 
it has also left a lasting imprint on the cultural and educational 
life of the island nation. The colleges of St. Antony and St. 
Sylvester have stood as beacons of education and culture down 
through the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries, even if they are no 
more our property. The names of personalities such as Muthaiah 
Muraleedharan, one of the greatest cricketers of the world, are 
witnesses to the cultural contribution the Congregation’s activity 
has given to the country. 

Despite the governments’ negative attitude toward and steps 
adopted against the church’s work in the field of education, 
the opening of a new school is a manifestation of the desire of 
the monks to shed the light of knowledge in the hearts of the 
young ones.
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The recognition the Sylvestrine life has received from the 
universal church is substantiated by the choice of many of the 
monks to be Bishops: Joseph Bravi, Hilarion Sillani, Clement 
Pagnani, Bede Beekmeyer, Bernard Regno, Leo Nanayakkara 
and Cletus Perera. The monks have been able to witness to 
the Sylvestrine spirituality by way of teaching in the national 
seminary in Kandy. We have been able to nourish the spiritual 
life of the faithful by way of directing spiritual retreats and 
conducting them in the retreat centre opened for the purpose 
at Montefano, Ampitiya, Kandy. 

The community’s solidarity with the whole congregation is 
evidenced through the presence of members in other communi-
ties, e.g. Father Louis Navaratne at Holy Face Monastery Clifton 
and late Father Bruno Daniel there earlier. Solidarity with the 
Benedictine Confederation also is manifested through the help 
given to the Monastery of St. Paul’s outside the walls in the 
person of Rev. Father Bertrand Mack, who is at the same time 
a member of the council of our Abbot General. 

INDIA

Though there had been a longing in the hearts of the monks 
of Indian origin in Sri Lanka to found a monastery, mainly 
on the strict monastic lines, in India, the idea took flesh only 
in 1949, and that too not exactly as some would like to have 
had it, a strict monastic entity. At the request of the Bishop of 
Cochin, the congregation opened its presence there, mainly to 
run the Anglo-Indian high school belonging to the diocese. Four 
priest monks and a non-priest monk worked there till 1954. 
However due to struggles and difficulties, created by circum-
stances and human weaknesses of incomprehension, the attempt 
at establishing a permanent presence of the Sylvestrine charism 
in India proved to be a failure, and the monks left the shores 
of India to return to their original monasteries. However provi-
dence could not be defeated by historical or human factors. 
It proved itself far above these, making an Indian Sylvestrine 
Foundation as if an unavoidable one. The new government that 
came into power in Sri Lanka in 1960, headed by Mrs Sirimavo 
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Bandaranaike decreed that all the citizens of foreign origin, who 
had not acquired the Sri Lankan citizenship, had to leave the 
island nation. 

This forced 10 out of 13 monks of Indian origin to leave 
Sri Lanka. So, without any doubt some arrangements had to be 
made for them. There was nothing else to think of other than 
opening a monastery in India – where? was the only question 
to be settled. Months of intense search finally ended in the hilly 
forest region of Wayanad, in the north of Kerala, a site amply 
suitable for the realization of the monastic longing of the expa-
triated monks. The community was headed by Father Paulinus, 
appointed by the superiors, though he was not legally obliged 
to leave Sri Lanka as he had taken the citizenship there. As ar-
rangements for accommodation needed time, all did not cross 
the ocean back at the same time. It took around three years for 
all the 9 monks, 8 priest monks and one non-priest monk, to 
reach the new monastery. Meanwhile two who did not want to 
return to India left for the United States of America, preferring 
pastoral life to life in the monastery. They as well as 8 of the 
monks in India have taken boat to the other side of time, leav-
ing one, Father Benedict with us.

The monks who came to India, stayed in the summer villa 
of the Bishop of Calicut in Vythiri for the first few months. 
Then they shifted to the farm house of one of the planters of 
the locality, near to the property acquired for the monastery in 
Makkiyad, in Wayanad. Staying in the farm house, the monks 
began work on the construction of a temporary building for 
themselves. The adverse weather condition during the monsoon 
coupled with the lack of knowledge of the locality and its ways 
made the work unexpectedly hard for them.

Notwithstanding all this a rudimentary shed was completed 
by March 1962 and the monks formally opened the monastery 
on 19th March 1962, the Solemnity of St. Joseph, the head of 
the Holy Family and the Patron of the universal Church. The 
founders decided to place the new monastic community under 
the protection of the silent Master Builder, choosing him as its 
heavenly patron. Through thick and thin he has been faithfully 
keeping his trust down through these five and half decades, as 
he did for the sacred family entrusted to him, giving no cause 
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for those under stake to proffer any complaint to the Master 
of destiny.

The tiny community of 9 monks began to grow without de-
lay. In fact candidates had begun to join the group even while 
they were staying in the summer villa of the Bishop. There were 
around 10 candidates towards the end of the first year. The year 
the presenter of this paper joined the monastery, 1965, there 
were 32 aspirants. 

There were already 3 simply professed monks and 7 novices 
in the same year. This growth continued with small ups and 
downs continuously for about three decades, and despite some 
interruption in between is continuing still. The small little com-
munity of 9 monks in 1962 has grown to a total of 82 mem-
bers: 62 priest monks,16 monks in simple vows and 4 novices 
spread in 8 monasteries belonging to three Conventual Priories: 
St. Joseph’s Monastery, Makkiyad in Kerala; Navajeevan Pri-
ory, Vijayawada in Andhra Pradesh and Jeevan Jyoti Ashram, 
Shivpuri in Madhya Pradesh.

1. St. Joseph’s Monastery Makkiyad

The growth in numbers called for the establishment of 
new foundations, which in time developed into two Conven-
tual Priories. The first one to become Conventual Priory was 
Navajeevan in 2001 and the second Jeevan Jyoti in 2013: of 
these below. 

The Conventual Priory of St. Joseph’s Monastery, Makkiyad 
has 38 priest monks and 9 monks in simple vows, distributed 
in the main monastery at Makkiyad and three dependent 
houses - Vanashram (Bangalore), Benhill (Iritty) and Ashir 
Sadan (Teok). 

The community has been growing in numbers and in in-
frastructure as well as activities ever since its beginning in 
1962. Work on the future monastery had in fact begun almost 
immediately after the opening of the foundation. The top of 
the hill above the valley where the initial accommodation was 
constructed was chosen for the site of the monastery. The peak 
of the hill had to be cut down by about 8 meters and leveled 
to provide for the construction. The work was daringly under-
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taken by Father Boniface with the help of the aspirants, and 
was almost completed in about 6 months. The first block was 
completed within a year. The first group of monks along with 
three novices shifted to the new monastery in 1963.

The construction of the monastic Church also had started 
along with that of other parts. The Church was completed and 
blessed on 17th May 1968 by the then Apostolic Pro-Nuncio to 
India, Archbishop Giuseppe Caprio. The work on the rest of 
the monastery continued and was completed in 1976. The build-
ing was a single storied one, with one half having a basement. 
However due to further needs of accommodation, the opening 
up of the philosophate to students from other congregations and 
dioceses, and also the maintenance and protection of the build-
ings, necessitated the construction of another floor. The entire 
work will be completed within this year (2017). 

The growth of the foundation in the field of hospitality, 
spiritual ministry and education necessitated the construction 
of Guest quarters, Retreat Centre, Library and school. The mo-
nastic infrastructure has grown down the past 5 decades and a 
half from the rudimentary shed of around 450 meters square to 
around a total of 12000 meters square.

The liturgical life of the monastery is conducted according 
to the general norms of the Universal Church and those of the 
Benedictine Confederation found in the Thesaurus (1972) as 
well as the Ordo of the Sylvestrine Congregation OSB. In gen-
eral the Roman rite is followed in liturgy. However occasion-
ally the other rites, Syro-Malabar and Syro-Malankara, are also 
given a place in the liturgical celebrations of the community, 
mainly due to the presence of students of philosophy belonging 
to these rites. 

The community shares in the life of the local church by way 
of assistance in the pastoral ministry, spiritual direction of the 
clergy, conducting spiritual retreats for the religious, clergy as 
well as the laity in the retreat centre run by the monastery and 
outside in religious communities and parishes. The monastic 
apostolate of hospitality is given an important place in the life 
of the community. 

The participation of the monastery in the cultural and edu-
cational field is given expression through the schools and other 
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social involvements. Such activities provide an effective stage for 
imparting Christian, spiritual and moral values to the growing 
generation as well as for developing social and genuine political 
awareness in the hearts of the young minds. The ever growing 
number of students in our schools and boarding houses is a 
telling witness to the influence of our presence in the locality. 
The help extended to the poor around the monastery is a proof 
of the sharing of the spirit of compassion and sharing lived by 
St. Sylvester. The ideal of poor and simple living can be seen 
lived in the relative ordinariness of the buildings and premises 
and in the life style and food. The example of manual labour 
has always stood as an inspiration for the people around. All 
these aspects mentioned above are testified by all the communi-
ties in the Conventual Priory of St. Joseph’s: Makkiyad, Benhill, 
Vananshram and Ashirsadan.

A word about the dependent houses of the Conventual 
Priory of Makkiyad, I think, will not be out of place here.

a) Vanashram, Bangalore

As the first batch of junior monks completed their study 
of philosophy conducted in the monastery at Makkiyad itself, 
there was felt the urgent need for finding out a suitable place 
for their theological studies. Of all the places considered the 
Salesian theological instituted, Kristu Jyoti College at Bangalore 
was judged the most suitable for our students for their theo-
logical formation. The Salesian authorities offered to accept out 
students and accommodate them in the college itself till we 
had our own residence. Thus the first batch of our students of 
theology began their theological studies in June 1970. Mean-
while a land was bought close to Kristu Jyoti College for the 
purpose of building a monastery of our own, meant mainly for 
the students of thology. The construction work was started im-
mediately and the monastery was blessed and opened in 1973. 
It is of modest size and style and can accommodate about 20 
members with moderate facilities. When the number of monks 
is low, Vanashram gives accommodation to students of other 
Benedictine Congregations in India. Vanashram functions as the 
monastic residence of all the students of theology belonging to 
the three Conventual Priories in India.
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b) Benhill, Iritty

As the community at Makkiyad was growing and becoming 
more complex with novices and students of philosophy as well 
as with activities such as the parallel college, the need of having 
a separate house for the candidates/aspirants began to be felt. 
As always many options were studied and finally a plot of land 
was acquired near the town of Iritty in the district and diocese 
of Kannur and the construction of the new monastery was 
completed in 1992. The house accommodates our candidates/
aspirants for three years from their entry. For a few years a pre 
degree school was conducted by the monastery, in which our 
aspirants also did their pre degree course (PDC), deemed neces-
sary for admission to novitiate. Later that school was closed, and 
now our aspirants do their plus two course, equivalent to the 
former PDC, conducted by the Minims, not far from the monas-
tery. As a means of contributing to the educational and cultural 
development of the locality Benhill monastery is conducting a 
Higher Secondary School under the Central Board of Secondary 
Examinations, with a total strength of around thousand students 
and 60 teaching and non-teaching staff. 

c) Ashir Sadan, Teok

There had been an attempt made in the early years of 
the 80’s to start a monastery in North-East India, but due to 
various reasons it did not succeed there and the place chosen 
was Shivpuri in central India. However the idea was altogether 
dead but was waiting in a dormant state, as it looks and came 
to life in the latter years of the 90’s. At the request of Msgr 
Joseph Aind, the Bishop of Dibrugarh, a classmate if some 
of our monks and a good friend of ours, it was decided to 
open a monastery in the Diocese of Dibrugarh, Assam in the 
village named Teok. The Bishop was generous not only with 
invitation but also donated the land needed for the foundation. 
The monastery was opened in 1999. Besides being a centre 
of spirituality for the priests and religious of the diocese, 
the monastery also runs a secondary school for the benefit 
of the people of the place. There is also a hostel attached to 
the school meant mainly for the poor catholic children. The 
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foundation is giving hope of growth as there are already a few 
vocations from the region, of whom two have already made 
their first profession. 

2. Nava Jeevan Vijayawada

As the spiritual energy of Sylvester Guzzolini could not re-
main confined to the small hermitage on the hill of Montefano 
for long, but spread throughout central Italy in comparatively 
short a time, the Sylvestrine lamp lit on top of the remote hill 
of Makkiyad could not rest confined there. It needed to go out 
and light up the life of people in other places as well. The idea 
of going out of Kerala to other parts of India had its origin in 
around 1978. 

Some attempts were made in the Eastern coast of India, in 
Manginapudi, Machilipattanan, Andhra Pradesh. However the 
idea took flesh in a stable way in Jakkampudy near Vijayawada 
in 1987. The community was established on a plot of land lent 
by the Diocese of Vijaywada in perpetuum. Within a short time 
a small but beautiful monastery was constructed. The monastic 
structure was completed with the construction and blessing of 
the monastery church in 1995. 

The growth in number kept pace with the material develop-
ment. From the initial 5 monks, all from Kerala, the community 
has grown to a total of 21, 15 priest monks, 4 monks in simple 
vows and 2 novices, of whom only 6 are from Kerala; all the 
rest are from the other states of India. 

Seeing that it is essential that we should have our own land 
and buildings, a new plot of land was acquired around 6 km’s 
away from the original monastery, and a new monastery was 
constructed there. The seat of the Conventual Prior was shifted 
to the new monastery, titled ‘Benedict Ashram’. 

Meanwhile, having attained the constitutional requisites, Nava 
Jeevan was raised to the status of Conventual Priory in 2001. 
The new Conventual Priory was inaugurated on 21/03/2002 
with James Mylackal elected as its first Conventual Prior on 
19/03/2001.To strengthen the economic aspect of the monastery 
a plot of land measuring 20 hectares planted with rubber was 
acquired in Karnataka with the help of generous benefactors in 
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Germany, and a small monastery is constructed there. So now 
NJ has three houses: Benedict Ashram, Thadeppalli, Vijaywada, 
AP; Nava Jeevan Monastery, Jakkampudi, Vijayawada; Ben Ni-
vas, Bailur, Udupi, Karnataka.

Together with the monastic ideal of community life, the mon-
astery is also engaged in the pastoral life of the church by way 
of administering a parish with 8 mission stations, entrusted to it 
by the Diocese. St. Benedict’s Secondary School run by the mon-
astery is beacon of knowledge for the locality. As a part of its 
charitable activities the community has been able construct homes 
for the poor and distribute essential foodstuffs to the needy with 
the help of generous benefactors from abroad, especially Italy. 
The steady growth of the community as well as the great ap-
preciation of its activities is a proof that the Sylvestrine ideal has 
a role to play in the life of the Church and the society today.

3. Jeevan Jyoti Ashram Shivpuri

The search for a rooting of the Sylvestrine life in the north-
ern part of India was on as early as the late 1970s. Various 
places such as the North-East region, and Jodhpur in Rajasthan 
were tried. But it was finally Shivpuri in the Diocese of Jhansi  
in Madhya Pradesh that was selected. The key ideal in establish-
ing a monastic presence in the North was bringing the light of 
Christian monastic ideal to a place where Christianity was not 
known, or at least not a recognized reality. Shivpuri was seen as 
an ideal spot for this, as there wasn’t any considerable Christian 
presence there, of course though not absolutely absent. There 
was a small, but very insignificant non catholic community.

The monastery was started in 1982 with four monks. 
Through thick and thin it continued its existence and at present 
consists of 12 members: 9 priest monks and 3 junior monks. 
The growth has been real slow, understandable enough, as the 
place is remote and is practically non Christian. Vocations have 
to come from far away centres. However that may be, the his-
tory of the foundation gives loud witness to the strength and 
influence of its presence in not so friendly a situation.

The community which began with a small monastery build-
ing in a small plot of land measuring 2.5 hectares, has been 
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able to add a strong building big enough for a community of 
about 20. The purchase of a new plot of land 4 hectares in ex-
tent nearer to the centre of Shivpuri city (the monastery is only 
about 2.5 km’s from the centre) with the purpose of starting a 
school to spread the light of knowledge to the people of the 
place, of another property of one hectare not far from the hill 
station of Ooty in Tamil Nadu in South India, and of a third 
plot near New Delhi of the development of the foundation in 
the economic area also.

Within a short time intended school was opened, which 
saw a development and growth which even the monks could 
not foresee. It is the biggest of 5 schools our congregation has 
in India, with around 3000 students from kindergarten to 12th 
standard. The opening of the foundation and its growth and 
development have been funded mainly by the General Admin-
istration of the Congregation and other benefactors abroad. 

The establishment of our monastery in Shivpuri has func-
tioned as a catalyst for the presence of other religious in the 
locality. Two women congregations have established themselves 
near the city. The sisters of St. Charles Borromeo serving the 
field of education with a big higher secondary school having 
about 2500 students and the sisters of Deena Sevana Sabha 
catering to the medical needs of the poor around with a ru-
ral dispensary. A third women congregation has come over to 
Shivpuri, with the purpose of helping in our school as teachers.

The monastery has been able to provide spiritual help and 
support to the people in Shivpuri and around. From a hand-full 
of Catholics, serving in the different sections of the public sector 
at the time of the establishment of our monastery, the number of 
the Catholics who attend our church has grown to more than 200 
within these past years. The growth of the catholic community 
required the provision of pastoral ministry and the Bishop erected 
a parish in Shivpuri and entrusted it to the Monastery. The mon-
astery church functions as the parish church also. The presence 
and life of the monks wields such an influence on the people 
around, that there is a constant flow of people to the monastery 
for various needs. The relevance of our presence here is tangibly 
testified by the presence of around 10000 visitors, almost all non 
Christians, and that too Hindus, on Christmas Day. 
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The General Chapter of the Congregation held in 2013 
acknowledged the slow but steady growth of the foundation, 
and was convinced of its future development and so raised 
it to the status of a Conventual Priory at the request of the 
Conventual Prior Father Vincent Korandiarkunnel. The landed 
properties already acquired as mentioned above, are expected 
to lend a helping hand in the ung Priory’s financial needs and 
further growth. As our service in the field of education has been 
found beneficial and much appreciated by the public, the Priory 
is thinking of establishing a school in its property near Delhi.

As a conclusion to what has been said about the Sylvestrine 
presence in India, I have to add that the increasing demand 
for spiritual direction from the clergy, religious as well as the 
laity, for preaching retreats in religious communities, parishes 
and special groups, for hospitality to make personal retreats 
and spending time in personal prayer in the monastery, the 
ever growing number of requests for prayers and the consistent 
number of people approaching the monks for prayer, counseling 
and blessing are elements that go to strengthen my conviction 
of the relevance of our existence and mission in the land of 
Rishies and Sannyasins.

THE PHILIPPINES

The last Sylvestrine foundation took place in 1962 in India. 
The idea of opening a new one either in Africa or Asia had 
been brewing itself for a few decades, but could become a real-
ity only in 1999. The place chosen for it was a remote village 
of Corte (Carmen) in the island of Cebu in the Philippines. It 
was an undertaking directly under the Abbot General, and the 
personnel came from Makkiyad. The project proceeded on a 
rapid scale and the whole monastic structure of St. Benedict’s 
Monastery was completed within 10 years. The beginning wit-
nessed to a speedy growth in numbers of new admissions as 
well. However as years went by the growth has slowed down, 
the reasons of which have to be studied seriously. Could be that 
the ideal of monasticism as reflected in the West is not that well 
understood by the people of the place in general, or that the 
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influence of modern realities are coming in the way, or it could 
be that we have not been able to get deep into the mindset of 
the people and deal with them accordingly. Of all the many 
indigenous vocations who entered the monastery only three have 
persevered: one has made solemn profession and has received 
the Order of Diaconate and is preparing himself to receive the 
Order of Priesthood on 17 November 2017, and the other two 
in simple vows have finished their study of philosophy and 
started their study of theology. The presence of two or three 
aspirants keeps the flame of hope, though small, alive. This 
hope is sustained by the generous and welcome attitude of the 
faithful towards the monastery on the whole. The monastery in 
a way is sustained in its daily life by the generosity of the many 
benefactors as well as by the offerings of the many pilgrims who 
frequent it. A greater effort at real catechesis in general and 
diffusing the knowledge about monastic religious life could aid 
the survival and growth of the foundation.

Monastic discipline in its different aspects is maintained on a 
more than satisfactory level. The monastery is seen as a centre of 
prayer and recollection by the Cebuan population. Thousands of 
pilgrims, who visit it and spend long time in prayer in its Church 
and the adjacent rosary centre dedicated to our Lady of Manaoag, 
are loud witnesses of the relevance our presence in the island 
nation. Numerous faithful come seeking counseling, prayers and 
blessing of the monks. Though a parish is not attached to the 
monastery, the monastery church which can accommodate about 
300 people, is full on Sundays and major feast days.

Thousands of devotees from all over the island of Cebu 
congregate for the Feast of Our Lady of Manoag celebrated 
on 8 September. Our Lady of Manoag Rosary Centre attached 
to the Monastery has become almost a Regional pilgrim centre 
for Cebu. In addition, the devotion to the first Philippine saint, 
Pedro Calungsod, attracts many pilgrims to the Monastery. All 
these factors are proof enough to show that the Sylvestrine 
Charism has a role to play in the spiritual life of the people of 
the Philippines. Dedicated hard work, authentic living of the 
Sylvestrine ideals of simplicity, poverty, prayerfulness and pasto-
ral zeal centred around monastic community living will definitely 
help the growth of the foundation.
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AFRICA

1. Monastere St. Benoît, Butembo - Beni, RDC

The idea of sailing south to Africa in hope of making the 
Sylvestrine presence felt there had been at the back of the mind 
of some for years. It was almost coming to a point of realiza-
tion towards the first half of the 1990s, Sierra Leone as the 
target spot. But Providence had other ideas, it looks. A long 
wait of another decade and half was needed for materializing 
the project, and that too in another part of the great continent, 
Democratic Republic of Congo. The future monastery would be 
under the Conventual Priory of Holy Face Giulianova.

Some contacts had already been made with the help of some 
priests and religious, and a few candidates had been prepared 
by the time. These were taken to Italy for their initial monastic 
formation and priestly studies. The first two completed their 
initial formation and required studies and made their solemn 
profession and received priestly ordination in 2006. Others fol-
lowed them, though not in big numbers, and now the number 
of monks from D R C stands at a total of 11: 5 priest monks, 
2 solemnly professed and 4 in simple vows.

The monastery of St. Benedict was formally opened in the 
vicinity of the city of Butembo in the diocese of Butembo-Beni 
in 2006. Except three all the Monks from Congo are residents of 
St. Benoît. One of the solemnly professed monks and all those 
in simple vows are given the initial formation in Butembo itself. 

There are 5 aspirants also in the monastery at the moment. 
As those in Italy also will be able to join the Benoît com-
munity, it gives strong hope of growth and development. The 
community is already engaged in the field of education and 
socio-economic uplift to the great appreciation of the people. 
The backing supplied by the local Bishop and the diocese adds 
to our confidence.

2. Mayombe, Brazzaville, Congo

Another attempt at a foundation of our Congregation in 
Africa under the aegis of the Conventual Priory of St. Vincent, 
Bassano Romano, is on the anvil. This time, at Mayombe in 
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Congo Brazzaville. A small plot of land is already acquired, and 
two monks are present in the place, making initial preparations. 
Further preparations are in the process in the hope of material-
izing the idea cherished by the Bassano community for a long 
time. The fact that there are already five priest monks from the 
Congo strengthens the hope of making the project a reality in 
the near future. 

CONCLUSION

The history of our presence in the continents of Asia and 
Africa, beginning in the middle of the 19th century is strong 
enough to convince us of the relevance of the Sylvestrine ideal 
there in the midst of fast changing modern times. Especially in 
the light of the constant and strong appeals of Pope Francis to 
recapture the primitive purity of Christian faith and ideals, we 
the Sylvestrine monks can still contribute greatly to the spir-
itual, moral and socio-cultural life of our times, if only we can 
be courageous enough to hold fast to the ideals St. Sylvester 
personified in himself: ideals of simple living, prayer, hard 
work and genuine love for the Word and its implantation in 
the hearts of men and women. I would like to put the seal on 
this little discourse raising my heart and hands in gratitude to 
the Almighty who has been walking by our side in our journey 
through the hard rugged soils of Asia and Africa and has been 
sending Moses, Aaron and Melchizedek to guide us through. 
Thanks too for all the encouragement and help both spiritual 
and material generously given by all within the Congregation 
and by large-hearted benefactors from Europe and America.
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THE SYLVESTRINE CHARISM
IN OUR DAY AND AGE (1)

Each saint is a son of his time, but each saint is also the 
son his territory because it is the place where he has lived. Of 
course, it is extremely difficult to find out what this territory 
was like 750 years ago and what kind of relationship there was 
between Saint Sylvester and this territory, but let us try, because 
if we do not understand the territorial roots of Saint Sylvester, 
we cannot understand how a Congregation that did not have an 
outstanding charism in its founder, managed to keep going for 
750 years. As I was saying earlier to Father Ugo Paoli: do you 
feel the charism of the founder, as the Franciscan friars have 
felt for centuries, where everything led back to the founder? 
He said to me: we are rediscovering it now. But who has up-
held this charism, void of personal details, for 750 years? It is 
clear that this charism dwelt in the founder’s followers, who 
developed his way of being and also created a generative abil-
ity. Thus, the problem is not so much the rediscovery of the 
founder because you are already doing it and justly so, rather, 
what this territory has given to St. Sylvester, to his Congregation 
and those who have formed the Congregation, given that the 
Congregation had been carried out for years by the followers 
of St. Sylvester. Consequently, the group and genealogy carry 
on the Congregation and the genealogy comes from the region. 
I will have you know that this is one of the things that we do 
not spend enough time on when we talk about this saint.

The exact temporal collocation of St. Sylvester is the 
Marches at the end of the feudal period. But what were the 
Marches coming out of the feudal period? In the Church State, 

(1) This text has been transcribed from the audio recording.
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the Marches was society coming out of a closed feudal structure 
to claim its liberty. Municipalities were born and were all gov-
erned in a democratic fashion, unlike the feudal system. It was 
a reality in which all those who wanted to do something, could 
do it. The farmer who left the feudal system would go to the 
Mount of Piety to buy a plough, but then would continue being 
a farmer. The merchant who left the feudal system and had only 
traded in oranges and flour would then become a textile mer-
chant and sell his goods in France, like the artisan who wanted 
to make ceramics would do so, and so on. Today’s multiplica-
tion of the arts comes from that time period. I like recalling 
– and those who have heard me talk about it at last once, please 
bear with me – the case of the Mount of Piety, which are the 
product of the abandonment of the feudal system. The feudal 
lord lived off Jewish money: the Jews were the money lenders. 
Where else would the farmers and merchants get their money? 
Thus, the Franciscans discovered this form: a procession on 
Good Friday, with the last cart mons pietatis which collected 
donations (money, women’s jewellery, etc.) and all that was 
necessary to create equity. That is where the modern bank was 
born, preceding the Lutheran reform by three hundred years. 
The Protestants did not invent the modern banking system; it 
was the work of 13th-14th century friars with an unimaginable 
propagation, seeing as from 1313 to 1340 the mounts of piety 
went from 1 to 110, from Amelia to Terni and northwards up 
to Verona. The Mounts of Piety became savings banks in the 
19th century, giving rise to the banking system through the same 
propagation. I insist on the concept of propagation because it is 
a propagation of small, at times minuscule, entities.

The same Sylvestrine Congregation is born and proliferates 
from small communities. I identify molecular propagation – 
those who know me now that I stand by this principle – with 
real small scale development. If there is one thing that the 
Marches have given to Sylvester and the Sylvestrines it is this 
very liberation from small subjectivities and the propagation of 
small entities. Propagation of small subjectivities because Syl-
vester was born in an era of the emancipation from subjectivity 
(the emancipation of the artisan, the merchant, but also that of 
saints). Sylvester and Francesco d’Assisi had renounced their 
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father’s authority in the name of their own subjectivity, but 
the negation of the father was a sign that nobody recognized 
the higher authority. Sylvester left Osimo against the will of his 
own Bishop, even creating a schism with the feudal imperial 
authority. In those years, the Sylvestrines would propagate the 
small scale reality to all of the Marche and parts of central Italy. 
This beginning is also associated to the figure of Sylvester, as 
of Francesco d’Assisi. Everyone had the idea of commencing 
their propagation from the ground up; horizontally, you could 
say. The dimension of a saint is vertical, with God, so it was 
not easy to accept the horizontal dimension. Nonetheless, this 
horizontal dimension denotes a relationship with the territory – 
and territories, given that Sylvester at one point says: we are 
expanding beyond our original territory. 

What, then, is the right way of living the horizontal dimen-
sion? This is where Sylvester embraces monastic life, the dimen-
sion of solitude, the dimension of self-discovery, even with some 
traumas like the vision of a decomposed body. Thus, there is 
this sort of vertical relationship through hermitage and in small 
communities in order to withstand the horizontal dimension.

Three fundamental elements come into play here: silence, 
humility and obedience. They are, in fact, the three virtues most 
lacking in today’s world. The horizontal dimension no longer 
bothers us; rather, we can congratulate our selves if monasteries 
are opened in other countries like Asia or in the heart of Africa. 
The Sylvestrines must also give back their virtues to their land 
of origin, because their main religious calling is vertical.

In particular, silence: so hard to achieve today (phones 
always ringing, information, etc.). There is a passage from the 
Rule of St. Benedict which says: silence is all too often ignored 
in its truly divine form. Silence is made by God. Those who 
preach silence made by God are part of a minority. In the 
Rules, it is stated that silence can be found in human activi-
ties, like a mechanism for the passage upwards from the small 
scale reality - maybe even resisting the temptation of the « large 
scale », something which struck me yesterday when I arrived 
here from afar, from the collegium adjacent to the monastery.

Second virtue: humility. ȉĮʌİȓȞȦıȚȢ in Greek. Humility is 
conceived by the Sylvestrines as a radial culture in the eyes 
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of God, not a virtue within us. Walking in front of God is a 
horizontal virtue. And that is what we must recover in society, 
because humility is a social virtue, otherwise we better ourselves 
without propagation and humility becomes a personal factor.

The third virtue is obedience. It is not the joy that sanctifies, 
but obedience, which is the hardest virtue to propagate. A soci-
ety like ours does not tolerate obedience. We are all a narcissist 
to a certain degree. These three virtues are intertwined. They 
must also deal with those peculiar realities of monasteries. Let’s 
talk about hospitality. What does hospitality mean today? If we 
read the Rule, we can notice two things: the communal prayer 
and the fraternal kiss. The prayer comes first, because we are 
not united with a kiss but with prayer. All monasteries have a 
separate organisation: do not speak to the guests. But why? You 
must take them in and then not talk to them? For it is not the 
guest that brings the world to the monastery, but the monastery 
that brings God to the guest. It is part of a typical discretionary 
praxis of monasteries, but gets complicated: if the guest is not 
Christian, how to begin the prayer? I have no definite answer 
for this kind of issue.

The horizontal instinct of a Congregation is to start on a 
micro level. The figure of Ildebrando Gregori comes to mind; 
I was struck by his interpersonal dimension: eating, singing 
and all communal activities must reflect the order. The voice 
of God cannot be heard in a state of unrest. The word suf-
ficit is repeated, a word in which punctuality, discretion, etc., 
can be found. When the Sylvestrine monks wore grey it would 
symbolize this equilibrium. Grey sits between black and white. 
Abbot Gregori used to say: avoid any uncivilised manners and 
to moderate your voice when speaking. Avoid using the famil-
iar form of greeting « tu » and use only the polite form. When 
someone uses the « tu » form it seems as if there were a lack of 
compassion, even if a return to the polite form does not seem 
a foreseeable goal for the Sylvestrines.

We are talking about the « dumbing down » of the lexicon 
which has specific influence in the word « tu » [translator note: 
« you »]. Everything must be sufficit, orderly and without exag-
gerating. The fight against badmouthing has always been under-
lined. Abbot Gregori speaks of monks who badmouth as those 
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who hinder communal life. Those who live a political life know 
that badmouthing is a daily occurrence. There are newspapers 
that live off badmouthing.

Sylvester and the Sylvestrines are the sons of the Marche 
region, a land of entrepreneurs, etc. The real DNA of the terri-
tory is the propagation of the molecules. I am a father of eight 
children and I have fourteen grandchildren, I feel entitled to 
encourage the Sylvestrines to return into the horizontal dimen-
sion in an ordinate and proportionate manner. 750 years are a 
lot, and the Congregation has been upheld all these years thanks 
to the intelligence ofhis followers. The charism of the founder is 
important, but the charism of his followers is more important. 
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TECHNOLOGIES OF THE SELF
IN A MONASTIC CONTEXT

Technology may seem like an unlikely word to encounter 
in a symposium on monasticism but I hope you will see that 
technology, as we consider it here, relates very much to what 
we are about in monastic life. We associate the term most often 
with recent advances in the sciences which have given us things 
like computers and cell phones. Technology’s connection to 
monasticism is not readily apparent, even though recent adver-
tising in the United States has tried to suggest such a linkage. 
For instance, Xerox Corporation released a television ad back 
in 1977 which has a monk, Brother Dominic, presenting to his 
Abbot the manuscript pages he has just finished painstakingly 
copying in the Scriptorium and then hears his Abbot telling him 
to make five hundred sets of those pages. The next scene in the 
ad has Dominic having those sets quickly run off on a Xerox 
copier. In the last scene Dominic delivers the finished sets and 
the Abbot declares that « it is a miracle » (1). The commercial 
was so successful at promoting the new technology that Xerox 
created another version just this year. This time Dominic has 
even more advanced technology available which can translate, 
personalize and share his work all over the globe. A technology 
like that I suspect has proven useful in the Sylvestrine Benedic-
tine Congregation. The theme of the recent Xerox copier ad is 
« set the page free » (2). It is my intention to suggest that mo-
nastic technologies, admittedly of a different sort, have as their 
goal « setting monks free ».

(1) See http://adage.com/article/digital/xerox—copies-1977-super-bowl-
spot-campaign/307342/. 

(2) See http://www.news.xerox.com/news/Xerox-unveils-new-Brother-
Dominic-commercial.
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While appreciating the time-saving and global linking capa-
bilities of modern technologies, we along with many in today’s 
society are also aware of the negative impact they can have on 
various dimensions of human living. This awareness may give 
the very term « technology » a negative resonance. For sure, 
commentators are alerting us to the possibility that our immer-
sion in digital technologies such as twitter and facebook can 
impact our ways of thinking and relating. Sherry Turkle has ar-
gued that with our attention absorbed by the Internet and other 
digital means of communication our ability to pay attention to 
one another has diminished (3). Along with those more shallow 
relationships which technology can breed comes shallow think-
ing, argues Nicholas Carr (4). We know a lot from skimming 
the Internet but at the expense of deep thinking. Technologies 
bring benefits but also losses. There are always trade-offs. In the 
late fifteenth century Abbot Johannes Trithemius (1462-1516) 
wrote a treatise, De laude scriptorum, in which he lamented that 
print technology would undermine monastic culture (5). Yet even 
Trithemius made use of print technology and had his treatise 
printed to ensure larger distribution. He ended up buying into 
technology (6).

But not all technology is new, even though that is our 
usual assumption. There are indeed ancient technologies which 
like all technologies are ways to accomplish something. Recent 
efforts to probe some of these ancient technologies have il-
luminated that these practices, ways of operating, had as their 
goal the formation of the self. Indeed, early desert monasticism 
was the laboratory where techniques were employed to shape a 
particular type of self, call it, if you will, the « monastic self ». 
The Rule of Benedict as heir to that tradition can likewise be 

(3) See S. TURKLE, Alone Together: Why We Expect More from Technology 
and Less from Each Other, New York 2011.

(4) See N. CARR, The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains, 
New York 2011.

(5) J. TRITHEMIUS, In Praise of Scribes: De laude scriptorum, ed. K. ARNOLD, 
trans. R. BEHRENDT, Lawrence 1974.

(6) See J. J. O’DONNELL, The Pragmatics of the New: Trithemius, McLuhan, 
Cassiodorus, in The Future of the Book, ed. G. NUNBERG, Berkeley and Los 
Angeles 1996, pp. 43-46.
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approached as a manual in which such technologies are detailed. 
It is these technologies of the self which are embedded in the 
fabric of monastic life that bring about the conversatio morum 
to which Benedictine monastics make a commitment at their 
profession (7).

It seems appropriate as we recall a monastic reformer of the 
thirteenth century, St. Sylvester Guzzolini, to explore the pro-
gram of personal reform found in the Rule which St. Sylvester 
embraced as he responded to the needs of his time (8). Our 
understanding of what Benedict intended in conversatio morum, 
his program for personal monastic reform, can expand as we 
turn to contemporary efforts at probing what are technologies 
of the self and the impact they have on those who make use 
of them. Here I must acknowledge that Abbot Michael Kelly 
pointed to this possibility of illuminating conversatio by draw-
ing on these contemporary sources some years ago. In an essay 
on the significance of the monastic commitment to stability 
and conversatio morum, he noted that such an approach may 
help express in contemporary terms what conversatio morum is 
about (9). Among scholars there is not perfect agreement as to 
what the term conversatio means; however, there is a consensus 
that it refers to the practices, the things monastic people do 
that ultimately change them on a deep level (10). English transla-
tions suggest that it is a pledged fidelity to a monastic way of 

(7) See Rule of Benedict 58,17: RB 1980. The Rule of St. Benedict in Latin 
and English with Notes, Collegeville 1981, pp. 268-269.

(8) See J. LECLERCQ, A Monastic Pioneer of the Thirteenth Century: 
A Spiritual Portrait of St. Sylvester Guzzolini, in « Downside Review », 87 
(1969), pp. 1-16; U. PAOLI, Sylvester Guzzolini and His Congregation: A 
Historical Synthesis, in « Inter Fratres », 36 (1986), pp. 9-23 and for monasti-
cism in the 13th century, M. DERWICH, Monachi semper reformandi: Kilka 
Uwag o Reformie i Kryzysie w Dziejach Monastycznego ĝredniwiecznego, in 
Ecclesia semper reformanda: Krysyzy i Reformy ĝredniowiecznego KoĞcioψa, ed. 
T. GAUSZKA - T. GRAFF - G. RYĝ, Krakow 2013, pp. 467-470.

(9) Reflections on the Significance of Stabilitas and Conversatio Morum in 
Benedictine Commitment, in « The American Benedictine Review », 55 (2004), 
pp. 258-259.

(10) See KELLY, Reflections on the Significance, pp. 252-257; RB 1980, 
pp. 459-463; A. WATHEN, Conversatio and Stability in the Rule of Benedict, in 
« Monastic Studies », 11 (1975), pp. 2-6, 9-44; T. KARDONG, Benedict’s Rule: 
A Translation and Commentary, Collegeville 1996, pp. 473-474.
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life (11). Kelly’s linkage of Benedict’s conversatio to Evagrius’s 
praktiké via John Cassian gives further credence to approach-
ing monastic conversatio as accomplished through the practices, 
the technologies, which are part and parcel of monastic life (12). 
Contemporary resources for unpacking conversatio morum come 
in the work of scholars like Michel Foucault, Sergey Horujy, 
and Talal Asad on the place of practices in early Christianity 
and monasticism. These researchers attend to the way practices 
transform individuals into persons whose self is shaped in a par-
ticular way. In what follows I will examine their contributions as 
they pertain to the monastic context and illustrate briefly how 
such technologies operate by focusing on one monastic practice, 
lectio divina. In conclusion, I will look at the growing interest 
in practices or disciplines on the contemporary spirituality scene 
and comment on how this interest relates to our future.

MICHEL FOUCAULT’S UNDERSTANDING OF TECHNOLOGIES OF THE SELF

Michel Foucault (1925-1984), a philosopher and historian, 
was well known for his critical analysis of various institutional 
practices. He was especially concerned about the connection 
between knowledge and power and garnered attention for his 
critiques of the prison system and the psychiatric and medi-
cal establishments. In the latter part of his life he began to 
publish what was to be a multi-volume project entitled The 
History of Sexuality. He had not finished the fourth volume 
of that investigation when he died. Here as in other studies, 
he saw that sex had become an object, much as had crime in 
the justice system. Scientific disciplines such as psychoanalysis 
turned their attention to these objects and offered knowledge 
of objects like sex and sexuality but a knowledge which in-
cluded norms that led to control and domination. Individuals 

(11) For example, « Fidelity to monastic life » in RB 1980, 269; and « fidel-
ity to the monastic lifestyle » in KARDONG, Benedict’s Rule, p. 464.

(12) KELLY, Reflections on the Significance, pp. 253-258. EVAGRIUS PON-
TICUS, The Mind’s Long Journey to the Holy Trinity: The Ad Monachos of 
Evagrius Ponticus, trans. and introduction by J. DRISCOLL, Collegeville 1993, 
pp. 18-21, and C. STEWART, Cassian the Monk, Oxford 1998, pp. 50-51.
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were monitored by others in terms of their observance of these 
norms regarding sexuality but individuals also began to moni-
tor themselves in terms of these same norms. People were thus 
led to scrutinize themselves and form themselves in accordance 
with a normative pattern. It was in this context that Foucault 
became fascinated with the « care of the self » which became 
the title of the third volume of his History and in which he 
explored practices Ancient Greeks and Romans developed for 
shaping and forming a self. His fourth volume, not completed 
before his death, was to have been an examination of early 
Christian practices regarding the self. However, in other places 
Foucault had opportunity to share material which would have 
been in that fourth volume.

Germane to our interests here is Foucault’s exploration of 
Cassian’s presentation regarding chastity in the Institutes and 
Conferences, where Foucault finds the great monk advocating 
a « technology of the self » which involves discerning among 
thoughts. Foucault writes: « Cassian gives a rather clear exposi-
tion of this technology of self, a principle of self-examination 
which he borrowed from the Syrian and Egyptian monastic tra-
ditions » (13). Foucault contrasts what Cassian proposes with the 
Roman moralist Seneca’s emphasis on deeds in his approach to 
an examination of conscience. Bur it is these technologies of the 
self, or practices of the self, which will become a major concern 
of Foucault. In an interview near the end of his life, Foucault 
remarks: « I must confess that I am much more interested 
about techniques of the self and things like that than sex (...) 
sex is boring » (14). In his writings Foucault sees « practices of 
the self » as almost synonymous with « technologies of the self » 
but practices have as an added goal conforming to the truth, in 
other words, as a result of the practices one emerges as a « true 
self ». Foucault saw practices as connected to spirituality. He 
understood spirituality as « the search, practice and experience 

(13) M. FOUCAULT, Technologies of the Self, in Technologies of the Self: 
A Seminar with Michel Foucault, ed. L. H. MARTIN - H. GUTMAN - P. H. 
HUTTON, Amherst 1988, p. 45.

(14) M. FOUCAULT, On the Genealogy of Ethics: An Overview of Work 
in Progress, in M. FOUCAULT, Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, ed. P. RABINOW, 
trans. R. HURLEY and others, New York 1997, p. 253.
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through which the subject carries out the necessary tranforma-
tions on [one]self in order to have access to the truth » (15). 
The spiritual transformation of the person, a conversion, hap-
pens both as love moves the individual and as ascesis leads to 
« a work of the self on the self, an elaboration of the self by 
the self, a progressive transformation of the self by the self for 
which one takes responsibility in a long labor » (16).

Foucault was attentive to distinctive features of the monas-
tic program of self reform and noted the central importance 
of obedience and contemplation. The monastic man or woman 
constituted the self through the « labor of obedience ». « It is a 
sacrifice of the self – Foucault comments – of the subject’s own 
will. This is the new technology of the self » (17). The monastic 
pursuit of contemplation requires that one endeavor to focus 
one’s thoughts on God and strive for purity of heart. This goal 
gave rise again to a particular technology of self, the examina-
tion of self, which Foucault had encountered in Cassian with 
regard to chastity. This practice contrasted with the Greco-
Roman form which was a process of taking stock much as an 
accountant would look over financial records, noting especially 
good intentions that were never realized (18). In the monastic 
context this examination focuses on present thoughts and their 
course (19). Foucault continues to explore this technology of 
confession in varying contexts.

Cassian’s writings attracted Foucault for their presentation 
of a Christian ascetical path to self-knowledge. Viewed from 
Foucault’s perspective of the shaping and forming of the self, 
Cassian’s works present a detailed approach to the care of the 
self that leads to a knowledge of the self and thus describes a 
way of fulfilling two classical imperatives: « Know yourself » and 
« Take Care of Yourself » (20). As Foucault comments, modern 
society has eschewed the care of the self because it embraces 

(15) M. FOUCAULT, The Hermeneutics of the Subject: Lectures at the Collège 
de France 1981-1982, ed. F. GROS, trans. G. BURCHELL, New York 2005, p. 15.

(16) Ibid., 16.
(17) FOUCAULT, Technologies of the Self, p. 45.
(18) Ibid., pp. 32-33.
(19) Ibid., p. 45.
(20) See Foucault’s discussion in Technologies of the Self, pp. 16-39.
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a self which traditional Christian moral teaching would suggest 
is a self to be renounced rather than embraced; self-denial is 
desired rather than self-development. Foucault sees a validity 
in the classical linkage of knowing and caring for the self and 
wants to reestablish that connection between self-knowledge 
and self-care. In Cassian he finds a technology of the self which 
includes both care and knowledge.

Foucault identifies other technologies besides that of the 
self and speaks of technologies of production, sign systems, and 
power. Brother Dominic using the Xerox copier is an illustra-
tion of a technology of production at work which « permit us to 
produce, transform or manipulate things ». Emoticons, a product 
of our digital age, is a down-to-earth example of a technology 
of sign systems where these small icons with varying facial ex-
pressions appended to an email message signify the feelings of 
the sender. Technologies of power are evident when a society 
deems some people unreasonable or abnormal and in this way 
treats individuals as objects to be confined or controlled. By 
identifying these technologies, he means to draw attention to 
the existence of particular modes of training and modification 
of individuals which impart certain skills and instill certain 
attitudes. His ultimate interest, however, is in what he calls 
technologies of the self and describes as modes of operating in 
such a way that 

permit individuals to effect by their own means or with the help 
of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies 
and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to trans-
form themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, 
purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality (21).

In his investigations of early Christianity, Foucault wants to 
show how various practices led ascetics to a discovery of the 
truth and so shaped their selves in a particular way. In a 1980 
lecture he remarked: 

In the Christian technologies of the self, the problem is to 
discover what is hidden inside the self; the self is like a text or 

(21) FOUCAULT, Technologies of the Self, p. 18.
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like a book that we have to decipher, and not something which 
has to be constructed by the superposition, the superimposition 
of the will and the truth (22). 

Foucault spends some time exploring two types of confes-
sion prominent in the early centuries of the Church as illus-
trative of Christian technologies of the self (23). One of these 
forms, called in Greek exomologesis, involved a person declaring 
oneself a sinner through some ritual proclamation or action. 
Paradoxically, with that declaration of oneself as a sinner came 
liberation from the sin, a breaking away from the former sinful 
self. Foucault notes that, although words may be used, the dec-
laration is not verbal but rather symbolic and formal. The sec-
ond type of confession which Foucault studies is characteristic 
of desert monasticism. This type is called in Greek exagoreusis. 
He finds in Cassian a clear accounting of this practice. The 
confession involved telling one’s spiritual elder the thoughts, 
fantasies, and intentions which passed through one’s mind. This 
practice was deemed necessary in order for the disciple to learn 
to discriminate good thoughts from bad through the guidance 
of an elder (24). Both forms of confession were at the service of 
self-renunciation. 

In the developing monasticism of that period which Foucault 
explored and then in later periods, technologies, practices of the 
self, will be prescribed, such as lectio divina, which are geared 
not only to renunciation but also to help in the discovery and 
creation of a new self (25). However, Foucault views Christian 
technologies only from the standpoint of self-renunciation. As 
is clear in the context of confession, practices of the self in-
volve an other who serves as mentor or teacher. Foucault also 

(22) About the Beginning of the Hermeneutics of the Self, in Religion and 
Culture, ed. J. R. CARETTE, New York 1999, pp. 168-169.

(23) See M. FOUCAULT, Christianity and Confession, in About the Beginning 
of the Hermeneutics of the Self: Lectures at Dartmouth College, 1980, trans. 
G. BURCHELL, Chicago 2016, pp. 53-92.

(24) See H. DÖRRIES, The Place of Confession in Ancient Monasticism, in 
« Studia Patristica », 5 (1962), pp. 284-311.

(25) See the discussion of Foucualt’s contributions and later monastic 
developments in N. D. MITCHELL, Liturgy and the Social Sciences, American 
Essays in Liturgy, Collegeville 1999, pp. 64-71.
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makes this point as he analyzes Hellenistic approaches to these 
practices of the self (26). As one commentator on Foucault has 
observed, « we see in Foucault’s presentation something which 
approaches what is called in the context of Christianity the care 
of souls, cura animarum » (27). Foucault will place great value on 
the relationship which unfolds between teacher and student and 
what it is the master has to say to the disciple (28). Although 
Foucault’s investigation into Christian and indeed monastic tech-
nologies or practices of the self is not as sustained and thorough 
as that of his study of Platonic and Hellenistic approaches, it 
is evident that Foucault has thrown light on the dynamics of 
such practices.

SERGEY HORUJY: FROM PRACTICES OF THE SELF TO SPIRITUAL 
PRACTICES

Sergey Horujy, a theoretical physicist and Russian ortho-
dox theologian, has done a thorough analysis and critique of 
Foucault’s approach to technologies or practices of the self but 
then has moved on to do a more extended investigation of such 
practices as found in Eastern monasticism and especially in the 
hesychastic movement. He is concerned with showing how in 
contrast to Foucault’s focus on Christian technologies as leading 
primarily to self-renunciation one finds in Christianity that prac-
tices really are aimed at the emergence of a new self. Foucault, 
according to Horujy, based his study of Christian practices on 
a relatively small sample from the tradition. 

[Foucault’s] model is based on the monastic practices of a cer-
tain narrow period, and of a specific school to boot: as Foucault 
indicates in passing, it is based on ‘Eastern Monasticism’ spread 
by Cassian (29). 

(26) See FOUCAULT, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, pp. 127-129.
(27) See S. HORUJY, Practices of the Self and Spiritual Practices: Michel 

Foucault and the Eastern Christian Discourse, trans. B. JAKIM, Grand Rapids 
2015, pp. 32-33.

(28) FOUCAULT, The Hermeneutics of the Subject, pp. 366-367.
(29) HORUJY, Practices of the Self, p. 70.
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Both Foucault and Horujy in their works are tackling the 
problem of the self and in doing so are moving away from 
thinking of the human person in terms of subject, substance 
and essence, the classical philosophical categories, and looking 
for more dynamic, open-ended formulations of what a human 
person is and how the self is constituted. Horujy, rather than 
looking at the person as an autonomous, self-centered subject, 
chooses on the basis of hesychast experience to see the self as 
empowered by energies to open, to unlock itself in an openness 
toward the divine Other (30). This is the opposite of the pos-
sessiveness of an isolated self found in the ancient Hellenistic 
technologies of self when people come to own their own self. 
Horujy observes: 

A human being’s ontological unlocking, his attainment of self-
openness in being, is based on a particular ever-deepening and 
flying open communion in which he gradually articulates and 
reveals himself with extreme fullness (31). 

In the end a new sense of self emerges out of the commun-
ion with the divine Other.

In contrast to Foucault who introduces the category of the 
esthetic in describing the goal of self-transformation, Horujy 
turns to the Christian tradition for a more profound understand-
ing. For Foucault, by the practices of the self, a person attempts 
« to make of one’s life a work which bears certain esthetic values 
and conforms to certain criteria of style » (32). Horujy thinks not 
in terms of esthetics but in terms of theosis, divinization and 
consequently presents a much fuller appreciation of the role of 
technologies or practices in the spiritual quest. It is in the light 
of practices which he found as central to early monasticism and 
developed in hesychasm, such as the Jesus prayer, that Horujy 
articulates what he calls a « synergic anthropology ». In this 
understanding of the human person, the relationship with the 

(30) Ibid., p. 116.
(31) Ibid., p. 117.
(32) M. FOUCAULT, Usage des plaisirs et techniques de soi, in Dits et écrits 

1954-1988, II. 1976-1988, Paris 2001, p. 1364, cited and translated in HORUJY, 
Practices of the Self, p. 80.
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divine Other is of paramount importance. Rather than speak-
ing of technologies of the self or practices of the self, Horujy 
chooses to speak of spiritual practices which have as their aim 
facilitating an experience of Christocentric communion with 
God, a gradual unlocking of the person before God. It is a ho-
listic anthropology where, as was true for Foucault as well, the 
body is a necessary focus (33). Both Foucault and Horujy share 
a conviction that practices, specifically practices in which people 
had as a goal self-transformation, need to be at the center of a 
new anthropology (34). 

While there are many points of convergence between Fou-
cault and Horujy, there are also some striking differences, 
some of which relate to the fact that Foucault is expressing a 
western point of view whereas Horujy is speaking out of an 
eastern tradition. In setting forth his understanding of spiritual 
practices, Horujy describes in some detail the hesychast experi-
ence. Hesychasm has its origins in the fourth and fifth centuries 
and is especially associated with figures like Gregory of Nyssa, 
Evagrius Ponticus, and Macarius of Egypt and then much later 
with John Climacus and Gregory Palamas. The word « hesy-
chast » can indicate a hermit but is usually used in reference 
to one who practices inner prayer and silence of heart (35). The 
spiritual tradition of hesychasm continued to develop and in the 
fourteenth century St. Gregory Palamas became an important 
spokesman. The appearance of the Philokalia, a collection of 
patristic and early texts related to Hesychasm in the eighteenth 
century helped to make the tradition better known (36). For 
Horujy such a spiritual tradition provides the milieu in which 
spiritual practices are passed on. 

The spiritual tradition is an instrument for the identical trans-
lation of authentic experience; and by virtue of the specifics 

(33) HORUJY, Practices of the Self, pp. 100-101.
(34) Ibid., pp. 165-166.
(35) See K. WARE, The Hesychasts: Gregory of Sinai, Gregory Palamas, 

Nicolas Cabasilas, in The Study of Spirituality, ed. C. JONES - G. WAINWRIGHT - 
E. YARNOLD, New York 1986, pp. 242-255.

(36) See R. J. ZAWILLA, Hesychasm, in The New Dictionary of Catholic 
Spirituality, ed. M. DOWNEY, Collegeville 1993, pp. 471-473.
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of this experience, spiritual and anthropological, the principal 
method of translation is living contact, personal communion (37).

One area where the difference between Foucault and Horujy 
is apparent is with regard to what Foucault spent a fair amount 
of time examining – confession and the relationship between 
disciple and elder. Whereas Foucault emphasized the role of 
the confession of the disciple to the elder in the relationship, 
Horujy chooses to underscore the personal communion which 
he sees at the heart of that relationship where there is a sharing 
of personal experience (38). Horujy also points out a major lack 
in Foucault’s understanding of Christian self-development. « He 
[Foucault] never mentions either Christ or prayer, even though 
it is impossible to exaggerate the role of both in ascesis » (39). As 
Horujy maps out hesychast practice, he shows a movement up 
a ladder to a fuller experience of self in relation to God. Only 
the first step of this Christian process is reflected in Foucault’s 
presentation of Christian practice, the step concerned with 
purification, a movement away from one’s ordinary mundane 
existence. For Foucault, this step entailed the destruction of the 
old self and nothing more. However, in Foucualt’s analysis of 
Hellenistic as opposed to Christian practices he sees a further 
movement to a self which has aesthetic value much as a work 
of art does, but the precise form of that latter self is not clear. 
In contrast, Horujy attends to what follows the purification, a 
gradual entrance into a state of inner stillness or hesychia. With 
that experience of stillness begins a new construction of a self 
not attainable by secular strategies, Horujy argues (40). This entry 
into stillness is followed by a second step in which an opening 
up to divine energies, to God’s grace occur. Here Horujy sug-
gests that the energy of the person is harmoniously coordinated 
with the Divine energy in what in Byzatine theology is called 
synergy. Horujy’s proposed new anthropology which he calls 
« synergistic » is a proposal for looking at the human person 

(37) HORUJY, Practices of the Self, p. 118.
(38) Ibid., pp. 118-119.
(39) Ibid., p. 157.
(40) Ibid., pp. 104-105.
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in a way that gives place to the transformation of the person 
in the relation with this divine Other and in an openness to 
ascetic-mystical experiences (41). The third step on this ladder 
finds the person transformed. « The human being acquires new 
capabilities (...) which can be called the self-surpassing of the 
individual » (42).

In his description of the techniques or practices which are 
part of the second step of spiritual development, Horujy pro-
vides us with more detail as to how this movement away from 
the old self and toward the new self happens. Here in this stage 
the disciple is guided to a state of watchfulness. « Watchfulness 
can be defined as the principle of the concentrated and sharply 
directed vigilance of the consciousness » (43). A more contem-
porary rendering of what is sought here would be « intentional 
consciousness ». Horujy describes it further as « an act of intel-
lectual scrutiny in which the consciousness concentrates itself on 
a particular experiential content and focuses on it » (44). How-
ever, this watchfulness is complemented by a more important 
technology, something which Horujy found completely absent 
in Foucault’s exposition. « This is – Horujy says – the famous 
Attention-Prayer coupling and it is considered to be the key to 
all the practice » (45). Prayer is the experience of communion 
with God which evolves into an unceasing prayer as one contin-
ues in the practice. This prayer « is maintained by ‘attention’, or 
more precisely by the modus of watchfulness, which through the 
intentional focusing on it, vigilantly guards the space of prayer 
against the intrusion of ‘thoughts’ » (46).

Both Foucault and Horujy were motivated in their explora-
tions of technologies of self and spiritual practices by their de-
sire to respond to the plight of human persons today. Foucault 

(41) See K. STOECKL, Introduction to Practices of the Self and Spiritual 
Practices, by HORUJY, Practices of the Self, p. XIII. See for a discussion of 
synergy D. C. ABEL, The Doctrine of Synergism in Gregory of Nysssa’s De 
Instituto Christiano, in « The Thomist », 45 (1981), pp. 430-448.

(42) HORUJY, Practices of the Self, p. 106.
(43) Ibid., p. 112.
(44) Ibidem. 
(45) Ibid., p. 113.
(46) Ibidem.
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saw the problem as related to the fact that philosophy had 
superceded spirituality or, to put it in other words, « knowing 
the self » had gained the upper hand over « caring for the self ». 
Certainly, Horujy shares these concerns but realized that Fou-
cault’s vision for the self was not adequate to the task and so 
drew out of the theological tradition a fuller sense of what the 
self is destined to be. Both have provided the great service of 
reminding us of how we shape and form the self through en-
gaging in different activities, called variously technologies of the 
self, practices of the self, and spiritual practices. Other scholars 
continue to build on their work. We look next at an anthro-
pologist who approached monastic life as a whole program filled 
with just such practices and rites that crafted a monastic self.

TALAL ASAD AND MONASTIC PRACTICES AS TECHNOLOGIES OF SELF

Building on the insights of Michel Foucault regarding Cas-
sian and technologies of the self, Talal Asad, an anthropologist, 
has approached monastic practices as ascetic rituals with the 
explicit aim of shaping and forming virtuous selves (47). Although 
Asad prefers to use the word « rites », he intends to refer not 
only to liturgical actions but to the many other prescribed 
practices which are found in monastic life. Thus he comments: 

The liturgy can be isolated only conceptually, for pedagogic rea-
sons, not in practice, from the entire monastic program. While it 
is true to say that the monastic program was conceived in terms 
of distinctive images – a school for the Lord’s service (Domini 
schola servitii), a second baptism (paenitentia secunda) – it was 
practices that were to be organized by such figures (48).

In discussing monastic practices, Asad will move beyond 
Foucault approaches to monastic technologies of the self, much 

(47) See T. ASAD, Pain and Truth in Medieval Christian Ritual, in Ge-
nealogies of Religion: Discipline and Reasons of Power in Christianity and 
Islam, Baltimore 1993, pp. 106-115.

(48) T. ASAD, Toward a Genealogy of the Concept of Ritual, in Genealogies 
of Religion, p. 63.
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as did Horujy, by pointing to the social context of the mon-
astery as the workshop where these technologies are employed 
and emphasizing not only the renunciation of one’s own will 
and the sinful self that happens but also the reorientation of 
desires in the new self which emerges. And so Asad writes: 
« The inspection and disengagement of the will, which Foucault 
describes, takes place within the stuff of monastic life guided by 
an Abbot » (49). It is Asad, like Horujy, who also indicates the 
importance of humility in the ascetical program of monastics. 
Thus Asad observes: 

It was through obedience that the ascetic could be schooled in 
humility, and so hope to keep at bay that most dangerous of all 
sins, pride, It was through humility that he could learn to love 
God – and thereby replace desires of the flesh with the desire 
for God. But obedience could be learned only in an organized 
community subject to the authority and discipline of an Abbot 
– the Rule of St. Benedict speaks of the monastic community as 
‘a school for the Lord’s service’ – in which the neophyte could 
learn to practice the technology of the self for his own spiritual 
perfection and the greater glory of God (50).

As Nathan Mitchell has observed, Asad wants to approach 
monastic rites and practices differently than other anthropolo-
gists such as Catherine Bell and Clifford Geertz who see ritual 
practices as symbolic activities which need to be decoded to 
discover their meaning. Rather for Asad these practices are like 
other activities which only need to be properly executed accord-
ing to some set pattern (51). Ascetic rites and practices such as 
confession and lectio divina are not to be deciphered, probed 
for their meaning, but executed (52). In the process the person 
acquires a skill much as does the pianist who learns to play a 
concert piece. In the case of monastic practices what is acquired 
are certain ways of feeling and acting that are inscribed into 

(49) Ibid., p. 112.
(50) Ibid., pp. 112-113. 
(51) See N. MITCHELL, Ritual as Reading, in Source and Summit: Com-

memorating Josef A. Jungmann, S.J., ed. J. M. PIERCE - M. DOWNEY, Colle-
geville 1999, p. 178, note 92. 

(52) ASAD, Toward a Genealogy of the Concept of Ritual, pp. 61-62.
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the very physical being of the monk or nun much as a pianist’s 
hands through practice acquire the ability to play the musical 
piece (53). 

Apt performance involves not symbols to be interpreted but 
abilities to be acquired according to rules that are sanctioned 
by those in authority; it presupposes no obscure meanings, but 
rather the formation of physical and linguistic skills (54).

As Asad continues his analysis, he notes that these practices 
were learned and virtues acquired by following saintly exam-
ples. With these established models of excellence in mind, the 
individual would endeavor not only to carry out the practice as 
aptly as possible, but also seek to fashion a self most in accord 
with those models. This was all part of the training of a Chris-
tian self in which outer behavior and inner attitude were to be 
in harmony (55). Practices were geared to teaching the body so 
that it acquired capabilities for certain emotional and indeed 
religious experiences. 

They aimed to construct and reorganize distinctive emotions 
– desire (cupiditas/caritas), humility (humilitas), remorse (con-
tritio) – on which the central Christian virtue of obedience to 
God depended (56).

Asad follows the lead of the sociologist Marcel Mauss who 
wrote about the body as the human person’s first instrument 
and about habitus, the embodied aptitudes to which the person 
has been introduced and which facilitate certain actions and 
reactions (57). Asad indeed quotes at one point the chapter on 
humility in the Rule of Benedict (58). 

(53) Ibid, pp. 75-77, where Asad discusses the insights of Marcel Mauss 
on the body as the human person’s first and most natural instrument; see 
M. MAUSS, Body Techniques, in Sociology and Psychology Essays, ed. and trans. 
B. BREWSTER, London 1979, pp. 95-119, esp. p. 104.

(54) ASAD, Toward a Genealogy of the Concept of Ritual, p. 62.
(55) Ibid., p. 63.
(56) ASAD, On Discipline and Humility, in Genealogies of Religion, p. 134.
(57) See MAUSS, Body Techniques, pp. 101, 104 and ASAD, Toward a Ge-

nealogy of the Concept of Ritual, pp. 75-76.
(58) ASAD, Pain and Truth in Medieval Christian Ritual, pp. 111-112.
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The twelfth step of humility is that a monk always manifests 
humility in his bearing no less than in his heart, so that it is 
evident at the Work of God, in the oratory, the monastery or 
the garden, on a journey or in the field, or anywhere else (59).

In the light of how the body is a medium for developing 
virtues, Asad could then see how the whole of the monastic pro-
gram is one vast technology of the self or, in Horujy’s phrase, 
a network of spiritual practices. 

In the Rule all prescribed practices – Asad writes – whether 
they had to do with the proper way of eating, sleeping, work-
ing, and praying or with proper moral dispositions and spiritual 
aptitudes, are aimed at developing virtues that are put ‘to the 
service of God’ (60). 

Even calligraphy, perhaps Abbot Trithemius realized, is such 
a technology where the whole body is focused on what the fin-
gers are doing and in the process unruly passions were brought 
under control (61).

As Nathan Mitchell has noted, 

the virtues of a monastic man or woman were thus formed by 
cultivating the ability to behave, bodily, in certain ways (hum-
bly, obediently, compassionately) – no matter what the particu-
lar activity might be (62). 

What applied to the individual monastic can also be seen to 
apply to the corporate body, the monastic community. In other 
words, we are talking about technologies which also transform 
the community. Mitchell comments: 

If self-care is personal, it is also, for Christians, inherently and 
decisively social (...). Technologies of the self include both the 
‘rites’ practiced by individuals and the ‘ritual construction’ of 
the whole social order (63). 

(59) RB 7,62-63: RB 1980, pp. 200-201.
(60) ASAD, Pain and Truth in Medieval Christian Ritual, p. 63.
(61) Ibid., p. 64.
(62) MITCHELL, Liturgy and the Social Sciences, p. 72; see C. BELL, Ritual 

Theory, Ritual Practice, Oxford 1992, pp. 96-101.
(63) MITCHELL, Ritual as Reading, p. 177.
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The practices not only impact the individual but also the 
community. Technologies are inscribed into both the individual 
monastic body and the corporate monastic body. Technologies 
embraced by the monk or nun transform the self and bind it 
more closely to the monastic community. Even the most seem-
ingly private technologies have this social dimension as will be 
clear with the practice of lectio divina.

LECTIO DIVINA AS A TECHNOLOGY OF THE SELF

The instrumentality of ascetic practices or technologies 
becomes clear when one sees that Chapter 4 of the Rule of 
Benedict, The Tools of Good Works lists as tools or instruments 
« Listen readily to holy reading and devote yourself often to 
prayer » (64). As the monk or nun performs the reading of the 
Scriptures, he or she gradually acquires virtues. The reading is 
a tool which shapes the self (65). Often the shaping comes about 
as the reader tries to imitate the saintly exemplar of whom they 
read. Reading like calligraphy requires the appropriate shaping 
of not only letters but the self in accord with the letters. What 
is acquired was a habit, a programmed way of responding with 
certain embodied attitudes (66). For example, humility is acquired 
not by thinking about it but through imitating the activities of 
truly humble people who are described in the reading (67). Read-
ing itself is a bodily exercise which further trains the body to 
act in certain ways. When the person acts in a particular way, a 
new self begins to emerge, a virtuous self, monastic self in the 
case of the Rule of Benedict, a self which is humble, obedient, 
and pure of heart, possessed of virtues that are put « to the 
service of God » (68).

(64) RB 4,55-56: RB 1980, pp. 184-185.
(65) See R. STUDZINSKI, Reading to Live: The Evolving Practice of Lectio 

Divina, Collegeville 2009, pp. 200-212, where I have also explored the trans-
formative impact of lectio on the self.

(66) ASAD, Toward a Genealogy of the Concept of Ritual, pp. 75-76. Vedi 
anche ID., Remarks on the Anthropolgy of the Body, in Religion and the Body, 
ed. S. COAKLEY, Cambridge 1997, pp. 47-48.

(67) See MITCHELL, Liturgy and the Social Sciences, pp. 77-78.
(68) ASAD, Toward a Genealogy of the Concept of Ritual, p. 63.
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Much as an actor who plays a role repeatedly masters the 
varying responses of the character he or she plays until they 
are second nature, the reader appropriates the diverse attitudes 
which the Scriptures prescribe. The secular or worldly character 
of the old self gives place to a monastic character, a new self. 
Even a person’s emotional responses begin to follow the script 
which the Scriptures presented. 

Reading, like acting, is demanding and requires the pain of 
regular practice and the arduous task of paying attention and 
remembering. Memory becomes the storehouse of what is read, 
just as the actor’s memory stores the script. Memory is here not 
only a mental process affecting the mind only but an inscription 
in the body which mouths the words and acts in accord with 
them in daily life (69). The goal is overcoming forgetfulness and 
becoming constantly mindful of one’s true nature as made for 
God. In the chapter on humility, the Rule of Benedict specifies: 
« The first step of humility (...) is that a man keeps the fear 
of God always before his eyes and never forgets it (emphasis 
added) » (70).

Reading is a performance which has a public and social 
dimension. Contrary to the predominant contemporary under-
standing of reading as a private, silent activity, the early mo-
nastics saw it as always being done before someone. Because 
reading was typically done out loud, it could be heard by others 
and was certainly heard by God (71). Furthermore, everyone was 
reading the same script – the Scriptures and other esteemed 
texts such as Basil’s writings or Cassian’s. As Asad notes, « pro-
grammatic texts do not simply regulate performances, standing 
as it were prior to and outside the latter. They are also literally 
part of the performance; written words to be variously chanted, 
recited, read, attended to, meditated on by the monks » (72). 
Whether reading or listening to reading, all stand as equals 

(69) MITCHELL, Ritual as Reading, pp. 171-181.
(70) RB 7,10: RB 1980, pp. 192-193; cf. MITCHELL, Liturgy and the Social 

Sciences, pp. 76-77.
(71) See I. ILLICH, In the Vineyard of the Text: A Commentary to Hugh’s 

Didascalicon, Chicago 1993, p. 82.
(72) ASAD, On Discipline and Humility, in Genealogies of Religion, p. 141.
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before the Word. Reading is an egalitarian practice that con-
nected all to the Scriptures which as the Rule of Benedict states 
are « the truest guides for human life » (73).

Reading is done in a « school of the Lord’s service », in other 
words, a structured community in which obedience to a teacher 
is a central feature. According to the Rule of Benedict, “The 
labor of obedience will bring you back to him from whom you 
had drifted through the sloth of disobedience” (74). The prac-
tices, the rites of monasticism of which reading is one of these 
technologies, form in the monastic a willingness to obey (75). 
The reading which inscribes itself in the body of the monastic 
also inscribes itself on the social body which is the monastic 
community. So, in the chapter in the Rule of Benedict on zeal, 
Benedict writes: 

This is the good zeal which monks must foster with fervent 
love: ‘They should each try to be the first to show respect to 
the other’ (Rom 12:10), supporting with the greatest patience 
one another’s weaknesses of body or behavior, and earnestly 
competing in obedience one to another (76).

Monks through reading the Word learn obedience not only 
to the Abbot but to one another. The community as a whole is 
shaped by the Word and attentive to the demands of the Word 
as they continue to come in the liturgy of the hours and in 
their lectio divina. The Rule of Benedict in its very opening line 
characterizes monastic life as a life of listening, a life centered 
on the Word which God speaks. In the years following the 
composition of the Rule of Benedict, other monastic authorities 
would underscore the centrality of the Scriptures and reading as 
a transformative practice, a technology of the self. Fortunately, 
it is a practice, a technology, which is attracting more attention 
today.

(73) RB 73,3: RB 1980, pp. 156-157; see ILLICH, In the Vineyard of the 
Text, p. 82.

(74) RB Prol. 2: RB 1980, pp. 156-157.
(75) ASAD, On Discipline and Humility, in Genealogies of Religion, p. 130.
(76) RB 72,3-6: RB 1980, pp. 294-295.
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PRACTICES, TECHNOLOGIES OF THE SELF ON THE CONTEMPORARY 
SCENE

Practices within the context of religious/spiritual develop-
ment are the subject of an increasing number of investiga-
tions (77). Undergirding these contemporary explorations is the 
recognition that people deepen their connection to the Trans-
cendent through activities in which they regularly and pur-
posefully engage and that there is need to articulate the shape 
and form of such practices for contemporary believers. Robert 
Wuthnow has suggested on the basis of his sociological analysis 
that what society is in need of is a practice-centered spirituality 
that has a foundation in a tradition and community and yet is 
flexible enough to respond to an ever changing world. Such a 
spirituality would overcome the problems associated with what 
he calls a spirituality of habitation which tends to be too static 
with its focus on a stable, ordered world and a spirituality of 
seeking which tends to be too fluid and eclectic (78). 

The historical theologian Margaret Miles, also concerned 
about an adequate Christian response to the dilemmas of the 
contemporary world, argues for noticing how Christians through 
the centuries have lived out their beliefs. Such practical ar-
rangements arose not from the study of theology but from the 
need to direct and order their daily lives in a way that gave 
expression to faith and ensured meaning. Many of these tools 
employed in the past can be re-appropriated and put to service 
today. « Our creativity – a real creativity – can be exercised 
by finding and pressing into service tools that are unused or 
underdeveloped in Christian tradition » (79). What often remains 

(77) Among some recent efforts are: Practicing Our Faith: A Way of Life 
for a Searching People, ed. D. C. BASS, San Francisco 1997; Practicing Theol-
ogy: Beliefs and Practices in Christian Life, ed. M. VOLF - D. C. BASS, Grand 
Rapids 2002; CH. D. POHL, Living into Community: Cultivating Practices That 
Sustain Us, Grand Rapids 2012. Charles Cummings in 1986 published a book 
on monastic practices which has recently appeared in a revised edition. See 
his Monastic Practices, Collegeville 2015. 

(78) See R. WUTHNOW, After Heaven: Spirituality in America Since the 
1950s, Berkeley 1998, pp. 3-6, 15-16.

(79) M. MILES, Practicing Christianity: Critical Perspectives for an Embodied 
Spirituality, New York 1990, p. 13.
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unexplored is how these faith-based tools accomplished their 
goals. As Michel Foucault once remarked: « People know what 
they do; they frequently know why they do what they do; but 
what they don’t know is what what they do does » (80). 

William Spohn has thrown some light on how Christian 
spiritual practices do what they do (81). Approaching practices 
as the ordinary means that Christians use to shape their lives in 
the pattern of Christ, Spohn directs attention to how they train 
the imagination as well as form dispositions which give rise to 
a vibrant moral life. 

These practices are both pedagogical and transformational. 
Their power is related to their ability to form character and tu-
tor the affections, thus leading to people acting in virtuous ways. 
« Both oral and spiritual practices set us up for the right disposi-
tions. They channel good intentions into habitual behavior, and 
those habits evoke and train the dispositions of the heart » (82). 
Central among these practices are those which entail a prayerful 
engagement of the Scriptures. Reading, particularly reading done 
slowly and meditatively as in the early centuries of Christianity, 
transformed the reader (83). Christians read the Scriptures but 
also become more adept at reading God’s other book, the world 
around them. Reading represents a way of construing a text and 
all reality in the light of the revelation of God in Jesus Christ. 
Such practices, technologies are what allow for our ongoing 
conversion, our conversatio, and also our adjustment to a world 
which is always changing.

TECHNOLOGIES OF THE SELF, CONVERSATIO AND MONASTICISM TODAY

Twitter is a familiar social networking service, a technology, 
that allows users to exchange short text messages and is just 
one of many such services that bombard us with information at 

(80) Cited in H. L. DREYFUS - P. RABINOW, Michel Foucault: Beyond Struc-
turalism and Hermeneutics, Chicago 19832, p. 187.

(81) W. C. SPOHN, Go and Do Likewise: Jesus and Ethics, New York 1999.
(82) Ibid., p. 39.
(83) Ibid., pp. 136-137.
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any hour of the day or night. While such services provide us a 
way of keeping us in touch and informed, they also as the name 
« twitter » suggests agitate us with their constant chatter. They 
contribute to an image of contemporary life as a series of con-
stant distractions pulling us in different directions all at once. 
It is precisely these modern technological advances that require 
technologies of the self to keep us centered and focused. Ben-
edict in the Rule invites the novice at profession to commit not 
only to obedience and conversatio morum but also to stability 
which can be understood as perseverance in a way of life and to 
a particular community of people. Even though monastics may 
find themselves in different physical places, they remain stead-
fastly connected to relationships and to a set of practices. The 
vows of conversatio morum and stability go together. As Horujy 
makes clear, the monastic practitioner as he or she engages in 
a spiritual exercise, a technology, separates from the world and 
its order but returns to that world to witness, to give of self in 
the service of love (84). These technologies set us free for love. 

In Eudora Welty’s short story The Worn Path, old Phoenix 
Jackson has her own spiritual practice. She makes her way to 
town from her home deep in the country on an errand to se-
cure medicine for her sick grandson, a trip she has made like 
clockwork before. She receives the medicine as usual from the 
doctor and then makes her way back home. She is absolutely 
dedicated to her task even though in her advanced years it takes 
a lot out of her. She stumbles and falls, deals with all sorts of 
obstacles, but she gets there. In Welty’s story, when she arrives 
at the doctor’s office, she forgets why she has traveled so far 
until the nurse asks her about her grandson. « He isn’t dead, is 
he? ». Eventually Phoenix replies: « My little grandson is just the 
same, and I forgot it in the coming » (85). 

Welty wrote in an essay that one question she was most of-
ten asked by students and teachers who have read the story is: 
« Is Phoenix Jackson’s grandson really dead? ». In response she 

(84) HORUJY, Practices of the Self, p. 121.
(85) E. WELTY, The Collected Stories of Eudora Welty, New York 1980, 

p. 148. I am indebted to Nathan Mitchell’s use of this story in Meeting 
Mystery, Maryknoll 2006, pp. 110-112, for directing my attention to it.
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observes it doesn’t really make any difference if the grandson 
is alive or dead because the story is really about the journey. 

The real dramatic force of a story depends on the strength of 
the emotion that has set it going (...). What gives any such con-
tent to « A Worn Path » is not its circumstances but its subject: 
the deep-grained habit of love. 

Expanding on that habit, she writes: 

The habit of love cuts through confusion and stumbles or con-
trives its way out of difficulty, it remembers the way even when 
it forgets, for a dumbfounded moment, its reason for being. The 
path is the thing that matters (86).

For Phoenix making that journey sustains her. To have 
committed oneself to conversatio morum and stability is to have 
followed those worn paths, is to have cultivated those « deep-
grained habits of love ». 

(86) E. WELTY, Is Phoenix Jackson’s Grandson Really Dead?, in « Critical 
Inquiry », 1 (1974), p. 221.
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MONASTIC STABILITAS IN THE WORLD OF TODAY

In this presentation I will try to identify a few concepts that 
might be helpful or thought-provoking in the face of the insta-
bility within ourselves, in our communities, in our local churches 
and in our society. Our unstable situation – unstable in many 
respects, even with regard to God – and our unstable circum-
stances, indeed our unstable existence have to be the point of 
departure to envisage what stability could mean. For monks it 
is very instructive to contemplate astute analyses of our unsta-
ble culture offered by many philosophers and sociologists and 
in contemporary literature. Suffice it to say here that we see a 
certain instability, for instance, in candidates or young confreres 
who find it hard to make a lifelong commitment; many leave 
our communities again. Of course this is also a sign that our 
monasteries have lost to a great extent the ability to draw young 
people into the stable life of a monk. An inquiry into how much 
we lose if we neglect the concept and vast content of monastic 
stabilitas is thus also a contribution to our mission. 

Preparing these reflections, I realized how crucial stability 
is for understanding monastic life today and how it leads us to 
the core of contemporary questions of spirituality, economics, 
politics and culture. In a time of mobility we need all the more 
a stability that can lead us to a freedom that we otherwise look 
for in vain. For hermeneutical reasons I should hint at the con-
text from which I am speaking, for there is no neutral, objective 
interpretation in such an attempt; the interpreter has his own 
story and experiences that make him look at that theme in one 
way or another. When I was a student, the world opened up 
to me. After three years of studies in geography and theology at 
Salzburg University, I spent further years of study in the United 
States of America. I wrote my first thesis on Benedictine mis-
sionaries on Vancouver Island, Canada, while a second thesis, as 
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well as my doctoral dissertation, dealt with American theology. 
Thus in my twenties I encountered in three magnificent years 
in the U.S. a new world very different from what I was raised 
in. Contexts different from those in which I grew up became 
my environment and my new setting, both in my mind, in my 
imagination, in my longing, indeed in the memorable events and 
in the reality of my life. Globalization was not just out there 
but in me. 

When I entered monastic life at the age of 29, I became 
part of a world that had been built up for 1,200 years at the 
specific place of Kremsmünster in Upper Austria, a universe of 
its own with many global dimensions in history. After the novi-
tiate I was sent to Sant’Anselmo in Rome for two years where 
I got to know the international aspects of the Benedictine Or-
der. Hence, Benedictine life has for me never been confined to 
one single place, nor has it been a one-dimensional experience, 
neither during my studies as a layman, nor during my monastic 
formation, nor ever since. 

My own experience has been what I will try to spell out in 
this paper. I believe that monastic life sets one off on a journey! 
The idea is not to find the final harbor on earth; indeed the 
monk has not taken refuge from an insecure world. Rather he is 
a pilgrim, and this pilgrimage as a monk leads him to unknown 
distances of an interior world. It was my experience after the 
years of traveling around and studying abroad that there is an 
inward journey in monastic life that can lead to a discovery of 
unknown lands inside oneself. And this loving search for fulfill-
ment is so fascinating, that stability turns out to be the basis of 
our mission in the contemporary culture.

It has been impressive for me to learn during the Convegno 
at the monastery of Montefano, Fabriano, on the occasion of the 
750th anniversary of the death of St. Sylvester, that the Sylvestrine 
Congregation embodies what I had prepared to present in a rather 
theoretical way: mission emerging from contemplation within the 
framework of stabilitas! I say this as an Austrian Benedictine who 
belongs to a congregation that has, unlike the Sylvestrine Con-
gregation, remained entirely within its native country; none of its 
14 monasteries has ever made a foundation abroad. Historically 
the Habsburg family not only protected but also governed the 
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Catholic Church of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The strong 
ties between monastic and state affairs can be gauged when we 
look into the office of the governor of Upper Austria, where we 
find portraits of Abbots of Kremsmünster Abbey. These Abbots 
have been – albeit in a very different way – governors’ predeces-
sors! It would be fascinating to draw up schemes of stability and 
instability brought about by political and social factors in various 
regions and epochs, for no monk and no monastery exists in a 
void untouched by its time. I leave this to the historians and 
turn to a theological survey of stability that will focus on the 
phenomenological aspects of what it means for individuals and 
communities today to have stabilitas as a core value.

SET ON THE PROCESS OF BECOMING A MONK

In fact, I would like to propose that stabilitas is not just one 
dimension among others, but the foundation and central issue 
of monastic life today, the characteristic notion of Benedictine 
existence. One of the most keen contemporary interpreters of 
monasticism, the Australian Trappist monk Michael Casey, said 
to me in an interview for the Benedictine journal Erbe und 
Auftrag, when I asked him how he would define a monk or 
what he finds most essential about leading the monastic life, that 
« The answer for me is stability. To be a monk involves a certain 
lifelong consistency or practice in a particular community. And 
this is what forms the monk. It is not so much his ideas, it is 
not so much even his aspirations; it is consenting to give himself 
to a particular community and to allow himself to be shaped by 
it and formed by it » (1).

We can observe this in chapter 58 of the Rule of St. Bene-
dict (2). There the newcomer sets out on a process and is tested 
to see if he can stay (v. 4). He has to stand firm (v. 11) and 
be patient (v. 3). Within the process of formation he promises 

(1) Cf. « Ich lasse mich nicht von Zahlen terrorisieren! ». Michael Ca-
sey OCSO im Gespräch mit Bernhard A. Eckerstorfer OSB, in « Erbe und 
Auftrag », 93 (2017), pp. 291-307.

(2) For the English translation I use throughout this paper the standard 
version of RB 1980. The Rule of St. Benedict in Latin and English with Notes, 
Collegeville 1981.
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perseverance in his stability (v. 9) and finally comes before the 
whole community in the oratory and promises stability, fidelity to 
monastic life, and obedience (v. 17). Stabilitas is probably not ac-
cidentally mentioned before conversatio morum and oboedientia. 
The monk needs to be grounded in a new reality, in God’s king-
dom. When he prostrates himself at the feet of each monk to ask 
his prayers, then he is to be counted as one of the community (v. 
23). He has to leave behind his old world, any possessions (v. 24) 
and what he is wearing (26) – well aware that from that day he 
will not have even his own body at his disposal (v. 25). The monk 
thus hands his life over to be shaped by the new life in Christ.

I find it striking that this process of entering monastic life 
is actually a letting go of the old life and a taking on of a new 
identity. It is not so much what the individual person brings 
with him that makes him a good monk, but rather whether 
he lets himself be taken over by something which is far big-
ger than he is and far beyond what he could ever achieve by 
himself. This makes me think of a memorable incident when 
I was discerning my vocation. I was arduously working on my 
doctoral dissertation in Vienna at the time. What counted was 
my effort and my ingenuity. I kept asking myself: How can I 
decide what to do with my life? What can I do to foster this 
process? After one hard working day I heard Father Benedict 
Groeschel of the Franciscans of the Renewal, who work with 
the poor in the Bronx (NYC), speak at the Catholic student 
center. I do not remember what he was actually talking about, 
but I vividly recall going up to him after his conference to ask 
him how I could find my vocation. He simply replied that he 
had posed the same question to Mother Teresa before becom-
ing a Franciscan. Her answer was a decisive command: « Give 
God permission! ». This word stayed with me, and I gradually 
realized its meaning: « Let God take over your life! ».

A LIFELONG CHALLENGE: FINDING THE RIGHT BALANCE

Stability is certainly not something that we take on once 
and for all. In the interview mentioned above, Father Michael 
Casey made an observation with regard to chastity that I find 
significant for our reflections on stability: 
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One of my heresies - he said - is that the vow of chastity is a 
vow to become chaste. Nobody is chaste, except for some days 
before he is dead, maybe. It is a vow to move towards purity. 
Chastity is sexuality become so transparent that God becomes 
apparent. 

I think we can depict stability in a similar way: It can be 
a means of walking towards God – or to put it even more 
dynamically in terms of my favorite verse of the Rule that actu-
ally begins with the Latin word processu: « As we progress in 
this way of life and in faith, we shall run on the path of God’s 
commandments, our hearts overflowing with the inexpressible 
delight of love » (RB, Prol. 49). Monastic life does not presup-
pose someone being already perfect, but it demands of the 
person who wants to live it, that he be willing to be set on a 
track that demands change. To seek God is a lifetime endeavor 
that demands ever anew the search for the right equilibrium in 
ever-changing circumstances. The encounter with God can never 
be put into a stable frame; it happens and arises spontaneously 
and proves not to be ultimately in our hands.

In German popular writings on spirituality there is much 
talk about finding the right balance. I see the danger that for 
some readers they might convey the false notion that you have 
to find the right formula for your spiritual life and daily routine, 
which sets you off on a better future. If you are worn out, then 
permit fixed hours for yourself – as if life is like a scale that 
needs balancing when on one side some weight is added. There 
is of course some truth to the concept of counter-balance, and 
burnout is a threat even within a monastic setting. However, it 
is not as in physics or chemistry where one has to find the right 
formula for the experiment to work. I see monks, priests and 
full-time pastoral staff taking off more and more time to try to 
detach themselves from their tasks in order not to lose them-
selves. But this kind of arbitrary balance leaves them unsatisfied. 
They try to keep their life in control but miss the opportunity to 
find it anew by letting go of their own ideas and aspirations. If 
we try to control our life too much, we lose it. This is because 
we then tend to establish a static framework that turns out to 
be a false sense of security and leads to an inflexibility that 
prevents growth.
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As we will see, I am very much in favor of « reduction » to 
slow our life down and regain what we might have lost. Indeed, 
leisure will turn out to be a key issue for stability today. First, 
however, we have to be aware of a wrong track that is easily 
taken if we blindly follow the every-day usage of the word stabil-
ity as suggesting a fixed, permanent and once-for-all established 
position. To get an idea of how monastic stability embraces flex-
ibility, imagine somebody riding a surfboard. Above all he wants 
to keep standing on it. But he does not remain standing by doing 
nothing. He has to take into account the movement of the waves 
and the wind – and how his own body reacts. To find the right 
position, he constantly has to be in motion.

RESILIENCE IN THE BENEDICTINE WAY OF LIFE

The novice masters of my congregation have the privilege of 
meeting twice a year with Sr. Michaela Puzicha, a Benedictine 
nun from northern Germany who for years was in charge of the 
Institute of Benedictine Studies in Salzburg. Just a few weeks 
before delivering the talk at Fabriano, we devoted the morning 
of our meeting to the topic Resilience in the Rule of St. Bene-
dict. Resilience is, according to Webster’s Dictionary, « an ability 
to recover from or adjust easily to misfortune or change » (3). In 
a monastic context we would rather speak of the ability to be 
decisive and persevering.

Michaela Puzicha pointed out that Benedict does not hide 
problems but rather wants to uncover them and to convey the 
message that « Monastic life can be tough. Be aware of the dan-
gers and the dynamics that can compromise it ». The ongoing 
endeavor is to « renounce yourself in order to follow Christ » 
(RB 4,10), which necessitates « saeculi actibus se facere alienum 
– Your way of acting should be different from the world’s way » 
(RB 4,20). Resilience, then, would signify the process by which 
a stable life according to the vows can be found and re-found 
ever anew. Viewed in this context, resilience turns out to be a 
core issue for monastic stability and presupposes the dynamic 
understanding mentioned above. Another modern (and perhaps 

(3) Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, Springfield 1990, p. 1003.
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likewise all too fashionable) expression might be helpful here, 
namely that of « reframing » situations – that is, our constant 
need for redefining, re-examining, re-stating them.

In all of this it becomes clear that the agent of a life in sta-
bility is the monk himself; it is up to him to use his resources 
and that of his community or environment to cope with the 
challenges and pitfalls of monastic life. Certainly, the monk is 
not left by himself – see Benedict’s use of senpectae (RB 27,2), 
seniores spirituales (RB 46,5), the novice master, who is depicted 
as a senior skilled in winning souls (RB 58,6). Benedict also 
suggests indirectly that the brothers ought to associate with one 
another at appropriate times (RB 48,21). A decisive factor to 
combat a crisis or to overcome times of special need and trial 
is the shared values of the community, its cohesion and unity.

Benedict thus does not presuppose the ideal monk who is 
no longer in need of growth. On the contrary, he acknowledges 
man’s nature and accounts for the weaknesses and shortcom-
ings of the monks in a given community: « They judge it is 
the Lord’s power, not their own, that brings about the good 
in them » (RB Prol 29). And « What is not possible to us by 
nature, let us ask the Lord to supply by the help of his grace » 
(RB Prol 41). The word redire, much used in patristic writing, 
shows right at the beginning of the Rule that monastic life is 
about returning to what one has left or even lost (cf. RB Prol 
2). Benedict makes provisions in light of the fact that only few 
have the strength to fast continuously (RB 49,2) or can abstain 
from wine (RB 40). The Abbot « is to distrust his own fragility 
and remember not to crush the bruised reed » (RB 64,13). The 
seniors that should help others have to be aware of their own 
wounds and be able to heal them (RB 46,6). This is in line with 
Basil Hume comparing the monastery with a clinic where the 
doctor and nurse (i.e., the superiors) are also sick (4), or Pope 
Francis depicting the church as a field hospital (5).

(4) « All the monks are in some way wounded. You are joining a commu-
nity composed of extremely imperfect human beings. It is rather like being 
in a hospital where the matron, was well as the patients, is sick! » (B. HUME, 
Searching for God, London 1990, p. 35).

(5) « I see clearly that the thing the church needs most today is the abil-
ity to heal wounds and to warm the hearts of the faithful; it needs nearness, 
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In the fourth step of humility, Benedict uses the word susti-
nere four times. It is about withstanding unfavorable conditions, 
sustaining life in a difficult setting, enduring a situation without 
seeking escape (cf. RB 7,35-53). This perseverance (perseverare) 
is possible because God is always with us – Deus semper prae- 
sens (RB 7,14.23). Standing in the face of God, patience is the 
adequate response to deficiencies; it is a word often used by 
St. Benedict, and it plays a key role for resilience. Finally, if a 
given situation or decision remains unsatisfactory, Benedict sees 
only one way left to turn it into a blessing: by praising God 
and by trusting in the power of love! We read that a hemina of 
wine should be provided for each monk, but if there is no wine 
available in a certain region, « those who live there should bless 
God and not grumble » (RB 40,8). An assignment that seems 
too heavy should be reported to the superior. If no « reframing » 
takes place, the brother should accept the order: « Trusting in 
God’s help, he must in love obey » (RB 68,5).

LOVERS OF THE PLACE – CONNECTED BEYOND ONESELF

« One of the Fathers asked Abba John the Dwarf: ‘What is 
a monk?’. He said: ‘He is toil. The monk toils at all he does. 
That is what a monk is’ » (6). 

Monastic stability cannot be achieved by merely retreating 
to a sedate state of life. Rather, it demands labor, constant 
labor. Thus, a monastic site that is cultivated may be said to 
resemble a sort of paradise. Telling illustrations are the vast 
gardens that are a natural part of the monastic site. At my 

proximity. I see the church as a field hospital after battle. It is useless to 
ask a seriously injured person if he has high cholesterol and about the level 
of his blood sugars! You have to heal wounds. Then we can talk about 
everything else. Heal the wounds, heal the wounds. And you have to start 
from the ground up ». « A Big Heart Open to God », interview with An-
tonio Spadaro, S.J., America, September 30, 2013; http://americamagazine.
org/pope-interview.

(6) B. WARD (ed.), The Sayings of the Desert Fathers. The Alphabetical 
Collection (= I detti dei Padri del deserto. Collezione alfabetica) Kalamazoo 
1984, p. 83 (John the Dwarf 37).
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own abbey, we realized this on the occasion of the Upper Aus-
trian Garden Exhibition 2017 in Kremsmünster. Research has 
shown that there have been, over the centuries, various kinds 
of gardens to deliver herbs, fruits and vegetables as well as to 
make the place beautiful and invite the monks and visitors to 
enjoy nature. 

Years ago, on a visit to the U.S., I picked up a book whose 
title caught my attention: Lovers of the Place by Abbot Francis 
Kline, O.C.S.O. (7). Intuitively I felt that this would capture well 
what monasticism is about. Indeed, in the absence of a decent 
German translation I used the term « lovers of the place » also 
when explaining in my mother tongue who monks are supposed 
to be – assuming that it would not immediately be dismissed 
as too romantic or kitschy a notion. Only later did I learn that 
amator loci goes back to the founding fathers of the Cister-
cian Order. The affection and attachment to the place of the 
monastery are often developed at an early stage of someone’s 
discernment of a monastic vocation. Like falling in love with 
a person, the rationale for someone entering monastic life at a 
particular place is very much connected with the atmosphere it 
creates. If someone falls in love, the other person appears to be 
beautiful. Likewise with regard to a monastic site, it is beauty 
that draws us into the abbey.

According to the Abbot General of the Sylvestrine Congre-
gation, Michael Kelly, OSB, monastic stability can be under-
stood as « connectedness » (8). He discovers connectedness to 
place, to the body and to the other in another saying of the 
desert monks: 

A brother questioned Abba Hierax saying, ‘Give me a word. 
How can I be saved?’ The old man said to him, ‘Sit in your 
cell, and if you are hungry, eat, if you are thirsty, drink; only 
do not speak evil of anyone, and you will be saved’ (9). 

(7) F. KLINE, Lovers of the Place. Monasticism Loose in the Church, 
Collegeville 1997.

(8) M. KELLY, Reflections on the Significance of Stabilitas and Conversatio 
Morum in Benedictine Commitment, in « The American Benedictine Review », 
55 (2004), pp. 251-264.

(9) WARD, The Sayings of the Desert Fathers, p. 104 (Hierax 1).
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Abbot Michael Kelly points out that commitment to actual 
places, the care of the self and the reaching out to others are 
the pillars of a monk’s stability in space and time. Thus, the 
connectedness with place, self and others is fundamental to the 
connectedness with God.

Along these lines Pope Francis evolves in his encyclical letter 
Laudato si’ the overall argument into which he weaves environ-
mental issues (10). « The misuse of creation begins when (...) we 
see nothing else but ourselves » (No. 6). Probably the main ob-
stacle to developing a genuine monastic existence is seeing only 
oneself and consequently tryinclarioclariog to build up his one’s 
own world that is accountable only to his will and subjective 
aims. This way of thinking and acting can be hidden behind 
a supposedly spiritual guise, but in fact it prevents connected-
ness. The Pope is convinced that « Everything in the world is 
connected » (No. 16; cf. 91, 117). This is the major theme and 
the underlying assertion attested by his numerous uses of the 
following words: inseparable, united, relationship, related to, 
interrelated, interconnected, sense of belonging, togetherness, 
rootedness, part of a « we », sense of community, selfless respon-
sibility, involvement. With regard to labor, Pope Francis refers 
to St. Benedict and states: « This way of experiencing work 
makes us more protective and respectful of the environment; it 
imbues our relationship to the world with a healthy sobriety » 
(No. 126).

THE CALL FOR A NEW ASCETICISM

The encyclical, being right at the edge of current discussions, 
demonstrates how much stability – in the Benedictine sense of 
the word – has to offer today. Particularly the last chapter, en-
titled « Ecological Education and Spirituality », can be read as 
a statement to envisage and promote monastic stabilitas: « We 
lack an awareness of our common origin, of our mutual belong-
ing, and of a future to be shared with everyone » (No. 202). 

(10) Numbers in text are cited according to the official text of Laudato 
si’. Pope Francis on the Care of Our Common Home, Vatican Press 2015.
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In the current « feeling of instability and uncertainty (...) [and 
the] obsession with a consumerist lifestyle » (No. 204), the Pope 
reminds us that we need to assess « the impact of our every ac-
tion and personal decision on the world around us » (No. 208). 
The behavior of the individual monk has an impact not only on 
himself but also on the whole community and beyond. If and 
how he is present at liturgies and meals, the way he talks and 
exercises his solitude, have an influence on others and enhance 
or deteriorate the atmosphere of the whole monastic site. 

Seeing environment in both natural and social terms, the 
encyclical is an exhortation to broaden also the concept of sta-
bility for an understanding that is able to account for current 
sensibilities: « As believers, we do not look at the world from 
without but from within, conscious of the bonds with which the 
Father has linked us to all beings » (No. 220). It is also and per-
haps especially up to monasteries to be vivid examples of what 
the Pope calls for: « Christian spirituality proposes an alternative 
understanding of the quality of life, and encourages a prophetic 
and contemplative lifestyle, one capable of deep enjoyment free 
of the obsession with consumption » (No. 222). It sounds like 
the definition of a monk when the encyclical goes on to speak 
in the same and following number about « moderation », « sim-
plicity », the « capacity to be happy with little », and when it 
proposes « to be spiritually detached from what we possess (...) 
and find satisfaction in fraternal encounters, in service, (...) in 
contact with nature, in prayer ».

To arrive at a deeper understanding of the vow of stability 
in the Benedictine tradition and regain its significance for today, 
we can contemplate the connectedness with self, others and 
God in a given place. Nature and grace, spirituality and human 
bonds, environmental protection and the sanctity of human life 
are not oppositions or unrelated issues but interrelated realities 
in the common house of God. Since the Second Vatican Coun-
cil, the theology of consecrated life has taken pains to spell out 
in current categories what the prophetic, service-centered and 
therapeutic aspects of religious life could mean. The encyclical 
Laudato si’ comes to our aid in saying, for example: « In both 
urban and rural settings, it is helpful to set aside some places 
which can be preserved and protected from constant changes 
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brought by human intervention » (No. 151). The « refusal to 
turn reality into an object simply to be used and controlled » 
(No. 11) calls, however, for an asceticism without which stability 
lacks a decent foundation in the currents of our days. 

As a summary and outlook I want to propose three theses. 
These final points are supposed to offer practical implications 
for Benedictine stability in the world of today and provoke 
further discussions:

1. The monk of today should be a counter-cultural sign of a stable 
life and testify to the current culture that renunciation leads to 
the fullness of life and a freedom not otherwise obtained.

Life in the 21st century with its unprecedented mobility and 
seemingly infinite opportunities is in need of monastic cells that 
withstand the (post-)modern urge to constant change. Stabilitas 
comes from stare. To perceive monastic stabilitas in the right way, 
the analogy to marriage might be helpful: Spouses promise fidel-
ity for a lifetime, « for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, 
in sickness and in health... ». Couples cannot foresee how their 
companions of life will develop, how their jobs will evolve, how 
their children will turn out. Similarly monks do not know who 
will join them in the next decades and which challenges their 
monastery and the Church at large will face. They certainly need 
much persistency and the determination to fight the temptation 
that the grass is greener on the other side of the fence, as this 
saying from the tradition of desert monasticism illustrates:

Amma Theodora also said: « There was a monk, who, because 
of the great number of his temptations said, ‘I will go away 
from here.’ As he was putting on his sandals, he saw another 
man who was also putting on his sandals and this other monk 
said to him, ‘Is it on my account that you are going away? 
Because I go before you wherever you are going’ » (11).

Basil Hume puts it this way: « We signed, on the day of our 
profession, a blank cheque made payable to the Lord. A solemn 

(11) WARD (ed.), The Sayings of the Desert Fathers, p. 84 (Theodora 7).
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promise was given. Irrevocable » (12). Here we gain the appropri-
ate perspective that monastic life only makes sense when seen 
in the context of the living God who can give us the fullness 
of life that we do not get otherwise. Therefore Hume contends: 
« We make a great error in the religious life if we do not learn, 
if we do not accept in our hearts, that difficulties are not obsta-
cles between God and ourselves – they are the way to him » (13). 
Which implies: « The inner meaning of our vow of stability is 
that we embrace the life as we find it, knowing that this, and 
not any other, is our way to God » (14). 

Contrary to the postmodern motto « anything goes », monks 
have to give witness to the experience that arises out of philo-
sophical and spiritual traditions of various kinds. It is not a 
life without boundaries that will ultimately bring happiness, 
but a life that accepts the way it goes, including its limitations. 
Boundaries make us live, because we do not have unlimited 
space and time – indeed they can turn out to be a blessing. 
Always in danger of an idealized vision of monasticism (that 
tourism and the media suggest), we probably have to acknowl-
edge that monks struggle themselves with what is unstable in 
our culture. They are children of their time and the world 
cannot be neatly separated from their quest. Take for instance 
technology, and we step right into the challenge to lead a decent 
monastic life today. What is the point of the cloister (clausura 
– claudere! – RB 6,8) and of a command that nobody should 
talk after compline (post completorium nemo loquatur, RB 42), 
if the monks go back to their rooms and turn on the computer 
and encounter the whole world in the internet and meet people 
in Facebook? Someone who in his job has much contact with 
monasteries once told me that he receives the earliest and the 
latest emails from monks, i.e. emails after midnight and before 
morning prayer. We have to ask ourselves: Does a certain 
contemporary lifestyle in the monastery not prevent sound rela-
tionships among the confreres and with God? The philosopher 
Max Scheler pointed out our capacity for refusal with these 

(12) HUME, Searching for God, p. 96.
(13) Ibid., pp. 96-97.
(14) Ibid., p. 97.
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words: « Humans have the ability to say no, and in this regard 
they can be ascetics » (15). What, then, does an ascetic life mean 
today for monks? It certainly has to be embedded in a culture 
of its own that delivers the satisfaction needed to really capture 
the whole person.

2. To achieve its mission and lead to fulfillment, monasticism has 
to create a monastic culture for the individual monk, in which 
leisure, study and liturgy regain their central role.

The noted Swiss psychiatrist Daniel Hell makes the observa-
tion that the unstable personality structure of contemporary men 
and women leads them to constantly seek emotions. Not being 
rooted in a sound lifestyle, they superficially try to hold fast to 
ever new stimuli of feelings, to give them some compensation 
for the lack of meaning and orientation in their lives. They feel 
alienated to themselves and others, easily distracted by anything. 
Daniel Hell employs the wisdom of the desert fathers to heal 
the modern disease of instability and alienation. He holds that 
apatheia in early monasticism offers a useful concept to regain 
a stable personality that is not in constant need of external 
stimuli (16). William Harmless, S.J., in his celebrated book Desert 
Christians, writes in the context of apatheia about a stable char-
acter and a « reintegration of body and soul », citing Athanasius 
on St. Anthony (17):

It was not his physical dimensions that distinguished him from 
the rest, but the stability of character and the purity of the soul. 
His soul being free of confusion, he held his outer senses also 
undisturbed, so that from the soul’s joy his face was cheerful 
as well, and from the movements of the body it was possible to 
sense and perceive the stable condition of the soul. 

(15) « Der Mensch ist ein Neinsagenkönner, ein Asket des Lebens ». 
M. SCHELER, Die Stellung des Menschen im Kosmos (1928), in Gesammelte 
Werke, 9, Bonn 201010, p. 44.

(16) D. HELL, Die Sprache der Seele verstehen. Die Wüstenväter als Thera-
peuten, Freiburg 20162; for this assessment see 90-92.

(17) W. HARMLESS, Desert Christians. An Introduction to the Literature of 
Early Monasticism, Oxford - New York 2004, p. 92. The citation is taken 
from the Vita Antonii, No. 67. 
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It seems decisive for stability to develop a personality that is 
neither dependent on what others think or say, nor is addicted 
to spiritual stimuli, ever in need of higher doses of excitement. 
In the current climate of the church, monasticism could have a 
therapeutic function in living a rather unspectacular existence – 
albeit full of hidden treasures and wisdom. Monastic life can con-
vey by its mere existence that God does not compete with a loud 
and obtrusive world, but that he likes to be dis-covered, found 
in the little things, at first sight unnoticed and unspectacular.

The stabilitas we are describing can only arise out of a 
monastic culture that evokes deep satisfaction. Therefore we 
have to investigate what fosters an interior life that makes mo-
nasticism alive and attractive. We can perhaps focus on leisure 
that creates a natural environment for a monastic culture of 
reading and study – something our monasteries seem to have 
lost. Michael Casey, for one, is concerned about the absence of 
disinterested study in the monasteries of our time. He contends 
that for generations of monks learning has provided the kind 
of satisfaction that is a vital fundament of stabilitas (18). Next to 
the art of reading, further seedbeds for monastic life certainly 
include enjoying nature and cherishing the beauty of the monas-
tery and the solitude of one’s own cell. Since leisure can create 
an atmosphere for all of this, we should take the time to better 
understand its essence.

According to the German Catholic philosopher Josef Pie-
per (1904-1997) leisure is a means to state clearly that work is 
not everything; it is « Nicht-Aktivität », not activity (19). « It is a 
form of silence. Leisure is precisely the kind of silence that is a 
precondition for listening ». According to Pieper leisure is not 
merely a pause, an intermission. To pause means to recreate 
oneself from work in order to take up work afterwards. Leisure, 
however, is something very meaningful, « etwas in sich selbst 
Sinnvolles ». Pieper concludes that out of such an experience 
of leisure, cult and liturgy emerge and, we haste to add, lectio 
divina!

(18) Cf. the interview cited in note 1.
(19) J. PIEPER, Der freie Raum inmitten der Arbeitswelt, in Lesebuch, 

München, pp. 155-163. (The following citation was translated by B.E.).
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At this point, we can turn to another great German thinker 
who had Italian roots, namely Romano Guardini. He made 
an important distinction in his seminal work The Spirit of the 
Liturgy (20). Guardini distinguishes between « Zweck » and 
« Sinn », purpose and sense/meaning. Things (Dinge) have their 
meaning in what they are (« das zu sein, was sie sind »). They 
are purposeless, but meaningful (« zwecklos, aber doch sinnv-
oll »), « a reflection of the eternal God ». It is instructive that 
Thomas Quartier, OSB, sees the liturgy as the focal point of 
stabilitas (21). Hence, the monastic liturgy with its transforming 
ritual power is the foremost context where we monks experience 
ourselves as being (1) individually rooted in one place, (2) con-
nected with our confreres, (3) « in the presence of God and his 
angels (...) in such a way that our minds are in harmony with 
our voices » (RB 19,6-7).

3. The monastery must strive to become ever anew a beautiful 
and healthy place where human life flourishes and a network 
is established that fosters connectedness within the monastic 
community and beyond – on the pilgrimage to God’s kingdom.

The balance of ora et lege et labora is lost if work takes 
precedence over communal prayer and solitude. It is probably 
not so much the amount of work that endangers the solidity of 
a decent monastic life but rather mindset and individual aspira-
tion. If the monks are overworked and only care about mate-
rial things around their own ego, their body might still be in 
the monastery, but interiorly thy have already emigrated. That’s 
why it is important to notice that Benedict does not talk about 
stabilitas loci but about stabilitas in congregatione (RB 4,78). 
Of course, to stay firm in one place is a core value for being 
a monk. The challenge remains, however, that we do not build 
up our own world around our ego but rather remain open and 
flexible to really gain the stability of heart (stabilitas cordis). 
Activism is the death of this more wholesome understanding 

(20) R. GUARDINI, Vom Geist der Liturgie, Freiburg 1983, pp. 90-93.
(21) T. QUARTIER, Stabilitas als Kontrapunkt. Monastisches Leben und 

spirituelle Praxis heute, in « Studies in Spirituality », 23 (2013), pp. 81-100.
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of stabilitas. In a world where economic growth and personal 
achievement are of utmost importance and esteem, work can 
easily become an escape for the monk, leading his own life and 
not having to be accountable to the larger community. As long 
as he is hard working, nobody will bother him and point out 
that self-reliance on one’s own efforts might only be the des-
perate attempt to hide spiritual deficiencies. We should wonder 
why St. Benedict commands the Abbot to take an assignment 
from someone who might be quite useful for the abbey but 
whose assignment leads him to pride (RB 57,1-3).

Integration turns out to be a key word for stability in the 
monastic context. We judge newcomers not so much upon 
their intellectual and practical capacities but rather on the basis 
of how much they are willing and able to be integrated into 
a given community and its life-style. By the same token, what 
helps the young confreres to achieve this integration is primarily 
the example of the older monks. In every community we find 
them – old monks who have persevered in spite of many temp-
tations and hardships. Without making much of a fuss, they 
learned to master difficulties and stayed with their communities 
in times of trial. They even remained steadfast when they real-
ized that the unpleasant traits of their character will not leave 
them – usually the hardest challenge in a monk’s life!

If monastic life is perceived in this perspective, we have 
to acknowledge that the most beautiful site and the best lit-
urgy cannot eliminate problems on the human level. Grace 
builds on nature. Therefore individual problems, including 
addictions of any kind, and frailties in community life have 
to be addressed and overcome. Stability relies on a place 
that is healthy, pleasant, and wholesome. Where monks do 
not congregate and truly share their lives, they become loners 
deprived of what it means to be human. Everything that is 
divisive and ideological compromises the call to live together 
in love and unity as brothers (cf. Psalm 133). It is sad to see 
that not a few communities put more effort into restoring their 
monasteries than building up an environment where strong hu-
man bonds are being created. Then an abbey, newly restored, 
can become a cold place where there is no life anymore. For 
monks who profess stability, however, the monastery has to be 
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at all costs a livable and attractive place where everything that 
is human matters!

Finally, a contemporary concept of stability has to account 
for the community in a wider sense. Monasteries are more than 
the sum total of the individual monks. What makes monasteries 
flourish is the interrelationship between the monks who together 
form the community, and likewise the people associated with it. 
In recent decades, there has been a growing interest in Benedic-
tine spirituality. I have heard from various abbeys in different 
regions of the world that Catholic families, retired couples or 
individual persons are deliberately moving near a monastic site 
to be close to a spiritual center and to have the opportunities 
that a monastery offers for liturgy, instructions on the faith, 
and so forth. It has been a privilege for me to experience the 
Sylvestrine congregation as an example of a lively network of 
monasteries, scattered in all five continents, that are lively cent-
ers, rooted in their regions. It was fascinating to see the joy and 
fervor of oblates and artists from Italy, the U.S.A., and Australia 
who came to Fabriano on the occasion of the 750th anniversary 
of the death of St. Sylvester. His stability provided the founda-
tion of a movement that is seeking the value of Benedictine 
life today. Monks and lay people alike can be thankful for the 
astonishing witness of such a stabilitas. It is the foundation for 
what is spelled out in the other two vows: the transformative 
practices of the monastic life (conversatio morum) in a christo-
logical key of obedience, i.e., of not doing one’s own will, but 
depending on the will of the Father.
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CONCLUSION

Once again I find myself here with my humble considera-
tions, to bring to a close the abundant harvest of interventions 
with which this symposium has intended to commemorate not 
only 750 years from the death of Saint Sylvester Guzzolini, but 
also 400 years after his canonization in 1617 by papal decree 
by Pope Paul V. The same Pope had decreed the sainthood of 
Saint Francesca Romana and Saint Carlo Borromeo just a few 
years earlier; however, he did not impart upon our saint that 
great and solemn ritual pertaining to the canonization of these 
other two saints. This is a task I do willingly, as I am attached 
to this monastic family of Montefano, but also because I think 
this will be the last time that I will take part in these Sylvestrine 
conferences, for I do not entertain the thought – as my dear 
friend Father Ugo Paoli hopes – of still being alive in 2031 for 
the celebration of the eighth centenary of the foundation of this 
sacred hermitage in Montefano. As I have already said last time, 
namely at the end of the 2006 Conference (1), I will not review 
all the papers we have heard over the last three days, especially 
those in English, which I followed with great difficulty and were 
mostly focused on the modernity, or lack thereof, of the Rule of 
Saint Benedict (2); Saint Sylvester was inspired by the latter – but 
according to some speakers, we do not know if it will still be 
relevant to the Church of the third millennium, which is striv-
ing towards meeting the challenges of technological progress. 
Instead, I would attempt to summarize the cultural journey of 
the last fifty years of Sylvestrine history, and follow up on some 

(1) Cf. Appendix 3.
(2) Also motivated by the presentation of the original volume: GIACOMO 

RUGGERI, « Ora et labora ». La regola di san Benedetto e il nostro tempo (cf. 
Appendix 1).
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considerations made in the 2006 Conference, also because they 
have yet to be published (3).

Thus, allow this old monk to turn back the hands of time 
fifty years, to November 1967, on the occasion of the 7th 
centenary of the death of saint Sylvester Abbot. At the time, 
I was a young first year student of Theology at the St. Anselm 
Pontifical Athenaeum and I would see a small group of young 
Sylvestrine monks, originating from Santo Stefano del Cacco, 
join me at our morning lessons. One Monday morning, Father 
Anselm Günthör humorously asked this group how they had 
spent the previous day with Cardinal Benno Gut « in aperto 
tumulo pie meditantem ». The ironic quote of what was at the 
time the opening prayer for the feast of Saint Sylvester, which 
hinted at his conversion, referred to the fact that the centenary 
celebration ended with a great feast in the presence of the 
Benedictine neo-Cardinal without any further celebrations: in 
fact, that centenary did not include the celebration of a his-
torical commemorative symposium, very much in fashion over 
the last decades. This can be explained by the fact that The 
Italian Benedictine Historical Centre, which has been relaunch-
ing this kind of celebrative event since 1984, did not exist yet, 
but also by the fact that the Sylvestrine congregation did not 
have, at the time, the cultural ad logistical strength to organize 
such events.

Nonetheless, the aforementioned small group of young stu-
dents paved the way for the cultural rebirth of the congrega-
tion, something which we have been able to admire in recent 
years. In fact, as providence would have it, each one of them 
would specialize in a particular field of Sylvestrine tradition for 
their thesis: this is how Father Gino Fattorini delved into the 
theme of spirituality, while Father Vincent dedicated himself to 
the theme of liturgy. For his part, father Cleto Tuderti earned 
a degree in Canon law, with an in depth study of the char-
acteristics of the monastic reform carried out in the Marche 

(3) On this matter, I would like to thank Father Ugo Paoli for having 
promised to publish the 2006 address, which contains certain reflections 
that confirm the value of what I will now discuss, namely the vitality of the 
Sylvestrian monastic family. 
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by Saint Sylvester, between 1215 and 1248. Instead, the most 
knowledgeable from a historical perspective, Father Ugo Paoli, 
has prepared an exemplary research monograph on the union 
between Vallombrosa and Sylvestrine monks, at the behest of 
Pope Alexander VII, lasting only five years (1662-1667). 

It was, indeed, the considerable scientific quality of Father 
Ugo’s research, deemed immediately worthy of being published, 
that induced the Abbot General Andrea Pantaloni to found a 
Sylvestrine collection in 1975 called Bibliotheca Montisfani, a 
truly big event in Italian editorial monasticism: today, it remains 
the vastest and scientifically most reliable amongst the collec-
tions of historical studies promoted by an individual Italian 
monastic congregation (4), with the exception of the prestigious 
and venerable Miscellanea Cassinese, published by the Monte-
cassino monks (5).

The first four research monographs referred to the afore-
mentioned theses and were used to pave the way for the first 
conference on Sylvestrine history, held in Montefano in 1977. 
Given that St. Sylvester died at the age of 90, the celebrations 
commemorated the eighth centenary of his birth and, in fact, 
the final part of the conference was held in Osimo, his birth-
place, while the conference proceedings were duly published in 

(4) They are, nonetheless, a series of historical studies fostered by mo-
nastic congregations for the Studia Olivetana, founded in 1972 by the Monte 
Oliveto Maggiore Abbey, and l’Archivio Vallombrosano, commenced in the 
Vallombrosa Abbey in 1994. Obviously, we do not consider here the col-
lection Italia benedettina, since, in that it is promoted by the Centro Storico 
Benedettino Italiano di Cesena, is open to contributions from all Italian 
monastic Congregtions as can be seen from the acts of various symposia 
dedicated to the centuries of monastic history in Italy, as well as the two mil-
lenarian symposia of Camaldoli (1012-2012), by various volumes on Olivetan 
history and spirituality, but most of all by the volume of U. PAOLI, Fonti per 
la storia della Congregazione Celestina nell’Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Cesena 
2006 (Italia benedettina, 25).

(5) The series of studies and documents, founded in 1897 by the re-
nowned father Ambrogio M. Amelli, has now reached its No. 86 with a 
consistent collection if papers entitled Sodalitas. Studi in memoria di Don 
Faustino Avagliano, edited by M. DELL’OMO - F. MARAZZI - F. SIMONELLI - 
C. CROVA, I-II, Montecassino 2016. These studies are in line with the equally 
prestigious ones dedicated to the Bibliotheca Montisfani, mourning the late 
father Réginald Grégoire: cf. note 7.
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the Bibliotheca Montisfani (6): at this point, the fuse had been 
lit and the series of conferences, having found their natural 
editorial collocation, has been uninterrupted. We can retrace it 
by reading the previous editions of the Bibliotheca Montisfani, 
in which the important Montefano documents have also found 
their place, transcribed and published by Father Avarucci OFM 
Cap. and by the ever-present Father Ugo Paoli. In addition to 
the vast corpus of documents, crucial to the medieval history of 
the Marche, and not fully published yet, we cannot omit the 
fundamental works of the fondly remembered Réginald Grégoire 
(1935-2012), an authentic powerhouse of history, hagiography 
and liturgy (7), who came from beyond the Alps to soar over 
this Umbria-Marche Apennine and invigorate its culture (8). He 
is primarily to be thanked for the precious critical edition of the 
Sylvestrine hagiographic corpus (9), now an indispensable source 
for any further research in this direction, like those created in 
the Bibliotheca Montisfani, in the series Alle fonti della spiritua- 
lità silvestrina (10), co-authored by Father Ugo Paolo, Father 
Lorenzo Sena, Father Vincenzo Fattorini and Father Leonard 

(6) Atti del Convegno di Studi Storici VIII Centenario Nascita S. Silvestro 
(1177-1977), Monastero S. Silvestro (Fabriano), 3-4 giugno - Osimo, 5 giugno 
1977, Fabriano 1977 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 5). The proceeding were also 
published in year 44 (1977) of the magazine « Studia Picena ». 

(7) The Sylvestrian community of Montefano aplty honoured his memory 
with the publication of a portentous collection of studies entitled Hagiologica. 
Studi per Réginald Grégoire, edited by A. BARTOLOMEI ROMAGNOLI - U. PAOLI - 
P. PIATTI, I-II, Fabriano 2012 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 31). For a complete 
profile on the personality and activities of Father Grégoire, see the necrology 
IN MEMORIAM. Dom Réginald Grégoire OSB († 26 febbraio 2012), with the 
respectivebibliography, published in « Benedictina », 59 (2012), pp. 199-204.

(8) Let us not forget, inter alia, the commitment he showed when expand-
ing and upgrading the library of the « mother house », also giving us a detailed 
review of its ancient foundation: cf. R. GRÉGOIRE, Biblioteca e cultura nei mon-
asteri silvestrini nei secoli XIX-XX, in « Inter Fratres », 62 (2012), pp. 73-92.

(9) Agiografia silvestrina medievale. Critical edition edited by R. GRÉGOIRE, 
Fabriano 1983 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 8).

(10) Alle fonti della spiritualità silvestrina, I. Regola e Vita di san Bene-
detto. Latin text and Italian version edited by L. SENA e V. FATTORINI, 
Fabriano 1990 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 9); II. Vita di san Silvestro, beato 
Giovanni dal Bastone, beato Ugo, san Bonfilio. Latin text and Italian version 
edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1991 (Bibliotheca Montisfani,10); III. Costitu- 
zioni dell’Ordine di S. Benedetto di Montefano. Latin text and Italian version 
edited by L. BUX e V. FATTORINI, Fabriano 2002 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 11).
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Bux (11). In particular, Father Lorenzo, an expert commenta-
tor of the Rule of St. Benedict (12), wrote another volume of 
Sylvestrine hagiography (13) with an historical in-depth analysis 
that previewed the interesting information which he has also 
presented in this conference. Maybe we are too keen on the 
studies published over the last fifty years with respect to the ma-
jor exponents of the young Sylvestrine generation of 1967, given 
that it would have been impossible to celebrate half a century 
of conferences without them; it is our aim to recall the latter. 
Yet, it is time that we abandon this overview of the exhaustive 
Bibliotheca Montisfani publications, to move on to the history 
of those conferences, which have marked the milestones of the 
prodigious cultural development of the Montefano congregation.

We had come to a halt with the 1977 Conference, celebrat-
ing the VIII centenary of the birth of the Founder, but after 
a few years the entire Order of St. Benedict was involved in a 
worldwide event: the XV Centenary of the birth of the Norcia 
saint, celebrated all over Italy in 1980 with conferences and 
workshops, both on a national and regional level (14). We have 
said all over Italy, but not in the Marche, maybe due to its 
excessive proximity to Spoleto, where the great International 
Congress was held, organized by the Foundation of the Ital-
ian Centre for Mediaeval Studies (15), which advised against any 

(11) L. BUX has also presented us with a precious historical-juridical study 
on Il capitolo generale e la dieta nella Congregazione Silvestrina OSB alla luce 
del diritto universale (1931-1984), Fabriano 2006 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 29).

(12) Cf. Appunti sulla Regola di san Benedetto, edited by L. SENA, Fa-
briano 2002 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 26). Despite the modest title, this 
volume currently represents the best commentary – for its eclectic concise-
ness – to the Benedictine Rule in the Italian language.

(13) L. SENA, Storia e tradizione agiografica nella « Vita Silvestri », Fabriano 
1995 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 24).

(14) Amongst the regional ones, we must give a special mention tothe one 
in Puglia, organized by the University of Lecce: cf. L’esperienza monastica 
benedettina e la Puglia. Atti del Convegno di studio organizzato in occasione 
del XV centenario della nascita di san Benedetto (Bari-Noci-Lecce-Picciano, 
6-10 ottobre 1980), edited by C. D. FONSECA, I-II, Galatina 1983-1984 (Saggi 
e Ricerche, 8-9).

(15) Cf. Atti del 7° congresso internazionle di studi sull’alto Medioevo: 
Norcia-Subiaco-Cassino-Montecassino, 29 settembre - 5 ottobre 1980, I-II, 
Spoleto 1982.
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clashing initiatives. Nonetheless, the year after the worldwide 
Benedictine celebrations, the Marche got their revenge, when 
right here in Montefano the great conference Aspetti e problemi 
del monachesimo nelle Marche (1981) (16) took place, which com-
memorated not only the Benedictine influence on the region, 
but, most of all, the 750th Anniversary of the foundation of the 
Ordo Sancti Benedicti de Montefano, following the retirement 
of Sylvester in this location, to be recognized less than twenty 
years later as the headquarters of the new order secundum Deum 
et beati Benedicti regulam. The new monastic congregation was 
thus born from the Benedictine order in that very month and 
year, June 1231, when St. Francis’ main disciple, St. Anthony 
would die in Padua; on more than one occasion, one has been 
fittingly reminded during this Conference how Fabriano and 
Norcia are almost equidistant from Assisi, and how the example 
set by St. Francis was no less influential than the legislation of 
the Fourth Council of the Lateran on St Sylvester’s monastic 
choice.

The characteristics of the Sylvestrine congregation during 
its XIII century evolution, needed to be further documented, 
as was offered by the 1990 celebration of the 7th Centenary 
of the death of the blessed Giovanni dal Bastone. The aptly 
named conference Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’ambiente 
marchigiano del Duecento (17), was dedicated to him, followed 
by a 1998 conference that was meant to commemorate the 750th 
Anniversary of the papal confirmation (1248): incidentally, that 
conference had taken place just after the great 1997 earthquake, 

(16) Aspetti e problemi del monachesimo nelle Marche. Atti del Convegno 
di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 4-7 giugno 1981, I-II, 
Fabriano 1982 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 6-7). We must insist on the notewor-
thy importance of this conference on a regional level, to which very little has 
been addedby the conference organized by the University of Macerata few 
years later – even though it embellished itself with the title of « international »: 
cf. Le abbazie delle Marche. Storia e arte. Atti del Convegno internazionale. 
Macerata, 3-5 aprile 1990, edited by E. SIMI VARANELLI, Cesena 1992 (Italia 
benedettina, 12).

(17) Il monachesimo silvestrino nell’ambiente marchigiano del Duecento. 
Atti del Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 
30 maggio-2 giugno 1990, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 1993 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 22).
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which brought further complications to its preparations, just as 
challenging as the preparation for this 2017 conference after 
last year’s shocking earthquake, devastating many locations in 
Umbria and the Marche, as well as the province of Rieti. But 
it also took place on the morrow of the nomination of Father 
Ugo Paoli, the Montefano archivist, as vice prefect of the Secret 
Vatican Archives (November 1977): an honour never before 
bestowed upon a Sylvestrine. It was thanks to this office that 
our Father Ugo, apart from enriching his field of research, was 
able to obtain the prestigious attendance of a number of illus-
trious university professors for that Conference, especially the 
then Archivist and Librarian of the Santa Romana Chiesa, the 
late lamented Argentinian Cardinal Jorge Maria Mejìa, who also 
signed the presentation of the volume in which those proceed-
ings were published (18). While reading the conclusions of that 
memorable end of the millennium conference, I noticed that I 
have reiterated things that I have already said in the past: it is 
a consequence of my old age.

I will thus hastily draw towards the conclusion: with the 
1998 Conference, unparalleled on an academic level, one can 
say that a historic review of saint Sylvester’s century and, 
therefore, the origin of the Congregation had been finalized, 
seeing as the exploratory phase of the original charisma of 
the Institute had terminated, to which the Second Vatican 
Council had encouraged all religious families to attend. That 
could have been the end of it. But, it was thought, rightly so, 
that in the previous two centuries, namely the XIX and XX 
century, the Sylvestrine congregation underwent a missionary 
development after the possibility of disappearing or, rather, 
being absorbed by other monastic families (19). Not even St. 
Sylvester had foreseen it. Thus, we have reached the 2006 
Conference, the first of the new millennium and also the first 
dedicated to the modern history of the Congregation: I will 

(18) Cf. Silvestro Guzzolini e la sua Congregazione monastica. Atti del 
Convegno di Studi tenuto a Fabriano, Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 4-6 giugno 
1998, edited by U. PAOLI, Fabriano 2001 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 25).

(19) Cf. S. TONINI, La lenta ripresa della Congregazione Silvestrina in Italia 
nel sec. XX, in « Inter Fratres », 62 (2012), pp. 1-16.
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not tell you the outcome, because they can be read in the 
appendix of these conclusions. At this point, the reconstruc-
tion of the congregational memory had truly come full circle, 
but we have arrived at 2017, namely the 750th anniversary of 
the death of St. Sylvester, and the tireless Father Ugo Paoli, 
notwithstanding the earthquake, felt the need to fill this half 
century old gap and welcomed a new conference, not centred 
any more around the birth and evolution of the Sylvestrian 
charisma, but rather to its topicality and inherence to postmod-
ern thought at the threshold of the third Christian millennium, 
as many speakers have clarified. The Sylvestrine speakers, 
complemented by Cecilia Falchini’s hagiographic analyses, have 
told us that saint Sylvester was, first and foremost, a man of 
his time, and – similarly to his congregation – experienced an 
evolution influenced by the great ecclesiastic ad social events 
of his century. Dr. De Rita, being the good marchigiano that 
he is, wanted to remind us how saint Sylvester and most of 
his disciples were from the Marche, quoting, in particular, the 
venerable Father Ildebrando Gregori Abbot, whose writings 
still reflect those values of humility, simplicity, meekness and 
industriousness found in the DNA of the Marche population. 
Instead, Kavenagh’s paper aptly underlined the central role 
that the Montefano hermitage – for its strategic topographi-
cal position – has always upheld in the history of Sylvestrine 
spirituality. At this point, I will also join their ranks and, since 
everything leads me to believe that this will be my last closing 
summary to a Montefano conference, I will ensure that my 
modest words may be transformed – please excuse the exag-
geration – into a swan song, a song praising this land which 
has produced saint Sylvester and his monastic family.

Ending: 
– This well-known land
– for the serenity of its clear horizons, sung in Leopardi’s 

verses,
– for the amenity of its sloping hills descending from the 

Adriatic Apennine, forming almost a balcony of Italy facing the 
Slavic and oriental world,

– for the pacific industriousness of its inhabitants, generous 
and cordial, welcoming in a brotherly fashion,
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– for the religious devotion of its people, all united for centu-
ries under the great mantle of Our Lady of Loreto,

– for the extraordinary grace and elegance displayed by its 
artists, who – from Gentile to Raffaello, from Baroccio to Sas-
soferrato – have given us some of the sweetest and most delicate 
Madonnas of Italian painting,

– this land – I was saying – has become, through the actions 
of saint Sylvester and his successors, a springboard for the most 
genuine form of the Italian spirit, both Benedictine and Francis-
can, towards the Orient: India, Sri Lanka, the Philippines and 
even Australia; all this thanks to a few generous entrepreneurs 
from the Marche, like Monsignor Giuseppe Bravi and Monsignor 
Bernardo Regno. Through the heroism of their humble sanctity, 
they have been able to position the Church into the heart of the 
Orient, showing once more that the evangelic seed, when it falls 
into the earth and is steeped in silence and mortification, can 
bring abundant and long-lasting fruits.
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HOMILY FOR 750° OF THE DEATH
OF ABBOT ST. SYLVESTER

Monastery of St. Sylvester, 3rd June, 2017

Your Excellency, 
Esteemed Authorities, 
Reverend Monks, 
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ

The joyous recurrence of 750 years from the death of Ab-
bot St. Sylvester gives me the chance to celebrate this Holy 
Eucharist with you, dear monks, dear brothers and sisters. Your 
monastery, immersed in a natural landscape which favours con-
templation and a dialogue with the Lord, with regular prayer 
and activities originating and evolving around the praise to God, 
seems to me like an oasis from which to draw fresh water, a 
place where one can find oneself, encountering the presence of 
the Lord in the serenity of one’s spirit. One of those places des-
perately needed by our hustle and bustle society in its anxious 
race, often with no destination. Being able to commemorate the 
750th year from the death of St. Sylvester, your Founder, means, 
therefore, praising God for Sylvester’s testimony of his time, and 
the fact that the ideal that moved him remains an eloquent and 
topical sign, even for today.

Sylvester – after beginning his Law studies in Bologna 
and completing his theological studies in Padua, after years 
of disagreements with his family, who did not condone his 
propensity for religious things which hindered the human 
prestige that would have come from his legal career – could 
only dedicate himself to the things of God at forty years of 
age, when he was ordained as a priest and named canon of 
the Osimo cathedral. But the radical turning point of his life 
came ten years later.
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The sight of his illustrious relative’s decomposing corpse led 
him to reflect upon the vanity of terrestrial things. And, while 
this thought was crystallized in his famous expression: « What 
he was I am now, and what he is I will be », the words spoken 
by Jesus to his disciples were ever more imperious in his heart: 
« Whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves and take 
up their cross and follow me » (Matt 16,24).

This experience etched itself in a profound manner onto 
Sylvester’s soul and, in the wake of the words of the Lord ring-
ing in today’s gospel reading: « And every one that hath forsaken 
houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or 
children, or lands, for my name’s sake, shall receive a hundred-
fold, and shall inherit everlasting life », he stripped himself of 
everything, devoting himself entirely to God « solus cum Solo » 
converting himself to the eremitic life.

During his search for celestial things, Sylvester established 
himself in a grotto called « Grottafucile », where he conducted 
a life of prayer, fasting and penitence. At the school of silence 
and solitude, with his heart open and listening, he learned how 
to let himself be moulded by the solicitation of the Spirit and 
to recognize « the presence of the Lord », even in the most hid-
den parts of his soul.

After three years of eremitic life, Sylvester, giving in to the 
requests of those who wished to follow in his footsteps and 
become his disciple, transformed his hermitage into a coenobitic 
monastery, dedicating it to the Virgin Mary, and choosing the 
Rule of St. Benedict. However, drawn by his previous eremitic 
life, he searched for another solitary location, which he found 
on Mount Fano. Here, immersed in solitude and silence, he 
reconnected even more intensely with his intimate dialogue with 
God, through a life of asceticism, poverty and simplicity. But 
once more people flocked to him, wishing to follow the lessons 
of the Gospel under his teaching. And again, Sylvester built a 
small monastery dedicated to St. Benedict.

After persevering in following Jesus and becoming a spir-
itual father of numerous disciples, and after having performed 
a number of miracles by the grace of the Lord, Sylvester left 
this world at the age of about ninety, on the 26th November, 
1267.
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At the time of his death, his soul was seen to ascend to the 
heavens in an ineffable glow. Monte Fano and his monastery 
were also seen to emit a shining light. He had been a bright 
beacon during his life on earth, thus he continued to shine even 
after his death.

The human and spiritual experience of Sylvester reminds us 
that at the centre of the believer there must be a burning desire 
to know, love, and follow Jesus. It is around the figure of Christ 
that Sylvester experienced an increasing unification of the self, 
up to making the words of the Apostle Paul heard in the sec-
ond reading his own: « I live no more, but Christ lives in me ».

How is it possible not to go back to St. Benedict’s exhor-
tation to his monks: « Set nothing beyond the love of Christ » 
(RB 72,11), where Sylvester identified the nucleus of monastic 
life – which is the nucleus of the entire Christian life – i.e. the 
centrality of Christ in one’s life? In the Lord Jesus, who died 
and was reborn for our salvation, Sylvester recognizes He who 
has loved us and delivered Himself unto us, so that upon Him, 
the cornerstone, we may build the steady foundation of our life.

Sylvester then teaches us to evaluate things down here from 
the right perspective, having God as the beginning and ultimate 
purpose. 

From this angle, his attempt to « become estranged from a 
worldly life style » (RB 4,20), as St. Benedict would put it, is 
to be understood. One of the temptations that the Church 
is called upon to address, in the past and present, is that of 
« worldliness ». Sylvester reminds us of the hierarchy of values 
the believer is called upon to unwaveringly adhere to. It is not 
a question of pitting God against the world, but to vivify the 
latter with the light of the Gospel, so that man, in recognizing 
his creature-like relationship with God and the divine sonship 
given unto him by Jesus, may experience the abundance of life 
and joy promised by the Lord.

Marginality, expressed eloquently through monastic life, then 
becomes an indispensable condition of not being held down 
by the tentacles of the mundane and to keep « the breath of 
Christ » ever-present in the folds of history. At this point, Pope 
Francis’s exhortation addressed to the Bishops in the introduc-
tory speech at the 70th General Assembly of the Italian Epis-
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copal Conference is worth mentioning. He urged them not to 
« let faith cohabitate with spiritual mundaneness, the life of the 
Gospel with the power mechanisms of success, forcibly presented 
as a necessary element for the social image of the Church ».

Being estranged from the worldly lifestyle is highly valued in 
monastic life. It is the mandatory condition for a path which is 
faithful to Christ ad a healthy warning for the entire Church, 
which risks falling apart spiritually and morally under the pres-
sure of worldly thought.

Finally, we must not forget that being constantly in touch 
with God, in prayer and familiarity with His Word, led the Saint 
to expand the horizons of his monastic experience, characterized 
by a previously eremitic form, with the coenobitic. Sylvester was 
able to interweave and harmonize these two aspects in a fruit-
ful manner, living « the gentleness of solitude in the context of 
an industrious coenobitic life ». He was able to fuse the dimen-
sion of solitude and of communion, the vertical dimension of 
love for God experienced through the intimate and secretive 
discourse of contemplation, and the horizontal one of brotherly 
love, followed and attested by the heart of communal life, as 
the unparalleled schola caritatis and schola communionis. Here, 
in fact, one is called upon to forge relations with the humble 
instruments of compassion and forgiveness, giving oneself freely 
and celebrating reciprocal and benevolent hospitality.

Where exacerbated forms of individualism and national 
particularism risk impairing the foundations of coexistence, 
depriving it of authentic and supportive relations, the monas-
tic communities are called upon to demonstrate that – on the 
foundation of Christ and in light of the new commandment 
of love – it is possible to walk along the same path, using di-
versity as an opportunity of reciprocal enrichment, and not as 
a contrast element; an opportunity for sharing and solidarity, 
where the logic of carrying each other’s burden (cf. Gal 6,2) 
prevails over mere personal interest; it is an opportunity to 
show that reciprocal faith contributes to the edification of the 
common good.

We cannot end this homily, brothers and sisters, without ad-
dressing the Virgin Mary, to whom Sylvester dedicated the first 
coenobitic monastery he founded. His devotion to Mary, whom 
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he worshipped under the name of « Queen of Mercy », was 
particularly intense, and She does not hesitate to let him feel 
her motherly affection. Mary takes care of us like a thoughtful 
mother and teaches us not to « set anything at all above Christ » 
(RB 72,11), leading us to Jesus so that we may walk the path of 
life with new eyes, open to the breath of His Spirit.

This is the wish that, by intercession of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary and Saint Sylvester, I address to everyone and in particular 
to you, my brother monks of the Sylvestrine Congregation of the 
Order of St. Benedict, beneficiaries of the human and spiritual 
richness passed down by your Holy Founder. Mindful, then, of 
the « stone from which you are cut » (Is 51,1), be its faithful and 
dynamic custodians. And so be it.
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BERNHARD ECKERSTORFER

BENEDICT IN THE MIRROR (1)

There are many books and articles on the Rule of St. Ben-
edict that show what his sources were and what the various 
verses meant at his time. These writings are very useful for 
formation classes and presentations about the Benedictine way 
of life. There are yet other books that aim directly to capture 
the significance of the Rule for today. Most of the books and 
articles which take St. Benedict’s wisdom and apply it to con-
temporary thought stem from monks or nuns.

Fortunately, we monks are not left alone. Benedict presumes 
that there are always guests at the monastery (RB 53,16) (2). To 
receive them like Christ (RB 53,1.7) has a theological signifi-
cance: Benedict asks the Abbot to prudently consider a criticism 
made by a visiting monk and adds: « It is possible that the Lord 
guided him to the monastery for this very purpose » (RB 61,4). 
This resembles the habitual question « Give me a word » of early 
desert monasticism. To turn to someone else for advice delivers 
the message that the Holy Spirit is not only working in oneself, 
in the liturgy, in the interpretation of certain events, but also in 
encounters with others.

When a diocesan priest comes to a monastery and spends a 
relatively long time there and even writes a book on the Rule 
of St. Benedict during his sojourn, we should be attentive – and 
listen to what he has to tell us!

(1) Presentation of the volume by GIACOMO RUGGERI, « Ora et labora ». 
La Regola di San Benedetto e il nostro tempo. Preface by ELMAR SALMANN, 
Fabriano 2017 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 32), pp. XII-300, ill. in b/n, ! 20,00. 
ISBN 978-88-87151-51-0.

(2) RB is the abbreviation for Rule of St. Benedict and cited according 
the principal English edition: RB 1980. The Rule of St. Benedict in Latin and 
English with Notes, Collegeville 1981.
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THE MESSAGE OF METHOD

Giacomo Ruggeri has not written another scholarly book on 
the Rule of St. Benedict. He offers something else: profound 
thoughts, arising out of his experience at the abbey of Mon-
tefano in Fabriano and his personal interpretation of the Rule. 
That the experience in a Benedictine monastery and the read-
ing of Benedict’s masterpiece are interwoven and reciprocally 
conditioned becomes clear most vividly when Ruggeri, in the 
chapter on RB 42 enthusiastically describes how compline is 
being celebrated by the monks at Montefano (p. 187).

In fact, Ruggeri offers meditations in a beautiful and very 
precise language. What makes this book so readable is that he 
does not attempt to go through RB verse by verse. Rather he 
feels totally free to write – followed by the text of the respec-
tive chapter of the RB printed in italics – what seems to be 
on his mind. Far from being all too narrowly German-minded, 
the Italian author takes the liberty to expound various argu-
ments in the 73 chapters. He sometimes just takes a theme 
of a given chapter of the Rule, another time he only picks a 
word and expounds on it, often he takes out a few sentences 
and comments on them; in chapter 4 he goes through all 12 
steps of humility.

Thus this book is not heavy reading. The short reflections 
are illustrated with many pictures in black and white about the 
lives of St. Benedict and St. Sylvester, taken mostly from the 
archives of Montefano. Ruggeri brings his own experience into 
dialog with the Rule and thereby encourages the reader to do 
the same. His method turns out to be the first lesson we can 
draw from this book: Benedict’s Rule is grounded in an experi-
ence made in the sixth century, an experience that speaks to 
our experience in the 21st century.

OUTSIDE AND INSIDE

What we witness in this book is a mutually enriching en-
counter between a priest and a Benedictine community. Rug-
geri looks at the Rule of St. Benedict from the outside, but 
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he knows very well how it is lived inside a community. This 
way he shows to his contemporaries what the guiding rules 
are inside a monastery as someone who lived most of his live 
outside of it. His own experiences come from his background: 
He is a diocesan priest that knows well family life and mar-
ried couples; the youths and their lifestyle is apparently a 
matter of concern to him. His frequent use of biblical refer-
ences and allusions to Ignatian spirituality show what has so 
far shaped him.

This book reads the Rule of St. Benedict in view of our 
time, and the 73 essays can be understood as a response of 
today to what Benedict said some 1,400 years ago. The main 
point being: Benedictine life is more about being than about 
doing. Ruggeri writes in his introduction: La Regola non dice 
che cosa fare, ma chi essere (p. XI). When the Rule does not so 
much aim at what the monk should do but rather at what he is 
supposed to be – or even more truly: what to become –, then 
being naturally has an influence on how we behave or what we 
do, as Ruggeri writes: L’essere dà il tono al fare (p. 33).

We can see here the shift of a functional approach to who 
we are and what we might be. Even though Benedict is very 
conscious how things work or should work, his goal is to show 
a way to what we are called to, i.e. our vocation to live in God’s 
presence. If we look at chapter 2, St. Benedict calls it Qualis 
debeat abbas esse. This chapter heading is correctly translated 
into Italian as Quale deve essere l’abate. It is most of all how 
and what an Abbot should be and not so much about what 
he should do. The English translation reads: « Qualities of the 
Abbot », which suggests a more narrow understanding that is 
even more outspoken when the Cellerar is often called business-
manager in English-speaking monasteries.

After the printed text in chapter 2 of the Rule, Ruggeri 
writes under the headline L’assenza dei padri nella società at-
tuale about the absence of fathers in our contemporary society 
(pp. 21-25). The Abbot should, accordingly, not be like a 
friend; his example is different. And then a theme that is cen-
tral in the book: We should be aware of our own weaknesses, 
our own fragility.
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THE MONASTIC WISDOM IN OUR TIME

Himself a diocesan priest, the author employs the wisdom 
of the Rule against a Church that still presumes a homogenous 
milieu, a Church all too bureaucratic and all too active. For the 
Church at large he urges a « return to the woods » (una esigenza 
di ritorno alla foresta, p. XII). Well, having been at Montefano, 
we know where he got this from! On a more conceptual level we 
could see this as a call for monasteries and ecclesial communities 
of any kind to be wellsprings for people who are searching – 
searching for a deeper meaning of life, looking ultimately for God.

What is needed in our insecure and rapidly changing world 
are not primarily projects, strategies and pastoral plans (p. 7), 
but silence. Ruggeri puts it bluntly: To listen is a choice (« è una 
scelta », p. 5). What St. Benedict tells our time is that all are in-
vited for such an interior search (p. 47), whoever it might be and 
whatever one has done in the past. In obedience Ruggeri sees a 
message that we do not belong to ourselves, not even the time is 
ours (p. 42). It is the value of this book that its author does not 
restrain himself to theoretical arguments or appeals, but rather 
draws practical conclusions. In this context, under the headline 
« Siamo Italiani! » (p. 190) he talks about the tendency to be 
late, something that applies equally to monks and nuns. A right 
understanding of obedience gives priority to God and a life with 
him that is also reflected by punctuality at prayer or meetings.

Looking at the monastic world from the Church at large 
and from our time, we are urged to reverse our way of think-
ing: we usually want to continue what we have become used 
to. In a second step we try to explain the deeper meaning of 
what we do and then leave it to our contemporaries, if they 
can, to take something out of it. Ruggeri’s book confronts us 
with the questions that the world poses to monks today. What 
are the struggles of our culture that need to be addressed from 
the monastic tradition? In this way monastic wisdom acquires a 
contemporary meaning (3).

(3) It should be noted that, in the English-speaking world this newly 
published book is widely received and discussed: R. DREHER, The Benedict 
Option. A Strategy for Christians in a Post-Christian Nation, New York 2017.
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This remarkable move can be found for instance when Rug-
geri contrasts chapter 1 of the Rule in the cenobitic life with 
Facebook culture (p. 12). Monasteries, he holds, are called to 
offer communal life, especially for young people. In the Schot-
tenstift in Vienna, to give an example of my environment, 
students (both male and female) are invited to live in a wing 
of the vast Benedictine abbey and share to some degree the 
monk’s life. If they want to have a room at a low rate, they 
are expected to join the monastic community for at least one 
prayer. On the weekends they are invited to have lunch with 
the monks in their refectory. « Fraternity can save the individual 
from losing himself », says Ruggeri and thereby identifies another 
typical postmodern issue (p. 13).

Remaining in chapter 1 of Benedict’s Rule, the notion of 
« Sarabaits » today could be found when a traditional catechesis 
or a liberal agenda is imposed on people without noticing that 
this is not – anymore – what they need or want (p. 16). In an-
other context, Ruggeri applies the statio to secular life and pro-
poses to think about one’s own arrangements in daily life to find 
a more stable existence (p. 106). He believes it is worth reflecting 
on how Benedict deals with the shortcomings of an individual 
person and what the underlying psychosocial dynamic is when 
murmuring and grumbling poisons the atmosphere of a given 
group. And he finds it very instructive when Benedicts decrees 
that no monk should defend another monk (RB 69,1). For such 
a defence not only polarizes and might cause a greater opposi-
tion against the superiors, but it also might prevent a person in 
need of correction to reflect, put into question their behavior and 
thereby grow (p. 284). This book could thus have received the 
subtitle: « Towards a lay spirituality of Benedictine life ».

IN POST-MODERN LANDS

Many passages of this book sound as if they were taken 
from a handbook about post-modern thought. The central ar-
gument has a typical postmodern spin: It is not how we can 
use things that is of utmost importance, but what they can be 
or mean for us. In a colorful world, where alternative ways of 
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life and thought are not only permitted but cherished (albeit at 
the cost of a coherent world-view), the monastic form of life 
can be valued again. It is no longer all about modern progress, 
technology, and perfect procedures. For too long religious life 
has been valued only insofar as it is useful for educational or 
charitable purposes. A functional view has been replaced by a 
more existential approach, in which new attention is given to 
the various traditions that shape us and which are in constant 
need for revision.

It is not by accident that the term post-modern is used 
three times by three different authors right at the beginning of 
this volume: Lorenzo Sena OSB, talks in his preface about the 
società post-moderna, Elmar Salmann OSB, in his introduction 
about the uomo postmoderno, and the author himself about the 
contesto postmoderno. The label of post-modern (4) certainly can 
draw attention to the downside of an enlightened, homogenous 
world; in our pluralist situation we are all beginners, ever anew.

THE ORIGINAL TEXT IS UNSURPASSED

I do not want to give the impression that Ruggeri delivers 
a commentary on the Rule that can tell us what St. Benedict’s 
message is for today. As I said at the beginning, he gives us in-
spiring reflections that emerge from his subjective reading of the 
ancient text. How much this original text has to offer becomes 
perhaps most clear when Ruggeri tries to re-write chapter 72 
about the good zeal of the monk. He gives it the title « Beati-
tudini di San Benedetto per la società post-moderna » (p. 289). 
Here we see the limitations of a direct application of the Rule 
to modern times and how much the original text loses if it is 
limited to our contemporary understanding. Ruggeri’s beatitudes 

(4) I have personally used this expression already in my book Kirche in 
der postmodernen Welt. Der Beitrag George Lindbecks zu einer neuen Verhalt-
nisbestimmung, Innsbruck-Wien 2001, and still see its usefulness as a heuristic 
tool, but I have begun to avoid it in recent times because it is misleading 
insofar as it suggests that the epoch of modernity has come to an end. To 
my mind post-modernity should be understood in terms of a « self-reflective 
modernity ».
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of St. Benedict is twice as long as chapter 72 of the Rule; since 
he always prints the original text before expounding on it, it 
is easy to capture why and in which way the Rule will endure 
while our explanations of it remain weak, but useful endeavors 
to find meaning in our time. 

Hence, Ruggeri’s most valuable contribution is to help en-
kindle the interest in the Rule of St. Benedict and encourage the 
reader to give rise to his own reflections. And it is good and 
comforting for a monk like myself to see that an astute mind 
like that of this Italian diocesan priest finds so much meaning 
in monastic life that he writes in a poetic language how pain-
ful it is for him to see monasteries being closed (p. 280); it is 
like the extinction of a light at the sky that renders the world 
more dark. In reverse the argument goes: The living example 
of a life based on the Rule of St. Benedict, like the Sylvestrine 
congregation has done for more than 750 years, is a source of 
joy and light not only to the monks, but also to the Church 
and society at large.
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UGO PAOLI

A LIFE OF SAINT SYLVESTER IN VERSE (1)

It all began « unexpectedly » – as Fernando Donatelli wrote in 
an e-mail to Father Vincenzo Fattorini on 12 February 2017 – on 
the morning of 6 January 2017, Solemnity of the Epiphany, in the 
church of the Sylvestrine monastery of Santo Volto, Giulianova, 
where the author of the Carmen Silvestri has for over twenty years 
given his voluntary services as organist for the 8.00am Conventual 
Mass on Sundays and Holy Days. That morning, there was a 
providential meeting with Father Bruno Bianchi, as after a verbal 
exchange regarding the Carmen Hildebrandi composed the previ-
ous year (2), our brother monk invited Donatelli to compose « a 
new poem for the saintly founder of the Sylvestrine monks » on 
the occasion of the 750th anniversary of his death (1267-2017). 
Donatelli willingly welcomed the suggestion: on the very next 
day he began the work and in the space of a month the Car-
men, written spontaneously, was effectively finished. Next came 
the publication. Donatelli turned to Father Vincenzo, at the time 
Prior of the monastery of Santo Volto, suggesting that the Car-
men could be a « commemorative element » in the celebrations 
in progress; in any case it would remain « an out of the ordinary 
celebratory document even in the future ».

Father Vincenzo turned to the monks of Montefano, who 
enthusiastically accepted the proposal of the author, considering 

(1) Presentation of the poem by FERNANDO DONATELLI, Carmen Silvestri. 
Vita in versi latini e italiani di San Silvestro Guzzolini (1177-1267) nella ri-
correnza del settecentocinquantesimo anniversario della morte, Fabriano 2017, 
pp. 124, ill. in b/n, ! 20,00. ISBN 978-88-87151-52-7.

(2) Carmen Hildebrandi. Poemetto in latino e italiano in onore dell’Abate 
Ildebrando Gregori OSB-C.S., fondatore della Congregazione Benedettina delle 
Suore Riparatrici del S. Volto di N.S.G.C., Velar, Gorle (BG) 2016.
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the Carmen Silvestri a small masterpiece come to enrich and 
complete the celebrations of the 750th anniversary of the death 
of the founder. Immediately, contact was made with the printers 
Pliniana di Selci Lama (Perugia), in the person of the director 
Giorgio Zangarelli, who « amazingly » managed to prepare and 
print the text in record time, thus enabling it to be included in 
the folders of the symposium participants.

The Carmen Silvestri is basically a biography of St Sylvester 
written as epic narrative (both in form and substance), that is, 
with reflections and comments inserted in the historical struc-
ture. All the saints, in fact, are spiritual heroes, so their history 
is part of religious epic. The work consists of a Biographical 
profile of St Sylvester (pp. 5-8), an Introductory Note (pp. 9-16), 
the text of the Carmen Silvestri (pp. 19-108) and, as an Appen-
dix a Song of Sylvester (pp. 110-119). 

The Biographical profile, needed as a preparation to better 
understand the text of the Carmen, is based on the Life of Syl-
vester « written in Latin about ten years after the death of the 
saint by Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano, his disciple and third 
successor as Prior General of the Congregation » (p. 15). 

In the Introductory Note Donatelli explains the motives that 
caused him to write a Life of St Sylvester in verse and provides 
the necessary technical indications regarding the composition of 
the Carmen.

The text of the poem is divided into eleven chapters that 
include the salutation, the time and places in which Sylvester 
lived, the various stages of the life of the saint, his leave-taking. 
The Latin text « is accompanied in parallel by the respective 
Italian metrical translation with versification identical to the 
Latin » (p. 13). Altogether there are 3,032 verses: 1,516 Latin 
and the same in Italian.

In the Appendix there is an original Song composed by the 
author for St Sylvester with separate text (sixteen stanzas of six 
verses each).

Not only the Sylvestrine monks, but also scholars and lov-
ers of classical culture are grateful to the author for this splen-
did work, original in its form and content, a real jewel to set 
amongst the more remarkable Lives of St Sylvester.
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GIOVANNI SPINELLI

FROM RENEWAL TO CONTINUITY (1)

It is not my wish that these words – according to a predict-
able literary genre – serve as the summary of all the reports that 
we have heard over the past few days, also because – thanks 
to Father Ugo’s diligent organizational skills – we have all been 
given a summary printed in a practical and elegant booklet, al-
lowing each one of use to browse it at our leisure. Thus, my 
conclusions are not loaded with a classic swing of the thurible 
for each speaker, but a simple personal side commentary on 
what we have heard so far. I would like to have called these 
observations « From fear to hope », given the nature of many of 
the interventions, but I have preferred calling it « From renewal 
to continuity », which seems, in my opinion, to better express 
the spirit with which we should look upon this vast time frame 
of the last two centuries of Sylvestrine history; two centuries of 
history which, given their temporal proximity to our day and 
age, are mostly lacking an authentic historiography that should 
begin with this very conference. This is the reason why these 
conference papers, rather than being actual historical overviews, 
have sometimes looked like present day appraisals with a rather 
negative final statement and terrible estimates. While trying to 
distance ourselves from this pessimistic outlook, very unbecom-
ing to those who have the duty of attesting Christian hope out 
of spiritual professionalism, let us, rather, attempt to give our 
own evaluation of this Conference, highlighting its qualities and 

(1) This is the concluding address of the Symposium La Congregazione 
Silvestrina nei secoli XIX-XX, held at the Monastery of San Silvestro Abate - 
Fabriano, 5-8 October 2006. The official Atti were not published, but some 
of the issues were published in the magazine « Inter Fratres » during the years 
2010-2012.
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thanking right now all those – including Father Ugo – who have 
made a significant contribution to its successful outcome.

Firstly, seeing as I have personally taken part in all the 
Montefano Conferences of the last quarter of a century, I can 
state that this initiative regarding periodic encounters is worth 
as much as a General chapter. Not only because nearly all those 
who possess congregational authority take part, but especially 
because it creates the opportunity for academic experts of Syl-
vestrine history to meet one another – but also with old and 
more experienced confreres, ushering in a cultural debate and 
exchanging ideas based on past history; this will not only bring 
new suggestions for the future, but also exemplary teachings, 
as well as mistakes to avoid, as aptly outlined by the Abbot 
General in his unambiguous Introduction. Hence, we seem to 
have found in this initiative the first answer to the last speech 
held in this hall, namely of young confrere Raphael Mboumba 
and his prayer for even more frequent meetings amongst young 
confreres from different nations, into which the Congregation is 
divided. First of all, this can be intended as a new awareness 
of the multi-ethnic form that the Sylvestrine family has acquired 
over the past two centuries: a multi-ethnicity that has not weak-
ened the family unity. Many nationalities, but one family, as the 
poet of ancient Rome would say: Fecisti patriam diversis genti-
bus unam. This deep family unity, prodigiously well-kept over 
the course of the last two centuries of diaspora, strikes me as 
the most important point of these minor considerations which 
I would like to submit as my closing remarks. This familial unity 
is a precious asset which Saint Sylvester Abbot obtained for 
his sons during the course of two dramatic centuries in which 
Providence kept its watchful eye upon them. Two dramatic 
centuries, given that the beginning of the 19th century heralded 
the disheartening ordeal of Napoleonic suppression, which could 
have single-handedly wiped out the small Sylvestrine Congrega-
tion; instead, it mysteriously favoured its expansion in the exact 
same measure felt by the successive Sabaudia suppressions, even 
though they respected the Generalate of Saint Stephen in Rome, 
thanks to the missionary ramifications of the institute. The XXI 
century, our year 2000, begins instead with the even more deso-
late acknowledgement of the progressive vocational decrease and 
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the ageing of the community, but this new awareness, reflect-
ing more an internal crisis than an external unfavourable event, 
must not bring mistrust and despair. Any form of pessimism is 
out of place, being presumptuously offensive to Divine Provi-
dence, to which we cannot, and are unable to, set boundaries. 
It is the very past that educates us on the history of these last 
two centuries that we have retraced over the last few days.

Father Ugo Paoli made sure he had invited expert academics 
that would write conference papers to cover the entire historical 
and geographical domain of the Congregation over the past two 
centuries: from Italy, to the Americas, to Asia. These have acted 
as the backdrop where both the rueful and inspiring events of 
Sylvestrine history have played out, a story which is still ongoing 
and, thus, open to the future and beyond our knowledge. That 
is why the modern appraisals, with their pessimistic forecasts, 
based on statistics, must not be adopted as an immovable truth. 
Statistics are not prophecies! Let us, instead, try and interpret 
these statistics with the eye of an historian, rather than a soci-
ologist. We have seen how, in 1803, on the eve of the Napole-
onic suppression, the Congregation was made up of 99 monks 
residing in 14 monasteries, all of them Italian, or rather, all 
pertaining to the Papal State: two suppressions followed (1810 
and 1860/1873), one fiercer than the other. But in 1900, the 
Sylvestrines were still 29, some in Italy, sheltered in the Monte-
fano main house, an authentic relic of the Founder, redeemed 
by the generous love of his sons, most of which are now in 
Asia, given that the suppressions played out as a sort of pruning 
of God’s vine, opening up vast missionary horizons. These, in 
turn, are the origins of that incredible internationalization of the 
Sylvestrine Congregation, which has always been considered as 
the Cinderella character of the Order of St. Benedict – but has 
been, now, for over a century, one of the biggest Congregations, 
geographically speaking: an authentic champion of globalism! 
These are the paradoxes which Providence has brought forth, 
mocking the projections of statisticians and sociologists!

Let us now move on to considerations aimed at the mission-
ary world, since this has been the predominant characteristic of 
these past few centuries. Like all of God’s work, the missionary 
expansion of the Sylvestrines began in poverty and weakness. 
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In 1845, the Bishop to be, Giuseppe Maria Bravi set off from 
Montefano, poor and alone, trusting in the encouragement he 
had received from saint Vincenzo Pallotti (2). Like Abraham, 
he too did not know where he was going and what he would 
find, but he was armed with his great faith: his faith was then 
rewarded. In Asia he was able to generate a generous progeny 
for his father, saint Sylvester. He is to be credited with the 
numerous Sylvestrine monasteries in Ceylon, in India, and now, 
also in the Philippines. In Asia, the Sylvestrines have come first 
place on many occasions:

1) they founded the Apostolic Vicariate (now diocese) of 
Kandy, the first Benedictine mission in Asia;

2) they founded the first Asian Benedictine monastery of 
Kandy after the crusades;

3) they dressed the first Asian monks with the Benedictine 
habit;

4) they presented the Church with the first indigenous 
Ceylon Bishop, namely mons. Beda Beekmeyer (1873-1935), 
appointed in 1912, a long time before Pope Pius XI began en-
couraging a mass promotion of the episcopate of the indigenous 
clergy belonging to the missionary territories.

All of this originated from the poor 19th century Marche 
region (so much so, that financial help was needed from Ceylon 
to repurchase Montefano!), who could not spare many resources 
for their missionaries, but were also scares in Sylvestrine monas-
teries, given that the region was already occupied by numerous 
religious houses serving as seminaries, Friar Minors (especially 
Conventual and Capuchins), Augustinians and Passionists.

In fact, the Sylvestrine missionary monks who left Montefano 
for Ceylon for a century (1845-1949) were a total of 47 (not 
even that many!), and they weren’t even all marchigiani. These 
are the things to take into account when trying to formulate a 
truly realistic evaluation. Given that this hall has been the set-
ting for negative criticism expressed towards the early Sylves-

(2) B. BARCATTA, Giuseppe Maria Bravi (1813-1860), primo vicario aposto-
lico europeo di Colombo. Contributo per la conoscenza della storia della Chiesa 
in Sri Lanka nell’Ottocento, Fabriano 1994 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 23).
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trine missionaries, often accused of being naïve, inexperienced 
and disorganized, one must remember that they were pioneers 
and, as such, cannot be easily told apart from... adventurers. 
Without their heroic courage (which maybe entered the realm 
of arrogance) they would not have been able to accomplish 
what they did, despite their physical fragility and the conflicts 
they had to face in the ecclesiastic field. Therefore, they deserve 
all of our respectful admiration. One of the speakers talked 
about the Benedictine patience displayed by one of these pio-
neers during the missionary activities, but I would add a « fully 
marchigiano meekness » to « Benedictine patience », allowing him 
to break new ground (or, rather, to found!) where others would 
have never broken new ground or founded anything.

The mark of « adventurer » is especially true in relation to 
the two initiators of the American expansion, Cipolletti and 
Bartoccetti, a characteristic which is coupled by the fact that the 
Sylvestrine efforts in North America have remained, even today, 
at a small scale when compared to the foundations set up by 
the great foreign monastic congregations. This holds true when 
we acknowledge the great Benedictine United States expansion 
of the 19th century, depicted so well by P. Patrick Regan. It was 
a truly impressive phenomenon, one could say almost prodi-
gious, especially when we think about the foundations which 
have stemmed from the initiatives of Bavarian Abbot Bonifacio 
Wimmer, originating from the Metten Abbey. Nevertheless, we 
must not forget that Abbot Wimmer was sponsored by the 
great historic Metten Abbey, the catholic Bavaria of Wittels-
bach, supplying considerable financial resources through their 
« Ludwig-Missionsverein ». In addition, the Abbot Wimmer was 
not alone, but accompanied by as many as 18 young candidates 
in his monastic life. Furthermore, his efforts were directed to 
Germanic race immigrants, forming a privileged class and enjoy-
ing the respect of the Northern American population. The two 
Sylvestrines were poor and lacking in homeland support: the 
also had to sow their seeds in an land unappreciative of Italian 
immigration, made up for the most part of poor people with 
no education, positioned at the lowest rung of the northern 
American social ladder. Anticlerical propaganda of European 
socialism had been very effective on them: this made them feel 
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unwelcoming towards the marchigiani missionaries. This explains 
the initial precariousness of their accomplishments, which can 
by no means be compared to the St. Vincent Latrobe (Penn-
sylvania) foundation that generated a number of monasteries of 
the American-Cassinese Congregation, comprised of colleges, 
seminaries and universities.

We think that it is typical of the Sylvestrine charisma not 
to spawn great institutions, but only small ones where, however, 
monastic life is characterized by a deep unity and family spirit. 
I think we should insist on this point in the future if we want 
to maintain the original spirit and renew it for our day and 
age: continuity and modernization are, in fact, the two themes 
of my closing remarks. We have also seen continuity and mod-
ernization interwoven in the Italian history of the Congregation, 
as summarized by Father Ugo Paoli for the 19th century, and 
Abbot Simone Tonini for the 20th century. After listening to 
the two speakers, it seems to me that the Congregation fought 
for its survival in the 19th century, namely its continuity, while 
in the 20th century it fought for its identity, and therefore also 
for the modernization in its faithfulness to uphold the original 
spirit. This seems to me to have also appeared in the long 
exposition of the council meetings and General Chapters, with 
their constant legislative adaptations, which Father Leonardo 
Bux has analysed in his thesis (3), up to outlining the spirit of 
today’s constitutions. These must necessarily take into account 
the immensity of the geographical expansion of the Congrega-
tion, despite the smallness of its monasteries. Thus, smallness 
must not cause us to despair, for it is from the grain of mustard 
that a great tree may spout. Contrarily, that which is too big 
ends up suffering due to its own size, as Tito Livio would say 
of the Roman Empire: magnitudine sua laborat! Rather, these 
evangelic words are more fitting to the Montefano Congregation: 
« Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father’s good pleasure to 
give you the Kingdom » (Luke 12,32). It is the kingdom of the 

(3) L. BUX, Il capitolo generale e la dieta nella Congregazione Silvestrina 
OSB alla luce del diritto universale (1931-1984), Fabriano 2006 (Bibliotheca 
Montisfani, 29).
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spirit, where things are not measured on a material level, since 
they remain imponderable in their notable consistency. 

As the last speaker, allow me to comment on the organiza-
tion of this conference. The latter has not neglected to men-
tion its cultural commitment, be it modest in substance and 
outcome, as Father Grégoire has pointed out to us. Though, 
it seems to me that the spiritual commitment has not been ad-
dressed. However, these past two centuries have not been lack-
ing in encouraging indications from this point of view. I shall 
limit myself to mention only two of them:

– thanks to Abbot Ildebrando Gregori, the female branch of 
the Congregation is reborn. The Sisters of the Holy Face have 
taken the place of the ancient Sylvestrine nuns, vanished after 
the Napoleonic onslaught, and have played – alongside their 
confreres – an important role in the diffusion of the devotion 
to the Holy Face of Christ

– two Sylvestrines have died with such a reputation of sanc-
tity that the canonical process of beatification has been set into 
motion. I am referring to the Servants of God Mons. Bernardo 
Regno and Father Ildebrando Gregori: they are the proof that, 
even in our day and age, the tree planted on Montefano by 
saint Sylvester is still able to bring forth the « holy flowers and 
fruits », just as it did in the early centuries of its history.
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SEGNA DI BONAVENTURA, The Virgin and Child with St Benedict (left) and St Sylvester (right), 
c. 1320. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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The Virgin and Child with St Sylvester and his disciples Blessed Giovanni dal Ba-
stone, Blessed Ugo degli Atti and Blessed Paolino Bigazzini, engraving (17th century). 
Archive of Montefano.
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AN OPENING TO THE INFINITE

During the Symposium nine new works inspired by the life 
of St Sylvester were exhibited: seven tempera icons by Francesca 
Pari, an oil painting by Niké Arrighi Borghese and another oil 
painting by the Sylvestrine monk Antony Maldonado.

On the afternoon of Friday, 2 June 2017 a description of the 
exhibition was given to the members of the Symposium. Firstly, 
Francesca Pari presented the icons commissioned by various 
persons who generously loaned them for the exhibition:

Reading about the life of St Sylvester, made up of prayer and 
fasting, meditation and preaching, I was struck by the extraordi-
nary happenings: wonders, healings and visions that marked his 
life. In choosing this small collection of images, I was guided by 
some of these experiences, beginning with the episode in which 
Sylvester changes water into wine at a feast, as the icon The 
Wedding of Cana reminds us. St Sylvester also had the grace 
of being transported to the most significant places in the life 
of Jesus: the vision of the empty grave, as represented in the 
icon Bearers of Myrrh, the pious women witnesses to the Resur-
rection, and in the grotto of the Nativity where he is given a 
unique grace: to receive the Eucharist from the hands of the 
Mother of God. The icons Virgin of the Passion and The Cruci-
fied in Glory bear witness to the filial devotion of St Sylvester 
to the Mother of God and his contemplation of the mystery of 
the Passion, Death and Resurrection of Jesus our Lord.
The contemporary icon Saint Sylvester is inspired by two of the 
oldest works that depict him: the panel preserved in the archive 
of Montefano, dating from the end of the fifteenth century, and 
the polyptych of Segna di Bonaventura (c. 1320) in the Metro-
politan Museum of Art in New York, in which St Sylvester is 
depicted together with St Benedict on either side of the Mother 
of God. The icon shows the saint in his monastic habit, holding 
the Rule of Benedict; the other hand is in a gesture of bless-
ing, while at the same time indicating the Rule, underlining its 
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importance for the life of the monk. On the back of the book 
is a cross, the sign so loved by St Sylvester and with which he 
was accustomed to bless situations and persons he met. The 
cross recalls the centrality of the person of Jesus Christ for the 
life of Sylvester and for that of every monk.
The tour of these exhibits concludes with the icon The Transfig-
uration, placed before that of the saint, symbolizing the journey 
of holiness to which every Christian is called and reminding us 
of the glowing light that enveloped Monte Fano at the moment 
of the death of Saint Sylvester.

After Francesca Pari, the artist Niké Arrighi Borghese ex-
plained her painting The Madonna and Saint Sylvester:

I am honoured and grateful to paint the Madonna and St Syl-
vester. On the first day I touched the canvas I was able at once 
to paint the face of the Madonna and that of St Sylvester. I was 
inspired by the paintings of Caravaggio, Velasquez, Georges de 
La Tour, but above all I asked the help of the Madonna and St 
Sylvester. The Madonna replied: “Courage, Niké, you must fin-
ish the painting quickly ...!”, perhaps because I was undecided 
regarding certain particulars. So I ran back to the canvas and 
so... in a few days the painting was finished by itself!
Why did I paint the Blood of Christ, that drips on the hand of 
St Sylvester from the chalice held by Mary? Because, often at 
Mass I think I see the Blood of Christ dripping from the chalice 
on the hand of the celebrant, and in my vision of the Madonna 
giving communion to St Sylvester, his Blood is always present.

Damien Gjonaj, Conventual Prior of St Benedict’s, Oxford 
(Michigan, USA), presented the painting of his confrere Antony 
Maldonado, figuring St Benedict giving the Rule to St Sylvester. 
The painting, executed for the celebration of the 750th anniver-
sary of the death of St Sylvester, was brought by the American 
confreres Damien Gjonaj, John Martin Shimkus and Paul Cul-
ver, who participated in the Symposium together with seven 
Sylvestrine Oblates from Oxford.

On the back of the painting are listed the names of the 
members of the Priory of Oxford: 

The 750th Anniversary of the Death of St Sylvester, Abbot 
(1267-2017). Symposium, June 1-3, 2017, Monastery of St Syl-
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vester, Fabriano, Italy. From the Monks of the American Priory: 
Fr Damien Gjonaj (Prior), Fr Gregory David Jones (Sub Prior), 
Fr Michael Green, Fr Bernard Schinn, Br Antony Maldonado, 
Fr John Martin Shimkus, Br Mark Orcutt, Br Paul Culver, Fr 
Louis Marie Navaratne. Two Regular Oblates: Br James Locke, 
Br Marty Singer. Guest: Leo Shawana. I am what he was, what 
he is I will be. (St Sylvester).

The paintings of Niké Arrighi Borghese and Antony Mal-
donado were donated by the artists to the monastery of St 
Sylvester, Montefano, Fabriano, which preserves the remains of 
the founder.
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